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INTRODUCTION 
The theory that will be presented in this monograph falls within a area 
of research that is commonly known as 'the geometric approach' to linear 
systems theory. In this area, questions concerning the structural properties 
of linear time invariant finite dimensional systems and problems involving 
the synthesis of feedback controllers for these systems are studied in a 
linear algebraic framework. The basic philosophy underlying the geometric 
approach is that a system is an entity defined by a number of mappings 
working on abstract linear spaces (the input space, the state space, the 
output space) and that several relevant structural features of the system 
are therefore determined by the way in which these mappings intertwine in 
their domains and codomains. These structural features can be expressed in 
terms of the geometrical properties of distinguished subspaces connected 
with these mappings. Moreover, questions involving the existence and syn-
thesis of feedback controllers with given purposes can be regarded as ques-
tions concerning the mutual position of certain subspaces and the existence 
of mappings with certain properties. The seminal book where this philosophy 
was introduced is WONHAM (1979). 
Indeed, the latter point of view· has turned out to be an extremely 
successful one. Taking a brief glance at the development of the geometric 
approach over the last sixteen or so years, it can be seen that its frame-
work has provided the tools, not only for a better understanding of the 
structure of linear systems (MORSE (1974)), but also for solving a large 
number of very well motivated feedback synthesis problems, such as the 
problem of disturbance decoupling by state feedback, non interacting control 
design, the regulator problem (WONHAM (1979)), disturbance decoupling by 
measurement feedback (SCHUMACHER (1981)), etc. In addition, the conceptual 
clarity of the geometric approach has contributed a great deal to the birth 
of research areas outside the realm of finite dimensional linear systems as, 
for example, tracking and regulation in infinite dimensions (SCHUMACHER 
(1981)) and the differential geometric approach to nonlinear systems 
(HIRSCHORN (1981), NIJMEIJER (1983)). 
One of the basic concepts in all of the above is the concept of con-
trolled invariance or (A,B)-invariance (BASILE & MARRO (1969), WONHAM & 
MORSE (1970)). In the context of linear time invariant finite dimensional 
systems, a controlled invariant subspace is a subspace of the state space 
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with the property that for every initial condition lying in the subspace an 
appropriate control input can be found such that the resulting state trajec-
tory lies entirely in that subspace. The importance of this concept in the 
design of feedback controllers for linear systems stems, roughly speaking, 
from the fact that controlled invariant subspaces can be made invariant 
using state feedback. Indeed, the standard application of the concept of 
controlled invariance, the problem of disturbance decoupling by state feed-
back, almost becomes a triviality once the equivalence between the above 
'open loop' definition and its 'closed loop' counterpart in terms of state 
feedback has been established. 
In the present work the main issue will be the notion of almost con-
trolled invariance or almost (A,B)-invariance (WILLEMS (1980)). Whereas a 
controlled invariant subspace is defined by the property that one can stay 
in it by choosing the control input properly, for a subspace to be almost 
controlled invariant it is only required that one can stay arbitrarily close 
to it while moving along trajectories of the system. In this form, the defi-
nition of almost controlled invariance is again an 'open loop' one: the 
control inputs that are required to keep the state trajectories close to 
the subspace are allowed to depend on the initial condition in an arbitrary 
way. It will appear however that, similar to the case of 'ordinary' con-
trolled invariant subspaces, almost controlled invariant subspaces can be 
made 'almost invariant' by state feedback: the controls that are needed in 
order to stay close to the subspace can be chosen to be generated by a state 
feedback control law. This equivalence between the open loop definition and 
its state feedback counterpart will make the notion of almost controlled 
invariance applicable to feedback synthesis problems in which it is required 
that certain output variables should remain 'small'. An example of such 
synthesis problem is provided by the almost disturbance decoupling problem 
by state feedback, the 'approximate' version of the 'exact' disturbance 
decoupling problem we mentioned before. 
The first chapter of this tract is devoted to a careful study of the 
basic notions of almost controlled invariance and almost controllability 
subspace. In this chapter a framework will be established that will allow 
us to obtain equivalences between the open loop definitions on the one hand 
and characterizations of these notions in terms of 'simpler' subspaces on 
the other. Whereas in the case of 'ordinary' controlled invariant subspaces 
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setting up such equivalences is relatively easy, in the 'almost' context 
this task will appear to be quite involved. In order to obtain rigorous 
proofs of the desired equivalences, the concept of 'factor system modulo 
Seo' will be introduced (section 1.4). 
In the first part of chapter 2 we will consider almost controlled in-
variant subspaces and almost controllability subspaces in a framework of 
distributional inputs and distributional state trajectories. It will turn 
out that almost controlled invariant subspaces can be regarded as ordinary 
controlled invariant subspaces if we admit distributions as inputs to keep 
the state trajectories within these subspaces. In fact, due to the linear 
finite dimensional context, we may restrict ourselves to a very special 
class of distributions: the class of Bohl distributions or, equivalently, 
the class of distributions that have a rational Laplace transform. Parallel 
to our description of almost controlled invariance in terms of Bohl dis-
tributions we will establish characterizations involving the particularly 
useful concept of (~,w)-representation. This device allows us to treat the 
various geometric concepts by means of elementary algebraic manipulations 
of polynomials and rational functions. 
The purpose of the second part of chapter 2 is to make the concepts of 
almost controlled invariant subspace and almost controllability subspace 
instrumental to the application in feedback synthesis problems. It is here 
that we will show that these subspaces can be made 'almost invariant' using 
state feedback. A proof of this important property will involve the fact 
that almost controlled invariant subspaces can be obtained as the limits of 
sequences of ordinary controlled invariant subspaces (section 2.4). 
Measuring the distance of trajectories to subspaces in terms of inte-
grated pointwise distance rather than in terms of pointwise distance itself, 
will appear in chapter 3 to lead to different classes of almost controlled 
invariant subspaces and almost controllability subspaces. It will be shown 
in this chapter that also for these subspaces, called L -almost controlled p 
invariant subspaces and L -almost controllability subspaces, equivalences p 
between the basic open loop definitions and characterizations in terms of 
'almost invariance' using state feedback exist. This will be the subject of 
section 3.3 and section 3.4. In the former we will exploit the above-
mentioned equivalence to establish conditions for solvability of the problem 
of L -almost disturbance decoupling by state feedback. In the latter the p 
spectral assignability properties of L -almost controllability subspaces p 
will be used as an instrument to obtain conditions for solvability of the 
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L -almost disturbance decoupling problem with pole placement. In section p 
3.5 the subspaces that we have introduced will be applied to the classical 
problem of stabilization by dynamic output feedback. In this section the 
notion of almost stabilizability subspace will be the spine of a result 
that says that invertible minimum phase systems can always be stabilized by 
means of dynamic compensators with dynamic order equal to the system's 
pole/zero excess minus the number of inputs. 
Chapter 4 of this monograph is devoted to the study of a version of 
the L -almost disturbance decoupling problem in which it is required that p 
certain components of the state vector in the closed loop system are bounded 
functions of the accuracy of approximate decoupling between the disturbances 
and the to-be-controlled outputs. It turns out that, while requiring the 
influence of the disturbances on the to-be-controlled output to be small, 
the feedback gains necessary to achieve this will in general become very 
large. This phenomenon will obviously result in 'large' state trajectories, 
which, in certain situations, might be unacceptable. Recognizing this in-
herent difficulty in the design of high gain feedback control systems 
motivates the following question; when is it possible to find state feed-
back control laws such that the approximate decoupling between the distur-
bance input and a first to-be-controlled output is arbitrarily accurate, 
while, simultaneously, the closed loop operator between the disturbance 
input and a second to-be-controlled output is a bounded function of this 
decoupling accuracy? In section 4.1 we will introduce a feedback synthesis 
problem that is based on this question. 
In the final chapter of this tract we will introduce the concept of 
almost conditionally invariant subspace. Together with the notion of almost 
controlled invariance this concept will be applied to study the problem of 
almost disturbance decoupling by measurement feedback. This will be the 
topic of section 5.2. In section 5.3 and section 5.4 we will consider this 
problem with a constraint involving the high gain behaviour of the closed 
loop transfer matrices between disturbance and control inputs. This con-
straint leads us to formulate the L -almost disturbance decoupling problem p 
by measurement feedback and guaranteed roll-off (section 5.3). In section 
5.4 necessary and sufficient conditions for the solvability of this problem 
will be given. The last three sections of this monograph contain a discus-
sion on the role of almost observability subspaces in the design of reduced 
and minimal order PID-observers for linear systems. 
CHAPTER 1 
ALMOST CONTROLLED INVARIANT SUBSPACES 
In this chapter we will 'set the scene' for the theory that we will 
develop in this monograph. On the basis of a problem involving the model-
ling of a dynamical system, it will be explained how the concepts of 
invariance and controlled invariance lead in a natural way to the 
definition of the class of almost controlled invariant subspaces. We will 
briefly recall the basic properties of controlled invariant subspaces and 
controllability subspaces, in particular the equivalence between their 
'dynamical' characterizations and their 'geometric' characterizations. We 
will then introduce the notions of almost controlled invariant subspace 
and almost controllability subspace. These subspaces will be defined in 
terms of the 'approximate holdability' properties they have with respect 
to the state trajectories of our linear system. Our purpose is then to 
establish the equivalence between these 'dynamical' definitions and 
characterizations in terms of the geometric properties of the mappings 
defining our linear system. To be able to do this, we will set up a 
considerable machinery, involving the properties of the state trajectories 
of our system modulo a subspace obtained as the limit of a recursive 
algorithm. This machinery will also play a central role in later chapters. 
Finally, we will apply the machinery developed to establish the desired 
'geometric' characterizations. 
The chapter is divided into six sections. In the first section we 
will motivate the introduction of almost controlled invariant subspaces, 
introduce some notation and recall the basic notion of controlled 
invariance. In section 2, almost controlled invariant subspaces and almost 
controllability subspaces are defined. In section 3 we study the almost 
controllability subspace algorithm and in section 4 we prove an important 
property of the 'limiting' subspace of the latter algorithm. The results 
of section 3 and section 4 are applied in section S to obtain geometric 
characterizations of the newly introduced subspaces. Finally, in section 6 
we show how supremal almost controlled invariant subspaces may be 
computed. 
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1.1 INVARIANCE AND ALMOST INVARIANCE 
Assume that we have a dynamical system whose evolution in time is 
modelled by the linear time invariant flow 
( 1.1) x(t) =Ax(t), 
where the state variable x takes its values in some finite dimensional 
linear space X, called the state space. In the above, A is a linear mapping 
from X into X, called the system mapping. An important concept in the 
study of flows is the notion of invariance. A subspace V of the state space 
X will be said to be dynamically invariant with respect to the flow (1.1) 
if every initial condition x(O) =x0 E V gives rise to a trajectory x(t) 
that lies entirely in V. We will call V geometrically invariant or 
A-invari.ant if AVcV. It is clear that the familes of dynamically and 
geometrically invariant subspaces coincide. 
Assume now that in our study of the above system we are interested in 
particular in the variable z(t) = Hx(t). Here, z is assumed to take its 
values in some finite dimensional linear space Z and H is a linear mapping 
from X to Z. Suppose that it is desired to keep the value of z(t) at some 
nominal value, say z(t) =O. (As an example, for the moment think of (1.1) 
as a simple model describing the motion of a satellite andz(t) as the 
variable that measures the deviation from a geostationary orbit in which 
we want to keep the satellite). If (1.1) would be a correct description of 
the dynamics of our system and its initial condition were 0, then z(t) 
would be zero for all times, as required. 
Suppose now however that our model is not accurate and that the 
dynamics of the system are in fact described by 
( 1. 2) x(t) = Ax(t) + d(t) , z(t) = Hx(t), 
where d(t): = x(t) - Ax(t) is unknown and may be any element of some class 
of functions taking values in X. Under these assumptions, again with 
x(O) = 0, the variable z(t) will in general no longer be held at the 
desired nominal value zero. However, if we would know at forehand (for 
example, due to certain physical considerations) that the possible 
disturbances in (1.2) all take their values in the same subspace G which, 
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in turn, is contained in the kernel of the linear mapping H, then we might 
ask ourselves the question: does there exist a geometrically invariant 
subspace V 'between' G and the kernel of H? Indeed, if there is an A-in-
variant subspace that contains G and is itself contained in the kernel 
of H, then the variable z(t) in (1.2) would be held at its nominal value 
zero. To see this, define X1: =V and let x2 be a subspace such that 
X=X1 @X2 • Then, in a basis for X compatible with this decomposition, the 
( A11 A12) matrix of A would be of the form A = 0 A22 , H would be of the form 
( d1 ( t)) (0 H2) and d(t) could be represented as d(t) = 0 . Writing the system 
(1.2) in this representation, we obtain 
( 1. 3) 
x 1 (t) =A11 x 1 (t) + A12x2(t) + d 1 (t), 
x2(t) =A22x2(t)' 
z (t) = H2x2 ( t). 
It is obvious from these equations that, whatever the disturbance d 1(t) 
might be, if the system starts at rest, then z(t) will be at its desired 
nominal value zero for all future time. 
Assume now however, that we do know that all disturbances in (1.2) 
take their values in the same subspace G of the kernel of H, but there is 
no geometrically invariant subspace lying be-tween G and the kernel of H. 
It is here that the concept of controlled invariance enters into our 
considerations. Suppose that it is possible to change the dynamic 
behaviour of the system (1.2) by some external mechanism. In particular, 
suppose that our system is given by 
( 1 .4) x(t)=Ax(t)+Bu(t)+d(t), z(t)=Hx(t), 
where u(t), the control input, may be chosen in some appropriate class of 
functions taking their values in the finite dimensional linear space U, 
called the input space. Bis a linear mapping from U into X, called the 
input mapping. Assume that it is allowed to use for u(t) linear functions 
of the current state x(t), i.e. assume that we may take u(t) = Fx(t) in 
(1.4), where Fis a linear mapping from X into U, called a state feedback. 
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With this possibility, we may then change the dynamics of (1.2) to 
( 1. 5) x(t) =(A+ BF)x(t) + d(t) , z(t) = Hx(t). 
Coming back to our problem, the following question then becomes relevant: 
is it possible to find a subspace V, containing G and contained in the 
kernel of H, for which there exists a mapping F such that V is (A+ BF)-
invariant? If the answer to this question is yes, then it follows from the 
above considerations that if we control the system (1.4) by means of the 
state feedback control law u(t) = Fx(t), then in the controlled system our 
variable z(t) will still be kept at its nominal value zero (provided of 
course the system starts at rest). A subspace V with the property that it 
can be made (A+ BF)-invariant by suitable choice of F will temporarily be 
called geometrically controlled invariant. As in the uncontrolled case, 
this notion of invariance has its dynamical counterpart. A subspace V will 
be called dynamically controlled invariant if for every initial condition 
x(O) = x0 in V, there is an input function u(t) such that the solution of 
x=Ax+Bu(t), x(O) =x lies entirely in TI. It may be proven that, as 
0 
in the uncontrolled case, the above notions of invariance coincide. 
Therefore, a subspace V with one of these properties will simply be called 
controlled invariant or (A,B)-invariant (BASILE & MARRO (1969a),WONHAM & 
MORSE (1970)). 
Now, assume that the situation is even worse: assume that we do know 
that all disturbances in (1.4) take their values in the same subspace G 
contained in the kernel of H, but there is no controlled invariant sub-
space lying between G and the kernel of H. A natural question is then: 
is it possible to choose F such that z(t) is kept 'close' to its desired 
nominal value, i.e. such that z(t) is kept 'small'. In the following, if 
d(t) is a disturbance, let w(t) be such that d(t) = Gw(t). (Assume G is a 
mapping such that G = im G). It is well known that ( 1. 5) yields: 
( 1 • 6) 
t 
z(t) = J TF(t - -r)w(-r)d-r, 
0 
with TF(t): = Hexp[t(A+BF)]G. For the moment, assume that we restrict 
ourselves to integrable disturbances w(t). Then, if TF(t) is a bounded 
function, we may show that for all points of time t > 0: 
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"" (1. 7) II z(t) II 2 sup II TF(T) II 0 f llw(o) II do. 
T>O 0 
The latter inquality motivates the question: given any small real number 
£ > O, is it possible to find a state feedback F such that T s>ub II TF(T) II 
is smaller than £? If this were indeed the case than we could at least 
make sure that the variable z(t) would be kept close to the desired value 
zero in the case that the disturbances 'live' in some ball of fixed 
radius in the space of integrable functions. Note that TF(t) is exactly 
equal to zero if and only if G is contained in some (A+ BF)-invariant 
subspace contained in the kernel of H. We might now be tempted to ponder 
on the following question: is it possible to formalize a concept of 
'approximate (A+ BF)-invariance' or 'geometrical approximate invariance' 
to treat the latter problem of making TF(t) approximately zero? Of course, 
the idea would then be to look for a 'geometrically approximately 
invariant' subspace lying between G and the kernel of H. Since it is not 
at all clear how to formalize such a notion in a pure linear algebra 
context, it seems reasonable (in view of the equivalence between the geo-
metrical and dynamical definition in the 'exact' case) to formalize 
instead a notion of 'dynamical approximate invariance'. Thus we are led to 
the following definition: a subspace V will be called almost controlled 
invariant if for every initial condition x(O) = x0 in V and for every 
positive real number £, there is an input function u(t) such that the 
solution of x =Ax+ Bu(t), x(O) = x0 moves at most at an £-distance from L 
It will turn out that this concept of almost invariance can indeed be 
fruitfully used to treat the problem we have been considering in this 
section. 
In the rest of this section, we will briefly review the basic 
notational conventions we will use in the sequel and recall some basic 
facts on controlled invariant and controllability subspaces. 
If we speak about the linear system with system mapping A and input 
mapping B, we will always mean the system x(t) =Ax(t) +Bu(t). Here, x will 
be assumed to take its values in the linear space X, called the state 
space and u will be assumed to take its values in the linear space U, 
called the input space. It will be assumed that X and U are linear spaces 
over the field lR and X will always have dimension n, U will always have 
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dimension m. A and B wi 11 be linear mappings from X into X and U into X 
respectively. 
Spaces and subspaces will always be denoted by light italic capitals. 
If we use the word 'mapping' we will always mean 'linear mapping'. Map-
pings will always be denoted by capitals. Elements from linear spaces and 
time functions taking values in linear spaces will be denoted by lower 
case letters. Sometimes, if x is a time function taking values in X, we 
will denote x(·) or x(t) to distinguish x from elements of the linear 
space X. If nE:W, then n will denote the set {1,2, ... ,n}. We will denote 
JR+:=hEJRlr_::O} and JR-:=hEJRJr<O}. 
If V and Ware subspaces of X, then their sum will be denoted by 
V+ W. If Vn W= {O}, then this sum will often be denoted by Val W. If 
x 1 ,... are vectors in X, then span{x1 , ••• ,xr} will denote the subspace 
of linear combinations of the vectors x .• IfT: X-->-Xis a mapping and V 
l 
is a T-invariant subspace of X, then TIV will denote the restriction of 
T to V. 
If Vis a subspace of X, then two vectors x 1 ,x2 in X are called 
equivalent modulo V if x 1 - x 2 E V. The quotient space under this 
equivalence relation will be denoted by X/V. An element of X/V will 
typically be denoted by s. If x Es, then we will also denote the 
equivalence class s by [x]. The canonical projection of X onto XIV is the 
mapping P defined by Px: = [x]. If w is a second subspace of X and VcW, 
then we define W/V: =PW. If w1 and w2 are subspaces of X and vcw1 nw2 , 
then it may be verified that (W1/V) n (W2/V) = (W1 n W2)/V. 
If V is T-invariant, then T induces a mapping from XIV into XIV, 
defined by [x]-+ [Tx]. This mapping will be denoted by TIX!V and will be 
called the quotient mapping of T modulo V. If VcW and V and Ware both 
T-invariant, then TjW/V will denote the quotient mapping of TjW modulo V. 
All facts in the context of linear algebra that we need here can be found 
in GANTMACHER (1959). 
Finally we will recall some basic facts on controlled invariant and 
controllability subspaces. Consider the linear system with system mapping 
A and input mapping B. We will denote by i:(A,B) the linear space of all 
state trajectories of this system. Formally: 
(L8) I(A,B): = {x: JR -+ Xlx is absolutely continuous and 
x ( t) - Ax ( t) E imB a. e. } . 
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As a standing assumption, we will assume that the input mapping B is 
injective. Its (m-dimensional) image in X will be denoted by B or im B. If 
F: X-+ U is a mapping we will often denote~: =A+ BF. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A subspace V of X will be called a controlled invariant 
subspace if Vx E V, 3x E !:(A,B) such that x(O) = x and x(t) E V, Vt E lR. 0 0 
A controllability subspace is defined as a subspace of X with the 
property that it is possible to travel between any two points of the 
subspace, moving along a trajectory that lies entirely in that subspace: 
DEFINITION 1.2. A subspace R of X will be called a controllability sub-
space if Vx0 ,x 1 ER, 3T>O and xEI:(A,B) such that x(O) =x0 , x(T) =x1 and 
x(t) ER, VtE lR. 
Controlled invariant subspaces are also called (A,B)-invariant sub-
spaces or A(mod B)-invariant subspaces. We will denote by£ or _I:'.(A,B) 
and !!.. or !!_(A,B) the classes of all controlled invariant subspaces and 
controllability subspaces respectively. It is immediate that RcV. 
In the following, if B1 is a subspace of B and F: X->- U is a mapping, 
I n-1 we will denote <~I B 1 > = B 1 + ~B 1 + •.• + AF B 1• The following geometric 
characterizations of the classes V and R are well known: 
PROPOSITION 1.3. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) VE _I:'.(A,B), 
(ii) 3F: X->- U such that ~Ve V, 
(iii) AVc V +B. 
PROPOSITION 1 .4. RE "!i_(A,B) if and only if there is a subspace B 1 of B and 
a mappingF: X-+ U such that R= <~IB 1 >. 
For a proof of the above equivalences, we refer to WONHAM (1979). The 
latter uses the statement of PROP. 1.3 (ii) as a definition of controlled 
invariance and the statement of PROP. 1.4 as a definition of control-
lability subspace. 
If VE V then the set of all mapping F: X->- U with the property that 
AFVc V, will be denoted by !_(V). It may be proven readily that the classes 
8 
V and R are closed under the operation of subspace addition. It may there-
fore immediately be concluded (WONHAM (1979, LEMMA 4.4)) that, with every 
subspace K of X, there exists a supremal controlled invariant subspace 
contained in K and a supremal controllability subspace contained in K. 
These subspaces will be denoted by V*(K) and R*(K) respectively. 
1.2 ALMOST CONTROLLED INVARIANT AND ALMOST CONTROLLABILITY 
SUBSPACES 
In this section we will introduce the concepts of almost controlled 
invariant subspace and almost controllability subspace. Consider the 
linear system with system mapping A and input mapping B. Generalizing the 
dynamical definition of controlled invariance, we define an almost 
controlled invariant subspace as a subspace of the state space with the 
property that, beginning in it, one can stay arbitrarily close to it by 
choosing the input properly. In the same way, an almost controllability 
subspace will be defined as a subspace of the state space with the 
property that, starting in it, one can steer to an arbitrary point in the 
same subspace while staying arbitrarily close to that subspace. 
The concepts of almost controlled invariant subspace and almost 
controllability subspace where introduced in WILLEMS (1980). 
Of course, in order to be able to measure the distance from a point 
to a subspace, we should have a notion of distance in the state space X. 
We will therefore always assume that X is a normed linear space. The norm 
in X will be denoted by II. JI. If L is a subspace of X and x EX, we will 
define the distance of x to L by 
( 1 • 9) d(x,L): = inf llx-x'll. 
x'EL 
We then have the following definitions: 
DEFINITION 1.5. A subspace Va ex is said to be an almost controlled 
invariant subspace if Vx E V and t: > 0, 3x E I:(A,B) such that x(O) = x and 
o a o 
d(x(t), V )<t:, VtElR. 
a -
DEFINITION 1 .6. A subspace Ra eX is said to be an almost controllability 
9 
subspace if Vx ,x1 ER , 3T > 0 such that Ve:> 0 3x E I:(A,B) with the o a 
properties that x(O) = x , x(T) = x 1 and d (x(t) ,R ) < e:, Vt E lR. o a -
Almost controlled invariant subspaces are also called almost 
A(mod B)-invariant subspaces or almost (A,B)-invariant subspaces. Let !a 
or V (A,B) and R or R (A,B) denote the classes of all almost controlled 
-a -a -a 
invariant subspaces and almost controllability subspaces of the system 
(A,B). It is a trivial matter to verify that the inclusions Re Ve V and 
- - -a 
!!_ e!!.a e !a hold. In analogy to ! and !!_, our new classes of subspaces 
exhibit the property of closedness under addition: 
THEOREM 1.7. V and R are aZosed uder the operation of subspaae addition. 
-a -a 
PROOF: We will give a proof of the closedness property of !I.a· An analogous 
but simpler proof applies to V • Let R 1 and R 2 ER • Define 
-a a, a, -a 
Ra=Ra, 1 +Ra, 2 and let x0 =x01 +x02 and x 1 =x11 +x12 with xOi' x1iERa,i" 
For i = 1 ,2 there are T. > 0 and for all e: > 0 there are x. ( •) E I:(A,B) such 
i i 
e: that x.(O)=x0 ., x.(T.)=O and d(x.(t),R .)< -2 ,Vt.Assume that T1 <T2 . i i i i i a,i - -
Define a new trajectory xl by x; (t): = x 1 (t) for t ~ T 1 and xl (t): = 0 for 
t>T 1. Define x(t):=xj(t)+x2 (t). Then x(.)EI:(A,B), x(O)=x0 , x(T2)=0 
and 
d(x(t) ,R ) < d(x 1• (t) ,R ) + d(x2(t) ,R ) a - a a 
Now, to complete the proof, it suffices to show that we can move from 0 to 
x 1 along a trajectory that is at most a distance of e: away from Ra. 
Proceeding in an analogous way as above, w~ find 'T1 and 'T2 and two trajec-
tories x:, and x2 along which it is possible to move from 0 at t = 0 to x,, 
at t =T1 and x 12 at t =T2 • Assume that T1 ~T2 • Then the idea is to stay 
some more time in 0 and modify x 1 into xl by defining i1 (t) = 0 fort~ 'T2 - T 
,...,, - ,...,,,...,, _,,...., •• 1 
and xl(t) =x1(t-T2 +T1) for t>T2 -T1. It may then be verified that 
x(t): =xj(t) +i2 (t) will lead us from 0 at t =Oto x 1 =x11 +x12 at 
t = T'2 while staying close to Ra. 
Cl 
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From the above result, it may immediately be concluded that, for 
every subspace K of X, there exists a supremal almost controlled invariant 
subspace contained in K. This subspace will be denoted by v:(K). In the 
same way, R*(K) will denote the supremal almost controllability subspace 
a 
contained in K. 
One of the main purposes of this chapter is to establish a charac-
terization of almost controlled invariant subspaces and almost control-
lability subspaces in terms of the geometry of the input mapping B and 
the system mapping A. Recall that such a char~cterization has indeed been 
obtained for controlled invariant subspaces and controllability subspaces 
(PROR 1.3 and PROP. 1.4). It turns out that also for the 'almost versions' 
geometric characterizations can be found. In fact, those were the main 
result of WILLEMS (1980). In the sequel, a sequence of subspaces 
k {Bi}i=l will be called a chain in B if B:'.)B1 :'.)B2 :'.) ••. :'.)Bk. Denote 
~:=A+ BF. Then the following holds: 
PROPOSITION 1.8. 
(i) 
(ii) 
V E V if and only if there exists VE V and R ER such that 
a -a a -a 
V=V+R. 
a a 
R ER if and on Zy if the1•e is a mapping F: X -- U and a chain 
a -a 
k ~1 {Bi}i=l in B such that Ra =B 1 +Ai2 + •.. +AF Bk. 
Although easy to fonnulate, a rigorous proof of the above result 
turns out to be quite complicated. We will however set up in sections 1.3 
and 1.4 the necessary mathematical framework to prove proposition 1.8. In 
section 1.5 the result will then be restated and proven in two seperate 
corollaries. 
We will start of here by showing that every subspace of the form 
k-1 k 
B1 +AFB2 + ··• +Af Bk, with {Bi}i=l a chain in B, is in R. By TH 1.7, it 
-a k 
suffices to prove that every subspace of the form f = span{b ,AFb, ..• ,AFb}, 
with b E B and k E JN, is in !ia. 
Let x 0 ,x 1 Ef. We will show that we can move from x 0 to x 1 along a 
trajectory that stays arbitrarily close to£. We will first consider the 
case that x 1 = O. Since x 0 E £, there are II~ E JR such that k . ~ 
l 
x 0 = 2: 11. AFb. Let u 0 E be such that b = Bu 0 . Now, the idea of the proof is i=O i . 
11 
k (') 
the following: by using an 'input' u=- r >..o 1 u for the system 
i=O i 0 
x=~x+Bu, x(O) =x0 , we would obtain a 'trajectory' x consisting of an 
'impulsive part' at t = 0 and a 'smooth part' x(t) = 0 for t > 0. This 
impulsive part would be lying entirely in £. (o(i) denotes the ith 
distributional derivative of the Dirac distribution. Distributional inputs 
will be treated in detail in CH.2,SECTION 2.1). We will approximate the 
distribution u by smooth inputs un and thus find smooth trajectories xn 
staying close to £ and bringing us close to O. The final transfer to 0 is 
then made by moving along a trajectory that stays close to O. 
To make the above precise, let {ljln}n E :JN be a sequence of smooth 
1 /n 
functions JR.->- 1R with (i) supp \P c [0)-J, (ii) \P > 0 (iii) f ljJ = 1 and 
n n n- 0 n 
(iv) lj)~J/,) (0) = 0 for 5l = 0, 1, .•• ,k. (Here (51,) denotes the 5lth derivative). 
Define a sequence of smooth inputs un by 
(L 10) k (i) u (t): =- r A.(j) (t)u 
n i=O 1 n 0 
(It may be seen that u converges to u as n--+ oo in the sense of distri-
n 
butions). Using un as input for the system (AF,B) with x(O) =x0 , we obtain 
(L11) 
~t k t ~(t-<) (i) 
x (t) = e XO - r A. I e ljJ (T)d< 0 Buo 
n i=O 1 0 n 
which, by repeated partial integration, yields 
( 1. 12) ~t t AF(t-T) k k (' ") . i x (t) =e xo- I e ljJ (T)d<oxo- r r (j) i-J (t).\.AJF- Buo· 
n 0 n j=l i=j n 1 
Now, we claim that for every T>O, d(x (t),.c)- 0 uniformly on [O,TL 
n 
To see this, note that the third term of 1.12 is entirely contained in£. 
AFt + _ 
In the following, let K(t): = e for t E JR. and K(t): = 0 for t E JR. • Then 
+ for all t E JR. we have: 
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(1.13) 
1/n 
d(xn(t),£) =d(K(t)xo- J K(t-T)XOlj)n(T)dT,£) 
0 
1/n 
= d( J (K( t)x0 - K( t - T )x0 )l1Jn (T )d< ,£) 
1/n 
< J d(K(t)x0 -K(t-T)x0 ,£)<Pn(T)d< 
< sup 1d(K(t)x0 - K(t - <)x0 ,£). 
O<T<-
- -n 
Using the facts that d(xn (0) ,£)= 0 and that the function t-+ d(K(t)x0 ,£) 
is uniformly continuous on [O,T], it may be shown that the latter conver-
ges to 0 as n-+oouniformly with respect to tE[O,T]. Next we will show 
that by taking n sufficiently large, the trajectory xn will bring us 
arbitrarily close to 0 at t = T. In fact, it may be proven that 
lim x (T) = 0. To see this, evaluate ( 1. 12) at t = T. Note that the third 
n n -+oo 
1 term vanishes for n sufficiently large since supp ljJ c [0,-]. The statement 
n n 
then follows by estimating II xn(T) IJ in a similar way as (1.13). 
Finally, we will show that it is possible to move from an initial 
point x0 to 0 while staying arbitrarily close to 0, provided that II x 0 JI 
is sufficiently small. In fact, we have: 
LEMMA 1. 9 Consider the system (A,B). Let T > 0. For x0 E <A I B > and £ > O, 
define 
(1.14) 
n(xo,£): = {x E :L(A,B) lx(O) =XO' x(T) = 0 and 
11 x ( t) 11 ~ E , Vt E [ 0, T] L 
Then VE> O 3 cS > O such that if 11 x 0 II < cS then n(x0 ,E) + ~. 
. T As T ATs 
PROOF: Fix T>O. Let W: = Je BB e <ls. It is well known (see e.g. ~~ T 0 
WONHJ\M (1979, p.37))that im WT= <AIB> and that ker WT= <AJB>..L. Note 
that <AIB> is -invariant. Denote WT: =WT I <AiB>. It may then be 
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I - AT verified that WT is invertible. Let z E <A B > be such that WTz = -e x0 . 
Define a smooth input u on [0,T] by 
Then we have 
t T 
( ) At J A(t - o)BBT A (T - o)d x t = e x + e e o~z 
0 0 
From this, it is obvious that llx(t) JI can be kept small on [O,T] by 
making II XO II (and consequently II z II = II w; 1 eATXO II ) sufficiently small. 
Moreover, it may be verified that x(O) = x0 and x(T) = eATx0 + WTz = 0. 
D 
Now, to complete the proof of the assertion that £ is an almost control-
lability subspace, we should prove that it is also possible to move from 
0 to a point x 1 E £while staying arbitrarily close to £. This can be 
proven by repeating the above arguments for T < O. Assume that 
k . k (i) 
x 1 =i.:r=0µiA~Bu0 • Define a smooth u (.)by u (t):=- r µ.(j) (-t)u0 n n i=O l. n 
(defined on [T,O]). It may then be verified that if we solve x=~x+Bun; 
x(O) = x0 on [T ,O], we obtain a trajectory xn (t) with xn (0) = x 1 , 
d(x (t) ,£)->- 0 (n->- oo) uniformly on [T ,O] and x (T)->- 0 (n->- co). The 
n n 
result then follo,ws after verifying that LEMMA 1. 9 also holds for T < 0. 
Putting things together now, we can construct a trajectory through 
x0 ,x1 E .C staying close to .C as fol lows. First, follow the zero-trajectory. 
At t = 0, move from 0 to x0 at t = t 0 > O, staying close to .C. Then, move 
from x0 to 0 at t = t 1 > t 0 and from 0 to x 1 at t = t 2 > t 1 • Finally, move 
from x 1 back to 0 at t = t 3 > t 2 and follow the zero-trajectory. 
Thus, we have proven that if b E B, F: X -r U is a mapping and k E JN, 
then .C: = span{b,~b, .•. ,~b} is an almost controllability subspace. In the 
sequel, subspaces of this form will play an important role. We will call 
.C a singly generated almost controllability subspace. Since also every 
sum of such subspaces is in R , we may indeed conclude that every subspace 
-a 
of the form 
( 1 • 15) 
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k with {B.}. 1 a chain in Band F: X--'>- U a mapping, is an almost control-l. i= 
!ability subspace. 
From the fact that the inclusions Ve: V and R c: V hold, we may also 
--a -a-a 
immediately conclude that every subspace of the form V +Ra with VE V and 
Ra E !ia is an almost controlled invariant subspace. 
1.3 THE ALMOST CONTROLLABILITY SUBSPACE ALGORITHM 
In the present section we will study the properties of the sequence 
of subspaces defined by the following recursive algorithm: 
(1.16) 0 µ+1 µ S : = { 0} ; S : = K n (AS + B) , µ E JN • 
Here, K is an arbitrary, fixed subspace of X. The above algorithm also 
appears in WONHAM (1979, §§ 5.3, 5.4), where it is called the 'control-
lability subspace algorithm'. For reasons that will become clear in the 
sequel, we will call it the 'almost controllability subspace algorithm' 
(WILLEMS(1980)). In this section, we will prove the following result: 
THEOREM1.10. Let K be a subspace of X and, for µE].IJU{O}, let Sµ be 
defined by (1.16). Then the following holds: 
(i) The sequence {Sµ}':=o is monotonically nondecreasing. Moreover, if 
Sµ = Sµ+ 1, then Sµ = Sµ+v for all v E 1'!. 
(ii) For each µEN there is a chain {B.}~ 1 in Band a mapping F: X--+ U l. i= 
such that 
(1.17) 
with 
(1.18) 
and 
(L19) 
PROOF: (i) The proof of the monotone property can be found in WONHAM 
( 1979, p. 107). Suppose now that Sµ = Sµ+ 1 for some µ. Then 
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Sµ+Z =Kn (ASµ+l + B) =Kn (ASµ+ B) = Sµ+ 1 = Sµ. In the same way it follows that 
Sµ+v = Sµ for all v E lN. (ii) The proof of this property will be given by 
induction. The claim is obviously true for µ = 1. Now assume it is true up 
toµ. Let {B.}~ 1 be a chain in Band F: X->- U a mapping such that (1.17) l. i.= 
to (1.19) hold. We will show that Sµ+l can also be represented in this way. 
This will be done by constructing an extra term B 1 in addition to the µ+ 
'old' chain {B.}~ 1 and by defining a new feedbaak mapping F : X->- U. l. i= new 
First, let B! 
l. 
(iE_µ) be subspaces such that B!'9B. =B. 1• (define B0 :=B). l. l. i.-
We then have: 
sµ+l =Kn (~Sµ+B) 
=Kn (~[B 1 + y 2 + ••• + ~- 1 Bµ1 + B) 
=Kn (Sµ +G). 
where we define 
G• -B' A B' A~-lB' ~B 
• - 1 + -y 2 + • • • + -7 µ + -7 µ • 
Using the modular distributive rule (WONHAM (1979, p.4)), together with the 
fact that Sµ c.K, we obtain 
(1.20) 
A µ+1 µ A 
Let Gc.GnK be a subspace such that S =S- GlG. and let {v 1, ••• ,v } be a A r 
basis for G. By the definition of G, each v. can be represented as 
J 
v. =b 1' • +~bz' . + ••• +A~-lb' . +A°!1b., J .J .J -7 µ,J -7 J 
with b! .EB! (iEµ) and b.EB. By the assumption that &nsll={O}, it may 
l. .J l. - J µ . . 
be verified directly that for -fixed i EE. the system {~b 1, •••• ~br} is 
linearly independent. Define now 
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Note that B c B For j EE. and i El:• define vectors x. . by µ+1 µ J,1 
x. 1:=b., J, J 
x. 2 : = ~b . + b ' .• J, J µ,J 
2 
x. 3: = A-b. + A___b ' . + b I 1 . , J, --y J --y µ,J µ- ,J 
µ-1 µ-2 
x. : =~ b.+A'": b' . + ••• +A b 3' . +b2' .• J 'µ J - F µ 'J -r' 'J 'J 
It follows immediately that x .. =AFx .. 1 +b' . 2 . and that J,1 J,1- µ-i+ ,J 
v. =~x. +b 1' •• J J,µ ,J Moreover, by the independency of the systems 
{A~b. ; j Er} and by the fact 
-7 J -
i-1 that the spaces lL B. (i E µ) are indepen-
-7 l -
dent (recall from (1.17) that their sum is a direct sum), it may be shown 
that the system fa .. ; j Er, i E_µ} is linearly independent. Now extend J ,i -
this system to a basis for X. Let u. k (j EE_, k E ~) be vectors in U such J , 
that b' k 1 . =Bu. k" Define a mapping F": X-+ U as follows: µ- + ,J J, 
F"x .. : = u .. , J,1 J,l 
F" arbitrary on the extension. 
Then it is immediate that for i E µ 
{ } _ (~ B ")i-1 spanx 1 ., ••. ,x. - +F B 1 
,i r,1 µ+ 
and 
Moreover, for i E { 1 , .•• , µ - 1} we have 
( 1. 21) BF"(A + BF")i-lB cB' . cB • 
-r' µ+1 11+1-i 1 
Let {B'.'}~ 1 be a chain in B such that for iEµ B 1 @B'.'=B .• Since l i= 11+ l l 
3 11+1 = 3 11 (!) G we then obtain 
' 
Sµ+l = (B1 + AfB2 + ••• + ~-tBµ) + (\, + BF")µBµ+l 
=Bµ+l +\,Bµ+l + ••• +A~-lBµ+l + (\,+BF"fBµ+l 
+ B" + A B" + + ~- lB" 1 --y-2 • • • 7 µ" 
Thus, by ( 1 • 21 ) we find that 
( 1. 22) 
Sµ+l =B +(A + BF")B + ••• +(A + BF")µB µ+1 --p µ+1 --p µ+1 
+B"+A B"+ +Aµ-lB" 1 F2'''--p µ· 
We contend that all sums in the expression (1.22) are, in fact, direct 
sums. To see this, assume the contrary. Then the following strict 
inequality must hold: 
+1 µ+l . 1 µ . 1 
dim Sµ <. l: dim(\,+ BF")i- B + I: dim ~- B'.' 
i=1 µ+l i=l l. 
µ A µ 
< :t dim B 1 -1 dim G + :t dim B~'. i=1 µ+ i=1 l. 
Since however, by definition, B $ B'.' =B. (i E _µ), it follows that µ+1 l. l. 
1 µ A 
dim Sµ+ < I: dim B. +dim G. 
i=1 l. 
On the other hand however, dim sµ+l =dim sµ +dim ~. which, by assumption 
that (1.17) to (1.19) are valid forµ, equals 
have obtained a contradiction. 
Define now 
µ A 
I: dim B + dim G. Thus we 
i=1 µ 
V:=B $(A__+BF")B 4l ••• $(A +BF")µ-lB µ+1 --p µ+1 F µ+1 
and 
We have VnW={O}. Let R be a subspace of X such that VeWeR=X. Define 
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F X-->- U as follows: 
new 
F IV:=(F+F")jV 
new ' 
F Jw: =FIW 
new ' 
F IR: =OIR. 
new 
Then it follows immediately from (1.22) that 
µ+1 µ S = 8 1 (jj (A + BF )82 @ ••• @ (A +BF ) B l • 
-17 new 17 new µ+ 
Finally we will prove (1.19). We claim that for iE {1, .•. ,µ+ 1} 
dim(A+BF )i- 18. =dim 8 .. Suppose the contrary. Then there must be new i i 
inequality for at least one i E.!:'.. and therefore 
µ /\ 1 
I: dim 8. +dim G =dim Sµ+ 
i=1 i 
µ+ 1 . 1 µ i-1 /\ 
I: dim(A+BF )i- 8. =I: dim(A+BF ) 8. +dim G 
i=l new i i=l new i 
µ /\ 
< :t dim B. +dim G, 
i=1 i 
which, obviously, is a contradiction. The equality (1.19) now follows for 
/\ iE{1,2, ..• µ+1}uponnotingthatdirn(A+BF )µB 1 =dirnB 1 =dimG . new µ+ µ+ 
d . sµ+l d. sµ = irn - im • 
As an immediate consequence of the above theorem, we obtain that 
there exists k E lN U {O} with k <dim K, such that Sµ = Sk for µ.:::. k. 
Sµ -- sdimK for Moreover, we must have . µ_:::.dim K. In the sequel, denote 
Define a family Q of subspaces LcK according to 
Q: = {LiL =Kn (AL+ B)}. 
0 
Then we can obtain the following characterization and decomposition of the 
'limiting' subspace 500 : 
COROLLARY 1 • 11 • 
(i) S00 is the unique element of Q with the property that rf"' c.L for every 
LE G. 
k (ii) Thel'e is a kEEU{O}, k~dim K, a ahain {Bi}i=t in Band a mapping 
F: x-- U suah that 
(1.23) 
(1.24) 
and 
( 1. 25) 
i-1 . . 1 
dim B. =dim A_ B. =dim Si-dim Si.- (iEk). 
l. -7 l. 
PROOF (i) This proof can be found in WONHAM (1979 §5.3). (ii) This follows 
immediately from TH. 1.10. 
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REMARK 1.12 It follows from the above corollary and from the construction 
in section 1.2 that for every subspace K the limiting subspace s""(K) is an 
almost controllability subspace. It will in fact turn out in section 1.6 
that for every subspace Kc.X the limiting sub~pace rf"'(K) is equal to 
R*(K), the supremal almost controllability subspace in K. 
a 
REMARK 1.13 It was proven in WONHAM (1979) that if Kc.X and V*: =V*(K) is 
the supremal (A,B)-invariant subspace in K, then S00(V*) =R*(K), the 
supremal controllability subspace in K. The above corollary can thus be 
applied to obtain the e~istence of ~ chain B2 :.:::> B3 :.:::> ••• :.:::>Bk in V* n B 
such that dim B. =dim Si.(V*) - dim Si.-t (V*) and 
l. 
R*(K) = (V* nB) Gl\.82 Ql ••• e{-1Bk. 
1.4 THE FACTOR SYSTEM MODULO S00 
In this section we will proceed by studying a property of the sub-
space rf"'(K) which will be of crucial importance in the further development. 
First, let us introduce the following notation. As usual, let L(A,B) 
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denote the linear space of all state trajectories of the system with 
system mapping A, input mapping Band state space X, as defined by (1.8). 
For every subspace L of X, define a space of time functions with values in 
X/L by 
( 1. 26) L.(A,B)/L: = {t;: lR _,. X/Ll3xEL.(A,B) such that l;(t) = [x(t)], Vt}. 
Here, the element [x] EX/L will denote the equivalence class of vectors 
x'EXwith the property that x-x'EL. Thus, the space L.(A,B)/L is the 
space of time functions obtained by projecting each integral curve x(.) 
onto X/L. This section will be centered around the following questions: 
(i) if K is a subspace of X and if we take L=S00(K) in the above, does 
there exist an auxiliary system with system mapping A, input mapping B 
and state space X/L such that each element of I(A,B)/L is a trajectory 
of this auxiliary system? Equivalently: does the inclusion 
L.(A,B)/LcL.(A,B) hold for some system (A,B)? (ii) Can we find such system 
(A,B) such that, in addition, each trajectory of this system can be 
obtained as the projection of a trajectory of the original system (A,B)? 
Equivalently: does the converse inclusion L:(A,B) cL.(A,B) / L hold for this 
system (A,B)? It will turn out that the first question may be answered by: 
yes, we can indeed find such system (A,B). It will also turn out that for 
this system (A,B) the converse inclusion holds, provided that we restrict 
ourselves to smooth trajectories. 
Before embarking on the details, let us illustrate the above problem 
by considering the case that the subspace S00 happens to be controlled 
invariant. In this case the answers to the above questions are both: yes. 
This is easily seen by taking a mapping FE !_(S00), by taking for A the 
quotient mapping of A+ BF modulo S00 and by defining B: =PB. (P is the 
canonical projection x-- x;s"'°). The latter construction however hinges on 
the fact that S00 is AF-invariant and can therefore only be applied if S00 
is controlled invariant. Since this will in general not be true, we 
have to take a different approach. 
In the following, let C00(JR,X) denote the space of all X-valued 
functions on lR that have derivatives of arbitrary high order (henceforth 
simply called 'smooth'). Denote r(A,B): = L.(A,B) n C00(JR,X) and let 
E(A,B)/L be defined by (1.26) with L. replaced by E. Then the following 
important theorem provides an answer to the questions we have posed above: 
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THEOREM 1 • 14. Let K be a subspace of X and denote s°": = S00 (K). Then there 
exist a finite dimensional linear space U and mappings A: X/Sa;, - X/S00 and 
B: u- x;? such that 
(i) I:(A,B) /S00c:L(A,B), 
and 
(iii) im B = (As"xo + B) /1'°. 
Before we turn to a proof of the above result, let us sketch the 
route we will take in this proof. 
We will use the decomposition of S00 as established in COR 1.11 to find a 
mapping F, a decomposition X = X 1 6l X2 8l X3 and a decomposition U = U 1 @ U2 61 U3 
00 • 
such that x 1 @X2 = S , ~x1 cx1 @X2 and BUi cXi, i = 1,2,3. For the moment, 
assume that this is possible. If we write down the matrices of ~ and B 
while employing the above decompositions, we obtain 
(1.27) 
. ( T T T)T . . ( ) h h Now, if x = x 1 ,x2 ,x3 is a traJectory of the system A,B , t en t e 
component of this trajectory in x3 will satisfy the differential equation. 
Here, we have written A0 : = (~ g g ) and B0 : = (g g )· 
0 0 A33 A32 B3 
Moreover, there are x 1 and u2 such that the x2 appearing in (1.28) satis-
fies 
( 1. 29) 
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with x 1 satisfying 
( 1 .30) 
for some u1 . Let P: X-+ X/800 be the canonical projection and Q: = P [x3 
denote its restriction to x3. Then Q defines an isomorphism between x3 and 
oo • "" T T T T X/S (Just note that S =X1 @X2). We also have [x(t)] =Q(O ,0 ,x 3 (t)) , Vt 
and thus the differential equation (1.28) yields a differential equation 
for s(t): = [x(t)J in the factor space x1s'"', 'driven' by the input (~~): 
( 1 • 31) 
- -1 -
where A:= QA0Q and B = QB 0 • Hence, we immediately obtain (i) of the 
theorem we want to prove. 
The difficult part of the proof is however to prove (ii). Let 
~ - - T T T T -1 sE!:(A,B) and let (0 ,0 ,x3 (t)) : =Q s(t). Since s satisfies (1.31) for 
certain smooth functions x2 and u 3 , we may see that the vector 
(OT,OT,x;(t))T satisfies (1.28). Thus, the question: does there exist a 
smooth trajectory x for the system (A,B) such that (x(t)] = s(t) Vt, may be 
formulated as: given x 2 and x3 , do there exist smooth u1, u2 and x 1 such 
that the equations (1.29) and (1.30) are satisfied. Indeed, if these 
. T T T T exist, we may take x(t): =(x1(t), x2 (t), x3 (t)) and conclude that 
x(·) E'i(A,B) and that [x(t)] =s(t). In the proof of TH. 1.14thatwewillgive 
in the sequel, it will indeed be shown that x1 and x2 can be taken in 
such a way that, for given smooth x2 and u3 , the dynamic contraints (1.29) 
and (1.30) yield unique smooth solutions x 1, u1 and u2• 
In the following, if we have a decomposition X=X1 lllX2 @X3 , then 11i 
will denote the projection onto X. along Ill X .. Also, we will denote by 
:L j ,li J 
I and 0 the r x r identity matrix and the r x s zero matrix respectively. r rxs 
We will first prove the following: 
LEMMA 1.15. Let K be a subspace of X. There are .suhspaces x1, x2 and x3 of 
X and U1' u2 and u3 of U, a Zinew? mapping F: X-+ u, an integer k<dim K 
and integers r 0 ,r 1, •.• ,rk_ 1 such that 
(i) ef'°(K) =X1 ©X2 , 
(ii) X=X1 @X2 @X3 , 
(iii) y 1 cx1 IDX2 , 
(iv) (i=1,2,3), BU. cX. 
l. l. 
(v) the matrix of 7T 1\.Jx1 is A 11 : =diag (N1' ... ,Nk_ 1), where 
N:=O and 1 r 1 
(
0 • 
r· l. 
I . 
r· l. 
0 
r· l. 
Here, I appears i - 1 times. 
ri 
i > 2. 
(vi) the matrix of 7T 1BJU1 is B1 : =diag (M1' ... ,~_ 1 ), where 
M:=I and 1 r 1 
i > 2. 
Here, the block 0 r . appears i - 1 times. 
l. 
where L1 : =I , and L.: = (0 ,. .. ,0 I ), i>2. Here, the block 0 ri i ri ri ri - ri 
appears i - 1 times. The zero block appearing in A21 has r 0 rows. 
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PROOF. By COR 1.11, there exists an integer k, a chain {Bi}~=l in Band 
a mapping F: x-- U such that (1.23), (1.24) and (1.25) hold. For 
iE{2,3, •.. ,k}, let B! be subspaces such that B!ffJB. =B. 1• Define l l l i-
(1.32) 
Then we have 1\-X 1 c S • Define a subspace X 2 by 
( 1. 33) X • -B' "'AB'"' k-2B' k-lB 2. - 2 "'-~ 3 "' ••• @ AF k @ Af k. 
We then obtain S00 =X1 +x2 and it is claimed that the latter is, in fact, a 
• 00 direct sum. To prove this, it suffices to show that dim X1 +dim X2 =dim S. 
k i-2 
Now, we have dim X = :L dim AF B1., which, by (1.25) and the fact that 1 i=2 
k k 
Bi cBi-l must equal :L dim B •• In the same way, dim x2 = :L dim B~ +dim Bk. i=2 l i=2 l 
k 
It therefore follows that dim X 1 + dim X2 = :L dim B. , which again by ( 1 • 23) 
i=1 l 
and (1.25) equals dim S 
Since B1 =BnK, we also have B1 =Bntf'. Let Bj be such that B1 @Bj =B. 
Note that BjnS°"={OLChoose a subspace x3 <:::X such that BjcX3 and 
s""'ffJX3 =X. Since also Ef'=X1 @x2 , this yields a decomposition 
X=X1 @x2 @x3 • Moreover, B=B2 ®B.2®Bj, with B2 cx1 , B.2cx2 and BjcX. 
Define U1 : =B- 1B2 , U2 : =B- 1Bz and u3 : =B- 1Bj. Thenit may be verified that 
U=U1 @U2 @u3 (recall that we assume throughout that Bis injective). 
Until so far, we have proven the formulas (i) to (iv) of the lemma. 
To prove the assertions (v) to (viii), note that it follows from the 
definition of the subspaces BI that 
( 1.34) 
where 
k 
B =Bk i i B!, 
i=1 1 
k 
for R.€{1,2, ••• ,k-1}, B.e,=Bke e B!. Now, it may be verified 
i=R.+1 1 
that this yields through (1.32) a decomposition of x1 into 
(1.35) 
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(denote Bk+l: =Bk). Define ri: =dim BJ.+2 (i = 0, 1, •.• ,k - 1). The claims (v) 
and (vii) of the lemma then follow by writing down the matrices of 
ir 1~1x1 and ir2~1x 1 in the decompositions (1.33)and (1.35). Finally, note 
that B2 = Bj i ... i Bk+l. Since U 1 = B- 1B2 this yields a decomposition · 
U1 =u1, 3 e ••• eul,k+l with BUl,i =Bj_. Moreover, since BU2 =B2• the claims 
(vi) and (viii) follow by writing down the matrices of ir 1BIU1 and ir2BjU2 
in the decompositions employed. 
a 
PROOF OF TH. 1.14.Let X and Ube decomposed as in the above lennna. Define 
a mapping A0 : X3 - x3 by A0x: = ir3~x and a mapping B0 : X2 x u3 - X3 by 
B0 (x,u) = ir3 (~x + Bu). As before, let Q: X3 - X/S' denote the restriction 
of the canonical projection P to x3 • Define A: =QA0Q-1 , U: =X2 xu3 and 
B: = QB0 • It was already shown that 'L.(A,B)/S00 c'L.(A,B). 
A 
0 
x15' 
r 
"" Q 
I 
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We will proceed by proving (iii). Let (x,u) E X2 x u3 • Then we have 
B(x,u) = Qir3 (~x + Bu) = P(~x + Bu). Since x E x2 elf°, the latter is contained 
in (~S00 + B) !s""'. Conversely, let f; E (~lf° + B) /S00 • Then there is x E ff" and 
u EU such that I; = P(~x + Bu). There are unique representations x = x 1 al x2 
and u = u1 (lJ u2 Ql u3 . It may be verified immediately that r; = Qir 3 (~x2 + Bu3), 
which is equal to B(x2 ,u3) E im B. 
Finally, we will prove (ii). Note that the inclusion 
r(A,B)/S00 c~(A,B) is immediate from the above considerations. We will 
prove the converse inclusion. Let F;( ·) E:r(A,B) and let 
T T T T -1 (0 ,0 ,x3(t) ) = Q F;(t), Vt. It was already noted that this vector 
satisfies the equation (1.28) for certain smooth functions x2(·) and u3 (·). 
The question is: are there smooth functions u1(·), u2(.) and x 1(·) such 
that 
( 1 • 36) 
Here, we may assume that the matrices A11 , A21 , B1 and B2 are as in 
LEMMA 1.15, (v) to (viii). Now, using the special structure of these 
matrices, it may be verified b~ inspection that the dynamic constraint 
(1.36) yields for given x2 and x3 a unique (smooth) solution (u1 ,u2,x 1). 
(This follows simply by writing down (1.36) in components for x 1 and x2 
compatible with the decomposition in LEMMA 1.15, (v) to (viii)). 
T T T T ~ Take now x(t):= (x 1 (t) ,x2(t) ,x3(t)) • Then x E I:(A,B) and 
T T T T [x(t)] =Q((O ,0 ,x3 (t)) ) =F;(t). Vt. This completes the proof of TH. 1.14. 
D 
REMARK 1.16. The system (A,B) as defined above will in the following be 
referred to as the factor system modulo s= . Several of its properties 
will turn out to play an important role in obtaining geometric charac-
terizations of almost invariant subspaces. 
REMARK 1. 17. The fact that for given x2 and x3 the equation 1. 36 yields a 
is connected with the fact that the system 
and C = (0 I) is an invertible 
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system. Indeed, by the special structure of A11 , A21 , B1 and B2 , it may be 
verified that the system matrix 
( Is ~c.A M(s) = ·- ~) 
has full rank for every s E ~. Thus it may be concluded that the transfer 
,...., ,....,, -1-
matrix C(Is -A) B has an inverse as a matrix over the field of rational 
functions (see KAILATH (1980, ex. 6.5.13)). 
It will turn out that the structure of the matrices A11 , A21 , B1 
and B2 may be exploited to derive even more relationships between the 
trajectories of (A,B) and those of (A,B). As an example, let Es(A,B) 
denote the subspace of elements in E(A,B) that have compact support. It 
may then in addition to TH. 1.14 (ii) be seen that Es(A,B)/S00 =rs(A,B). 
(See also CH.2, SECTION 2.7 and 2.8). 
1.5 GEOMETRIC CHARACTERIZATIONS OF ALMOST INVARIANCE 
In SECTION 1.2 we proved that subspaces of the form (1.15) are 
almost controllability subspaces and that subspaces of the form V+Ra with 
VE V and R ER are almost control led invariant. In the present section, 
a -a 
we will employ the mathematical framework set up in the preceding two 
sections to show that, conversely, every almost controllability subspace 
is of the form (1.15) and that every almost controlled invariant subspace 
is the sum of a controlled invariant subspace and an almost control-
lability subspace. As usual, assume that we have a linear system with 
system mapping A and input mapping B. Assume that K is a subspace of X 
and let Ra E!ia_· In the sequel, we will first consider the question: is 
R /S""(K) an almost controllability subspace with respect to the factor 
a 
system modulo S00(K)? In a similar way, we will ask ourselves the question: 
if V E V (A,B), is V /S00(K) an almost controlled invariant subspace with 
a -a a 
respect to the factor system modulo S00(K)? Of course, the same question 
can be posed for VE _!'.:(A,B). 
In order to be able to speak about almost invariance in the quotient 
space X/S00 , we should endow this space with a norm. If L is a subspace of 
X, define a norm on X/L by 
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(1.37) 11 s - s' 11 : = inf 11 x - x' 11, ( s , s ' E X I L) • 
m x Es ,x' Es 1 
Here, of course II ·II denotes the norm on X. In the following, for any 
subspace L cX, define 
V /L: = {Zc:X/Ll3V E V sueh that Z = V /L} 
- a - a 
and let !'!..a.IL, !!_/L, etc. be defined in an analogous way. We will now prove 
the following result: 
LEMMA 1.18.Let K be a subspace of X. Denote ?: =s""'(K) and Zet (A,B) 
denote the factor system modulo s=. Then: 
(i) v 1s00 c: v (A,B), 
-a -
(ii) R Js°"cR (A,B), 
- -a 
(iii) v1s''"' = ~(A,B) . 
PROOF: (i) Let V E V • Assume that s 0 E V /800• There is a x0 E V such that 
a - a a [x0 ] = s 0 • Let £ > 0. There is a trajectory x( ·) E I:(A,B) with the properties 
that x(O) =x0 and d(x(t) ,V ) < £ Vt. Define s(t): = [x(t)]. By TH. 1.14, a -
s(.) EI: (A,B). Moreover, s(O) = [x(O)] = s 0 • We will show that 
d(f;:(t),V /S=) <£ Vt. To see this, first assume that x' EVa. It follows 
a -
immediately from (1.37) that 
d < s < t) , v Is"") < II s < t) - [ x ' J 11 
a - m 
( 1.38) 
< inf II x(t) -xii <II x(t) -x' II 
xE[x'] -
However, ( 1 . 38) holds for all x 1 E V • Thus, we obtain 
a 
d(s(t) ,V IS"")< inf 11 x(t) - x' 11 = d(x(t) ,V ) < £. 
a - x' E V a -
a 
(ii) The proof of this assertion is entirely analogous to the above proof 
and will be omitted. 
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(iii) The inclusion Y._/Sco c Y._(A,B) may be proved in an analogous fashion as 
above. We will prove the converse inclusion. Let VE Y._(A,B). It is required 
to find an (A,B)-invariant subspace v such that V= v;s""'. Let v1 be an 
arbitrary subspace with the properties that V 1 ;ff"= V and ff" c v1 • We assert 
that V=V*(V1)/s°". To prove this, let i;0 Ev. There is a feedback mapping 
co a+i~t - -F: X/S -l- U such that l;(t): = e i; 0 E V, \ft. Note that I; ( ·) E I:(A,i). 
By TH 1.14 (ii), there is a (smooth) trajectory x(·) of the system (A,B) 
such that [x(t)] =l;(t), Vt. Obviously, x(t) EV1 +ff"=V1, Vt and 
consequently, x(t) E V*(V1), Vt. It follows that x(O) E V*(V1) and thus 
i;0 = [x(O)] E V*(V1)/S00• The converse inclusion is a triviality. 
IJ 
REMARK 1.19.In LEMMA 1.18 (i) and (ii) it is also possible to prove the 
converse inclusions. A proof of this would however take us too far at the 
moment and will, since we do not use the result here, be omitted. 
In order to prove that every almost controllability subspace has a 
representation of the form (1.15), we will prove the following useful 
result: 
LEMMA 1.20.Let K be a subspace of X such that KnB={O}. Define: 
N(K): = {x0 E ]( j 3T > 0 and VE> 0 3x E I:(A,B) such that 
x(O) =x0 , x(T) =O and d(x(t),K)~E, Vt.=:OL 
Then N(K) = {O}. 
PROOF: Define x1 : =Band let x2 be a subspace of X such that KcX2 and 
X l til X2 = X. In this decomposition, let the matrix of A be given by 
A=(:ll : 12). Assume N(K) f{O}. Then there is x 0 =( O )EK, x fO, with 21 22 xoz 02 
the property that there is T > 0 and for all E > 0 a x E I:(A,B) with x(O) = x0, 
x(T) =O and d(x(t),K)~E, Vt.:'..0· Define a real number C.:'..0 by 
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1 A22T 
Let KE lR be such that C + K > O. Take £ = Z(C+K) II e x 02 JI and let 
xEE(A,B) be such that x(O)=x0 , x(T)=O and d(x(t),K)~E, Vt>O. 
( x 1 (t)) In the decomposition employed, let x(t) = x 2 (t) . Obviously, 
llx1 (t)JI ~£, Vt::O. Moreover, x 2 (t) satisfies x2 =A22x 2 +A21 x 1 (note 
that BnK = {O}). Thus, we have 
( 1 . 39) 
A22T T A22 (T-t) 
O=x (T) =e x + J e A21 x 1(t)dt. 2 02 0 
T A22 (T-t) C A22T A22T 
Also, ii J e A21 x 1 (t)dt II ~ £ C ~ 2 (C+K) II e x02 II ~!II e x02 JI 
0 
A22T 
and therefore, by (1.39), II x 2 CT) IJ ~!IJ e x 02 JJ > 0. This however con-
tradicts (1.39). The assumption N(K) # {O} must consequently be false. 
a 
The above lemma immediately yields the following: 
LEMMA 1.21. R ER (A,B) and R nB={O} ~ R ={O}. 
a -a a a 
PROOF: If R ER then, by definition, R cN(R). 
~~- a -a a a 
D 
Putting things together now, we are in a position to prove the 
following result, which states that a subspace of X is an almost control-
lability subspace if and only if it is a fixed point of the mapping that 
assigns to each subspace K of X the subspace S«>(K) as defined by the 
algorithm (1.16): 
THEOREM 1.22.R ER (A,B) <14R =s°"'(R ). 
a -a a a 
,.po k-1 
PROOF: (<=)If Ra =0, then by COR. 1.11, Ra =B1 @ ••• @A}; Bk. Consequently, 
R is an almost controllability subspace. (~) If R ER , then 
a a -a 
R : =R ;d'°(R ) is an almost controllability subspace with respect to the 
a a a 
factor system (A,B) modulo S«>(R ). By TH. 1.14 (iii) we have 
a 
R n im B = (R IS) n ((AS«>+ B) /SJ 
a a 
= (R 11 (As";c + B)) !s';c. 
a 
By COR. 1.11 however, this must be equal to S«>/S00 , which is equal to the 
zero subspace of X/S00• By applying LEMMA 1.21, we therefore obtain 
R = { [ O]}. It then immediately follows that R = S00(R ) • 
a a a 
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As a direct consequence of the above, we arrive at the following 
corollary, which gives a characterization of almost controllability sub-
spaces in terms of state feedback and chains of subspaces contained in the 
image of the input mapping: 
COROLLARY 1.23. A subspace R of X is an almost controllability subspace 
a 
if and only if there is a mapping F; X->- U and a chain {Bi}~=l in B 
such that Ra = B 1 + A/3 2 + .•. + A~-l Bk. Moreover, if this is the case then 
there is a kEJN U {O}, k_:::dim Ra, a chain {Bi}~=l in Band a mapping 
F: X->- U such that 
( 1. 40) 
( 1.41) 
( 1 .42) 
Here, we have denoted Si : = Si (R ) . 
a 
PROOF: This follows immediately from TH 1.22 and COR. 1.11. 
For another interesting result on the representation of almost control-
lability subspaces, we refer to MALABRE (1983) (see also SCHUMACHER (1983b)). 
Using LEMMA 1.20, we may now also establish a dynamic characteriza-
tion of R:(K), the supremal almost controllability subspace contained in 
a given subspace K of X, purely in terms of distance to the subspace K for 
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points of time t~O. By definition, it is innnediate that R!(K)cN(R!(K)). 
We may however even prove that R* (K) = N(K) : 
a 
THEOREM 1. 24. Let K be a subspace of X. Then 
R:(K) = {x0 E Kl 3T > 0 and V£ > 0 3x E I:(A,B) such that 
x(O) =x0 , x(T) =O and d(x(t),K)2£, t >O}. 
PROOF: The inclusion R*(K)cN(K) is trivial. For the case that KOB={O}, 
a 
the converse inclusion follows from LEMMA 1.20. Consider now the general 
case. Let x 0 E N(K). Define s0 = [x0], the equivalence class modulo s°0 (K). 
Let £>0. There is T>O and xEI:(A,B) such that x(O) =x0 , x(T) =O and 
d(x(t),K)2£,t~O. Define s(t):=[x(t)]. By TH. 1.14, sEI:(A,B). Moreover, 
CX> 
s(O) = s 0 , s(T) = 0 and, in the same way as in (1.38) ,d(x(t),K/S ) ~ £, Vt ~ O. 
Thus, s0 is an element of the space N(K/S°"), associated with the factor 
system (A,B). Since im 'Bnx;s== {[o]} (see the proof of TH. 1.22), it 
follows from LEMMA 1.20 that s 0 =[0]. Hence, x 0 ES00(K). Since 
S00(K) E Ba and contained in K, it follows that XO E B!(K). 
a 
To obtain a geometric characterization of the class of almost 
controlled invariant subspaces, we will proceed in a way analogous to the 
development above. The following lennna is the analogue of LEMMA 1.20: 
LEMMA 1.25.Let K be a subspace of X such that KOB={O} Define: 
M(K):={x0 EKiV£ >0 3xEI:(A,B) such that 
x(O) = x 0 and d(x(t) ,K) 2 E, Vt > O}. 
Then M(K) = V*(K). 
PROOF: Define X 1: = K, X3 : = B and let X2 be a subspace of X such that 
X = X 1 lll X 2 lll x3 . There is a mapping F: X-->- U such that the matrices of ~ 
and B in the decomposition employed are given by 
Here, B3 is a nonsingular matrix. Now, let x 0 EM(K). In the above decom-
T T TT position, let x0 = (x01 ,o ,0 ) . By definition of M(K) we have that for all 
e:>O there is xEI:(A,B) such that x(O) =x0 and d(x(t),K)~e:, Vt_'.':.0. Thus, 
there is a sequence of trajectories x (t) = (xT1 (t),xT2 (t),x3T (t))T with n n n n 
x 1n(O) =x01 , x 2n(O) =O x 3n(O) =O and x 2n(t) --r 0, x3n(t) --r 0 (n->-oo) 
uniformly on [ 0 ,oo). Since 
A11 t 
it follows that x 1n(t)-->- e x 01 = :x1(t) uniformly on [O,T] for each 
T>O. Define x(t): = (x~(t),O~OT)T. We contend that x(t) ='\-x(t) for t>O. 
To prove this, note that 
t t 
( 1 .43) x (t) =A. J x (T)dT+B Ju (T)dT+xo, VtElR, n --p- 0 n 0 n 
for some input function u (·). Since 
n 
t 
t -1 J un (T)dT = B3 x 3n (t), we have that 
0 
Ju (T)dT-+ 0, Vt>O. It then follows by letting n->-co in (1.43), that 0 n 
t 
x ( t) = '\- f x ( T) d T + XO' t > 0. 
0 
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Thus, we may conclude that for t.'.':_0,x(t) ='\-x(t), 
fortiori, that x(t) EK Vt_::,O. It follows that, in 
(see e.g. HAUWS (1980)) and thus that x0 EV*(K). 
is trivial 
that x(O) =x0 and, a 
fact x(t) E V*(K), Vt _'.".. 0. 
The converse inclusion 
0 
We now directly obtain the following analogue of LEMMA 1.21: 
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LEMMA 1. 26. V E V (A,B) and V 0 B = {O} => V E V(A,B). a -a a a -
a 
PROOF: If V EV, then by definition, V EM(V ). Hence, if V OB={O}, ~~- a -a a a a 
then V = V*(V ) E V. 
a a -
The following characterization of the class of almost controlled in-
variant subspaces may now be proven: 
THEOREM 1.27.V EV (A,B) ~ v =V*(V) +s""cv ). a -a a a a 
PROOF: (<=) Is immediately clear from section 1.2 and COR. 1.11. (=>). Sup-
pose that V E V • Denote If"': =S<X>(V). It follows from LEMMA 1.18 (i) that a -a a 
V : = V !s""' is almost controlled invariant with respect to the factor a a 
system modulo S00 • Moreover, by TH. 1.14 (iii), 
v n im B = (V n (AS00 + B)) ;s""'. 
a a 
By COR. 1.11 (i), this must however be equal to the zero subspace in X/S00• 
Therefore, by LEMMA 1.26, we find that V EV(A,B). Apply now LEMMA 1.18 
a -
(iii) to find a subspace VE V(A,B) such that V = V ;s=. This yields 
- a 
V =V+s''°. To complete the proof, note that VcV*(V) and thus that a a 
V c V*(V ) + S00• The converse inclusion is a triviality. a a 
a 
We may immediately apply the above result to obtain the following: 
COROLLARY 1.28.A subspace V of X is an almost controlled invariant sub-
a 
space if and only if there is a controlled invariant subspace V and an 
almost controllability subspace R such that V = V + R . 
a a a 
PROOF: (=>) This follows from TH. 1.27, together with the fact that 
S(V) ER. (<=)This was already shown in SECTION 1.2. 
a -a 
D 
Finally, we will give a dynamical characterization of the supremal 
almost controlled invariant subspace V~(K) contained in a given subspace 
K of X. Again, it follows directly from the definition that V*(K) cM(K). 
a 
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However, the converse inclusion is also valid: 
THEOREM 1.29. Let K be a subspace of X. Then 
v:(K) = {x0 E KjYc: > 0 3x E I:(A,B) such that 
x(O) =x0 and d(x(t),K).5_£, Yt>O}. 
PROOF: The inclusion V*(K) cM(K) is trivial. Conversely, if KnB = {O}, ~~- a 
then M(K) = V*(K) c v:(K). Consider now the general situation. Let x 0 EM(K) 
and define s0 = [x0J. By an argument similar to the proof of TH. 1.24, we 
find that s0 E M(K/S) (w. r. t. the factor system (A,B) modulo s"''(x)). Since 
im Bf1K/S00 ={[0]}, we find that M(K/S00) =V*(K/S00). Now, we claim that the 
latter equals V*(K)/800 • This may be seen as follows. First, by LEMMA 1.18, 
r:o... co 00 00 V*(K/S J =VIS for some VE~. Of course, VIS cK/S and hence VcK (note 
that S00(K)cK). Thus, VcV*(K). Conversely, V*(K)/S'°cK/:f°. Thus, by 
LEMMA 1. 18, V*(K) /:f°c V*(K/S00). We may conclude that [x0] E V*(K) /S'° and 
hence that x0 E V*(K) + S00 • This is however contained in v:(I{). 
1.6 COMPUTATION OF SUPREMAL ALMOST INVARIANT SUBSPACES 
D 
The aim of this section is to study algorithms that can be used to 
compute the supremal almost controlled invariant and almost control-
lability subspaces whose existence we established in this chapter. It 
turns out that only two recursive algorithms are needed to compute these 
subspaces. In the following, let K be an arbitrary but fixed subspace of 
X. Consider the following algorithms: 
( 1 .44) 
( 1 .45) 
Both algorithms already appear in WONHAM ( 1979), where they were shown to be 
relevant for the computation of V*(K) and R*(K). The algorithm (1.45) has 
already been studied in SECTION 1.3 of this tract. The connection be-
tween almost controlled invariant subspaces and these algorithms was laid 
in WILLEMS (1980). We will call (1.44) the invariant subspace algorithm 
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or ISA and (1.45) the almost controllability subspace algorithm or ACSA. 
The following results summarize the properties of the sequence Vµ as 
generated by (1.44): 
PROPOSITION 1.30. 
(i) The sequence {Vµ}µ=O is monotonically nonincreasing. Moreover, if 
Vµ = Vµ+l, then Vµ = Vµ+v for aU v E JN. 
(ii) There is k E JN U{O}, k _::dim K + 1, such that vk = vk+v for aU v EN. 
PROOF: For a proof, we refer to WONHAM (1979, TH. 4.3). 
0 
In the following, let V00(K): = ~imK +l. By the above result we then 
have V00(K) = Vµ for all µ~dim K + 1. 
Properties of (1.45) were already established in SECTION 1.3 and we 
refer to TH. 1.10 and COR. 1.11. Here, we want to prove one more result 
concerning the sequence of subspaces generated by ACSA. In the sequel, 
let k: =dim K. For each µ E JN, define a family of subspaces of X by 
Let 
H(µ): = {LeKi 3F: X-+ U and a chain {8. }~ 1 in 8 such that ]. i= 
- µ-1 L-8 1 +~82 + ••• +A.p Bµ}. 
00 
H: = U !!_(µ). 
µ=1 
Then we have the following: 
LEMMA 1.31. 
(i) For eaah µ E JN, Sµ is the unique element of!!_(µ) with the property 
that LeSµ for every LE!!_(µ). 
(ii) S00 is the unique element of!!_ with th~ property that Le::!' for every 
LEH. 
PROOF (i) The proof is by induction. Forµ =1, the statement is clearly true. 
Suppose now it is true forµ. By TH. 1.10, Sµ+l EH(µ+1). Let LEH(µ+1), 
say L=8 1 +~82 + ... +~Bµ+l" Define T: =B2 +AFB3~ ••• +~-lBµ+l~ Since 
TEH(µ), it follows by induction hypothesis that TeSµ. Consequently, 
L = ~ 1 + ~Te (B + ASµ) n K = sµ+ 1 • 
0 
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(ii) It follows from COR. 1. 11 that 800 E '!!_(k) c'!!.,.- Let LE!!._, say 
µ-1 µ ,.p:> L=B 1+y2 + ... +~ Bµ. Then LEH(µ) and thus LcS Ci:>. 
0 
Using the above result we then obtain the following theorem, indica-
ting how to compute the subspaces at hand: 
THEOREM 1. 32. 
(i) R* (K) = s"0 (K) , 
a 
(ii) V*(K) = V00(K) , 
(iii) V* (K) = Tf'(K) + s"0 (K) • 
a 
(iv) R* (K) = If' (K) n s"'\K) = 800 (If' (K) ) = If' <1" (K) ) • 
PROOF: (i) By COR. 1.23,J!. is exactly the subfamily of elements of !!..a 
contained in K. Thus, R*(K) is the unique supremal element of H. The a 
result then follows from LEMMA 1.31 (ii). 
(ii) A proof of this can be found in WONHAM (1979, TH. 4.3). 
(iii) By COR. 1. 28, there are VE V and R ER such that V* (K) = V + R • It 
- a -a a a 
is immediate that VcV*(K) and that R cR*(K).Therefore,by {i) and (ii), 
a a 
V*(K) c V00(K) + S"'(K). The converse follows from the inclusions Ve V and a 
- -a 
R cV. 
-a -a 
(iv) It follows from WONHAM (1979, ex 5.17) that V*(K) f1 (B+AS00(K)) =R*(K). 
Consequently, we must have V00(K) f1S00(K) =Tf'(K) f1Kf1 (AS00(K) +B) =R*(K). 
The third equality was proven in WONHAM (1979, TH. 6.5). To prove the last 
equality, note that Tf'(S00(K)) c Tf'(K) and that V00(S""(K)) cs"0 (K). The 
converse inclusion follows from the facts that R*(K) cS00(K) and that 
Tf'(R*(K)) = R* (K). 
a 
REMARK 1.33.It was already proven in an earlier section that a subspace Ra 
is an almost controllability subspace if and only if R = f:F(R ) (see TH. 
, a a 
1.22). If we denote the mapping Kl-+ S00(K) by 800,this may be formulated 
as: R ER ~ R is a fixed point of the mapping 800 • In the same way, if we a -a a 
denote the mapping K1-+ V00(K) by V00 , it follows from the above theorem 
that VE.!:'.: if and only if V = V00(V) or, equivalently• if and only if V is a 
fixed point of the mapping If'. Finally, if RE!!_, then it follows from the 
above that both V00(R) =Rand Sco(R) =R. Conversely, if the latter two 
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equalities hold, then R=S00(Vco(R)) =R*(R), so RE!!_. Thus, we may state: 
RE R if and only if R is a fixed point of both V00 and 800 • 
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CHAPTER 2 
DISTRIBUTIONAL INPUTS AND HIGH GAIN FEEDBACK 
In the present chapter we will first show how the families of almost 
controlled invariant subspaces and almost controllability subspaces may be 
viewed as 'exact' invariant subspaces when we allow the class of state 
trajectories to include not only absolutely continuous functions, but also 
distributions. In order to be able to speak about distributional state 
trajectories, we will introduce a convenient class of admissible dis-
tributional inputs and give a definition of state trajectory satisfying a 
certain initial condition, when the input is taken from this class. It will 
turn out that in order to give characterizations of the families of almost 
controlled invariant subspaces and almost controllability subspaces, it is 
sufficient to consider an even smaller class of inputs: the class of inputs 
that are Bohl distributions. All this will in section 2 lead to several 
equivalent characterizations of almost invariant subspaces in terms of their 
holdability properties with respect to distributional trajectories. In the 
same section we will consider the particularly useful characterizations of 
these subspaces in the frequency domain. In section 3, we will consider two 
special kinds of almost controlled invariant subspaces: coasting subspaces 
and sliding subspaces. We will characterize these in terms of distributional 
trajectories and frequency domain descriptions. It will turn out that these 
subspaces are fundamental in our theory, in the sense that each almost 
controlled invariant subspace admits a decomposition into the direct sum of 
a controllability subspace, a coasting subspace and a sliding subspace. We 
will also show the relevance of 'zeros at infinity' in this context. 
The material in thP. second part of the chapter is mainly motivated by 
the applicability of almost invariant subspaces in feedback synthesis 
problems for linear systems. The main purpose is here, to establish the 
equivalence between the 'open loop' definitions of chapter 1 and characteri-
zations in terms of sequences of feedback mappings. It will be shown that 
it is possible to stay arbitrarily close to almost controlled invariant 
subspaces moving along trajectories that are generated by state feedback. 
Since 'staying close to a subspace' may be formulated as 'making small the 
component of the state trajectory modulo that subspace', the equivalence 
between the 'open loop' and 'closed loop' characterizations will turn out 
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to make the concept of almost controlled invariant subspace applicable to 
problems of approximate disturbance decoupling. However, to be able to 
obtain this important equivalence, we will need some rather special results 
on the approximation of almost controlled invariant subspaces by controlled 
invariant subspaces. This will be the subject of section 4. Also, we will 
need a result on the existence of controlled invariant subspaces comple-
mentary to a given almost controllability subspace. This will be treated 
in section 5. In section 6, the mathematical framework we established 
will be applied to give conditions for the solvability of the first of a 
series of feedback synthesis problems we will treat: the L /L almost p q 
disturbance decoupling problem. In section 7 and section 8, the pole 
assignability and stabilizability aspects of almost invariant subspaces 
will be studied. In particular, it will be shown that it is possible to 
stay close to an almost controllability subspace moving along feedback 
generated trajectories in such a way that the spectra of the closed loop 
mappings are located arbitrarily in the complex plane. This will lead in 
section 7 to necessary and sufficient conditions for the solvability of 
the Lp/Lq almost disturbance decoupling problem under the constraint of 
pole placement. Finally, in section 8, we will introduce the family of 
almost stabilizability subspaces. 
2.1 DISTRIBUTIONALLY CONTROLLED INVARIANT SUBSPACES 
As already suggested in the construction outlined in section 1.2, 
where we approximated a distributional 'input' by smooth inputs, the theory 
of almost invariant subspaces finds its natural mathematical framework in 
the theory of distributions or generalized functions as developed by 
L. Schwartz. Whereas is section 1.1 controlled invariant subspaces were 
defined in terms of trajectories that had to be absolutely continuous 
functions, we could of course also have defined them in terms of a broader 
class of trajectories. In this section, we will take for this broader 
class of trajectories a class of distributions. This idea, elaborated in 
WILLEMS (1981), leads to a larger family of controlled invariant subspaces. 
This new class of controlled invariant subspaces will be called the class 
of distributionally controlled invariant subspaces. Of course, the same 
idea can be applied to broaden the family of controllability subspaces and 
obtain a family of distributionally controllability subspaces. In the 
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present section, we will first introduce a class of admissible distribu-
tional inputs. We will define the family of distributionally controlled 
invariant subspaces in terms of this class of inputs. Then we will consider 
an important subclass of the class of admissible inputs: the class of 
Bohl distributional inputs. It will turn out that for the holdability 
properties of distributionally controlled invariant subspaces it suffices 
to consider Bohl distributions only. 
For the reader who is not familiar with the basic concepts of distri-
bution theory, we refer to the APPENDIX. 
Consider the linear system x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t). We will first for-
malize what we mean by distributional inputs and distributional trajectories. 
In particular, we will define what is meant by 'the trajectory through 
when u is a distribution. This is by no means a trivial matter, as is 
illustrated by the following example: 
x ' 
0 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let x0 = Bu0 (u0 EU) and take u = -6u0 as 'input' for the 
system x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t). An obvious candidate for the trajectory would 
be the distribution x defined by x(t) = 0 (t ~ 0) and x(O) = x0 . However, 
in the sense of distributions thisx equals zero. Thus, in this sense the 
condition x(O) = x does not mean anything. 
0 
Therefore, we have to proceed carefully. We will take the following 
space of distributions as the space of admissible inputs: 
u . D. 
, n I - + {u ED u = u +u with u E L1 1 (IR,U) and 
+ ' OC 
supp u c (-=,O] and u E D'm}. 
+ 
In effect, we restrict ourselves to distributional inputs that are functions 
fort< 0 and whose 'distributional part' has support in [O,co), In the 
following, for r2 cJR, let 1 rl(t) denote the indicatnrfunction of n. Define 
K(t): At =e B ~+(t) , 
- At d (t): = e ~-(t) , 
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DEFINITION 2.2. If u E UD, u = u + u+, then the state trajectory of the 
system (A,B) with x(O) = x0 and input u is defined as the distribution 
x- + x+ =: x ED'm with: 
(i) x-: lR-> X defined by x (t): 
(ii)x+:=d+x +K*u+. 
0 
d-(t)x f 0 A(t-T)B -( )d O - t e U T T 
The convolution appearing in (ii) denotes the convolution of distributions 
with support in [ 0 ,oo) (see APPENDIX ) . 
In the sequel, the state trajectory with x(O) = x0 and input u E UD 
in the sense defined above will be denoted by x(x ,u). The distribution 
0 
x+ will be called its restriction to [0,co) and denoted by x+(x ,u). Note 
0 
that x+ E D1 n. Observe that a trajectory in the sense of DEF.2.2 is the + 
sum of a regular function with support in (-=,O] and a distribution with 
support in [O,co), The class of all state trajectories generated by inputs 
u E UD is denoted by 
'n[ L:D(A,B): = {x ED 3 u E UD and x0 EX such that x=x(x0 ,u)}. 
For every T ?._ 0, define the following subspace of ~(A,B): 
~(A,B): ={x E ~(A,B)[x+ = x[O,T]+xT+, with )O,T]EDi~,T]and 
xT+ a function with supp xT+ c [T,00)}. 
T Thus, ED(A,B) consists of those state trajectories in ~(A,B) that have 
the property that their restriction x+ can be written as the sum of a 
distribution with support in [O,T] and a function with support in [T,oo), 
If x E >!(A,B), we will denote x(T+): = lim xT+(t). 
l) t+T 
We will now define the notions of controlled invariance and control-
lability subspace in the above distributional context. If Lis a subspace 
•n 
of X and x E D , then we will say that x lies in L if for every test-
function lj) E DOR), <x,(j)> E L. 
DEFINITION 2.3. A subspace VD of X will be called a distributionally con-
trolled invariant subspace if Vx0 E VD, there exists x E ~(A,B) with 
x(O) x0 and whose restriction x+ lies in VD. 
A subspace RD of X will be called a distributionally controllability 
T subspace if Vx0 ,x1 E RD, there exists a T > 0 and x E L:D(A,B), such that 
x(O) = x0 , x[O,T] lies in RD and x(T+) = x~. 
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We will denote by !'.'.u or !'n (A,B) and Bn or .BD (A,B) the families of all 
distributionally controlled invariant subspaces and distributionally 
controllability subspaces. It may be verified immediately that En cl'.D 
(take x 1 = 0 in the definition· of distributionally controllability sub-
spaces). 
A very important role in this work will be played by the class of 
Bohl distributions: 
DEFINITION 2.4. A distribution u E n:m will be called a Bohl distribution 
if there are V!?.ctors Ui E U and mappings F ,G and H such that u = u. + u , imp reg 
with u.. : = -~ ui 6(i) and u (t): = HeFt G L+(t). The class of Bohl imp 1=0 , reg •m 1R •m distributions in D+m will be denoted by DB . An element u E DB will be 
called irrrpulsive if u = 0 and regular if u. = 0. A function of the Ft reg imp 
form u(t) = He G 1R+(t) is called a Bohl function. 
•m Note that DB c UD. It may be seen that the class of scalar Bohl 
distributions D~ forms a field (with convolution as multiplication). This 
I 
may e.g. be seen by noting that u E DB if and only if its Laplace transform 
is a rational function. The conclusion then follows from the fact that the 
space of rational functions with coefficients in JR. forms a field. 
•m In the following proposition we will see that inputs u E DB yield 
state trajectories with restriction x+ E D~n 
k 
PROPOSITION 2, 5. Let u = .r: 
1=0 
(i) 
u. 6 + u be a Bohl distributional 1 reg 
input and let x 0 E X. Then the state trajectory of (A,B)with 
input u is given by x(x ,u) = x- + x+(x ,u), where 0 0 
(i) d (t)x 
0 
k . 
+( ) 2: ~ Ai-jBu. 6 (j-1) + x h x xo,u = i=1 j=1 i reg' w ere (ii) 
+ k i Jt A(t;_T) x (t) = d (t)(x + .2: A Bu.)+ e Bu (T)dT reg o i=o i o reg 
x(O)= x and 
0 
PROOF: This follows immediately from DEF. 2.2 
-d-. -.b . " ,,(l) 
using the properties of the 
istri utions u, u , etc, 
D 
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•m REMARK 2.6. It is important to note that if u E DB • then for every 
x0 EX, the state trajectory with x(O) = x0 and input u is an element of 
~(A,B) (as defined by (2.1), with T = 0), i.e. the restriction x+(x0 ,u) is 
the sum of a distributional part with support in {O} and a function with 
. k (i) + k i support in [O,co). If u = .r u.6 + u , then x(x ,u) (0 ) = x + .r A Bu .• i=o i reg o o i=o i 
Moreover, it may be seen immediately from PROP.2.5 that if u E D~m then 
x+(x ,u) is impulsive if and only if u is impulsive and x(O+) = O. 
o •m + Note also that if u E DB is regular, then Vx0 E X, x (x0 ,u) is regular. 
Finally, note that x x+(x(O+), u ). 
reg reg 
•m It has been shown in WILLEMS (1981), that the class DB is sufficiently 
rich to maintain the holdability properties of the class of distributional-
ly controlled invariant subspaces: 
LEMMA 2.7. If VD E _'.:'.D' then for all x0 E VD there exists an input u ED~m 
such that x+(x0 ,u) lies in VD. 
PROOF: The proof uses the fact that the class of scalar Bohl type distri-
butions forms a field. The details of the proof can be found in WILLEMS 
( 1 981 ) , LEMMA 3. 1) • 
a 
In section 2.2 the above lemma will be applied to show that the 
families of distributionally controlled invariant subspaces and control-
lability subspaces are in fact equal to the families of almost controlled 
invariant and almost controllability subspaces. 
2.2 FREQUENCY AND TIME DOMAIN DESCRIPTIONS 
Many of the concepts that have appeared so far can be described and 
studied very conveniently using descriptions in terms of rational functions 
and polynomials. The use of these frequency domain descriptions of concepts 
appearing in the geometric approach to linear systems was initiated in 
EMRE & HAUTUS (1980) and HAUTUS (1980). In the latter, frequency domain 
descriptions were given of controlled invariant subspaces and stabilizabi-
lity subspaces. In SCHUMACHER (1983 a) and (1984) these results were 
generalized to almost controlled invariant subspaces. In this section, we 
will establish frequency domain descriptions of the subspaces sµ and vµ 
generated by the algorithms ACSA and ISA (see CH.1, SECTION 1.6). We will 
apply these results to obtain frequency domain descriptions of their 
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'limiting' subspaces V*(K), R*OO, etc. It will be explained how frequency 
a 
domain descriptions should be interpreted in the time domain. Finally, we 
will then translate the results obtained back to the time domain and give 
characterizations of almost controlled invariant subspaces in terms of 
Bohl distributions. 
In the sequel, let X[s] (resp. X(s), X+(s)) denote the space of all 
n-vectors whose components are polynomials (resp. rational functions, 
strictly proper rational functions) with coefficients inlR. In a similar 
way, let U[s], etc. denote the corresponding spaces of m-vectors. If K 
is a subspace of X, then K[s), (resp. K(s), K+(s)) will denote the space 
of all elements s(s) E X[s)(resp. X(s), X+(s)) with the property that 
~(s) EK, Vs. If s(s) E X(s), it can be uniquely represented as 
s(s) = s_(s) + s+(s), with s_(s) E X[s) and s+(s) E X+(s), If s(s) E X(s), 
we will denote [s(s)) : = s_(s) and [s(s)]+: = s+(s). 
Slightly generalizing a definition in HAUTUS (1980, DEF. 2.6), 
we define: 
DEFINITION 2.8. If x EX, s(s) E X(s) and w(s) E U(s), then the expression 
0 ' 
x0 = (Is-A) s(s) + Bw(s) is called a (s,w)-representation of x0 • 
REMARK 2.9. Of course, the idea is that a (s,w)-representation of x0 
corresponds to an equation s(s) = (Is-A)-1(x - Bw(s)). If s(s) E X(s) 
0 
-1 -1 
and w(s) E U(s) then their inverse Laplace transforms L s and L w are 
distributions in D~n and \D~m respectively (see DEF. 2.4). By taking the 
inverse Laplace transform' in the above equation, we obtain the convolution 
. -1 + ~ -1 + At ( ) 
equation L s = d x - K *•L w (here d (t) := e 1..,+ t and 
At 0 · ' J1'. 
K(t) = e B 1m_+(t)). By DEF. 2.2, this is equivalent to saying that 
L- 1s is the restriction to [0,oo) of the state trajectory with x(O) = x 
-1 . 0 
and input u=-L w. We conclude that the statement 'x (Is-A)s(s) +Bw(s)' 
-1 ~ -.1 ° is equivalent to the statement: ' L s = x (x ,- L w) ' (according to the 
" 0 
notation introduced in th~· remarks following DEF.2.2). In this sense, every 
result obtained in terms of frequency domain descriptions can immediately 
be translated in terms of Bohl distributional trajectories and inputs 
and vise versa. 
We will now give a characterization of the subspaces Sµ(K) and Vµ(K) 
in terms of (s,w)-representations: 
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THEOREM 2.10. Let K be a subspaae of X. Then for everyµ ElN: 
(i) Sµ(K) = {x E K!x has a (s,w)-representation with 
0 0 
s(s) E K[s], w(s) E U[s] and [s 1-µs(s)]_ O}. 
(ii) 01(K) {x E Kix has a (F,,w)-representation with 
0 0 
s(s) E X./s), w(s) E U+(s) and [sµs(s)J_EK[s] }, 
PROOF: (i) The proof is by induction. Assumeµ= 1. Since s1 =Kn B, 
-- 1 
every x0 ES can be represented as x0 = Bu0 • The latter is a (~,w)-
representation with ~(s) : = 0 and w(s): = u • Conversely, if x EK has a 
0 0 
(s,w)-representation with s(s) = 0, then x = Bw(s) E B. Assume now the 
0 
statement is true for µ. Let x E 8µ+ 1 • Then x EK and there is ';(' E Sµ 
0 0 0 
with x = A';. + Bu . By induction hypothesis, ';(' = (Is - A)~ (s) - BW(s) 
0, 0 0 0 
with [s 1 -µ~(s)] = 0. It follows that x = A(Is - A)Z(s) - A&i'(s) + Bu 
- 0 0 
(Is - A)s(s) + Bw(s), with s(s) :=A~(s) + B7;;(s) and Dr(s): = u - s::i'(s). 
0 
Also, since [s-µ A~(s)] = O, 
(sl-(µ+l)s(s)] = [s-µB;;;'(s)] 
Conversely, let x0 = (Is-A)~(s) + Bw(s) EK with [s-µ~(s)]_ = O. 
Define Zi'(s):= s-1 (w(O)-w{s)) and Z<s):= s-1(i:;(s)-i:;(O)). We first contend that 
A~(s) + B;;;(s) = i:;(s). To see this, note that x == -Ai:;(O) + Bc·i(O). Hence, 
0 
s(AZ(s) + B;(s)) "'As(s) - Bw(s) + x0 si;;(s). It then 
follows that (Is-A)'€°(s) - B;(s) = s~(s) - i:;(s) = - f,(O). Now, from the defi-
nition of Z<s) we have [::: 1-µ l;;(s)] = 0. Since also i:;(O] EK, it follows 
from the induction hypothesis that l;;(O) ESµ, We may therefore conclude 
that x = -Ai:;(O) + Bw(C) E Sµ+i. 
'~. 1 \l.l.) Assumeµ= 1. Note that V = K. Let x0 EK and take an arbitrary 
(i:; ,w)-representation of x0 with w(s) E U + (s). Then [ s F, (s)] 
[x0 + As(O) - Bw(s)]_ = E K[s]. The converse inclusion follows by 
d f . ' . A h · . µ+1 e :uu.t:wn. ssume now t e assertion i.s true for µ. Let x F, V Then 
~ - 1J 0 
x E K and Ax = -x - Bu with x E V • Thus, by ~yuothesis, 0 0 0 0 0 . 
~ ( "" ~ [µ....... ,.... .. 
x = Is-A)i:; (s) + Bw(s) with s F,(s)] E K[ s]. Since (Is-A)x = sx + x + Bu , 
0 - 0 0 0 0 
it follows tb.t x = (Is-A)l;;(s) +Beds), with !;(s): = s- 1(x - ~(s)) and 
-1 ~o µ+1 µ µ~ o 
w(s)=-·s (u +w(s)).Al!'c, [s ~(s)) =sx -[si:;(s)] EK[s]. 
0 0 
Conversely, let x0 = (Is-A)!;(s) + Bw(s) EK >.-ith i:;(s) and w (s) strictly 
[ u+1 ) r ] _ . - . prorerand s 00 1;(s) EJC,s. vehnei:;(s):=[ss(s) +sndw )"'[sw(s) +' 
00 -i 
Expand ((s) "' i;:: 1s a:id <u(s) = uis . It foJ. by q;u:: pm,'ers 
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of sin x = (Is-A)!;(s) + Bw(s) that x = i; 1• Moreover, s!;(s) = ~(s) + x 0 0 0 
and sw(s) = ';;;(s) + u1• We thus obtain the equality sX:0 = (Is-A)s!;(s) + Rsw(s) = 
(Is-A)~(s) + B';;;(s) + sx - Ax + Bu1 • It follows that Ax - Bu = ~ ~ 0 0 ~ µ+1 0 1 (Is - A)S(s) + Bw(s). Since also [sµs(s)] = [s !;(s)] -sµx E K[s], we 
- 0 
obtain that Axo - Bu1 E vµ and hence that XO EK n A-1(vµ + B) = vµ+l 
If s(s) E X[s] and s(s) = 
deg !;(s): = max {ils. # O}. In 
k . 
. !: s .si, i.=o l. 
effect, 
then its degree is defined as 
the above result states that 
[J 
µ i 
S (K) consists exactly of those points in K that have a polynomial (!;,w) -
representation with s (s) EK, Vs and deg I; (s) .::_ µ-2 (If i; (s) is the zero 
polynomial we define deg l;(s): = -1). In the same way, Vµ(K) consists 
exactly of those points in K that have a strictly proper rational (1;,w)-
00 
representation with, if !;(s) = i~ -i Cs , 1;; 1 , i;2 ,. • • ,i; EK . We will now ~ • µ •n k (i) look what this result means in the 
let its order be defined as ord x: 
time domain. If x E DB , x=i~oxio 
= max {i!x. # O}. If x = 0, define 
i 
ord x: = -1. Of course, if l;(s) is the Laplace transform of x, then 
deg !;(s) = ord x. Also note that x E D~nis regular if and only if !;(s) E X+(s) 
and impulsive if and only if !;(s) E X[s). Finally, it may be verified that 
,n d l;(s) E K(s) if and only if x lies in K.(In fact, if x E DB an 
k (i) 
x = .!: x.8 + x , then x lies in Kif and only if x.E K (i = O, ... ,k) i=o i. reg l. 
and x (t) E,K, Vt). We then obtain the following time domaincharacteri-
reg 
zations: 
COROLLARY 2.11. Let K be a subspace of X. Then forµ E:W: 
(i) Sµ(K) 
(ii) Vµ(K) 
PROOF: (i) 
2.9. (ii) 
{x EKl3uE 1m . l . such that x+(x ,u) lies in K, 
0 
DB , ,,,mpu s-ive, 
0 
x(x ,u) (O+) = 0 and ord x + .:s. µ-2}. 
0 i + 
{x E K 13 u E •m , regular, such that d ·:i:: (0) EK 0 DB dti for i = o, ... ,µ-1}. 
This follows immediately from TH. 2.10 and the REMARKS 2.6 and 
This follows by noting that the ith derivative of a regular 
Bohl function evaluated in t = 0 is equal to the coefficient corresponding 
to the term of s-i-l in its Laurent expansion around infinity. 
CJ 
Combining TH. 2.10 with the results of CH. 1 , SECTION 1.6, we obtain 
the following frequency domain descriptions of the supremal almost control-
led invariant subspaces associated with a given subspace of the state space: 
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COROLLARY 2.12. Let K be a subspace of X. Then we have 
(i) R*(K) {x E Kix has a (F,,w)-representation with l;(s)CK[s l,1J.l(s) E U[sJ }. 
a o o 
(ii) V*(K) {x E Kix has a (1;,w)-representation with l;(s)EK (s) ,w(s)EU(s)}. 
0 0 + + 
(iii) V* (K) 
a 
{x E Kix has a (<;,,w)-representation with i;,{s)EK(s) ,ui(s) EU(s)}, 
0 0 
(iv) R*(K) {x E K Ix has a (<;, ,w)-r•epresentation with l; ( s) E K[ s] and 
0 0 
w(s) E V[s] and also a (1;,w)-representation u,•ith 
!;(s) E K+(s) and w(s) E U+(s)}. 
~ (i) This follows immediately from TH. 1.32 and TH. 2.10. 
(ii) This follows from TH.1.32 and TH.2.10 by noting that V00(K)= n Vµ(K). 
· w•1 
(iii) If XO E v:cx) then, by TH.1.32, XO= X01 + Xoz with X01 E J/*(K) and 
x 02 E R:(K). Apply then (i) and (ii) to obtain a (I; -representation for 
x with !;(s) E K(s) and w(s) E U(s). Converselv, let x =(Is -A)i;;{s) + Bw(s) 0 , 0 
De.fine s1(s): ~ [!;(s)]+, w(s) = [w(s)]+' t; 2 (s) = [l;(s)]_andw2 (s) = [w(s) 
Then x 0 ""(Is,,. A)S 1 (s) - Bw 1 (s) =(ls A)l; 2 (s) + Bw 2 (s). In this equality, 
the left hand side is proper and the right hand side a polynomial, Conse-
quently, both sides must be equal to the same constant x02 . Define 
X01: =XO - xo2' Then X02 E R*a(K) and X01 E V*(K). This proves statement 
(iii). Finally, (iv) follows immediately from (i), (ii) and TH. 1.32 (iv). 
Now, translating these results back to the time domain, we obtain 
the following characterizations in terms of Bohl type inputs: 
COROLLARY 2. Let J( be a subspace of X, Then ive hc:ve .-
(i) R*(K)={x EKl3uEDB'm. such that x+ 
a · o -
x(x0 ,u) 
(ii) J/* (K) I tlll EK 3u ED 
. B 
(. - '\ 
'-l.1.1) 
(iv) 
V* (K) ={ x E K I ::Ju E DB' m 
a o 
R*(K)~{x E KJ 
0 
+ 
x 
regulars such that 
sicah that x+(x 
0 
(x 
0 
lies in K}. 
' BUGh that x+ 
0 and 3 
in K}. 
"lfos in K and 
i.n K crn.d 
such that 
PROOF: The claims of this corollary follow illllllediate.ly by translating tbc. 
results of COR" 2.12 back to the time dcmain. 
REMl1RK 2.14. We note that the statement ' x ,u) lies in K ' in the 
characterization of v~~(K) maj''.1- .'?.iEc,~7 the x _h;.~:re. is regular~ Ge sta.te.C.: a.s 
' x E K for all t > 0 ' 
cl 
We also note that if x E 
0 
K, then the regular part 
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V*(K) and u E DB'm is such that x+(x ,u) lies in 
a o 
x (t) of x+(x ,u) lies in V*(K) for all t .'.::_ 0. reg o 
Indeed, if x+(x ,u) lies in K, then both its impulsive part and its regular 0 
part lie in K. Hence, x (t) E K, t > 0 
reg -
Since then also x (0) = x(x ,u)(O+) is 
reg o 
and therefore x (t) E V*(K), t > 0. reg · -
a vector in V*(K), we may conclude 
that the input u first causes an impulsive movement that brings us to 
x(x ,u)(O+) EV*(K) and then a regular movement which takes place in V*(K) 0 
for t > O. 
We may now give the following characterizations of the class of almost 
controlled invariant subspaces: 
THEOREM 2.15. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) V E V (A,B), 
a -a 
(ii) Every x0 E Va has a (;,w)-representation with ;(s) 
w(s) E U(s), 
E V (s) 
a 
(iii) For every x0 E v there is a u E D'm such that x+(x ,u) lies a B 0 (iv) Va E ~(A,B). 
and 
in 
PROOF: The equivalence of (i), (ii) and (iii) follow immediately from 
K, 
COR. 2.12 (iii) and COR. 2.13 (iii). Finally, it follows from the definition 
of .!'.:n that the implication (iii) => (iv) holds. The converse implication 
is a consequence of LEMMA 2.7. 
Cl 
We conclude this section with the analogous characterizations of 
the class of almost controllability subspaces: 
THEOREM. 2.16. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) R ER (A,B), 
a -a 
(ii) Every x ER has a (;,w)-representation with s(s) ER [s] and o a a 
w(s) E U(s], 
(iii) Far every x0 E Ra there is an inrpulsive u C Dim such that x+(x0 ,u) 
lies in R and x(x ,u)(O+) = O, 
a o 
(iv) Ra E ~(A,B), 
T (v) For all x ,x1 ER and for all T > 0 there is x E Lj)(A,B) such that 
(0) o (T+) a d [0,T] -;. . x = x0 , x = x1 an x &~es ~n Ra. 
so 
PROOF: The equivalence of statements (i), (ii) and (iii) follows 
innnediately from COR. 2.12 (i) and COR. 2.13 (i). 
(iii)~ (iv). Let x ,x1 ER. We have to establish the existence of a T > 0 T o a + [O T] 
and x E ;)(A,B) such that x(O) = x0 , x(T ) = x 1 and x ' lies in Ra. 
We contend that this may be achieved for T = O. Since x0 - x 1 E Ra• by 
rm + (iii) there exists an impulsive u E DB such that x (x0 - x 1,u) lies in 
R and x(x - x 1,u)(O+) = O. Now, the impulsive part of x+(x - x 1,u) is a o o 
equal to the impulsive part of x+(x ,u) (see PROP. 2.5). Thus, the res-
+ 0 + 
triction of x (x0 ,u) to the set {O} lies in K. Moreover, x(x0 - x 1,u)(O) = 
+ + 
x(x0 , u)(O) - x1 and thus x(x0 ,u)(O) = x 1• 
(iii)~ (v). Let x0 , x 1 E Ra and let T > 0 arbitrary. There is an impul-
sive u1 E D~m such that x+(x0 ,u1) lies in Kand x(x0 ,u1)(0+) = 0, 
There is an impulsive u E D'm such that x+(-x1,u2) lies in Kand 
+ 2 B + . 
x(-x1,u2)(0) = 0. It may then be shown that x(O,u2)(0) = x 1• Define now 
-T -T T (IR.) h · a distribution a u by <a u ,((J> : = <u2, a ((J>, tp ED , where t e time-2 2 ~ 
shift aT is defined by (oT((J) ( t) = \P( t + T) . Finally, define u : = u1 + a u2 • 
+ [O T] . It may then be verified that x(x ,u)(O) = O, that x ' lies in R and o a 
+ that x(x0 ,u)(T) = x 1• 
(v) ~(iv). This implication follows innnediately from the definition 
(iv)~ (iii). For this implication, we refer to WILLEMS (1981 , TH. 5) • 
To conclude, we would like to report the characterizations of 
D 
the classes V and R involving matrix pencils by JAFFE & KARCANIAS (1981) 
-a -a 
and the 'hybrid 1 characterizations obtained in SCHUMACHER ( 1983 a). 
2.3 COASTING AND SLIDING SUBSPACES 
In this section we will introduce two special types of almost 
controlled invariant subspaces: coasting subspaces and sliding subspaces. 
A coasting subspace will be defined to be a controlled invariant subspace 
with the property that for every point in that subspace there is exactly 
one trajectory through that point that lies entirely in the subspace, A 
sliding subspace will be defined as an almost controlled invariant subspace 
with the property that the only regular trajectory that lies in that 
subspace for all points of time is the zero-trajectory. 
In the sequel we will establish several equivalent characterizations 
of the above concepts. It will be shown that every almost controlled in-
variant subspace can be represented as the direct sum of a controllability 
subspace, a coasting subspace and a sliding subspace, 
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DEFINITION 2.17. A subspace C E V(A,B) will be called a coasting subspace 
if for all x0 E C, there is one and only one x E L:(A,B) auch that x(O) = x0 
and x(t)EC, VtEJR. 
Thus, if C is a coasting subspace, then for each initial condition 
x E c it is necessary to follow a unique trajectory in order to remain 
0 
in C: one has to 'coast' along a certain fixed path to keep the movement 
inside the subspace C. The following theorem gives alternative characteri-
zations of this concept: 
THEOREM 2.18. The followin~ statements are equivalent: 
(i) C is a coasting subspace, 
(ii) C E..!'.'.: and R*(C) {O}, 
(iii) For every x E C, there is one and only one (s,w)-representation with 0 
s(s) E C+(s) and w(s) E U+(s), 
(iv) !_(C) f $and if F1' F2 E !_(C) then (A+ BF1) I C =(A+ BF2) I C. 
PROOF: (i) * (ii). Suppose that R*(C) f {O}. Let 0 f x1 E R*(C), Let G be 
a mapping such that imBG= B n R*(C) and let FE !_(R*(C)). By WONHAM (1979, 
PROP. 5.2), the system (~jR*(C), BG) is controllable. Thus, there is a 
x E L:(A,B) with x(O) = O, x(1) = x1 and, such that x(t) E R*(C), Vt. Since 
this trajectory is not identically zero, we have a contradiction with the 
fact that C is a coasting subspace. 
(i.i) *(iii). By COR, 2.12, every x EC has a (s,w)-representation with 
. 0 
s(s) E C/s). Let D be a mapping such that C = ker D. Since R*(C) = {O}, 
it follows that the transfer matrix D(Is-A)-1B is injective (see WONHAM 
(1979, ex. 4.4) It may then be seen immediately that the above (s,w)-
representation is unique. 
(iii)* (ii). If R*(C) f {O}, there is a nonzero w(s) E U+(s) such that 
D(Is-A)- 1Bw(s) = O. Define s(s): = (Is-A)-1Bw(s). This pair s(s), w(s) 
then yields a (s,w)-representation of x = 0 with s(s) EC (s). 0 + 
Since also s'(s): = 0 and w'(s): = 0 yields a (s,w)-representation of O, 
this contradicts (iii). 
(ii) * (i). If C is not a coasting subspace, there is a x E L:(A,B), not 
identically zero, such that x(O) = 0 and x(t) EC, Vt. Define a subspace 
V c C by V: = SP,an{x(t)}. Since x(t) E V, Vt, also x(t) E V, Vt. Thus, 
t EJR 
Ax(t) E V+ B, Vt so V is controlled invariant, We contend that Vn B f {O}. 
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Supppose it is not. Let ZcX be such that V c Zand Z QI B = X. Let irbe the 
projection along B onto Z. Then we obtain x(t) irx(t) = irAirx(t), Vt. Since 
x(O) = 0, this yields x(t) = O,Vt, This yields a contradiction. We may now 
conclude from WONHAM (1979, TH. 5,5) that R*(V) is a nonzero controllability 
subspace contained in C. 
(ii)~(iv). This follows illllllediately from WONHAM (1979, TH. 5.7 and 
COR 5.2). a 
REMARK 2.19. Let C be a coasting subspace and D a mapping such that 
C = ker D. It is well known(see e.g. WONHAM (1979, section 5.5), that if 
(A,B) is controllable and (D,A) observable then the fixed spectrum 
o(AFjC), is exactly equal to the list of zeros of the nonzero numerator 
polynomials in the Smith-McMillan form of the transfer matrixD(Is -A)-lB. 
These zeros are also called the transmission zeros of the system (A,B,D). 
Note that it follows from TH.2.18 that if x EC andx = (Is-A)~(s)+Bw(s), 
0 0 
then every pole of ~(s) and w(s) must be an element of the fixed spectrum 
o(~ jc). 
Next, we will give a definition of the notion of sliding subspace: 
DEFINITION 2.20. A subspace S E V (A,B) will be called a sliding subspaae 
-a 
if x E I:(A,B) and x(t) ES, VtE IR imply x(t) = o, VtE"lR. 
The following line up of equivalent characterizations may be given: 
THEOREM 2.21. 
(i) S is a 
The following statements are equivalent: 
sliding subspaae , 
and V*(S) {0}, 
and R*(S) {O}, 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
(vii) 
SE V 
-a 
SER 
-a 
S E !!..a and the following holds: x1,x2 E ~(A,B), x1(0) = x2(0) 
d + +l· ·s·l +-+. an x1, x2 ~e ~n ~mp y x 1 - x2 , 
SER and every x ES has one and only one (~,w)-representation with 
-a 0 
~(s) E S(s) and w(s) E U(s) 
•m S E ~ and for every x0 E S there is one and only one u E DB 
suah that x + (x , u) lies in S. 
0 
For every x0 ,x1 E S and T~ O, there is x E ~(A,B) suah that 
x(O) = x0 , x(T+) = x1 and x[O,T] lies in S. Moreover, ifx'E~(A,B) is 
suah that x'(O) = x, x'(T+) = x 1 and x'[O,T] lies in S, then [O,T] ,[O,T] 0 
x = x • 
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(viii) Every x E S has one and only one (~,w)-representation with 
0 
~(s) E S[s] and w(s) E U[s), 
(ix) For every x E S, there is one and only one u E D1m such that 
o B 
x(x ,u)(O+) = 0 and x+(x ,u) lies in S. 
0 0 
PROOF: (i) - (ii). If V*(S) # {O}, then it is clearly possible to find 
a nonzero trajectory that remains in S. Conversely, if S is not a sliding 
subspace, there exists a nonzero trajectory x with x(t) E S, Vt. 
V span {x(t)} , Then V # {O} and is controlled invariant. Since also 
tElR 
V c V*(S), this contradicts (ii). 
(ii) - (iii). This follows immediately from TH. 1.27. 
(iii) - (viii). This follows from COR. 2.12 and an argument analogous to 
the proof of TH. 2.18, implication (iii) - (ii). 
(viii) - (ix). This equivalence follows immediately from REMARK 2.9. 
The equivalences (iii) - (v) and (v) - (vi) follow in the same way. 
We will now prove (ii) - (iv). Assume that there are x1, x2 E iiJCA,B), 
x1(o) = x2(o), with x7, x; lying in Sand x7 # x;. Denote z: = xj - x~. 
Define a subspace V c S by V : = span { <z ,(j) > }. We claim that z E V. (j)ED(JR) 
Indeed, this is easy since <z ,(j) > = <z, IP> E V. Since also z = A z + Bv for 
some v E UD is follows that for every (j) E D(IR), A<z,(j)>E V +B. Hence, 
VE V. Thus we obtain {O} # V c V*(S), which contradicts (ii). 
(iv) ~ (vi). This implication is immediate. 
We will conclude the proof by proving the equivalence (iii) - (vii) 
If SE !!.a• then by TH. 2.16, for all x0 ,x1 ES and T ~ 0, there is 
x E ~(A,B) such that x(O) ~x 0 , x(T+) = x1 and x[O,T] lies in S. Assume 
x' is a second trajectory with these properties and 0 # z: = x[O,T]_x,[O,T]. 
Define then a subspace V : = s~an {<z,(j)>l This yields a controlled 
invariant subspace {0} ~ V c i%.cJ»ORJ R*(S) = R*(S), which contradicts (iii). 
a 
Finally, if (vii) holds, then S ER . Moreover, the assumption R*(S) # 0 
-a 
would lead to distinct trajectories between two fixed points x0 and x1• 
REMARK 2.22. If S is a sliding subspace, then there is no' regular 
0 
motion' possible in S: the only possible trajectories in S are distributio-
nal trajectories. Since a sliding subspace is always an almost controllabi-
lity subspace, it is possible to travel between any two points of the 
subspace along a regular trajectory, while staying arbitrarily close to it. 
It follows from (iv) that, in a sense, a sliding subspace is a distributional 
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coasting subspace: if two trajectories in li>(A,B) have the same initial 
condition x E S and their restrictions to [O,co) both lie in S, then these 
0 
restrictions must in fact coincide. From (vii), note that for any two points 
in S and for every T ~ O, there is exactly one (distributional) trajectory 
along which it is possible to travel from one point at t = 0 to the other 
+ h"l . . . s at t = T w i e remaining in • 
REMARK 2.23. It is also possible to give characterizations of coasting 
and sliding subspaces in terms of mat'l'ix pencils. For this, we refer to 
JAFFE & KARCANIAS (1981). 
In the remainder of this s~ction we will show that every almost controlled 
invariant subspace may be written as the direct sum of a controllability 
subspace, a coasting subspace and a sliding subspace. 
LEMMA 2.24. If V E _!'.:(A,B) then there e:x:ists a coasting subspace C such 
that V = R*(V) i C. 
PROOF: It is well known that !_(V) c .!_(R*(V)). Choose FE !_(V) such that 
oC~IR*(V)) n a(~jV/R*(V)) = 0. Define C to be the sum of the generalized 
eigenspaces of the mapping ~IV corresponding to those eigenvalues that 
are contained in a(~IVIR*(V)). Obviously, V = R*(V) i C and also ~Cc C. 
Moreover,since C n B c V n B n Cc R*(V) n C = {O}, R*(C) = {O}. The 
result then follows from TH. 2.21. 
a 
In the following, let K be a subspace of X. Let B c B be such that 
(B n V*(K)) I B = B. Let W be a mapping such that im BW =B. Of course, 
(A,BW) defines a linear system with input space, say u1 c U. The supremal 
almost controlled invariant subspace and supremal almost controllability 
subspace contained in a given subspace K', associated with this new 
system, will be denoted by V*(K') and R*(K'). Also, for a given subspace 
a a 
K' of X, we have an almost controllability subspace algorithm associated 
with the system (A,BW): 
(2.1) S°(K') = {O} 811+ 1(K') = K' n (Aifl1(K') + B). 
It follows from COR. 1.11 that there is an integer k ~dim K' such that 
"'k "'k +" '::'!k S = S , V v E lN. Moreover, if this is the case then S = R* (K') • By taking 
a 
K = K' in the above considerations, we obtain the following result 
(COMMAULT & DION ( 1981)) 
LEMMA 2.25. R*(K) n V*(K) 
a 
{O} and R*(K) 
a 
R* (K) fll R* (K) . 
a 
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PROOF. The proof is an adaption of the proof of MORSE ( 1973 , LEMMA 4. 1). 
We will first show that si1(K) n V*(K) {O}, Vµ. For µ = 0 this is obvious. 
~+1 - ~ Assume it is true for µ. Let x ES n V*. Then x = Ax+b, with b E B and 
iESµ. Thus, iEK n A- 1(V* + B)which, by TH.1.32, equals V*. Hence, by 
induction hypothesis, i = 0. It follows that x E B. Since also x E V* and 
since by definition B n V* = {0}, it follows that x = 0. To prove the 
second assertion, by TH. 1.32 it suffices to prove that Sµ(K) =Sµ(V*)+S11(K). 
Forµ= O, this clearly holds. Suppose now it holds forµ. Then we have 
Sµ+l (K) (ASµ(K) + B) n K 
(ASµ(V*) + B + ASµ(K)) n K 
([ASµ(V*) + B] n [V* +'.BJ + Aifll(K)) n x 
([ASµ(V*) + B] nv* + B' + ASµ(K)) n K 
Sµ+l(V*) + si1+1(K). 
Here, we used that fact that ASµ(V*) + B c V* + B and the fact that if 
v1 c w, then <v1 + v2> n w = v1 + v2 n w. 
The above leads to the following: 
LEMMA 2.26. Let K be a subspace of X. Then V*(K) 
a 
Moreover, R*(K) is a sliding subspace. 
a 
V* (K) ED R* (K) • 
a 
PROOF. From TH. 1.32, V*(K) = V*(K) + R*(K). Thus, by LEMMA 2.25, 
a a 
CJ 
V*(K) 
a 
= V*(K) ED R*(K). To show that R*(K) is a sliding subspace, note that 
a a 
it is clearly in R (A,B). Moreover, it is immediate that 
-a 
R*(R*(K)) c R*(K) n R*(K) = {O}. 
a a 0 
We thus obtain the decomposition result as announced in the introduction 
to this section: 
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THEOREM 2.27. Let V E V (A,B). There exists a coasting subspace C and a 
a -a 
sZiding subspace S such that V = R*(V ) ffi C ffi S, with R*(V ) 6J C = V*(V ) 
a a a a 
and R*(V) ffi S = R*(V ). 
a a a 
PROOF: In LEMMA 2.26, take K = V. Define S : = R*(V ). We then find 
a a a 
directly that V = V*(V ) = V*(V) 0l S. By LEMMA 2.24, there is a coasting a a a a 
subspace C such that V*(V) = R*(V*(V )) 6J C. Since R*(V*(V )) = R*(V ), 
a a a a 
the result follows. 
D 
REMARK 2.28. Whereas coasting subspaces are associated with transmission 
zeros, sliding subspaces are associated with 'zeros at infinity'. Let 
(A,B,D) be a system withpxm transfer matrix G(s): = D(Is-A)- 1B. A square 
matrix of rational functions will be called a bicausaZ isomorphism if it 
is proper and invertible and if its inverse is again proper. It may be 
proven (see e.g. COMMAULT & DION (1982) that there exist bicausal 
isomorphism B1(s) and B2(s) such that G(s) = B1(s)A(s)B2(s), where A(s) 
is pxm and given by 
(2.2) (
A1 (s) 
A(s) = 
0 
. -n1 -n 
with A1(s) = diag (s , .•. , s r), n 1 .::_ n2 .::_ ••• .::_ nr' r =rank G(s). 
The form (2.2) is called the Smith-MeMiZZan form at infinity. The integers 
n1, .•• , nr will be called the orders of the zeros at infinity of (A,B,D). 
Let K: = ker D. It follows from LEMMA 2.26, that V*(K)=V*(K) 0l R*(K) 
a a ' 
with R~(K) = ?f't(K) for some integer k < dim K. Define integers pi by: 
(2.3) dim B (= dim(V*(K) + B) - dim V*(K)) 
dim 3i-1(K) - dim 3i-2 (K) (i = 2, ••• , k + 1) 
It has been shown in COMMAULT & DION ( 1981) , that the infinite zero 
orders of the system (A,B,D) are related to the integers p1, ••• , Pk+l by 
the relation 
(2.4) n. 1 number of integers (counting multiplicity) in the set 
{p 1, ••• , Pk+l}that are larger than or equal to i. 
On the other hand, it has been proven in COR. 1.11. that there exist a 
mapping F and a cha~n {Bi}~=l in B, such that J?:(K) =B 1 6J~B2 6J ••• 0l~- 1 Bk' 
with dim B. =dim A1 - 1B. = p. 1• 1 -1? 1 1+ 
Now, choose a basic for 'R*(K) as follows: first choose a basis 
a 
b 1, ••• , b~ of Bk. Extend this to a basis for B by adding vectors 
°K+1 k-1 
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b 1 , ••• , b • Next, extend this to a basis for Bk 2, etc. Preceding Pk 1+ Pk -thL~ way, we ultimately find a basis for B1• However, by the equality 
dim B. dim ~- 1 B., this immediately yields the following basis for 'R*(K): 
L -7 L a 
(2.5) 
b1'"""• b 'b 1' Pk+1 Pk+1+ 
It may be shown that p 1 = r ( = rank G(s) ) and it can be verified by in-
spection that the list of vectors (2.5) may be rearanged to obtain r singly 
generated almost controllability subspaces £i' where we define 
ni-2 
£i:= span {bi' ~bi•·:·•~ bi} if ni>1, 
£.:= {0} if n. = 1. 
L L 
We may thus conclude that if the system (A,B,D) has r zeros at infinity of 
respective orders n 1, •.•• ,nr, then the almost controlled invariant subspace 
V*(ker D) has a direct sum decomposition 
a 
V*(ker D) 
a 
where £i is a singly generated almost controllability subspace of dimension 
ni-1 and where the sum £ 1 @ £2 @ ..• @ £r is a sliding subspace. 
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2,4 APPROXIMATION OF ALMOST CONTROLLED INVARIANT SUBSPACES 
It turns out that every almost controlled invariant subspace may be 
approximated by controlled invariant subspaces. A proof of this property 
can be given as follows: first decompose the given almost controlled 
invariant subspace into the direct sum of a controlled invariant subspace 
and an almost controllability subspace. It was shown in section 2.3 that 
this can be done. Next, decompose the latter almost controllability subspace 
into the direct sum of a number of singly generated almost controllability 
subspaces. It may be shown in fairly simple way that every singly generated 
almost controllability subspace may be approximated by controlled invariant 
subspaces. Finally, form the direct sum of the controlled invariant subspace 
appearing in the first decomposition and the approximants appearing in the 
latter. The resulting subspaces then form an approximation of the original 
subspace. 
In this section we will make the above precise. For each singly 
generated almost controllability subspace £, we will define a canonical 
sequence {.C (n)} n EJN converging to it, On each of the terms £ (n) of this 
sequence we will then define a mapping Fn with values in the input space 
U and prove some properties of the sequence {F n}n EJN that will be useful 
in the sequel. 
When we talk about the convergence of subspaces, it will always be 
understood that this takes place in the usual Grassmannian sense. Let 
Q_(q,X) denote the set of all q-dimensional subspaces of the real 
n-dimensional linear space X. After a basis choice in X, every element 
V E Q_(q,X) is determined by a real n x q matrix M, called a representative 
of V. Moreover, for every V, there exist integers 1 < a. 1 < a.2 < ••• <a. < n 
- - - q 
(depending on V) such that in each representative the rows a. 1 to a.q are . 
linearly independent. Thus, V admits exactly one representative in which 
these rows form the q x q indentity matrix. Let Z(V) denote the (n- q) x q 
matrix formed by the remaining rows and consider Z(V) as an element of 
q(n-q) lR • This yields a bijection of a set S c Q_(q,X) containing V onto 
q(n-q) lR , defined by (j)V: V' 1-> Z(V'). (This bijection is defined for all 
subspaces V' with the property that the rows a. 1, ••• ,a.q in any of their 
representatives are independent), Now, define a topology on G(q,X) by 
taking the topology that has the family of subspaces { (j)~ 1 W) I U is a 
neighbourhood of 0 in lR q (n-q)} as its basis at V. 
It may be shown that the bijections ~V form a C00-atlas for Q(q,X). 
This atlas turns Q_(q,X) into a compact differentiable manifold called a 
Grassmannian manifold (see also BRICKELL & CLARK (1970)). 
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The following lemma provides a useful criterion for convergence inthe 
above topology and may be proven by standard means: 
LEMMA 2.29. Let {Vn}n E:N and V be sUbspaces of X of a given dimension. 
Then lim V V if and only if there is a basis {v1, ..• ,v } for V and n""""' n q 
bases {v1(n), •.• , v (n)} for V such that lim v.(n) v. (i = 1, ..• ,q). q n n""""' l. i 
D 
We will also use the following useful fact: 
LEMMA 2.30. Suppose v 1,. .. vq are linearly independent vectors in X and 
lim v .(n) = v. (i = 1, ..• ,q). Then there exists an integer K EN such that for 
n""""' l._ l. 
n > K the vectors v 1 (n), ••• , v q (n) are linearly independent. 
It follows immediately from the above properties that if lim V 
n-lro n 
D 
v 
and lim W = W, where V and W are subspaces such that V n W 
IJ:-iOO n 
{O}, then for 
n sufficiently large, V n W {0} and lim V ED W = V ED W. 
n n n""""' n n 
We will now show that for each singly generated almost controllability 
subspace a sequence of controlled invariant subspaces may be found con-
verging to it. Let£= span {b, AFb, ••• , ~- 1 b}. Assume that the vectors 
b, ~b, ••• , ~-lb are linearly independent. (It may be seen that the 
latter can always be achieved by removing the vectors corresponding to the 
highest powers of~: if£= span {b,~b, •.. , ~-lb} has dimension k < t, 
. k-1 then, in fact,£= span {b, ~b, ••.. , A]? b}.) Assume that b =Bu. The 
vector u will be called the generator of .C and the mapping F its feedback. 
In the sequel, we will denote the k-dimensional singly generated almost 
controllability subspace with generator u and feedback F by £(u,F,k). 
It will now be shown how £(u,F,k) can be approximated by controlled 
invariant subspaces. For n EN, consider the mapping I+~· Obviously, 
for n E:N sufficiently large, this mapping is non-singular. (In fact, 
if a : = max {I A I : A E cr(~)}, then n > a will do.) For n sufficiently 
large, define sequences of vectors xi(n) (i E ~) recursively by 
(2.6) 
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Define .C(n): =span {x1(n), ••• , xk(n)}. Then the following holds: 
LEMMA 2.31. For i Ek, lim x.(n) = ~- 1 Bu and lim .C(n) = .C(u,F,k). 
- n-iOO l. -7 U-ICO 
Moreover, .C(n) is controlled invariant and .C(n) c <AIB>,Vn. 
PROOF: Of course, lim x 1(n) =Bu. If lim xi(n) 
--- Il-i<X> Il-i<X> • 
i-1 
= AF Bu, then it immediate-
ly follows from (2.6) that lim x. 1(n) = Al.Bu. Il-i<X> i.+ -7 It follows from LEMMA 2.30 
that the vectors x1(n), ••• , ~(n) are linearly independent for n suffi-
ciently large. Hence, by LEMMA 2.29, lim .C(n) = .C(u,F,k). To show that 
n--
.C (n) E ..!:'.:, note that i\-x1 (n) = -n x 1 (n) + n Bu E .C (n) + B. Suppose now that 
i\-x.(n)E.C(n)+B. Theni\-x· 1(n) =-nx. 1 (n) +nA x.(n) E.C(n) +B. l. i.+ i.+ -71 l. -1 oo m m 
The last assertion follows from the fact that (I + - i\-) = L (-1) AF 
n n=o um 
CJ 
Combining the results of section 2.3 with the above lemma yields 
THEOREM 2. 32 • Let V E V (A, B) • Then there exists a sequence { V } r 
a -a n nc.:JN 
with V E V(A,B), such that lim V = V. 
n - n-;oo n 
PROOF: By TH. 2.27, every Va E ~a may be decomposed into Va= V @Ra with 
V = V*(V) and R ER. (In fact, Ra may be chosen to be a sliding subspace). 
a a -a k 
Since R ER, by COR. 1.23 there is a F and a chain {B.}. 1 in B such that a -a i. i.= 
Ra= B1 @ i\-B2 @ ... @ ~-1 Bk with dim Bi= dim i\-i-t Bi (i Ek). Choose now a 
basis of Bk, extend this to a basis of Bk-l and continue this extension 
procedure untilwe have a basis for B1• In the same way as in REMARK 2.28 
this produ<i!es a basis for Ra which can be arranged such that 
s 
R .@1 .C(u., F, r.) for integers rl..,s and vectors ul.. EU. Now, let a i.= l. l. 
.C.(n) E V converge to .C(u., F, r.). It may then immediately be seen that l. - s l. l. 
lim [V@ .@ 1.C.(n)] =Va· n~ i.= i. 
REMARK 2.33. It may be shown that if in the above we choose Ra to be a 
sliding subspace and if D' is a mapping such that R = ker D', then the 
a 
integers r 1, ••• , rs are the infinite zero orders of the system (A,B,D') 
and s = m(= dim U). 
We could also directly have applied REMARK 2.28 to the subspace K 
In that case, we would have found a decomposition of v into 
r a 
v = V*(V ) @ i21 .c <ii . • F, nc1)' where the integers n1 ' ..• ,nr are a a l. 
infinite zero orders of the system (A,B,D), with D a mapping such 
v . 
a 
the 
that 
CJ 
ker D v . a· 
In the sequel, the subspace £(n) as defined by (2.6) will also be 
denoted as£ (u,F,k) and the vectors x.(n) will also be denoted as 
n i 
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x.(n,u), (i Ek). Given a singly generated almost controllability subspace 1 -
£(u,F,k), define a sequence of mappings Fn : £n(u,F,k) ~ U by: 
(2.7) i F x. (n,u): = -n u, i Ek. 
n i 
The mapping Fn then turns out to make £n(u,F,k) invariant under A+ BFn: 
LEMMA 2.34. Fn E K(£(n)) and the matrix of(~+ BFn)l£(n) with respect 
to the basis x1(n), ... , ~(n) is given by 
PROOF: It follows by ~traightforward calculation using (2.6) that 
(A_+ BF )x.(n) = - .~ nl+i-j x.(n). 
--y n i J =1 J 
a 
We will now prove an important property of the sequence of mappings 
{Fn} as defined by (2.7). In the following, if f : lR+ +lR is a measurable 
function, we will denote its L -norm by: p 
II f II : = p { 
esssup lf(t)I 
t ElR+ <~ lf<t> Ip dt) ~ 
if p = ()()' 
if 
Consider the subspace£ = £(u,F,k) and let £(n) = £n(u,F,k) 
span {x1(n), .... xk(n)} be its approximating sequence. Let Fn X + U 
be a mapping, on f(n) defined by (2.7) and extended arbitrarily to X. 
Consider the sytsem x(t) = ~x(t) + Bu(t) with initial condition x(O) = xi (n). 
Apply the feedback law u = Fnx. Then, by LEMMA 2.34, the resulting trajectory 
xn(t): = e(A+BFn)tx1(n) is entirely contained in £(n). We now ask ourselves 
the question: given E > O, is it possible by chosing n sufficiently large 
to keep the trajectory xn(t) within an e-distance from the original subspace 
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f for all t > O ? At first thought, one might be tempted to think that the 
only thing one needs to do to achieve this, is to simply choose n such that 
.C and .C(n) are close. However, the fact that subspaces are close in 
Grassmannian sense does of course not imply that every two points in these 
subspaces are close in the original norm on X. It is possible that as n->oo, 
sup llx (t)ll + 00 • In such a case this behaviour of the trajectories x could tElk'" n n 
counteract the effect obtained by decreasing the subspace distance between 
.C and .C (n) . 
Still,due to the very special structure of the vectors x.(n), our 
l. 
question may be answered in an affimative way. In fact, not only the supre-
mum norm of the distance d(x (t) ,.C) can be made arbitrarily small by choosing 
n 
n sufficiently large, but even the L -norm of the distance function p 
d(xn(t),.C) (t :::_ 0) for all 1 < p < oo simultaneously: 
THEOREM 2.35. Let .C = .C(u,F,k) and let F be defined by (2.7). Then 
n 
Ve > 0 3 K E JN such that for all i E ~ and all < p < co 
(~ + BFn)t 
lld(.C, e x.(n,u))ll .::_i:,fo1° all n > K. 
l. p 
We will use this result in section 2.6 to construct feedback mappings in 
the almost disturbance decoupling problem. The proof of the theorem goes 
through a series of smaller results. Let .C(n) = .C (u,F,k) and define a 
n 
mapping D : .C(n) -> .C(n) by D x. (n): = -n x. (n), (i E k). Define a n n i. i. -
nilpotent mapping N : .C(n) -> .C(n) by N : = (A_ + BF ) I .C(n) - Dn. Clearly n n -7 n 
the matrix of Nn in the basis {x1 (n), ••. , xk (n)} is given by 
(2.8) 
LEMMA 2.36. 
mat N 
n 
Let i E 
( 
~ ~2 ~< f) 
. n2 
0 0 
k. Then for j i' i + 1, ••. , k we have Njx.(n) 
n i 
On the other hand, for j = 1 ' 2' ... ' i - 1, 
Q,. 1-1 i-1 
(2.9) Nj x. (n) I n l. 
Q, 1=1 
9, 1-1 
l 
Q,2=1 
J- . l (-1)J 
Q,. =1 
] 
n j+i-9,j x ( ) n • Q,. 
J 
0. 
PROOF: Use (2.8) to find an expression for N x.(n). Apply Nn to this result, 
n i. 
etc. (note: for consistency, define 9-0 : = i). D 
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Another technical ingredient that we will need in our proof is: 
LEMMA 2.37. 
PROOF: This follows immediately by induction, using (2.6). 
a 
Finally, we will need the following result which tells us how 'fast' 
x.(n) converges to£: 
1 
LEMMA 2.38. Let . k-i+1 i Ek. Then limn d(£,x.(n) < ""· 
n-tw 1 
PROOF: Using LEMMA 2.37, iterating the formula for xi(n), it may be verified 
innnediately that 
i i 
i-1 1 \' i 1 ( \' x. (n) =L Bu - -( l A-Bu) +2 I.. 
1 -7 n R, =17 n R, =1 
1 1 
i+1 ) Af Bu + ••• 
(2. 10) 
R,k-i-1 l {-1 Bu) 
R,k-i =l 
R,k-i 
l 
R,k-i+1=1 
Now, in this expansion, all terms but the last one between brackets are 
contained in£. Denote the last term between brackets by v(n). Obviously, 
lim v(n) exists, since lim x (n) exists for all i Ek. Thus we obtain 
tl-«x> n-oco i 
(-1)k-i+1 1 
d(£,xi(n)) = d(£, k-i+l v(n)) = k-i+l d(£,v(n)) 
n n 
The result then follows. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.35: By the nilpotency of the mapping N , for i E k 
n 
we have 
('7+BF )t 
e n x. (n) 
1 
= e 
N t 
n 
D t 
e n x. (n) = 
1 
e-ntx. (n). 
1 
By the triangular inequality it therefore suffices to show that for 
a 
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j = O, 1, ••. , k-1, lim lld(.C, tj e-nt Nj x. (n) II = 0 and that this limit 
Il-IOO n i P 
is achieved uniformly for 1 .:::_ p < oo. Apply now LEMMA 2.36 to find an 
expression for Nj x.(n). Again by the triangular inequality, it is suf-
. . n 1 • J. -nt j+i-i II . ficient to prove that lim II d (.C, t e n x n (n)) = 0, uniformly 
n->oo JV P 
in p for all i, j, i Ek. Now, note that 
lld(.C, tj e-ntnj+i-ix (n)ll = nj+i-illtj e-ntll d(x 0 (n),.C). £. p P lV 
• 1 1 J+=- -
It may be verified that for 1<p< 00 , lltje-ntll =(J_) P f(pj+1)P 
. t . . . - p pn 
and that II tJ e -n IL"' = (~)J e -J . Here r denotes the gamma function. Using 
Stirling's formula for the gamma function (HILLE (1959), p. 235) it may 
be seen that there is a constant c such that for all 1 .:::_ p < co 
Hence, there is a constant c 1 such that for all 1 .:::_ p < 00 
11 d (.c 
' 
j -n t j + i - i < ) I I t e n xi n p .:::_ c 1 n 
i-i- .!.. 
p d(xi (n) ,.C) 
The fact that the latter expression tends to 0 as n -> oo then follows from 
LEMMA 2.38. This concludes the proof of TH. 2.35. 
D 
2.5 CONTROLLED INVARIANT COMPLEMENTS 
In the present section, we will establish a result that will lie at 
the basis of the application of almost controlled invariant subspaces to 
synthesis problems involving high gain feedback. In the sequel, a subset 
A of the field of complex numbers 4 will be called syrrrmetric if A n:rn. f ~ 
and if A E A if and only if ~ E A. Here ~ denotes the complex conjugate 
of A. Consider the system with system mapping A and input mapping B. Then 
we have: 
THEOREM 2.39. Let R E R (A,B) and suppose A is a syrrrmetric set of a -a 
dim <AIB> - dim Ra corrrpZex nwnbers. Then there exist a subspace VE ~(A,B) 
and a mapping FE !_(V) such that 
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(2. 11) V &> R <AIB> , 
a 
(2. 12) 
REMARK 2.40. The above result was originally proven in TRENTELMAN (1983) 
under the assumption that (A,B) is controllable. The special case Ra = B 
has been treated in WONHAM (1979, LEMMA 3.5). The latter result was used in 
its dual form to obtain the existence of a reduced order 'Luenberger' 
observer. In a similar fashion, TH. 2.39 can be dualized to obtain results 
in the context of reduced order 'PID' observers. This aspect of TH. 2.39 
will be elaborated in detail in CH. 5 , SECTION 5. 5. 
At the present, our main motivation to prove the above theorem is 
that it will enable us to give characterizations of almost controlled 
invariant subspaces in terms of high gain state feedback. This will be 
done in sections 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8. 
In the remainder of this section we will give a proof of TH. 2.39: 
k-1 PROOF OF THEOREM 2.39 : By COR. 1 .23, Ra = B1 ID ~B2 (Jl ••• ~ ~ Bk, 
where {B.}~ 1 is a chain in B, B1 = B n R and dim B. =dim A_~-l B. (i Ek), i i= a i -"""F i -
Let B1'bea subspace such thatBj 0l B1 =B. For i = 2, ••• , k, let Bj_ be 
such that Bi_ Ell Bi= Bi_ 1 • Denote Bk+l =Bk. We then have the following 
direct sum decomposition of Ra: 
(2. 13) 
h S - B' ~ k-i B' f" S · - {0} . 1 were i: - ~ i+2 w ••• m Af k+l" De ine k" - • For i = , ••• , 
k - 1, we have ~(Bi_+2 fD Si+l) =Si. Let Gi: Si +Bi+2 Ill si+l be a mapping 
such that ~Gi = IS. , the identity mapping of Si. 
We have a decoJiposition B = Bj &> Bz &> ••• &> Bk+l. This decomposition 
yields a decomposition U = Uj &> Uz &> ••• 0l Uk+!' where u1: B- 1Bi_ 
(i = 1, •••• k + 1). 
Since B(Uz 0l Uj &> ••• &> Uk+l) = B; 0l Bj@ ... 0l Bk+l' there is a 
mapping G such that BG IB', where we have written IB' for the identity 
mapping of B2 m Bj@ ... @ Bk+l' 
Let us now first prove the following lemma: 
LEMMA 2.41. Let F be as in the proof of TH. 2.39 above. There exists a 
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subspaae D c <A I B> and a mapping F : X -> U such that D Cil R = <A I B> 
o o o a 
and cr(PD (~+BF )ID)= A. Here, PD denotes the projeation of <AIB> 
0 0 0 0 
onto D0 along Ra. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2.41: Take a subspace D c <AIB> containing Bj such that 
D $Ra= <AIB>. Define a mapping Q: Rax Ul-> D by (r,u).-.P~r+Bu (PD 
denotes the projection of <AIB> onto D along Ra. Note that, since uEUj, 
Bu E B1 c D). Consider the system with system mapping PD"FID and input 
mapping Q. We contend that this system is controllable. If it were not, 
there would be a subspace L c D, L + D with PD~L c L and im Q c L. This 
however implies that L(.C <& R ) c L <& R and B c L <& R • Since 
-7 a a a 
L <& R ~ <AIB>, this contradicts the fact that the system with system 
a 
mapping ~l<AIB> and input mapping B is controllable. 
Now, let K: D -+ Ra x Ul be such that cr(P~ID + QK) = A. Let PU' 
and P Ra be mappings on Ra x U{, defined by (r, u) <-+ u and (r, u) .+ r 1 
respectively. Define F : X-+ U by F ID: = Pu• K, F IR : = O and F 
o o 1 o a o 
arbitrary on a complement of <AIB>. Define a mapping S : <AIB> -+ <AIB> 
by Sill:= ID+ PR K, SIR:= IR. Finally, define D: = SD. It may be 
a a a o 
verified that <AIB> = D0 <& Ra. Moreover, using that fact that PD PR 0 
and PD0 = SPD' a direct computation shows that the following diagrtn 
commutes: 
D 
I 
s "" 
1 
D 
0 
P~FID + QK 
PD(L + BF ) ID 
0-7 0 0 
D 
I 
"" s 
l 
D 
0 
Since S is an isomorphism of D and D0 , the lemma follows. 0 
PROOF OF TH. 2.39. (CONTINUED): Let D0 and F0 be as intheprevious lemma. 
Make a decomposition 
(2 .14) 
Let Pi be the projection of <AIB> onto Si along the other members of this 
decomposition. Let P8 , be the projection onto B': = Bz @ ... <& B~+l along 
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D 0 @ S 1 61 ••• ID Sk-l. D.enote A0 : = ~ + BF 0 • Define a mapping 
T : <AIB>-> <AIB> by: T ID : = Iv - G1P1A ID , T IR : = IR • Define then o o o 0 o o o a a 
mappings T. and A. 1 inductively by T. ID : = ID - G. 1P. 1A. ID , T. IR : = IR 1. _ 1 i+ . . · 1. o 0 i+ i+ l. o 1. a a 
and A. 1 : = T. A.T. (1 = 0, ••• , k - 2). 1+ 1 1 1 
Let T: = T0 T1 • Tk_2 • It may then be verified that 
(2. 15) TID = I -
o D0 
k-1 
J.~ 1 G.P.A. 11D , TIR = IR J J 3- o a a 
Define F1 : X-> U by F1 ID0 : = - GPB' 1\_1!D0 , F11Ra: = 0 and F1 arbitrary 
on a complement of <AIB>.Take V: = TD0 and define Fnew: = F + F0 + F1. We 
assert that this V and F satisfy the conditions (2 .11) and (2 .12) of the 
new 
theorem. First, :i.t follows immediately from (2.15), together with the facts 
that im G. c R and D 61 R = <AIB>, that V@ Ra= <AIB>. To prove (2.12), J a o a 
let PV be the projection of <AIB> onto V along Ra. We will show that the 
following diagram commutes: 
I 
T""' 
l 
v 
Pv A ID 
0 0 0 
v 
Let x ED • Using the facts that F 1G. = 0, F G. = 0, p __ pB' = O, P . .P. = O, o o 3 o J · v- v- J 
~G j = r8 . and BG = TB,, the following e.quality may be verified: 
J k,,-1 . Pv(A +BF )Tx = PV(A+BF )(x - .~ 1 G.P.A. 1x) = P-~ x . Now, since new o new o J= J J 3- o v·o o 
PV = TPD, this equals TPD Ax. It follows that o(P"IA+BF )IV) 
0 0 o o v new 
o (PD A ID ) = /\.. 
0 0 0 
To complete the proof, it suffices to show that, in fact, (A+BF ) V 
To show this, we will show that 
P8 ,T-l (A+BF ) V= {O}.If these new _1 
_ 1 new 
P. T (A + BF ) V = { 0}, V j and that J new 
assertions are true, then it follows 
immediately that T (A+ BF ) c D • 
new 0 
Let x1 = Tx0 E V with x0 E D0 • Then,using the fact that T-1 IR a 
may be seen that 
(2. 16) -1 k-1 T Ax - .r P.A. 1x - P8 ,A. _ 1x0 • 0 0 J'"1 J J- 0 "I< 
c v 
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Now, writing A0 x0 
(2.16) is equal to 
(2. 1 7) Ax 
0 0 
-1 PD A x + PR A x , and applying T , it follows that 
0 00 aoo 
We will now calculate the projections of the expression (2.17) onto S. and 
J 
B'. Onto s 1: P1 T- 1 (A +BF )x 1 = P1A x = P1A x = 0. Onto 
_ 1 new o o o o 
S.: P.T (A+BF )x 1 =P.A x +P.G. 1P. 1A. 2PD Ax - P.A .. 1x, J J new J o o J J- J- J- 0 o o J J - o 
which, by straightforward calculation, is equal to the null vector of S .. 
J 
In the same way it may be seen that P8 ,T- 1 (A+BF )x 1 = 0. new 
The above result may be extended directly to obtain a result on the 
existence of controlled invariant subspaces complementary to almost 
controllability subspaces in the stabilizable subspace of the system 
(A,B). Let <t be a symmetric subset of the complex plane et. Let the g 
sum of the generalized eigenspaces of the mapping A associated with its 
0 
eigenvalues in~ be denoted by X (A). In the same way, let Xb(A) corres-g g 
pond to the eigenvalues in <tb: =<t'<t . Let X b: = <AIB> + X (A). This g sta g 
subspace will be called the stabiZizabZe subspace of (A,B) (see HAUTUS 
(1980) and SCHUMACHER (1981, p. 26).) It is easy to see that X bis 
sta 
feedback invariant, i.e. that the stabilizable subspace of the system (A,B) 
and the system (~,B) coincide for every mapping F: X ~ U. It may in fact 
be shown that Xstab is the largest subspace of X with the property that 
there exists a mapping F: X ~ U such that o(AFIX b) c <t • Also, the 
sta g 
system (A,B) is stabilizable if and only if Xstab = X. 
We may now prove the following: 
COROLLARY 2.42. Let R E: R (A,B). There exists a subspace VE ~(A,B) and 
a -a 
a mapping FE F(V) such that V Ql Ra= Xstab and o(AFIV)c <tg. 
PROOF: Let F0 : X ~Ube such that a (A+ BF0 l<AIB>) c<J;b. 
Denote A : =A+ BF . It may be seen directly that X (A) n <AIB> = {0}. 
0 0 g 0 
Since X t bis feedback invariant, we thus obtain X b =<AIB> © X (A). s a sta g o 
By TH. 2.39, there is a subspace v1 E _!'._and a mapping F1 E !_(V1) such that 
V1 ©Ra= <AIB> and o(A + BF 1 JV1) c <J;g. Define now V: = v1 © Xg(A0 ) 
and a mapping F by Fl<AIB>: = F1 i<AIB>, FIX (A0 ) : = F IX (A) and F g 0 g 0 
arbitrary on a complement of X b' Then obviously X b = V © R , F E F(V) 
sta sta a 
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and cr(A_jV) = cr(A + BF 1 IV1) \:) cr(A IX (A )) c <I: • 
--p 0 g 0 g 
0 
REMARK 2.43. The special case that, in the above corollary, the almost 
controllability subspace R is equal to B and the system (A,B) is stabili-
a 
zable, was proven in its dual formulation in SCHUMACHER (1981, LEMMA 2.9). 
Again, for this we refer to CH. 5, SECTION 5.5. 
2.6 AN APPLICATION: LP/Lq ALMOST DISTURBANCE DECOUPLING 
We will now apply the framework we have set up so far to consider the 
first of a series of feedback synthesis problems we will study. Consider 
the linear system given by: 
x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + Gd(t), 
(2. 18) 
z(t) = Hx(t). 
Here, as usual,x and u are assumed to take their values in X ,,,,JR.n and 
U ,,,,JR.m respectively. The variable z is a to-be-controlled output. It will 
be assumed that z takes its values in the i-dimensional linear space z. 
The term d represents an unknO/JJn disturbance, which is assumed to take its 
values in the r-dimensional linear space D.G and Hare mappings from D 
into X and X into Z respectively. It will be assumed that the state 
variable x can be measured and may be used as input for a linear time 
invariant memoryless system 
(2. 19) u(t) = Fx(t). 
The system (2.18) will be called the plant and the system (2.19) will be 
called the feedback processor. F is a linear mapping from X to U. 
Connecting plant and processor yields the closed loop system 
x(t) =(A+ BF)x(t) + Gd(t), 
(2.20) 
z(t) = Hx(t). 
For each feedback processor u(t) = Fx(t) and each initial condition 
x(O) = x0 , the closed loop system (2.20) defines a convolution operator 
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+ from the space of D-valued measurable functions onIR to the space of 
Z-valued measurable functions on1R+. This convolution operator is defined by 
t 
(2.21) z(t) = TF(t)x0 + £ WF(t-T)d(T)dT , (t ~ 0), 
where the closed loop initial condition response matrix TF(t) and the 
closed loop impulse response matrix WF(t) are defined respectively by 
A t Apt 
TF(t) : =He F and WF(t) =He G (t ~ 0). 
The question whether there exists a feedback processor (2.19) such that 
in the closed loop system (2.20) the disturbances d do not influence the 
output z, i.e. such that WF(t) = 0, Vt, is called the disturbance decoupling 
problem or DDP.It was shown in WONHAM (1979) that such feedback processor 
exists if a.nd only if im GcV*(ker H). (See also BASILE & MARRO (1969b) for 
a dual formulation). More recently, the above was extended to the situation 
that, instead of using the entire state vector for feedback, one is only 
allowed to use a linear function y = Cx as input for a possibly non-
memoryless feedback processor. This problem is called the disturbance 
decoupling problem with measurement feedback or DDPM, and was studied in 
SCHUMACHER (1980), WILLEMS & COMMAULT (1981) and IMAI & AKASHI (1979). 
In the present section, we will still restrict ourselves to the case 
of memoryless state feedback. We will ask ourselves: if DDP is not solvable, 
is it then possible to choose the feedback processor (2.19) such that the 
influence of don the output z is 'small'? Thus,we will study a problem 
of 'almost' disturbance decoupling. There are several ways to quantify 
this 'almost' decoupling, leading to different versions of the almost 
disturbance decoupling problem. Here, we will consider the L /L -almost p q 
disturbance decoupling problem (WILLEMS (1981)). In the following, if 
x : :irt _,, X is a measurable function with values in the n-dimensional normed 
linear space X, we wi 11 say that x E L OR+ ,X) if and only if p 
the L -norm II II is defined as llxll 00 • p 00 p 1/ 
llxllp :=( Jllx(t) lip dt) p if 1 ~ p < co, 
esssup llx(t) II 
tEIR+ 
llxll < oo. Here, p 
and 
DEFINITION 2.44. (ADDP)', the L /L -almost disturbance decoupling pro-p q 
blem, is said to be solvable if the following holds: V s > 0 3 F: X ~ U 
such that in the closed loop system with x(O) = 0, llz liq< slid lip for 
all d E L(1R+, D) and for all 2 p 2 q 2 oo 
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Thus, it is required that the closed loop system defines a convolution 
operator from L OR+,D) to L (IR.+,Z) for eaah pair 1 < p < q <co and that each p q - - -
L - L induced norm of this operator is arbitrarily small. The following p q 
translates this requirement in terms of the closed loop impulse response: 
LEMMA 2 .45. (ADDP)' is solvable if and only if Vr. > 0 3 F : X -> U with 
llWFll < r. for p = 1 cfndp =co • p-
~: (=>) If (ADDP)' is solvable, then both the L00 - Leo induced norm 
and the L1 - L00 induced norm of the convolution operator can be made 
arbitrarily small using the same F. Since the former equals llWFll 1 and 
the latter llWFll 00 , the result follows (see e.g. DESOER & VIDYASAGAR (1975)). 
(<=). This follows from the fact that llzll < llW ql/p-1/qllW 11 11-l/p+lfii. lldll • q- Foo F p 
(EDWARDS (1967,p.150)). 
Now, combining LEMMA 2.45 with TH. 1.29 immediately yields the 
following necessary condition for (ADDP)' to be solvable: 
COROLLARY 2.46. If (ADDP)' is solvable, then im G c V*(ker H). 
a 
PROOF: The solvability of (ADDP)' implies that for all r. > 0 there is 
Apt 
a feedback mapping F such that, for all x E im G, sui:>_+llHe x. II< r.. 
o tE:lR A t o -
For x E im G, define a trajectory x through x by x(t) := e F x • This 
0 0 0 
trajectory has the property that d(x(t), ker H) ~ r., V t .::_ O. By TH. 1.29 
this implies that x E V*(ker H). 
o a 
In the sequel, we will prove that the subspace inclusion of the 
above corollary is also a suffiaient condition for the solvability of 
(ADDP)'. This assertion follows from the following property of V*(K), 
a 
which states that not only in each x E V*(K) a trajectory starts which 
o a 
D 
stays arbitrarily close to K, but that starting in a point x contained in 
0 
the intersection of V*(K) with the unit ball one can even stay close to K 
a 
moving along trajectories that are all generated by the same feedback law : 
THEOREM 2.47. Let K be a subspaae of X. Then VE> 0 3 F: X ~ U suah that 
II d(eAptx ,K) II < E for all x E V*(K) with II x II < 1 and for all 1 _:: p ,:: co 
o p- o a o 
The proof of this result requires the construction of a sequence of 
feedback mappings {F }.The idea is first to decompose V*(K) into a direct 
n a 
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sum of V*(K) and an almost controllability subspace Ra. We will then 
decompose Ra into the direct sum of singly generated controllability sub-
spaces. Each of these subspaces will be approximated by a sequence of 
controlled invariant subspaces as in SECTION 2.4. On each of these 
approximants we will define a feedback mapping by (2.7). Finally, these 
mappings will be used to define a sequence of feedback mappings {Fn} on X 
which will turn out to have the desired properties. In all of this, 
TH. 2.35 will play a central role. First, we need the following lemma, 
which is a consequence of TH. 2.39. In the sequel, denote V*: = V*(K), 
V*:= V*(K). 
a a 
LEMMA 2.48. Consider the system (A,B).Let A be a symmetric set of 
dim [<AIB> + V*] - dim V* corrrplex numbers. Then there exists a subspace 
a 
W and, for each mapping F 0 E ! ( V*), a mapping F 1 : X -+ U suoh that: 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
v: ID W = V* + <AIB> , 
~1 (V* ID W) e V* ID W , 
o(AF1 I (V* Ql W) IV*) = A • 
PROOF: Let P: X-+ XIV* denote the canonical projection and let F0 E F(V*). 
Let B: = PB and let A denote the quotient mapping induced by A + BF0 in 
XIV*. Let R ER be such that V* ID R = V*. Then PV* =PR . It may be 
a -a a a a a 
verified that PR ER cA,B). Also, P<AIB> <Alim B>. Let A be as above. 
a -a 
Obviously, A contains dim <Alim B> - dim PR complex numbers and thus 
a 
we may apply TH. 2.39 to find an (A,B)-invariant subspace we XIV* and a 
mapping F such that PR Ill w = <A'.1 im B>, a+ BF)W e wand o<A + BFIW) = 11.. 
a 
Now, let We X be any subspace such that PW= Wand W n V* = {O}. 
Define F1: = F0 + FP.It may then be verified that (2.22) to (2.25) hold. 
a 
Next, we need the following technical ingredient: 
LEMMA 2.49. For n E lN, let v 1(n),. •• , vk(n) be vectors in X. Asswne that 
for i E k, lim v. (n) = v., "'here v 1 , ... , vk are linearly independent. 
- Il-ICX> 1 1 
Also, assume that for i Ek there are real numbers s .. (n) such that 
1J 
v. = s 1 .(n)v1(n)+ ••• + sk.(n)vk(n). Then for aU i,j Ek, lim s· .(n) =O J J J - n..- 1J 
(if j) and lim s .. (n) = 1. 
n"*"' 11 
PROOF: Let V and V(n) be the kxkmatrices formed by the column vectors 
v 1 , ••• , vk and v 1(n), ••• , vk(n), respectively. By LEMMA 2.30, V(n) is 
nonsingular for n sufficiently large. Moreover, V(n)-1 + v-1 as n + oo. 
Let =<n): = (sij(n)). Then V = V(n) =<n). Thus, =<n) = V(n)- 1v + Ikxk 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.47: Decompose.v: = V* 61 Ra, with Ra E !!.a· 
Decompose R = £ 1 61 ••• 61 £s with £1 = £(u.,F,r.). (Recall that such 
a 1 1 
decomposition is always possible, see e.g. REMARK 2.28). 
i Denote£ (n): = £ (u.,F,r.) =span {x1(n,u.), ••• , xr.(n,u.)} for the n 1 1 . .1 1 1 . 
sequence in V converging to £ 1 • On each £ 1 (n), define a mapping F1 by 
. - • 1 n 
F1 x.(n,u.): = -n3u. (j = 1,. • ., r.). Define V(n):=£ (n) 61 ••• 61 £s(n). 
n J 1 1 1 
Note that V(n) ~ R (n-> oo). 
a 
Let A be a in LEMMA 2.48 and assume Ac<!:-:= {s E l!:IRe s< O}. 
According to LEMMA 2.48, there exists a subspace Wand a mapping F1 such 
that (2.22) to (2.25) are satisfied. Moreover, on V*, F1 may be chosen 
arbitrarily in E_(V*). We now contend that for all n sufficiently large, 
V* 61 Ra @ W = V* @ V(n) Ill W. To show this, note that by LEMMA 2.31 
V(n) c <AIB>. On the other hand, since V(n) ->Ra, for n sufficiently 
large V(n) n [V* 61 W] = {O}. The claim then follows by noting that 
dim V(n) = dim R . 
a 
Define now a sequence of mappings F n: X -> U as follows. On V* 61 W, 
a 
define Fn to be equal to F 1 • (We stress that on V* this mapping may be 
any mapping from E_(V*), possibly depending on n.) On £i(n), define F to 
n 
be equal to F +Fi (i =1, ••• ,s). Extend F arbitrarily to a mapping on X. 
n n 
We claim that for all x E V*, lim lld(e(A+BFn)tx ,K)ll = O, uniformly 
o an-iCO op 
for 1 ~ p ~ ""· First, note that for x0 E V* this is immediate. To complete 
the proof it is sufficient to prove the claim for each vector 
x = Aj-1Bui (i = 1, .•• , s ; j 1, •.. , r.). Now, the crucial point is 
0 -7 . 1 1 
that AJ- Bu. ER c V* 61 V(n) 61 W. Thus, for n sufficiently large 
. 1 -7 1 a Aj.- Bui may be expanded as 
(2.26) 
. 1 s r R. Aj.- Bui = v(n) + R.~l k~l s kR. (n) ~ (n, uR,) , 
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with v(n) E V* 61 W and 
it follows from LEMMA 
k-1 
skR.(n) EJR. Since,by LEMMA 2.31,xk(n,uR.) .... Aj? BuR.(n-iCO), 
2.49 that lim v(n) = o, lim sk.(n) = o,(k,R.) # (j,i), 
n->co n -iCO " 
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and lim s .. (n) = 1. 
n-ooo Ji 
It follows from (2.26) that 
lld(e(A+BFn)t Aj-lBu., K) II < 
-~ :L p 
By TH. 2.35, all terms in the composite sum on the right in this expression 
tend to 0 as n-+ 00 , uniformly for 1 ::_ p ::_ "'· 
Let P : X -+ XIV* denote the canonical projection and let AF be the 
- 1 
quotient mapping of (A+BF 1)1V*@ W modulo V*. By (2.25), o(AF 1)= A. Denote 
K: =PK, :;(n):= Pv(n). By the fact that V* c K, it may be verified (using 
DEF. 1 • 3 7 of distance in quotient spaces), -that 
~1 t ~- t - -d(e v(n),K) = d(e 1 v(n),K). 
Hence, we obtain 
A t AF t 
lld(e :1 v(n) ,K)llp ~- lld(e 1 :;(n),K) lip 
AF 1t _ AF 1t 
< lie v(n)ll < !le p-
Now, by the fact that o(AF 1) c ~-, there is a constant M such that, for 
AF t 
all 1 < p < 00 , II e 1 II < M. The claim of the theorem then follows from 
- -
p 
the fact that lim :;(n) = O. n-rco 
REMARK 2,50, Note that the sequence {F } as defined above, makes the n 
D 
subspace <AIB> + V* (A+ BF )-invariant for all n. Moreover, this subspace n 
has a direct sum decomposition V* @ V(n) @ W, which is valid for all n 
sufficiently large. Here, V* @ W is (A + BF )-invariant and also V* is n 
(A + BFn)-invariant. On V*, the mapping Fn may be chosen arbitrarily from 
!_(V*). Thus, we have complete freedom of pole assignment on R*, while the 
spectrum on V*/R* is fixed. The spectrum on (V* @ W)/V* is arbitrary but 
should be contained in (J: and is independent of n. Finally, V(n) is (A+ BF )-n 
invariant and it may be seen that o(A + BFnlV(n)) = {-n, ••• , -n} 
(dim V* - dim V* times, see also LEMMA 2.34). We may summarize this in the a 
following lattice diagram: 
x 
fixed 
V* + <AIB> 
-in Cl: independent of n 
V* V* GI V(n) a 
V* 
fixed 
R* 
assignable fig.2.1. Spectrum 
{0} of A+ BF • 
n 
Observe that as n -+co, i.e. as the closed loop trajectories starting 
in V*(K) stay closer and closer to K, then the spectrum 
a 
a(A +BF l(V* dl V(n))/V*) tends to 'minus infinity'. 
n 
Thus, we have completed the proof of TH. 2.47. As noted before, 
it follows immediately that the subspace inclusion of COR. 2.46 is also 
sufficient for the solvability of (ADDP)'. We record this in a separate 
corollary: 
COROLLARY 2.51. (ADDP)' is solvable if and only if im Ge: V*(ker H). 
a 
To conclude this section, we note that the following feedback 
characterizations of the class of almost controlled invariant subspaces 
are now valid. 
COROLLARY 2.52. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) V E V (A,B), 
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[J 
a -a ~t 
(ii) V E > 0 3 F: X-+ U such that d(e x ,V) ~ E, V t > 0 and V x E V 
o a o a 
(iii) 
with 11 x 11 ~ 1 , 
0 
AFt 
V E > 0 ?.l F: X-+ U such that II d(e x ,V) II 
o a p llx0 ll ~ 1 and V 1 ~ p ~"" 
PROOF: This follows by combining TH. 1.29 and TH. 2.47. 
[J 
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2.7 SPECTRAL ASSIGNABILITY IN ALMOST CONTROLLABILITY SUBSPACES 
In section 1.2, almost controllability subspaces were defined as 
subspaces with the property that one can travel between any two points 
in the subspace in a given finite time, moving along trajectories that stay 
arbitrarily close to the subspace for all points of time. This definition 
generalized the definition of controllability subspace, where the same was 
required under the restriction that one should be able to move along 
trajectories lying inside the subspace. It is well known that the latter 
definition leads to the property which says that in a controllability 
subspace it is possible to travel along feedback generated trajectories 
with arbitrary spectrum. In the present section, we will show that an 
analogous property holds for almost controllability subspaces. It will turn 
out that, starting in an almost controllability subspace, it is possible 
to travel along feedback generated trajectories with arbitrary spectrum 
while staying arbitrarily close to the subspace. 
In the following, we will again use the concept of Bohl function 
(see DEF. 2.4). Let f(t) = HeFtG 1:R+(t) be Bohl.If in this representation the 
triple (F,G,H) is minimal, then we define the spectrum off as cr(f): =cr(F). 
Elements of this spectrum are called the characteristic values of f. If F 
is an r x r matrix, then we say that f has McMillan degree r and denote 
deg f = r. 
Assume that we have a linear system with system mapping A and input 
mapping B. Then EB(A,B) will denote the space of all trajectories 
x E E(A,B) such that x(t).1:R+(t) is Bohl. Also, we denote 
EB(r\A,B): {xEEB(A,B)ideg x :::_r} andL'.B(r)(A,B):={xEEB(r\A,B)lcr(f)c<I: }. 
Here, <I: is a subset of <!:. g 
g g 
Now, what we would like to show is that for all e > 0 and all <I: c <!:,there 
AFt g 
exists a mapping F such that, for all x E R*(K), d(e x ,K) < e (t > 0) and 
o a o - -
cr(~l<A I B>) c <!:g. To show this, one would like to use a construction 
similar to the one in the foregoing section and construct a suitable sequence 
of mapping {F } EJN' As outlined in REMARK 2.50, such sequence would lead to 
n n 
a part of the closed loop spectrum cr(A + BF l<AIB>) that runs off to 'minus 
n 
infinity' as n-> oo, Thus, the requirement that this spectrum should be 
contained in <I: for all n can only be met if <I: includes 'a point at minus 
- g g 
infinity'. Also, a part of the closed loop spectrum is necessarily contained 
in<!:-. Therefore, apart from the usual requirement concerning symmetry of 
the stability sets (j; , we should also make sure that it is possible to g 
'reach minus infinity ' staying in (j; and that (j;g contains at least one 
- g point in (j; • Therefore, unless otherwise stated, we will assume that 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
\ E (j;g ~ \ E (j;g (~ denotes complex conjugate), 
3 c E:IR such that (-=,cl c (j; • g 
For every subspace K of X, define a subspace P(K) by 
(2.29) P(K): {x E Kl3 r EJN such that V& > 0 and V<t 
0 g 
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3 x E :E:(r) (A,B) with x(O) = x0 and d(x(t) ,K) ~ & Vt .'.::_ O}. 
Thus, starting in x0 E P(K), one can move along Bohl trajectories with 
arbitrary characteristic values, staying arbitrarily close to K. 
Moreover,for fixed x0 E P(K) there is an a priori upper bound 
(depending on x0 ) to the McMillan degrees of these trajectories. (Note 
that this is automatically satisfied for state feedback generated 
trajectories.) It may be verified immediately that R*(K) c P(K). 
One of the main purposes of this section is to show that P(K) is equal 
to R~(K). In the sequel, we will need the following continuity property 
of the spectra of Bohl functions. 
LEMMA 2.53. For n EJN, Zet f (t) and f(t) be scalar values Bohl functions. 
n 
Suppose 3 r E JN such that deg f < r, Vn E JN. Let f (s), f(s) denDte the 
n - n 
Laplace transforms off (t) and f(t)(continued anaZyticaZZy over <f;).Asswne 
n 
that lim f (s) = f (s) for infinitely many s E (j;, Then every element of 
n-<oo n °" 
o(f) is a Zimit point of n~l o(fn). 
PROOF: Using the fact that deg fn .s_ r, Vn and that ~ fn (s) exists for 
infinitely many s, it may be shown that there exists a subsequence fn (s) 
m 
and coprime polynomials p (s) = s (m)sr + ••• + s1(m)s + s (m) and 
r-1 m r A o ~(s) = nr_1(m)s + ••• + n1(m)s + n0 (m) such that fllm(s) =~(s)/pm(s) 
and such that the coefficients s.(m) and n.(m) converge to real numbers 
l. l. 
s· and n·· Moreover, it may be assumed that at least one S· 1 O. For a l. l. l. 
proof of this assertion, we refer to HAZEWINKEL (1980, pp. 169-171). 
r r-1 Define polynomials p(s): srs + ••• + s0 , q(s): = nr-l s + ••• + n0 • 
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It follows illllllediately that f(s) = q(s)/p(s). Although q and p need not be 
coprime, if ;\ E cr(f), then p(A.) = 0. Since si (m) -> si, Vi, it may be shown 
that pm~ p uniformly on compact subsets. Now, let;\ E cr(f). Let £0 > o 
such that the only zero of pin Is - A.1<£ 0 is;\. Let 2 < £ < E 0 • We will 
show that the disc Is - A.1<£COntains an element of u1 cr(f ). 
n= n 
Define a:= min {lp(s)I, Is - A.I =£}.Then a> 0. Since p + p uniformly 
m 
on Is - A.I= E, 3 N such that m ~ N implies lpm(s) - p(s)I < a, Vs with 
Ji; - A.I= E. Define now g: = pN - p. Then lg(s)I = lpN(s) - p(s)l<a<lp(s)I 
on the cirkel Is - A.I =E. Hence,by Rouche's theorem (see CARTAN (1961 , 
p.116)),g + p = pN has a zero in Is A.I < £. Since qN and pN are coprime, 
this zero is a pole off (s) and thus an element of cr(f ). 
nN nN D 
REMARK 2.54. The above result is not valid without the assumption on the 
uniform bound of the McMillan degrees. 
Using the above lellll!la, we may now prove the following: 
LEMMA 2. 5 5. Let K be a subspace of X with the property that K n B = { 0} • 
Then P(K) = { 0}. 
PROOF: In this proof, denote V*: = V*(K) and R*: = R*(K). Define 
X1 : = K, x3 : =Band let x2 c X be such that X =X1 (l) x2 (l) x3 • Since 
Kn B = {0}, we have R* = {0}. Denote the fixed spectrum cr(~IV*) by a* 
(WONHAM (1979, TH. 5.7)). Choose FE F(V*) such that in the decomposition 
employed: 
(2.30) ( 
A
0
11 
A21 
Now let x0 E P(K), x0 = (x~ 1 , OT, 
There is r EJN and a sequence x 
n 
T T 0) • Let~ be such that~ n a*=~. 
E B(r) ( g) (. h . g h . L A,B i.e. x as its c aracteris-
wich values in ~g) with xn (xf n• gT TT n 1 x2n, x3n) and llA12 x 2n (t) +A13x3n(t)ll.:5.n, 
V t > 0. Denote zn: = A12x2n + A13x3n. We have 
tf A11 Ct-r) 
e z (r) dr 
o n 
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and hence x 1 (t) ~ eA11tx01 = : x 1(t) uniformly on [O,T] for each T > 0. 
. n T T T T Define x(t): = (x1(t), 0, 0) • 
LEMMA 1.25 we may show that x(t) 
for t ~ O, we must have x0 E V*. 
In exactly the same way as in the proof of 
= e~tx, (t > 0). Thus, since x(t) EK 0 -
Let zn(s) and x1n(s) denote the Laplace transforms of zn and x1n. By 
our earlier estimate of z : 
n 
00 
llz (s)ll < J e-crtllz (t)lldt < 
n - n - ncr 
0 
cr:=Res>O. 
Consequently, lim 
n-w:> 
z (s) 0 for all s with Re s > 0. Also n 
which is valid for every s with Res> 0 that is not an element of cr(A 11 ). 
We may conclude that for all those s, lim x1 (s) = (Is - A11 )-1x01 and 
n-= n A11 t thus, fr~m LEMMA 2.53, that the spectrum of e x01 is contained in the 
closure ~g (since cr(x 1 ) c 4: , Vn). On the other hand however, ~V* c V*, T TT n g . A11t x = (x0i, O , 0 ) E V* and cr(~IV*) =a*, whence cr(e x01 ) c a*. 0 
-
Since a* n 4:g = ©, it follows that x 01 = 0 and hence x0 = 0. This concludes 
the proof of the lemma. 
Our next step it to generalize the inclusion (i) of TH. 1.14 to Bohl 
trajectories that have their characteristic values in some prespecified 
subset 4: of 4: and that have an a priori upper bound to their McMillan 
g 
-- 00 degrees. In the following, let (A,B) denote the factor system modulo S. 
LEMMA 2.56. Let 4: c 4: and r E JN • Let K be a subspace of X. Then g 
PROOF: Ifs E LB(r)(A,B)/Sco(K), then s(t) = Px(t) for all t EJR, with 
-- g 
x E LB(r)(A,B) and P: X ~ X!S""' the canonical projection. By TH. 1.14, g_ - Ft 
s E L(A, B). Since x is Bohl, x(t) =He G (t ~ 0) for a suitable triple 
(F, G, H).It follows that s(t) = PHeFtG for all t > 0 and thus that sis 
Bohl. From this it is also immediate that cr(s) c cr(x) c 4: and that g deg s .:::_deg x < r. 
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Combining the foregoing two lemmas now yields the following result: 
LEMMA 2.57. Let K be a subspace of X. Then P(K) c R*(K). 
a 
PROOF: Let x E P(K). Let r ElN be the McMillan degree bound corresponding 
to this x a~d let c > 0 and <t be arbitrary. There is x E LB(r)(A,B) with 0 g g 
x(O) = x and d(x(t),K) < c for all t > 0. Defines : = [x] and 0 
-
- 0 0 
s(t): = [x(t)] (equivalence classe modulo Sco(K)). By LEMMA 2.56, 
s E :E:B(r)(A,B). Also s(O) = s and d(s(t), K/800) ~cfor t ~ o (see (1.38)). 
g 00 0 
- -It follows that s E P(K/S ),with respect to (A,B). Since, by TH. 1.14 and 
0 
COR 1.11 (i), im B n (K/800) = {[O]} it may be concluded from LEMMA 2.55 
that s =[OJ. It follows that x E S00(K) = R*(K). o o a 
It will now be shown that the converse inclusion in the above lemma 
is also valid. In fact., we will prove something stronger: it will be shown 
that, starting in x0 ER~(K), one can stay arbitrary close to K, moving 
along trajectories generated by state feedback. At the same time, the 
closed loop spectrum may be chosen in an arbitrary subset <t of t. More-g 
over, not only the supnorm of the distance of these trajectories to K can 
be made arbitrarily small, but all L -norms: p 
THEOREM 2 .58. Let K be a subspace of X. Then Ve> 0 and V <t c <!: g (satisfying(2.27) and (2.28)) there is a mapping F : X ~ U such that 
II d(eAFtx ,K)ll < E for au x E Ri<(K) with ii x II < 1 and au 1 2 p 2 co 
0 p- o a o --
and 
o(~i<AIB>) c <tg. 
PROOF: Let A be a symmetric set of dim <AIB>-dim R~(K) complex numbers 
such that Ac <t n <t . According to TH. 2.39, there is a subspace W g 
and a mapping F1 such that AF 1W c W, o(AF 1iW) =A and R:(K)@ W = <AIB>. 
Decompose R*(K) = R*(K)@ R (see TH. 2.27), with R ER. Also, decompose a . a a -a 
R =£ 1 @ ••• @.Cs, with .Ci = .C(u.,F,r.) (see SECTION 2.4). Again, a . . i i 
approximate .Ci by .Ci(n): = £ (u.,F,r.) where the approximants £ (u.,F,r.) n i i n i i 
are spanned by the vectors x.(n,u.) (j = 1, .•. , r.). Define mappings i i i J .1- l_ s F : .C (n) -> U by F (n,u.) = -nJu .• Let V(n): = .C (n) @ ... Gl .C (n). n n i i 
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Now, for n sufficiently large, <AIB> = R*(K) Ill V(n) Ill W. Define 
i Fn : X""' U on R*(K) such that a(A + BF IR*(K)) c 4: , on £ (n) by F 
n g 
+Fi 
n 
and on W by F1• Extend this t~ a mapping on X. In the same way as in the 
proof of TH. 2.47, it may be shown that, for all x E R*(K) 
o a 
lld(e(A+BFn)tx ,K)U converges to O, uniformly for 1 < p < ""· Finally, 
0 p - -
the claim on the spectrum follows from the fact that a(A + BFnl<AIB>) 
a(AF IR*(K)) \..:) a(AF I V(n)) \..:) a(AF IW). Since cr(AF IV(n)) = {-n, ••• ,-n}, 
n n n n 
for n sufficiently large this spectrum is contained in (): (due to the g 
assumption 2.28). 
REMARK 2.59. Note that in the above for each n ElN we have a direct 
sum decomposition of <AIB> into three subspaces, R*(K), V(n) and W. 
c 
For each n ElN sufficiently large thesa subspaces are (A+ BF )-invariant. 
n 
The situation with the spectrum is as follows: 
x 
fixed 
<AIB> 
assignable in 4:-, independent of n 
R* 
a 
R* 
{O} 
R* Ill V(n) 
assignable fig. 2.2. Spectrum 
of A + BF • 
n 
We are now in a position to conclude the following: 
THEOREM 2.60. Let K be subspaae of X. Then 
R*(K) = {x E Kl3 r E lN suah that V& > 0 andV4: 3 x E I.:B(r) (A B) 
a o g g • 
with x(O) = XO and d(x(t),K) ~ E v t ~ O}. 
PROOF: One inclusion follows from LEMMA 2.57. The converse follows 
immediately from TH. 2.58: for each x E R*(K), take r = n (= dim X ). 
o a 
For E > 0 and 4: c ():, let F be such that the conditions of TH. 2.58 are g 
satisfied. Define x(t) := eAFtx0 Then d(x(t) ,K) ~ E, V t E lR+ and, since 
x E <AIB>, cr(x) c(J: • 
0 g a 
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We also have the following analoque of COR. 2.52, giving a feedback 
characterization of the class of almost controllability subspaces: 
COROLLARY 2.61. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) Ra E Ka (A,B) , 
(ii) V e > 0 and V q; there is a mapping F: X -> U such that AFt g 
d(e x,R)< e,Vt>O VxER withllxll<1 ando(A l<AIB>)c!t;, o a ~ - ' o a o - --F g 
V e > 0 and V q; there is a mapping F: X .... U such that 
A t g 
lld(e Fxo'R)ll P.::_e, V x0 ERa with llxJ:::_ 1, V 1_::p_:: 00 and 
(iii) 
o(AFl<AIB>) c (!;g. 
PROOF: This follows irrnnediately from the foregoing results. D 
To conclude this section, we will study an extension of the L /L p q 
almost disturbance decoupling problem in which, apart from approximate 
decoupling, we require that the closed loop spectrum may be located 
arbitrarily in the complex plane. Again, consider the plant (2.18). 
Consider the following definition: 
DEFINITION 2.62. (ADDPPP)', the L /L almost disturbance decoupling problem p q 
with pole placement, is said to be solvable if the following holds: 
VE:> 0 and yq;g there exists a mapping F: X--> U such that in the closed 
loop system with x(O) = x0 , llzll < E: lldll for all d EL OR+, D) and for q - p p 
all 1 < p < q < oo and o(A + BF) c q; . g 
We stress that in the above we restrict ourselves to stability sets 
q;g that satisfy the conditions (2.27) and (2.28). The results of this 
section immediately lead to the following necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the solvability of the above problem: 
THEOREM 2.63. (ADDPPP)' is solvable if and only if the system (A,B) is 
controllable and im GcR*(ker H). 
a 
PROOF: The solvability of (ADDPPP)' can be formulated in terms of the 
L1-norm and L00-norm of the closed loop impulse response and the closed 
loop spectrum. The result then follows immediately from TH. 2.58 and 
TH.2.60. Of course, controllability of (A,B) is a necessary condition 
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in order to be able to locate the closed loop spectrum cr(~) in an 
arbitrary subset (j:g of <J:. 
2.8 ALMOST STABILIZABILITY SUBSPACES 
D 
To conclude this chapter, we will introduce the family of almost 
stabilizability subspaces. In the definition of the latter family, we first 
specify a stability set q: • We then define a subspace to be an almost g 
stabilizability subspace with respect to (j: if, roughly speaking, starting g 
in it one can stay arbitrarily close to it following trajectories having 
their characteristic values in q: .The notion of almost stabilizability subspace g 
is meant to generalize that of stabilizability subspace (HAUTUS (1980)). 
A stabilizability subspace is a subspace with the property that, starting 
in it, one can stay in it,moving along trajectories with their spectrum 
contained in (j: , g 
Although the term 'almost stabilizability subspace' was not mentioned 
there explicitely, the idea stems from WILLEMS.(1981, COMMENT 7). The term 
was introduced in SCHUMACHER(1984). Before we introduce the 'almost' version, 
we will first consider 'exact' stabilizability subspaces. Our treatment of 
these will differ slightly from the one in HAUTUS (1980). Unless otherwise 
stated, in this section. we will assume that the stability set (j:g is symmetric 
(see SECTION 4.5). In the following, consider the system with system mapping 
A and input mapping B. 
DEFINITION 2.64. A subspace Vg of X is said to be a stabilizability 
subspace if Vx0 E Vg 3 x E rB(A,B) such that x(O) = x0 , x(t) E Vg' 
V t E:IR and cr (x) c: (j: • g 
Thus, contrary to HAUTUS (1980), we introduce the class of stabiliza-
bility subspaces in terms of the trajectories of the system. However, 
using a reasoning similar to the one in HAUTUS (1980), we may obtain 
the original defining property as the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 2.65. A subspace Vg of X is a stabilizability subspace if and 
only if there is a mapping F: X -> U such that A__V c V and cr(A IV ) c (j: . 
-r" g g -T g g 
D 
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We will denote by V 
-g or V (A,B) the class of all stabilizability -g 
subspaced associated with a given stability set <I: • It is a trivial matter g 
to verify that V 
-g is closed under subspace addition. For a given subspace 
Kc X, V*(K) will g 
Let us now define 
denote the supremal stabilizability subspace in K. 
the class of almost stabilizability subspaces: 
DEFINITION 2.66. A subspace V of X is said to be an almost stabilizability a 
subspace if V x0 E Va, there is an integer r EN and a closed subset D of 
(j:g such that the following is true: Ve> 0 3 x E IB(r)(A,B) with x(O) =x0 , 
d(x(t), V) < e, V t ElR and cr(x) c D. a -
The definition requires that, starting in x0 
to move along Bohl trajectories, staying closer and 
E Va' it is possible 
closer to V • There 
a 
should however be an integer r, depending on x0 , that constitutes an 
upper bound to the McMillan degree of these trajectories. Moreover, the 
joint characteristic values of these trajectories should not only lie in 
<I: , but should lie in a closed g subset of (j: • In effect, this will prevent g 
these characteristic values to accumulate on the boundary of the set <I: g 
It should be noted that if q: is closed itself, then the above definition g 
is equivalent to: V x E V there is an integer r EN such that Ve> 0 B( ) o a 
3 x EI r (A,B) with x(O) = x and d(x(t), V) < e, VtE JR. g o a 
We will denote by V or V (A,B) the class of all almost 
-a,g -a,g 
stabilizability subspaces associated with a given set (; . It may be g 
verified immediately that V 
-a,g is closed under subspace addition. The 
supremal almost stabilizability subspace contained in a given subspace 
Kc X will be denoted by V* (K). We also note that the inclusion a,g 
V c V c V holds. Moreover, if we assume that the stability set (j:g 
-g -a,g -a 
satisfies (2.27) and (2.28), then by TH. 2.60 it follows that R c V 
-a -a,g 
In that case we may therefore immediately conclude that every subspace of 
the form vg + Ra' with vg E Ig and Ra Elia• is an almost stabilizability 
subspace. In this section we will prove that also the converse of this 
statement holds, i.e. that every almost stabilizability subspace V 
a,g 
written as a sum V + R g a with Vg a stabilizability subspace and Ra an 
controllability subspace. For every subspace K of X define: 
A (K): g {x E Kl3 r ElN and a closed subset D c <I: 0 g 
that V e > 0 3 x E IB(r) (A,B) with x(O) 
cr(x) c D and d(x(t), K) < e, Yt > O}. 
such 
can be 
almost 
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LEMMA 2.67. Let K be a subspace of X with the property that Kn B {O}. 
Then A (K) = V*(K). g g 
PROOF: This may be proven in a similar fashion as LEMMA 2.55. Decompose 
X = X1 Gl X2 Gl x3 with X1: = K and x3 : = B. Again, choose F E !_(V*) such 
that~ and B have matrices of the form (2.30). Let Cg and Cb be the 
sums of .the generalized eigenspaces of the mapping ~IV* corresponding to 
its eigenvalues in cr* n 4: and cr* n ((j:-.....(j: ) respectively. It is well known g g 
(see WONHAM (1979, p. 114 )) that V*(K) = C and V*(K) Gl Cb = V*. 
T T T T g g g 
Let x = (x01 , 0, 0) EA (K). There is a closed subset D c: 4: , an 
. o g B(r) T T T T g . 
integer r E:N and a sequence xnE I: (A,B), xn = (xln' x2n' x3n), with 
o (x) c: D, x (0) = x and x2 ~ O, x3 ~ O,uniformly on [O,oo). As in the n n o n n 
proof of LEMMA 2.55, we may show that x E V* and that x1 (s) converges to o n 
(Is - A11 )-1x01 for infinitely many s E (j:. Denote x 1 (t): = eA11 tx01 • Again 
by LEMMA 2.53, it follows that cr(x1) c: D c: d:g (since cr(x1n) c: D for all n 
and hence cr(x1) c: D c: (j: ). Consequently,eAFtx has its spectrum in d:g· 
g 1 2 1 ° 2 Now, decompose x = x + x with x E V* and x E Cb. Since 
A t o o o A t o g o 
cr(e F xl) c: (j: , it follows that cr(e F x2) c: (j: • However, Cb is the sum 
0 g 0 g 
of the generalized eigenspaces with eigenvalues in (j:' tl:g and hence 
x! = 0. We conclude that x0 E v:. 
The converse inclusion follows from the fact that for FE F(V*), 
- g 
cr(~IV:) = cr* n (j:g. The latter is a finite and consequently closed subset 
of 4: • g 
REMARK 2.68. Note that the assumption on the existence for each x of 
0 
a closed subset D c: (j: plays a fundamental role in the above argument. g 
As an immediate consequence of the above, we obtain the following 
result: 
c 
LEMMA 2.69. Let V E V (A,B) be such that V n B 
a -a,g a {O}. Then we have 
Va E .!'.'.g(A,B). 
PROOF: If V E V then, by definition, V c: A (V ). Hence, V c: V*(V) 
a -a,g a g a a g a 
c 
To proceed, we need the following sharpening of TH. 1.14: 
LEMMA 2.70. Let K be a subspace of X. Denote 800: = Ef'(K). Then 
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PROOF: (c) 
(:::::>). Let I; 
(iv),let F 
This inclusion is an immediate consequence of LEMMA 2.56. 
E LB(A,B). Let X and Ube decomposed as in LEMMA 1.15 (i) to g 
be as in LEMMA 1.15 and let the matrices of Ay and Bin the 
latter decomposition be given by (1.27). We have to establish the existence 
of a x E LB(A,B) such that [x(t)] = l;(t), Vt. As in the proof of TH. 1.14, 
-1 g T T T T - -let Q l;(t): = (0 , 0, x3 (t)) • By definition of (A,B) we have 
(2. 31) + 
where A and B are given by (1.28). Again, it suffices to prove that 
o o T T T T 
there is x 1(·) such that x(t): = (x 1(t), x2 (t), x3 (t)) is a Bohl trajec-
tory with o(x) c ~ . (Since this would yield l;(t) = Px(t) = [x(t)],Vt)). g 
Now, first note that x3 is Bohl and cr(x3) c ~g. Moreover, we may assume 
that x 2 is Bohl and cr(x2 ) c ~g· We want to find a Bohl function x 1(·) 
with cr(x1) c ~g such that the following equation hold: 
(2. 32) 
Here, x2 and x 3 are as in (2.31) and u 1 an u2 may be chosen. Furthermore, 
we may assume that A11 , A21 , B1 and B2 are as in LEMMA 1.15, (v) to (viii). 
It was already shown in the proof of TH. 1.14 that, indeed, u 1, u2 and x 1 
exist such that (2.32) is satisfied. Moreover, using the very special 
structure of the matrices in (2.32), it may be verified by inspection that 
under the dynamic constraint (2.32), x 1 is a linear combination of deriva-
( xz(t)) tives of x (t) up to some orderN. Thus, x 1 is Bohl and,sincedifferentia-
. d 3 · d .. () .. tion oes not intro uce new characteristic values, a x1 c '"g' 
D 
The above lemma yields the following useful result: 
LEMMA 2. 71. Let K be a subspace of X. Denote s=: = s"0 (K). Then the follo-
wing relations ho Zd: 
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(i) V (A,B) /s= c V (A,B) , 
-a,g -a,g 
(ii) V (A,B) !f3 c V G\,B). 
-g -g 
.PROOF: The proof of this lemma uses LEMMA 2.70 and is completely analogous 
to the proof of LEMMA 1.18. 
a 
Putting all ingredients together now, we obtain the following geometric 
characterization of the class of almost stabilizability subspaces. We find 
that a subspace is an almost stabilizability subspace with respect to d: if g 
and only if it is the sum of a stabilizability subspace with respect to d: g 
and an almost controllability subspace: 
THEOREM 2.72. Assume that d: satisfies (2.27) and (2.28). Then V E V (A,B) g a -a,g 
if and only if V = V*(V) + S00(V ). Consequently, V E V if and only if 
a g a a a -a,g 
there exists V E V and R E R suah that V V + R • g -g a -a a g a 
PROOF: (c=) This follows from the facts that V is closed under subspace 
-a,g 
addition and that V c V and 800 E R c V 
-g a,g -a -a,g 
(,.) The proof of this implication uses LEMMA 2.71 and is completely 
analogous to the corresponding proof of TH. 1.27. 
The second assertion then follows immediately. 
a 
REMARK 2.73. In SCHUMACHER (1984), almost stabilizability subspaces are 
defined as the sums of stabilizability subspaces and almost controllability 
subspaces. Starting from this definition, the author establishes characteri-
zations of almost stabilizability subspaces in terms of the trajectories of 
the system (A,B). However, only the special cases that d:g = { s Ed: Res< O} 
and Cl: = { s E Cl: I Re s < 0} are characterized in this way. In our treatment g -
we have established a dynamic characterization for the situation that 
Cg is any stability set (provided of course that it satisfies (2.27) 
and (2.28)). 
We may now also prove the following characterization of V* (K), 
a,g 
purely in terms of distance to K fort> 0 (compare this with TH. 2.60): 
THEOREM 2.74. Assume that d: satisfies (2.27) and (2.28). Let K be a subspaae g 
of X. Then the following equality holds: 
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V* (K) = { x EK I 3 r E N and a dosed sUbset D c q; such that 
a,g o B(r) g 
Ve >0 3 x E :L (A,B) with x(O) x 0 , cr(x) c D 
and d(x(t) ,K) < e, Vt > 0 }. 
PROOF (c) It may be seen immediately from TH. 2.72 that 
V* (K) = V*(K) + R*(K). The fact that V*(K) c A (K) follows from DEF. 2.64. a,g g a g g 
The inclusion R*(K) c A (K) follows from TH. 2.60. 
a g 
(~) The proof of this inclusion may be given using LEMMA 2.71 and is 
completely analogous to the proof of TH. 1.29. 
0 
Using the geometric characterization obtained in TH. 2.72, it is also 
possible to derive frequency domain characterizations of almost 
stabilizability subspaces and characterizations in terms of Bohl trajecto-
ries, in a similar way as in SECTION 2.2. First, we will formulate the 
frequency domain characterizations of V*(K) and V* (K). A vector s(s) g a,g 
of rational functions will be called stable if all its poles lie in !J; • g 
THEOREM 2.75. Let K be a subspace of X. Then 
(i) v;<x) {xoE K I XO has a (t,,w)-representation with s(s) E K+(s) 
stable and w(s) E U+(s)}, 
(ii) V* (K) { x E K I x has a Cs, w) representation with s (s) E K(s) a,g o o 
stable and w(s) E U(s)}. 
PROOF (i) A proof of this can be found in HAUTUS (1980). 
(ii) This may be proven in a similar way as COR. 2 .12 (iii), using the 
characterizations of V*(K) and R*(K). g a 
Using the above result, the following characterizations may be 
obtained: 
COROLLARY 2.76. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) 
(ii) 
V E V (A,B), 
a -a,g 
Every x E V has a (s,w)-representation with s(s) E V (s) o a a 
stable and w(s) E U(s), 
0 
(iii) For every x E V there is a u f DB' m such that x + (x , u) Ues in K o a o 
and the regular part x ( t) of x + (x , u) satisfies a (x ) c (j; • reg o reg g 
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PROOF: The equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows immediately from TH. 2.74. 
The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) follows from the Laplace transform 
correspondence between the frequency and the time domain (REMARK 2.9). 
Note that the stability of x follows from the fact that x is just 
reg reg 
the inverse Laplace transform of the strictly proper part [~(s)]+ of ~(s). 
This strictly proper part has its poles in ~ • g a 
It turns out that almost stabilizability subspaces have a decomposition 
into the direct sum of a controllability subspace, a coasting subspace 
whose associated fixed spectrum is contained in~ ,and a sliding subspace: g 
THEOREM 2.77. Let V E V (A,B). There exists a sliding subspace Sand 
a -a,g 
a coasting subspace C such that 
(2.33) 
(2.34) 
(2.35) 
(2.36) 
V = R*(V ) {!) .c @ S , 
a a 
V*(V ) = R*(V ) 61 C , g a a 
R* (V ) = R*(V ) 61 S , 
a a a 
cr(A_IC) c ~ for every FE F(C). 
-7 g -
PROOF: Denote V*: = V*(V) etc .• For FE F(V*), denote cr*: =cr(A IV*/R*). g g a - g -7 g 
It may be shown that this spectrum is independent of F and is contained 
in ~g· Choose F such that cr(~IR*) n cr* = 0. Let C be the sum of the 
generalized eigenspaces of the mapping ~IV~ corresponding to the 
eigenvalues in cr*. Then V~ = R* 61 C, C is a coasting subspace and, for every 
FE !_(C), cr(~IC) =a* c ~g' Finally, to obtain a sliding subspace, the 
same construction as in TH. 2.27 may be applied. 
a 
The above decomposition result may be applied to obtain the following 
theorem which states that for every almost. stabilizability subspace there 
exists a sequence of stabilizability subspaces converging to it (SCHUMA-
CHER (1984)): 
THEOREM 2.78. Assume that~ satisfies (2.27) and (2.28). Let V E V (A,B). g a -a,g 
Then there exists a sequence {V } with V E V (A,B) and lim V = V . 
n n EJN n -g n-><><> n a 
PROOF: By TH. 2.77, V = V*(V) 61 R , with R ER • Since R may be 
a g a a a -a a 
decomposed into a direct sum of singly generated almost controllability 
subspaces, it therefore suffices to show that every subspace £(u,F,k) may 
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be approximated by stabilizability subspaces. However, this was in fact 
already shown in SECTION 2.4: take £(n): = £ (u,F,k), the canonical sequence 
n 
as defined by (2.6). Then £(n) is (A +BF )-invariant (with F defined 
-7 n n 
by (2.7)) and a(~+ BFnl£(n)) = {-n, ••• , -n}. For n sufficiently large 
the latter spectrum is contained in (f; (due to (2.28)). g 
D 
To conclude this chapter we will give feedback characterizations of the 
class of almost stabilizability subspaces. Apart from (2.27) and (2.28), in 
order to establish these we shall assume that the stability set <f; is con-
- g 
tained in the open left half complex plane (f; • Given such stability set <f; g 
let Xstab be the stabilizable subspace associated with it. We then have 
following analogue of TH. 2.58: 
the 
THEOREM 2.79. Asswne that (f; c (f; g and satisfies (2.27) and (2.28). Let K be a 
subspace of X. Then V £ > 0 there is a mapping F : X ~ U such that 
~t 
lld(e x ,K)ll < £, Vx E V* (K) with llx II< 1, V 1 ~P <oo 
o p - o a,g o 
and 
PROOF: This may be proven along the same lines as TH. 2.58. The ingredients 
of the proof are COR. 2.42 and the fact that the subspace V* (K) admits 
a,g 
a direct sum decomposition into V*(K) and an almost controllability sub-g 
space Ra· In the obvious way,one constructs a sequence of mappings 
{F} ElN such that the closed loop system mapping A+ BF has R*(K), n n n 
V~(K), v;(K)@ V(n) and Xstab as invariant subspaces.(with V(n) converging to 
R ). The situation with the spectrum of A+ BF is described in the lattice a n 
diagram fig. 2.3. on page 91. 
D 
It follows from this diagram that, in fact, the spectra o(A + BF IX ) 
n stab 
may be chosen in a closed subset D of (f; for all n. This observation yields g 
the following feeedback characterizations of the class of almost stabiliza-
bility subspaces: 
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THEOREM 2.80. Asswne that d: c d:- and satisfies (2.27) and (2.28). Then the g 
following statements are equivalent: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
V E V (A,B) , 
a -a,g 
There is a closed subset D c d: and Ve> 0 3 F : X --> U such that g 
d(eAFtx ,V) < i:, V t > O, Vx E V with llx II< 1 and cr(A IX b) c D, o a - - o a o - --y sta 
There is a closed subset D c d: and Ve> 0 3 F : X --> U such that 
II d(eAFtx , V ) II < e , V x E ~ with II x II < 1 , V 1 _:: p _::: oo and o a p - o a o -
cr(~IXstab) c D. 
PROOF: This follows il!Uilediately from TH. 2.74 and TH. 2.79, together with 
the observation made above. 
x 
xstab 
V* 
a,g 
V* g 
R* 
{0} 
fixed 
fixed 
d: , independent of n g 
V* !il V(n) g 
assignable fig. 2,3, Spectrum 
of A + BF , 
n 
a 
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CHAPTER 3 
L -ALMOST CONTROLLED INVARIANT SUBSPACES p 
In the previous chapters we have considered the class of almost con-
trolled invariant subspaces and set up a framework in which it turned out to 
be possible to obtain several equivalent characterizations of these sub-
spaces. A particularly useful characterization turned out to be the one in 
terms of the approximate holdability properties under the use of (high gain) 
state feedback. Indeed, the latter characterization was shown to make the 
class of almost controlled invariant subspaces applicable to problems of 
approximate disturbance rejection. Also for the classes of almost controlla-
bility subspaces and almost stabilizability subspaces, we have established 
the equivalences between open loop descriptions, feedback descriptions, 
geometric characterizations and holdability properties under the use of Bohl 
distributional inputs. 
In this chapter we will continue our investigations by introducing the 
notions of supremal L -almost controlled invariant subspace and L -almost p p 
controllability subspace. Compared to the 'ordinary' supremal almost con-
trolled invariant and almost controllability subspaces, the main distinction 
of these new subspaces will be that the distance of trajectories to subspaces 
is measured in terms of the L -norm of the pointwise distance rather than in p 
terms of the supremum norm. The subspaces introduced will turn out to be 
useful in the study of several feedback synthesis problems. This will be the 
topic of the second part of this chapter. Here, it will turn out that the 
open loop holdability properties in terms of which we will introduce the 
subspaces considered in this chapter, have their closed loop counterparts. 
As in the previous chapter, this fact will make these subspaces applicable 
in problems of approximate disturbance rejection. A completely different 
type of application will be provided by the property that each almost 
stabilizability subspace can be considered as the limit of a sequence of 
stabilizability subspaces. This property will be shown to make the subspaces 
we discuss in this chapter applicable to the classical problem of stabiliza-
tion by dynamic output feedback. 
The outline of this chapter is as follows. In section 1 we will give 
definitions of the subspaces to be considered and show how these can be ex-
pressed in terms of the subspaces we already know. Section 2 collects some 
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material on the characterization of the new subspaces in terms of frequency 
domain descriptions, on algorithms to compute them and on their role in the 
invertibility of systems. In section 3 and section 4 we will establish feed-
back characterizations of supremal L -almost controlled invariant and L -p p 
almost controllability subspaces and apply these to the L -almost disturbance p 
decoupling problem. Finally, in section 5 we will study the problem of stabi-
lization by dynamic output feedback. 
3.1 LP-ALMOST CONTROLLED INVARIANT SUBSPACES 
So far, in our development of the theory of almost invariant sub-
spaces we have measured the distance of trajectories to subspaces mainly in 
terms of the supremum norm of the function formed by calculating at each 
point of time the distance of the trajectory to the subspace. In particular, 
we have defined an almost controlled invariant subspace to be a subspace Va 
of the state space with the property that for every point in that subspace 
and for every real number £ > 0, there is a trajectory x through that point 
such that sup d(x(t),V) < £.We have also seen that for every subspace K 
tEJR a -
of X there is a supremal almost controlled invariant subspace V*(K) contained 
a 
in K. This suprernal subspace was characterized as the subspace of K with the 
property that for every point in that subspace and for every real number 
£ > 0, there is a trajectory x through that point such that sup d(x(t),K) < £. 
tfJR+ Thus, the subspace v*(K) was characterized in terms of the L -norm of the 
a "' 
function obtained by calculating at each t E lR+ the distance between the 
trajectories of the system and the subspace K. In a similar way, we have 
characterized the subspaces Ra*(K) and V* (K). 
a,g 
In this section we will consider the following question: which subspaces 
do we obtain if, instead of using the L00-norm of the distance functions, we 
use their L -norms for 1 _::_ p < p Thus, given a subspace K of X, we will, 
for every p, define a subspace V*(K) by the requirement that for each point p 
in that subspace and for every real number £ > 0, there is a trajectory x 
through that point such that 
f d(x(t) ,K)p dt < £ 
0 
It will turn out that all subspaces V*(K) are for p E [1,oo) in fact equal to p 
one and the same subspace which only depends on K. It will be shown that this 
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subspace may be expressed in a simple way in terms of the subspaces V*(K), 
V1(K) and R~(K) and the mappings A and B defining our system. 
In the sequel, again we will denote 
llfllp := ( J+ if(t) IP dt) l/p for 1 2P < 00 • 
lR 
0 f/I 
00 
:= esssup if(t) land 
tE:JR'F 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let K be a subspace of X and let 1 2 p < 00 • Then we define 
the supremal L -almost controlled invariant subspace of K by p 
v;<x) := {xo E x I v e: > 0 3 x E r(A,B) such that x(O) = XO 
and lld(x(•),K)ll ~ e:} p 
We define the supremal L -almost controllability subspace of K by p 
R;(K) ·= {x0 EX l3T>O and Ve:>O 3xE2:(A,B) with x(O) x0 , 
x(T) = 0 and lld(x(•),K)ll < e:} . p-
Thus, a point x0 lies in R;(K) if it is possible to travel from this 
point to the origin in finite time along trajectories in such a way that the 
L -norms of the pointwise distance for t E lR+ from these trajectories to the p 
subspace K can be made arbitrarily small. The subspace V*(K) is sometimes p 
called the 'L -almost output nulling subspace of K'. This terminology stems p 
from the interpretation that if K = ker H, then for initial conditions 
XO E v;<x) the output z(t) 
the input properly. 
Hx(t) can be made arbitrarily small by choosing 
Let us first consider the case that p = "'· It follows from TH. 1.24 and 
TH. 1.29 that R*(K) = R*(K) and V*(K) = V*(K), respectively. Indeed, if 
oo a oo a 
x0 E X has the property that for all e: > 0 there exists x E 2:(A,B) such that 
+ for all t E lR , d(x(t) ,K) 2 e:, then consequently d(x0 ,K) 2 e:, Ve:, and hence 
x0 EK. We conclude that the supremal L00-almost controlled invariant subspace 
of K is equal to the ordinary supremal almost controlled invariant subspace 
contained in K. A similar conclusion holds for the supremal L00-almost con-
trollability subspace of K and the ordinary supremal almost controllability 
subspace contained in K. Whereas v;(K) and R;(K) are always contained in K, 
this will in general not be true for V*(K) and R*(K) if we take 1 2 p < 00 : p p 
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. EXAMPLE 3.2. For the linear system x = - x + u, with state space X := lR, 
· f · d f. d b () (1-n)e-nt 1JR+(t). consider the sequence o inputs un e ine y un t := 
Taking x(O) = x0 , for 
-nt 
xn(t) = e x0 . Thus, 
t > 0 the resulting trajectories are calculated to be 
II; II = x0(,P/Pu)-l (1 < p < oo) and we may conclude n p V P~' -
that V*({O}) = X. p 
In the following, let 1 .'.:_ p < oo and let K be a subspace of x. We con-
tend that R1(K) c R;(K). This may be shown as follows. Let x0 E R1(K). Since 
R1 E fia• there is T > 0 and for all £ > 0 there exists a trajectory x such 
that x(O) = x0 , x(T) = 0 and d(x(t) ,R~) ~ £, V t E lR. Thus, we may find T > 0 
and a sequence x E L(A,B) such that x (0) = x0 , x (t) = 0 for t ~ T and n n n 
lim lld(x (•),K)ll =O. It is then irrnnediate that also lim lld(x (o),K)ll 0 
n-- n "" n-- n p 
for 1 ~ p < ""· This proves our assertion. 
Consider now the subspace B + AR~(K). We claim that this subspace is 
contained in R*(K). To see this, recall that R* admits a decomposition into p a 
a (direct) sum of singly generated almost controllability subspaces 
r·-1 £.. = £.(u.,F,r.) =span {Bu.,, •• ,AF· i i i i i Bu.}, i E s, Moreover, we may assume i -
that span {Bu1, ••• ,Bu} = B n R* (see s a COR. 1.23). Extending the latter span 
to a basis for B by adding vectors Bus+ 1, ••• ,Bum yields 
(3. 1) 
Here, m 
r. 
dim Band the£-/; are subspaces defined by£-/;:= span {Bu., .• .,A_iBu.} i i :L -7 1 
for i 1,2, ..• ,s and£! :=span {Bui} for i = s+1, ••• ,m. In this way we find 
a decomposition of B + AR~ into singly generated almost controllability sub-
spaces of the form span {Bu, ••. ,A~ Bu }, with the first k vectors Bu,~Bu,.. . 
A_k'"'lB • d . R* T 1 . . . 
··•-x u containe in a· o prove our c aim it therefore suffices to show 
that the vectors ~ Bu are contained in R;(K). (Since we already proved that 
R* c R*(K) .) . Denote x0 = Ak Bu. Let (j) be a smooth approximation of the Dirac a p -7 n 
delta distribution with (j) > 0, supp (j) c [o,l], f (j) = 1 and (j)(t)(O) = O 
n- n n lR n n 
fort= O, ••• ,k. Define a sequence of inputs by 
u (t) := - (j)(k) (t)u , 
n n 
( t E lR) 
Let xn denote the resulting state trajectory with xn(O) = x0 . Let k-1 . 
.C :=span {Bu,. •• ,Aj? Bu} if k .'.".__ 1 and .C := {O} if k = O. Fix T > O. It was 
already shown in SECTION 1.1 that fort> O 
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~t 
Denote K(t) := e 11R+(t). Then, according to (1.13) 
d(x (t),.C) 2 sup 1 d(K(t)x0 - K(t--r)x0 ,.c) , 
n O<-r<-
- -n 
for all t E [O,T]. It follows that d(xn(t),.C) + 0 (n + oo) uniformly on 
[o,T] for each o > O. (This may be shown using the uniform continuity of 
t + d(K(t)x0 ,.c) on [O,T] .) It is also immediate that there exists a constant 
M such that for all n and for all t E [O,T], d(xn(t),.C) 2M. Now, let E > 0. 
Let o be such that 0J0 d(xn (t) ,.c)P dt .:::: H~)P, V n, and let N be such that 
0!T d(xn(t),.C)P dt 2 !(~)p for n > N. For all n > N we then have 
Also, xn(T) + 0 (n+ oo). We may thus apply LEMMA 1.9 to obtain a trajectory 
x with x(O) = x0, having compact support and lld(x(•) ,.C) II < E. Since .C c K p-
we then also have lld(x(•),K)ll <E. This completes out proof of the claim p-
that B + AR*(K) c R*(K). 
a p 
fig. 3.1. The integrated 
distance from x(t) to K. 
Let us now consider the subspace V*(K). It is immediate that p 
V*(K) c V*(K). Therefore, using the same argument as above, we find that p 
V*(K) + B + AR*(K) c V*(K). In the remainder of this section we will prove 
a P 
that the inclusions we have established are, in fact, equalities. We will 
first prove the following lemma: 
LEMMA 3.3. Let K be a subspace of X and 1 2 p < 00 • Assume that Kn B {O}. 
Then R*(K) = B. p 
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PROOF: The inclusion R*(K) ~ B follows from our earlier considerations. For p 
the other inclusion, decompose X = x1 @ x2 , with x2 := B and x1 a subspace 
such that Kc x1 • After a suitable preliminary feedback F, the matrices of 
AF and B in this decomposition are given by 
B CJ 
Let x0 E R;(K) and assume x0 = (x~ 1 ,x~2)T. Let T > 0 be as in the definition 
of R;(K). There is a sequence xn E :L(A,B), xn (x~n'x~n)T, with llx2nllp + 0 
(n + 00 ), x 1n(O) = x01 , x2n(O) = x02 , x 1n(T) = 0 and x 2n(T) = 0. Now, in the 
obvious way we obtain 
Since x 1n(T) 0, it therefore follows from Holder's inequality that 
for some constant C. Since llx2nllp + 0 (n + 00), it follows that x01 
conclude that x0 E B, and hence R;(K) = B. 
O. We 
To prove the geometric characterization of R*(K) that we are looking p 
D 
for, we will again apply the results from SECTION 1.4. Thus, in the following, 
if K is a subspace of X, let (A,B) denote the factor system modulo S00 (K) 
whose existence we established in TH. 1.14. We have the following result: 
THEOREM 3.4. Let K be a subspace of X and 1 2_ p < 00 • Then 
R*(K) = B + AR*(J() 
P a 
PROOF: Let x0 E R*(K). Denote 500 := S00 (K). Let so := [x0], the equivalence p 00 
class of x0 modulo S. Let T > 0 be associated with x0 as in DEF 3.1 and let 
£ > O. There is a x E :L(A,B) with x(O) = x0 , x(T) = 0 and lld(x(•),K)ll < £. p -
Define s(t) := [x(t)]. Then, by TH. 1.14, s E :L(A,B), s(O) = s0 , s(T) = 0 
and lld(s(•),K/S00)ll < £ (see also the proof of LEMMA 1.18). Thus we find 
00 p 00 
that s0 E R;(K/S ), the Lp-almost controllability subspace of K/S associated 
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with the system (A,B). Since im B n (K/S00 ) = {O}, it follows from LEMMA 3.3 
that ~OE im B. By TH. 1.14 however, im Bis equal to (AS00 + B)/S00 • Since 
S00 Ra*(K), it then follows that x0 E B + AR*(K) + R*(K) = B + AR*(K). a a a 
In a similar way it is possible to obtain a representation of the su-
premal L -almost controlled invariant subspace V*(K). Again, let us first p p 
consider the case that Kn B = {O}: 
D 
LEMMA 3.5. Let K be a subspace of X and 1 :5._ p < oo. Assume that Kn B {O}. 
Then V*(K) = B + V*(K). p 
PROOF: Again, the inclusion B + V*(K) c V*(K) has already been proven. For p 
the reverse inclusion, let x 1 := K, x3 ;= B and let x2 be a subspace such 
that X = X1 @ X2 @ x3 . After a suitable preliminary feedback F, we have 
Now, let x0 = (x~ 1 ,x~2 ,x~3)T E V*(K). There is a sequence of trajectories 
T T T T · p x Cx 1 ,x2 ,x3 ) with x (0) = x0 , llx2 II + 0 and llx3 II + 0. Denote n n n n n np. np 
z := A12x2 + A13x3 . Using the fact that llz I! + 0, it may be shown, using n n n a p A 
Holder's inequality, that for each T > 0, x 1n + e 11tx01 (n-+ 00 ) uniformly 
on [O,T]~ Fix T > 0& Denote wn ~= A22x2n + A23x3ng Then the following equality 
holds: 
t t 
(3.2) x02 + A21 b x 1n(T)dT + b wn(T)dT 
Let s 1 > 0. Since llw II -+ 0, it follows from Holder's inequality that for n n p 
sufficiently large 11 0Jt wn(T)dTil :5._ s 1 for all t E [0,T]. Also, since x 1n is 
uniformly convergent on [O,T], there is a constant M such that llx 1n(t) II < M, 
V tE [O,T], Vn. 
Let s 2 be any positive number. It follows from (3.2) that llx 2n (t) II _::__ 
_::__ llx02 11- llA21 11Ms 2 - s 1 for all t E [O,s2J. Thus, by taking s 1 and s2 suf-
ficiently small, we find that llx2n(t)ll _::__ ~llx02 11 for all t E [O,s 2J and for 
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all n. Since however llx2 II -+ 0, it follows that x02 = 0. Hence we may 
n P T T T T 
conclude that x0 EK© B. We contend that the vector x0 := (x01 ,o ,0 ) is 
in V*(K). To see this, define a vector function x (t) := (x; (t),x~ (t),OT)T 
· ~ T T TT n A11t n n and define x(t) := (x 1 (t) ,O ,0 ) , where x1 (t) := e x01 • We already 
showed that x 1n-+ x 1 uniformly on [O,T]. Now, it may be verified directly 
that 
';;'. (t) 
n 
Since x 2n-+ 0 and x3n-+ 0 in Lp(1R+), it may be seen that xn(t) -+ ;(t) point-
wise in t and that 
t 
;'(t) ~ 6 ;(T)dT + XO 
It follows that x(t) 
we may conclude that 
~t~ 
e XO. Since also x(O) XO 
x0 E V*(K). This proves that x0 
and since ;(t) E K, V t, 
E V*(K) + B. 
The above 'hard' analysis now immediately leads to the following result: 
THEOREM 3.6. Let K be a sUbspace of X and let 1 2 p < 00 • Then 
v;(K) = V*(K) + B + AR~(K) • 
PROOF: This may be proven along the same lines as TH. 3.4. 
We have thus obtained geometric characterizations of the subspaces 
V*(K) and R*(K) for all 1 2 p 2 00 • In the remainder of this tract, the fol-p p 
lowing notation will be used: 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
Because of the results of this section, Rb(K) will be referred to as the 
supremal Lp-almost controllability subspace of Kand Vb(K) will be referred 
D 
0 
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to as the supremal L -almost controlled invariant subspace of K. Note that p 
R~(K) c Rb(K) and that V~(K) c Vb(K). It follows from (3.1) that Rb(K) E f!..a 
and that Vb(K) E ..!'.'.a· Thus, both Vb(K) and Rb(K) are almost controlled invari-
ant subspaces in the sense of DEF. 1.5. 
We conclude this section with the following lattice diagram summarizing 
the inclusion relations we have established so far: 
x 
V*(K) + <AIB> 
K 
B 
fig. 3.2. Supremal L -almost and L00-almost p 
controlled invariant subspaces. 
3.2 COMPUTATIONJ FREQUENCY DOMAIN DESCRIPTION AND INVERTIBILITY 
In the present section we 
trolled invariant subspace and 
space associated with a given 
will show that the supremal L -almost con-p 
the supremal L -almost controllability sub-p 
subspace of X may be computed in terms of the 
limiting subspaces of certain recursive algorithms. It will turn out that 
most of the work necessary to obtain this result has already been done in 
SECTION 1.6. Indeed, since the supremal L -almost controllability subspace p 
Rb(K) may be calculated directly from R~(K) (see (3.3)), setting up a recur-
sive algorithm to compute the former will only involve an adaption of the 
almost controllability subspace algorithm ACSA. Of course, once we have a 
recursive algorithm to compute Rb(K), this algorithm may be combined with 
the invariant subspace algorithm ISA to obtain an algorithm to compute the 
supremal Lp-almost controlled invariant subspace Vb(K). 
Also, in this section we will extend the results of SECTION 2.2 and 
show that the subspaces Vb(K) and Rb(K) may be characterized in terms of 
(s,w)-representations and in terms of Bohl distributional inputs. 
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Finally, we will consider the connection between these subspaces and 
the notion of invertibility of linear systems. 
In the following, let K be a subspace of X. Recall that Rb(K) = B + 
+ AR*(K). Let Sµ(K) be the sequence of subspaces generated by the almost con-
a 
trollability subspace algorithm ACSA (see SECTION 1.3). Let k :=dim K. It 
was shown that Sk(K) = R*(K). Therefore, to obtain a recursive algorithm to 
a 
compute the supremal Lp-almost controllability subspace Rb(K), we will con-
sider the sequence of subspaces Rµ(K), µ E lN U {O}, defined by 
(3.5) µ E lN 
Indeed, it may be seen that these subspaces are generated recursively by 
(3.6) µ E lN 
In the sequel, the above recursive algorithm will be referred to as (ACSA)'. 
This algorithm inherits its properties from the algorithm ACSA: 
THEOREM 3. 7. Let K be a subspace of X and for µ E lN U { 0}, let Rµ · = Rµ (K) 
be defined by (3.6). Then 
(i) The sequence Rµ is monotonically nondecreasing. Moreover, if Rµ 
then Rµ = Rµ+v for aU v E lN. 
(ii) There is k E JN, k < dim K + 1, such that for aU v E JN, Rk 
PROOF: This follows immediately from the fact that Rµ n K Sµ and from 
TH. 1.10. 
0 
Define now the limiting subspace of (ACSA)' by R00 (K) := RdimK+l. From 
the above we have R00 = Rµ for allµ> dim K + 1. Let Vµ(K) be the sequence 
generated by the invariant subspace algorithm ISA (see (1.44)) and let V00 (K) 
be the corresponding limiting subspace. Then the following result is an easy 
consequence of the foregoing: 
THEOREM 3.8. Let K be a subspace of X. Then 
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(i) Rb(K) = R00 (K) 
(ii) Vb(K) = V00 (K) + R00 (K) • 
PROOF: (i) Rb(K) = B + AR~(K) = B + AS00 (K) = R00 (K). Of course, (ii) follows 
innnediately from the definition of Vb(K) using the fact that V00 (K) = V*(K). 
Next, we will establish characterizations of the above subspaces in 
terms of (s,w)-representations (see DEF. 2.8). After that, these frequency 
domain descriptions will immediately be translated back to the time domain 
in order to obtain characterizations in terms of Bohl distributional inputs. 
THEOREM 3. 9. Let K be a subspace of X. Then for all µ E JN: 
(i) Rµ(K) = {x0 E X J x0 has a (s,w)-representation with 
s(s) E K[s], w(s) E U[s] and [sl-µ s(s)] O} , 
{x0 E X I x 0 has a (s,w)-representation with 
s(s) E K[s] and w(s) E U[s]} , 
{x0 E X I x 0 has a (s,w)-representation with 
s(s) E K(s) and w(s) E U(s)} • 
PROOF: (i) For µ = 1 the claim obviously holds. Assume µ .::_ 2. Let 
µ - µ-1 
x0 ER (K). By (3.5), there is x0 ES (K) and u0 EU such that 
x0 = - Ax0 + Bu0 • Also, by TH. 2.10, there is s 1 (s) E K[s] and lul (s) E U[s] 
with [s2-µ s1 (s)]_ = 0 and - XO = (Is-A)S1 (s) + BW1 (s). Note that XO E K. 
Define now s(s) :=XO+ ss1(s) and w(s) := uo + sw1(s). It may then be veri-
fied that x0 = (Is-A)s(s) + Bw(s). Moreover, s(s) E K[s], w(s) E U[s] and 
[s 1-µ s(s)] = [s 1-µ xo] + [s2-µ s1(s)] = o. 
Conversely, let x0 = (Is-A)s(s) + Bw(s) with s(s) E K[s], w(s) E U[s] 
and [s 1-µ "(s)] = O. Let ( ) \N - i () \;'N+J i · s s s = li=O xis and w s = li=O uis • Obviously, 
s(s) =XO+ ss1(s) and w(s) = uo + sw1(s), with XO EK, s1(s) E K[s] and 
- - 2 -w1(s) E U[s]. Hence, x0 = Bu0 - Ax0 + sx0 + s s 1(s) - AsE;. 1(s) + Bsw 1(s). By 
equating powers of s, the latter equality yields 
(3. 7) 
0 
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(3. 8) 
Since [s2-µ s 1(s)] = [sl-µ sCs)]_ = 0, it follows from (3.8) and TH. 2.10 
that XO E sµ- 1Cx). Therefore, combining (3.5) and (3.7), XO E Rµ(K). 
(ii) This now follows irmnediately by combining (i) and TH. 3.7 (i). 
(iii) This can be proven in the same way as COR. 2.12 (iii), using (ii) in 
the above and COR. 2.12 (ii). 
As in SECTION 2.2, we may irmnediately translate the above frequency 
domain descriptions and obtain the following time domain characterizations 
in terms of Bohl distributions: 
COROLLARY 3.10. Let K be a subspace of X. Then for all µ E :ll'V: 
(i) Rµ(K) = {x0 EX I 3 u EDBm' impulsive, such that x+(x0 ,u)(O+) 
x+(x0 ,u) lies in Kand ord x+ ,:::_ µ-2} , 
{x0 EX I 3 u EDBm' impulsive, such that 
+ + + 
x (x0 ,u)(O) = 0 and x (x0 ,u) lies in K} , 
0, 
REMARK 3.11. The only difference between on the one hand the characteriza-
tions of the subspaces Sµ(K), R*(K) and V*(K) as given in SECTION 2.2 and 
a a 
0 
0 
the characterizations of Rµ(K), Rb(K) and Vb(K) on the other hand is that in 
the latter characterizations the expression 'x0 EK' is replaced by 'x0 EX'. 
The above subspaces have in cormnon that they consist of points that can serve 
as initial conditions for Bohl distributional trajectories whose restriction 
x+ to JR+ lies in K. We contend that if x0 E Vb(K) and if x+(x0 ,u) is a Bohl 
distributional trajectory that lies in K, then, in fact, x+(x0 ,u) lies in 
V~(K). To prove this, recall from PROP. 2.5 that x+Cx0 ,u) is the sum of an 
impulsive part and a regular part: x+(x0 ,u) = x. + x • If x+(x0 ,u) lies imp reg 
in K then of course both x. imp and x lie in K. Thus, x (t) E K, Vt > 0, reg reg -
(see also REMARK 2.14). Therefore, in order and hence x (t) E V*(K), Vt.:_O 
reg 
to show that x+(x0 ,u) lies in V1(K) it is sufficient to prove that x. imp lies 
in R~(K). To prove this, it is convenient to work in the frequency domain. 
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Let L denote de Laplace transform and define s(s) := (Lx+(x0 ,u)(s) and 
w(s) := - (Lu)(s). Decompose s(s) = s_(s) + s+(s) and w(s) = w_(s) + w+(s), 
where s_(s) and w_(s) are polynomials and s+(s) and w+(s) are strictly proper. 
Obviously, s_(s) = (Lx. )(s) and s (s) = (Lx )(s). Since XO= (Is-A)s(s) + imp + reg 
+ Bw(s), we obtain 
(3. 9) x0 - (Is-A)s_(s) - Bw_(s) 
Since the left hand side in (3.9) is a polynomial and the right hand side a 
proper rational function, both sides must in fact be equal to a constant 
vector. This vector may be shown to be x(O+) := x(x0 ,u)(O+). Hence, 
x0 - x(O+) = (Is-A)s_(s) + Bw_(s). We will now show that the polynomial 
s_(s) has its coefficient in R~(K). In order to show this, assume that 
s_(s) = r:_=O ~isi and w_(s) = ~:~ uisi. Using the above established fact 
that (Is-A)s (s) + Bw_(s) is constant, it follows by equating powers that 
- Ax0 + Bu0 (Is-A)s_(s) + Bw (s) 
- ~1 + Bu1 
AxN + B~ 
It may then be verified by straightforward calculation that 
(3.10) - ~- = (Is-A)s.(s) + Bw~(s) , 
]_ ]_ L 
where we have defined 
s.(s) = s s (s) --i-1( 
1 -
and 
-i-1( s uJ_(s) -
i 
I ~J.)) 
j=O 
I uJ. sj}\ 
j=O 
Since, for i = 0,1, ... ,N, the polynomials si(s) are in K[s], we conclude that 
~- E R*(K). It follows that x. = L- 1s lies in R*(K). 1 a imp - a 
Summarizing the above considerations, we see that, if x0 E Vf;(K) and if 
x+(x0 ,u) lies in K, then the distribution x+(x0 ,u) consists of an initial 
jump from x0 to the subspace V~(K). This initial jump is followed by an im-
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puZsive motion that tak£s place in V*(K), in the direction of R*(K). After 
a a 
this impulsive motion, we end up in x(O+) E V*(K). The rest of the motion of 
the trajectory x+(x0 ,u) is regular and takes place in the subspace V*(K). 
~-; ~*(K) fig. 3.3. Distributional tra-
jectory starting in x : initial 
0 
jump to the subspace V*(K), fol-
a 
lowed by impulsive motion with-
in V*(K) in the direction of 
a 
R*(K), ending up in x(O+) in 
a 
V*(K). Finally, regular motion 
within V*(K), starting in x(O+). 
The following result follows easily from the foregoing frequency domain 
descriptions: 
COROLLARY 3.12. Let K be a subspace of X. Then 
(iii) V*(K) n Rb(K) = R*(K) 
PROOF: (i) and (ii) can innnediately be obtained by combining COR 2.12 and 
TH. 3.8, (iii) follows from the fact that V*(K) n Rb(K) = V*(K) n K n Rb(K) 
and from TH. 1.32 (iv). 
REMARK 3.13. Let Y be a finite dimensional linear space and let C be a 
mapping from X to Y. Consider the system (A,B) and for each x0 EX and 
u E UD (see SECTION 2.1) denote y(x0 ,u) := Cx(x0 ,u). Here, x(x0 ,u) denotes 
the state trajectory of the system (A,B) with initial consition x(O) = x0 
and input u. We will call y(x0 ,u) the output corresponding to the input u 
and initial condition x0 . We will denote its restriction to lR+ by 
+ + y (x0 ,u) := Cx (x0 ,u). 
a 
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COR. 3.9 says that for every x0 E Vb(ker C) there exists a u E UD such 
+ that y (x0 ,u) = 0. Because of this property the subspace Vb(ker C) is some-
times called the space of distributionally weakly unobservable states 
(HAUTUS & SILVERMAN (1983)) or the distributional output nulling subspace 
(WILLEMS, KITAPCI & SILVERMAN (1984)). In this context, the space V*(ker C) 
is sometimes called the space of weakly unobservable states or the output 
nulling subspace of the system (A,B,C) (ANDERSON (1975)). In HAUTUS & 
SILVERMAN ( 1983), Rb(ker C) is called the space of strongly controllable 
states. In view of COR. 2.13 (iv) and COR. 3.9 (ii) it seems however more 
appropriate to call R*(ker C) the space of strongly controllable states and 
Rb(ker C) the space of distributionally strongly controllable states. 
In the remainder of this section we will outline the connection between 
the concept of invertibility of linear systems and some of the subspaces we 
have studied so far. Again, consider the system (A,B) together with the 
output mapping C: X ~ Y, in the sequel referred to as the system (A,B,C). 
We will assume that Y"" JRP and that C is surjective. (Recall also that, as 
a standing assumption, B is assumed to be injective.) 
DEFINITION 3.14. The system (A,B,C) will be called right-invertible if for 
every distribution y E D~P, there exists a distribution u E D~m such 
y = y+(O,u). The system (A,B,C) will be called Zeft-invertibZe if u E 
and u # 0 imply y+(O,u) # 0. 
that 
D ,m 
+ 
In HAUTUS & SILVERMAN (1983) it is assumed in the definition of inver-
tibility that the outputs u appearing in the above are regular. In WILLEMS, 
KITAP~I & SILVERMAN (1984) it is assumed that the outputs y appearing in the 
above definition belong to a class of distributions that can be written as 
the sum of an L2-function and an impulsive distribution. Thus, our definition 
is more general and more natural. 
In the following, let G(t) := CeAt B 1JR+(t) denote the impulse response 
matrix and let G(s) := C(Is-A)- 1 B denote the transfer matrix of the system 
(A,B,C). Note that G(s) is a matrix over the field lR(s) of real rcltional 
functions. In this sense, we will say that G(s) is lR(s)-surjective if it 
represents a surjective linear mapping from U(s) to Y(s), where the latter 
are considered as linear spaces over the field JR(s). In a similar way, G(s) 
will be called lR(s)-injective if it represents an injective linear mapping 
from U(s) to Y(s). 
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The following result relates right-invertibility to the supremal Lp-
almost controlled invariant subspace of ker C: 
THEOREM 3.15. The folloUJing statements are equivalent: 
(i) (A,B,C) is right-invertible, 
(ii) Vb(ker C) = X, 
(iii) G(s) is IR(s)-surjeative. 
PROOF: (i) ,. (ii) Let ~ € X. Define y(t) := CeAt x0 1IR+(t). Then there 
exists u € n:m such that y = y+(O,u). This however is equivalent to saying 
that the equation 
(3.11) (G * u)(t) 
has a solution u € n:m. Since the convolution equation (3.11) has its coef-
ficients in the field of scalar Bohl distributions, this implies that, a 
fortiori, (3.11) is solvable with u € D~m, i.e. with u a Bohl distribution. 
This however yields y+(x0 ,0) = y = y+(O,u) or, equivalently, y+(x0,-u) = 0. 
Hence, x+(x0,-u) lies inker C and, by COR. 3.9, x0 € Vb(ker C). 
(ii) * (iii) Suppose that G(s) is not IR(s)-surjective. Then there exists a 
T 
rational vector n(s) ~ 0 such that n(s) G(s) = O. Let x0 € X. By TH. 3.8, 
x0 has a (~,w)-representation with C~(s) = 0. Thus, C(Is-A)-l x0 = G(s)w(s) 
and nT(s)C(Is-A)-l x0 = O. Since this holds for all x0 € X this yields 
n(s) = 0 which is a contradiction. 
(iii) =+ (i) If (iii) holds, then there is a rational matrix GT(s) such that 
G(s)GT(s) =I. Let GT denote the inverse Laplace transform of GT(s). GT is 
then a matrix over the field D~ of scalar Bohl distributions. Moreover, the 
convolution operator of n:P into n:m with kernel GT is a right-inverse of 
the convolution operator with kernel G(t). Let y € n:P. Define u :=GT* y. 
+ Then clearly y = G * u = y (O,u). 
CJ 
To conclude this section, we state the following result concerning left-
invertibility of linear systems: 
THEOREM 3.16. The folloUJing statements are equivalent: 
(i) (A,B,C) is left-invertible, 
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(ii) R*(ker C) = {O}, 
(iii) G(s) is JR(s)-injective. 
PROOF: For a proof of this theorem we refer to HAUTUS & SILVERMAN (1983, 
TH. 3.26). (See also MORSE & WONHAM (1971, TH. 5).) 
D 
REMARK 3.17. Several other invertibility properties may be formulated in 
terms of subspace equalities. It may for example be shown that the transfer 
matrix G(s) has a right-inverse which is a polynomial matrix if and only if 
Rb(ker C) = X. In the definition of left-invertibility given above, knowledge 
of y+ with x(O) = 0 implies knowledge of u. We could also define the follow-
ing version of left-invertibility: (A,B,C) is called strongly left-invertible 
if for all u E L1 ,loc(JR,U) and x0 EX the following implication holds: 
{y(x0 ,u) = 0} ~ {u = O}. It may be shown that (A,B,C) is strongly left-
invertible if and only if V*(ker C) = {O} (see also WILLEMS (1983)). 
3,3 LP-ALMOST DISTURBANCE DECOUPLING 
In SECTION 2.6 we have introduced the L /L -almost disturbance decoupling p q 
problem and formulated necessary and sufficient conditions for its solvabil-
ity. We have noted that in this problem (and in the subsequent version of 
the same problem including the requirement of freedom of pole assignability, 
see SECTION 2.7), we have followed only one possible way to quantify the 
notion of 'approximate decoupling'. The aim of this section is to study a 
different kind of almost disturbance decoupling problem. Again, consider the 
linear system (2.18). With the feedback control law (2.19) and initial con-
dition x(O) = x0 , let the closed loop system be given by (2.21). Recall that 
with x0 = 0, (2.21) defines a convolution Operator mapping D-valued measur-
able functions on JR+ to Z-valued measurable functions on JR+. Also recall 
(see DEF. 2.43) that the L /L -almost disturbance decoupling problem was p q 
said to be solvable if for 1 < p < q < 00 all L -L induced norms simultane-
- - p q 
ously can be made arbitrarily small. A perhaps more natural way to quantify 
approximate decoupling is to fi:c one p and to require that the L -L induced p p 
norm of the operator mapping disturbances to to-be-controlled outputs can be 
made arbitrarily small (WILLEMS (1981)): 
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DEFINITION 3.18. Let 1 < p < oo. (ADDP) , the L -almost disturbance deeoup-
- - p p 
Zing problem, is said to be solvable if the following holds: V'£ >0 there 
exists a mapping F: X + U such that in the closed loop system with x(O) = 0, 
llzll < £lid II for all d E L (:JR+ ,1J). p - p p 
In effect, it is required that the closed loop system defines an operator 
from L (lR+,D) to L (lR+,Z) and that the norm of this operator can be made p p 
arbitrarily small by suitable choice of a state feedback control law. 
It turns out that for p = 1 and p = oo the solvability of (ADDP) can be p 
translated directly in terms of the closed loop impulse response matrix 
A t WF ( t) : = He F G : 
LEMMA 3.19. Let p E {1,oo}. Then (ADDP) is solvable if and only if p 
V £ > 0 3 F: X + U sueh that llWF 11 1 .:::_ £. 
PROOF: The result of this lemma follows immediately from the fact that for 
p = 1 and p = 00 the L -L induced norm of a convolution operator is equal to p p 
the L1-norm of its kernel (DESOER & VIDYASAGAR (1975)). 
D 
Combining the above lemma with DEF. 3.1, we thus obtain the following 
necessary condition for the solvability of the L -almost disturbance decoup-p 
ling problem for the case that p = 1 or p = oo: 
LEMMA 3.20. Let p E {J, 00 }. If (ADDP)P is solvable then im G c V~(ker H). 
PROOF: For p = 1 or p = oo, if (ADDP)p is solvable, then for all £ > 0 there 
is a mapping F: X + U such that llHeAFt x0 11 1 .:::_ £ for all x0 E im G. Hence, 
for all x0 E im G we may find for all £ > 0. a trajectory x through x0 such A t 
that lld(x,ker H) 11 1 .:::_ £ (just take x(t) := e F x0). It follows that 
x0 E Vj(ker H). The statement of the lemma then follows from TH. 3.6. 
D 
In the sequel we will show that also for p = 2 the subspace inclusion 
im G c Vb(ker H) is a necessary condition for the solvability of (ADDP) • To 
p 00 
prove this, the solvability of (ADDP) will be expressed in terms of the H -p 
norm of the closed loop transfer matrix from d to z. We will give a charac-
terization of Vb(K) involving (~,w)-representations with the property that 
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the H00-norm of the distance function d(~(s),K) (s EC) can be made arbitrarily 
smal 1. 
Finally, it will be shown that the subspace inclusion im G c Vb(ker H) 
is a sufficient condition for the solvability of (ADDP) for all 1 < p < 00 • p - -
Our proof of this will be entirely constructive and will provide a scheme by 
which in principle it is possible to compute the required state feedback 
mappings. 
In the following, let H00 denote the Hardy space with respect to the open 
right half plane (;+ := {s E l; j Re s > O}, defined by 0 
H00 := {f: (;:-+ C j f is analytic in t; and sup jf(s) j < 00 } 
sE(;+ 
0 
(see DUREN (1970)). H00 is a Banach space with norm 
llfll 
"' 
·= sup jf(s) I . 
sEt+ 
0 
It is well-known that for every function f E H00 the limit f(iw) := lim f(o+iw) 
a+O 
exists for almost every w E JR. Also, in this way f may be extended to a 
function which is essentially bounded on the imaginary axis. It turns out 
that the H00-norm of the original f may be calculated by taking the essential 
supremum on the imaginary axis of the above extension: 
11£1100 ess sup jf(iw) I 
wElR 
- -1 If F is a mapping from X into U, let WF(s) := H(Is-AF) G denote the 
closed loop transfer matrix from d to z. WF(s) will be called asymptotically 
stable if all its poles lie in t-. If F is such that WF(s) is asymptotically 
stable, then the closed loop system with x(O) = 0 defines a convolution 
operator from L2(JR+,D) into L2 (JR+,Z) and the induced norm of this operator 
is equal to sup llWF(iw)ll (DESOER & VIDYASAGAR (1975)). Here, for s Et, 
- wEJR 
-llWF(s)ll denotes the induced norm of the matrix WF(s) considered as a mapping 
from (the complexification of) D into (the complexification of) Z. Thus, the 
L2-L2 induced norm of the closed loop operator is equal to the H00-norm of 
the function s >+ llWF(s) II. This induced norm will be denoted by llWFll 00 • We may 
now state: 
LEMMA 3.21. (ADDP) 2 is solvable if and only if \IE > O 3F: X-+ U such that 
llWFll 00 .::_ i::. 
D 
We will now show that the subspace inclusion im G c Vb(ker H) is a 
necessary condition for solvability of (ADDP) 2• If x0 E X and 
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x0 = (Is-A)s(s) + Bw(s) is a (s,w)-representation of x0 , we will for every 
s E C which is not a pole of s interpret s(s) as a vector in the complexi-
fication of X. If K is a subspace of X, the distance of s(s) to K is denoted 
by d(s(s),K). If the complex functions i+ d(s(s),K) is an element of H00 , its 
H"'-norm will be denoted by lld(s,K) 11 00 • For every subspace K of X, define a 
subspace H(K) by 
H(K) := {x0 E X I V £ > 0 3 (s,w)-representation of x0 with 
s(s) EX (s). w(s) E U (s) and lld(s,K) 11 00 < d • + , + -
Obviously, if (ADDP) 2 is solvable, then im G c H(ker H). Indeed, solvability 
of (ADDP) 2 implies that for all £ > 0 there is a mapping F such that 
llH(Is-~)- 1 x0 11 00 .::_ £ for all x0 E im G. For x0 E im G and E > 0, take 
s(s) := (Is-~)- 1 XO and w(s) = F(Is-~)- 1 xo. This yields a (s,w)-representa-
tion of x0 and lld(s,ker H)ll 00 = llH(Is-~)-1 x0 11 00 .::_E. Necessity of the subspace 
inclusion im G c Vt;(ker H) for the solvability of (ADDP) 2 thus follows from 
the following: 
LEMMA 3.22. Let K be a subspace of X. Then H(K) c Vb(K). 
PROOF: First assume that Kn B = {O}. Let x1 := K, x3 :=Band let x 2 be 
such that X = x1 © x2 © x3 • After a preliminary feedback mapping F we have 
T T T T . Let x0 = (x01 ,x02 ,x03) E H(K). There are sequences of strictly proper 
rational functions sn(s) = (s~n(s),s;n(s),s;n(s))T and wn(s) such that, for 
all n, x0 = (Is-~)sn(s) + Bwn(s) and such that lls 2nll 00 + 0 and lls 3nll 00 + O. 
Thus, in particular, s 2n(s) + 0 and s 3n(s) + 0 pointwise in t+. Since 
-1 
we obtain that s1n(s) + (Is-A11) X01 =: s1(s) (n + oo), for all s E 
with s [ cr(A11 ). Since also 
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+ it follows that x02 = -A21 ;;1(s) for alls E (;, s !/. cr(A 11 ). However, ;; 1(s) is 
strictly proper and therefore we find, by letting Is/ +co, that x02 = O. We 
may conclude that x0 E x1 ~ x3 = K ~ B. Define now a vector i'0 by 
~ T T TT ~ . x0 := (x01 ,o ,0) • We contend that x0 E V*(K). To show this, let 
~ T TTT ~ T T TT i;(s) := (t; 1(s),O ,0) and i;n(s) := (t; 1n(s),;;2n(s),O) • We have already 
proven that 'f; (s) + 'f;(s) for almost every s E (;+. It may be verified by in-n 
spection that 
and thus we find :'0 = (Is-~)'f;(s). Since however 'f;(s) E K+(s), it follows 
from COR. 2.12 (ii) that i'0 E V*(K). We conclude that x0 E V*(K) ~B. 
Let us now consider the general case. Denotes"' := S00 (K), with S00 (K) 
defined as in SECTION 1.3. Let (A,B) denote the factor system modulo s"' (see 
SECTION 1.4). Now, let x0 E H(K). Let E > 0 and let x0 = (Is-A)i;(s) + Bw(s) 
with lld(1;,K)ll 00 2_ E. Define [i;](s) := [i;(s)], the equivalence class of i;(s) 
modulo 300 • Also let (x0 ] denote the equivalence class of x0 modulo 300 • Taking 
inverse Laplace transforms of i;(s) and w(s) and applying LEMMA 2.56, it may 
be shown that there is a strictly proper rationar {;;(s), such that 
[x0] = (Is-A) [i;](s) + B;;;(s). Since also d(U;] (s) ,K/300 ) 2_ d(i;(s),K), we find that 
lld([1;],K/s'0 )ll < lld(i;,K)ll < E 
00- oo-
and hence that [x0] E H(K/300 ), defined with respect to the factor system 
modulo 300 • Since im B n K/300 = {[O]} (see the proof of TH. 1.22), we may 
conclude that [xo] E im B + V*(K/300 ). The conclusion then follows from the 
facts that im B = (B + AS00 )/S00 and V*(K/300 ) = V*(K)/300 • 
REMARK 3.23. In the sequel, it will be shown that the subspace inclusion in 
LEMMA 3.22 is in fact an equality. 
REMARK 3.24. We will restrict ourselves here to the case that p takes one 
D 
of the values 1, 2 or"'· It may however be proven that, in fact, the subspace 
inclusion im G c Vb(ker H) is a necessary condition for the solvability of 
(ADDP) for all 1 < p < 00 • p - -
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Our next goal is to show that the subspace inclusion im G c: Vh(ker H) 
also provides a sufficient condition for the solvability of (ADDP) for p 
p = 1, p = 2, and p m. We will show that it is in fact sufficient for all 
1 ~ p ~ ro. Let K be a subspace of X. From the definition of Vti(K) we have 
that for each 1 ~ p < m, for each x0 E Vh(K) and for each E > 0, there is a 
trajectory x starting in x0 such that the LP-norm of the distance function 
d(x(t),K) on JR.+ is smaller than e. The following result states that this 
may be achieved with trajectories generated by state feedback. In fact, for 
a given 1 ~Po < m and E > O, the same feedback mapping may be used to make 
the Lp-norm of the distance function smaller than E for all x0 E Vh(K) with 
II x0 II~ 1 and for all p in the interval [ 1 ,p0 ]: 
THEOREM 3.25. Let K be a subspace of X. Fi::c 1 ~Po < m, Then VE> 0 3F: 
X -+ U such that lld(/Ft x0 ,K) lip ~ E for aU x0 E Vb(K) with llx0 11 ~ 1 and for 
aU 1 ~ p ~Po· 
REMARK 3.26. It is interesting to compare TH. 3.25 with TH. 2.47. The latter 
states that the L -norm of the distance function can be made arbitrarily p 
small using the same feedback mapping for all x0 E V~(K) with llx0 11 ~ 1 
and for all 1 ~ p ~ oo 
Indeed, once we have proven TH. 3.25 we are done: Suppose that 
im G c: Vb(ker H) and let E > O. From TH. 3.25 it follows that, in particular, 
A t 
there is a F: X-+ U such that lld(e F G,ker H)ll 1 ~E. This may be restated to A t 
obtain llHe F Gii 1 ~E. It is a well-known fact (DESOER & VIDYASAGAR (1975)) 
that for each 1 < p < 00 the L -L induced norm of a convolution operator is 
- p p 
bounded from above by the L1-norm of its kernel. Hence, from TH. 3.25 it 
follows that if im G c: Vh(ker H), then for _each 1 ~ p ~ m, (ADDP)p is solv-
able. 
To prove TH. 3.25 we need a couple of introductory results. In the 
following, we will be concerned with the k-dimensional singly generated 
almost controllability subspace £(u,F,k) =span {Bu,~Bu, ••• ,A~- 1 Bu}. For 
i Ek, let vectors x.(n) be defined by (2.6). These vectors are sometimes 
- l. 
denoted by xi(n,u). Recall that we denoted £n(u,F,k) :=span {x 1(n), ••• ,xk(n)} 
and that£ (u,F,k) converges to £(u,F,k) in the Grassmannian topology. Given 
n 
£(u,F,k), let£' := £(u,F,k-1) denote the subspace of £(u,F,k) spanned by the 
vectors Bu,~Bu, ••• ,~-2Bu (if k = 1, define£' := {O}). Then we have: 
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THEOREM 3.27. 
(i E k). Fix 1 .:'.:._Po < ,,,_ Then for aZl £ > 0 there is K E JN such that for aZl 
i E k and .:'.:.. p .:'.:.. Po 
(~+BFn)t 
lld(.C',e x.(n,u)ll < £ , Vn >K 
1 p 
We note that the above theorem is analogous to TH. 2.35, where a com-
parable result was proven with .C' replaced by the entire subspace .C(u,F,k). 
However, the latter result was valid for all 1 .::_ p .:'.:._ oo simultaneously. To 
prove TH. 3.27, we need the following analogue of LEMMA 2.38: 
LEMMA 3.28. Let i Ek. Then lim nk-i d(.C',xi(n,u)) < 
n-700 
PROOF: Recall the expansion (2.10) of xi(n). In this expansion all terms 
but the last two composite sums between brackets are contained in .C'. Again 
denote the last composite sum between brackets by v(n) and denote 
i i1 
a := I I 
i1=1 t 2=2 
We then obtain 
and hence 
d (.C I , X • ( n)) 
1 
d (.c . ' ( -1 ) k- i 
k-i 
n 
a + 
(-1)k-i+1 v(n)) 
k-i+1 
n 
1 d(.C',xi(n)) .:'.:._ k-i d(.C',a) + k-i+l d(.C',v(n)) • 
n n 
Since lim v(n) exists, the result follows. 
n-700 0 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.27: From the proof of TH. 2.35, recall that for all i E k 
e -nt x. (n) 
1 
where Nn is defined by (2.8). By the triangular inequality it suffices to 
show that for j = o, ... ,k-1, 
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0 , 
uniformly for p E [1,p0]. By LEMMA 2.36 and the triangular inequality, it is 
sufficient to show that 
lim lld(.C',tje-ntnj+i-tx.Q,(n)llp 0, 
n..,.,,, 
uniformly for p E [1,p0], for all i,j,iE~. Note that 
j -nt j+i-t lld(.C',t e n xt(n)llp 
Again, 
. 1 1 J+-
(_J_) P r (pj +1) P pn 
for all finite p, where r denotes the gamma function. By Stirling's formula 
(HILLE (1959), p. 235) there exists a constant c such that Utje-ntll < 
-j-1/p p -
< en • Hence 
By applying LEMMA 3.28 it is readily verified that the latter tends to 0 as 
n + oo, uniformly for p E [1,p0]. 
D 
The idea of the proof of TH. 3.25 is, similar as in TH. 2.47, to decom-
pose Vb(K) into the direct sum of V*(K) and a finite number of singly gener-
ated almost controllability subspaces .C(ui,F'ri). These will be chosen in 
such a way that .C(u.,F,r.-1) c K. Next, the .C(u.,F,r.) will be approximated 
1 1 1 1 
by the sequences .Cn(ui,F'ri). On each of these approximants we will define a 
feedback mapping by (2.7). These mappings will then be used to construct a 
sequence of mappings {Fn} on X. We will now first show that indeed Vb(K) 
allows a direct sum decomposition of the form above: 
LEMMA 3.29. Let K be a subspace of X. There exist r E lN and, for i E _£, 
integers r i E lN , vectors u i E U and a mapping F: X -> U such that 
V*(K) b V*(K) @ 
r 
® .C(u. ,F ,r .) , 
1 1 i=1 
with .C(u.,F,r. 1) c K, (i Er). 1 1-
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PROOF: As in SECTION 2.3, let B c B be such that B@ (B n V*(K)) =B. Let W 
be a mapping such that B = im BW and let R*(K) be the supremal almost con-
a 
trollability subspace in K with respect to the system (A,BW). In the follow-
ing, denote R* := R*(K), V* := V*(K), etc. From LEMMA 2.25 we have: 
a a 
(3. 12) R* 
a 
R* @ R* 
a 
and R* n V* 
a 
k {O}. By COR. 1.23 there is a chain {Bi}i=l and a mapping F 
such that 
Define now a subspace Rb := B + ~R1· We contend that Vb = V* @Rb. Assume 
that x E V* n Rb. Then there is r ER~ and b E B such that x = ~r +b. Thus, 
r E ~ 1 (V* + B) n K = A- 1(v*-1B) n K. By PROP. 1.30 the latter is equal to 
V*. From (3.12) we may then conclude that r = 0 and hence that x = b E B. 
Since B n V* = {0}, we obtain that x = O. Our assertion is now a consequence 
of the following equalities: 
V* = V* + B+ AR* b a 
V* + B + A(R* + R*) 
a 
V* + B + R* +AR* 
a 
V* +'if +AR* 
a 
Next, we will establish a direct sum decomposition of Rb into singly generated 
almost controllability subspaces. From the definition of Rb we have dim Rb < 
.::_dim B + dim R~, with equality if and only if B n A~= = {O} and 
ker ~ n R= = {O}. It is claimed that, indeed, equality holds. Firstly, assume 
that there exists r ER= and b E B with ~r =b. Define R := span {r}. Then 
R is controlled invariant. Since R c K we find that r ER c V*. Formula (3.12) 
then yields r = O. Secondly, assume there is r E R= such that ~r = 0. Then 
again span {r} is controlled invariant, whence r = O. We conclude that 
(3. 13) dim Rb = dim B + dim R1 
Now, obviously, Rb ~ B + 
. i-1 have dim B. =dim A- B. 1. --p 1. 
in fact 
k ~B 1 + '. .. + Aj;Bk. Since ker ~ n R1 = {O}, we must 
dim A~ Bi for all i E k. Moreover, we claim that 
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(3.14) 
Assume that (3. 14) does not hold. Then we must have 
k k . 1 
dim Rh < dim 'ii + l i . ~ I ~-B. dim 'ii + dim R* AF B. = dl.Ill B + 
i=l l. i=l l. a 
This contradicts (3.13). To conclude the proof, use (3.14) to obtain a basis 
for Rh in a similar way as in REMARK 2.28. This basis may be rearranged into 
singly generated almost controllability subspaces in such a way that, for 
some r E JN, ri E lN and vectors ui E U (i E .E_), 
with 
R* b 
r 
r 
i=1 
(i) .C(u.,F,r.) 
l. l. 
e .C(u.,F,r.-1) = R* c K. 
J. J. a i=l 
(Here we define .C(u.,F,0) := {O}.) This completes the proof of the lemma. 
l. a 
As a final ingredient in the proof of TH. 3.25, we need the following 
analogue of LEMMA 2.48. Let K be a subspace of X and denote V* := V*(K), etc. 
LEMMA 3.30. Consider the system (A,B). Let A be a symmetria set of 
dim [<AIB> + V*] - dim Vb aomplex nwribers. Then there exists a subspaae W 
and, for eaah rrapping F 0 E _!(V*). a mapping F 1 : X -+ U suah that: 
(3. 15) F Iv* = F IV* 1 0 
(3. 16) 
(3.17) (A+ BF 1)(V* $ W) c V* $ W 
(3. 18) o(A + BF 1)j(V* ID W)/V*) =A 
PROOF: The proof of this result is completely analogous to the proof of 
LEMMA 2.48. It uses the fact that Vh = V* $Ra for some subspace Ra E !ia· 
This follows from the foregoing lemma. 
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We are now in a position to prove our main theorem, TH. 3.25. The proof 
is analogous to the proof of TH. 2.47 and therefore we will only sketch the 
main steps. We will present these in such a way as to provide a conceptual 
algorithm for the actual computation of the required feedback control laws: 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.25: In this proof we will construct a sequence of mappings 
{Fn} from X to U. Let p0 E [1,oo). 
1. • • ,......,,"* • decomposition. Decompose Vb = V* @ Rb' with 
r 
@ .C(ui'F'ri) , 
i=1 
in such a way that .C(ui,F,ri-1) c K for i E r. 
2. ~* approximation. Approximate Rb by controlled invariant subspaces: define 
1 -1 := (I + - A ) Bu. n -7 1 and 
1 -1 x.(n,u.) := (I+ - A_) A_x. 1(n,u.) J 1 n -7 -7 J- 1 
for j Er .• Define .C (u.,F,r.) :=span {x 1(n,u.), ••• ,xr.(n,u.)}. Let 
-1 n 1 1 1 1 1 
r 
V(n) "= EB £ (u.,F,r.) .. 
i=l n 1 1 
~* Then V(n) +Rb as n + oo, 
3. feedback mappings on V(n). Define Fn on V(n) by: 
F x.(n,u.) := (-njI +F)u. 
n J 1 1 jEri,iEr. 
4. feedback mappings outside V(n). Let A be as in LEMMA 3.30 and assume 
that Ac~-. There is a mapping F1: X + U and a subspace W such that (3.15) 
to (3.18) are valid. (On V*, F1 may be chosen arbitrarily from !_(V*).) It 
may be verified that for n sufficiently large V* @ R~ tD W = V* @ V(n) tD W. 
Define now 
F n J V* ID W : = F 1 J V* @ W 
and extend Fn arbitrarily to a mapping on X. As in the proof of TH. 2.47 it 
may be verified that for all XO E vb 
lim lld(e(A+BF.n)t x0 ,K)llp 0 , 
n.-
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uniformly for p E [1,p0]. The proof makes use of TH. 3.27 in an essential 
h f h "( F 1) K that lld(eA+BFn)t x. (n,u.) ,K) II ~o way: t e act t at~ u., ,r.- c assures  
i i J i p 
(n + m) uniformly for p E [1,p0]. 
a 
REMARK 3.31. The mappings Fn constructed above make the following subspaces 
(A+BFn)-invariant: V* + <AIB>, V* & V(n), V* and R*. Note that V* 8l V(n) + Vb. 
The situation with the closed loop spectrum is described in the following 
lattice diagram: 
x 
fixed 
V* + <AIB> 
assignable in (!:-. independent of n 
V* b V* 8l V(n) 
V* 
fixed 
R* 
assignable fig. 3.4. Spectrum 
{0} 
of A+ BF • 
n 
Again observe that cr(A + BF I (V* & V(n)) /V*) 
n 
{-n, ••• ,-n}. All these eigen-
values tend to 'minus infinity' as n + 00 • 
As noted before, once we have established TH. 3.25, the sufficiency of 
the subspace inclusion im G c Vb(ker H) for the solvability of (ADDP)p is 
immediate. Together with the necessity for the cases p = 1, p = 2 or p 
as established before, this yields: 
COROLLARY 3. 32. Let p E {1,2, 00}. Then (ADDP) is solvable if and only if p 
Also, we may now establish the following H00 frequency domain character-
ization of Vb(K): 
a 
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COROLLARY 3.33. Let K be a subspace of X. Then 
Vb(K) = {x0 E X I v £ > O 3 (s,w)-representation of x0 with 
s(s) E X+(s), w(s) E U+(s) and lld(s,K)ll00 2d 
PROOF: One inclusion has been proven in LEMMA 3.22. For the converse, let 
x0 E Vb(K) and £ > 0. By TH. 3.25, there is a mapping F such that 
lld(eAFt x0 ,K)ll 1 ::_ £. Define s(s) := (Is-~)- 1 x0 and w(s) = - Fs(s). This 
yields a strictly proper (s,w)-representation. The result follows from the 
fact that, for all w E JR, 
(3. 19) 
3,4 SPECTRAL ASSIGNABILITY IN LP-ALMOST CONTROLLABILITY 
SUBSPACES 
In this section we will extend the results of SECTION 2.7 to supremal 
L -almost controllability p 
X, the supremal L -almost p 
subspaces. Recall that for a given subspace K of 
controllability subspace Rb(K) of K consists 
exactly of those points in X with the property that for each 1 ::_ p < the 
following holds: starting in a point of this subspace one may travel to the 
origin in a given finite time along trajectories of the system with the 
property that the L -norm of their pointwise distance to K for t E JR+ is p 
arbitrarily small. In the present section we will show that this constrained 
controllability property is equivalent to a constrained pole assignability 
property: we will show that Rb(K) is exactly that subspace of X with the 
property that starting in it, one may travel along Bohl trajectories with 
the property that the L -norm of their distance to K is arbitrarily small p 
and with the property that their characteristic values are located in an 
arbitrary subset of ~. Moreover, we will show that in the above statement 
'Bohl trajectories' may be replaced by 'state feedback generated trajecto-
ries'. 
The results obtained will be applied to obtain necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the solvability of the L -almost disturbance decoupling p 
problem with pole placement. 
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Again, like in SECTION 2.7, we will assume that all stability sets tg 
appearing in this section satisfy (2.27) and (2.28), i.e. all stability sets 
t are symmetric with respect to the real axis and contain a negative semi g 
infinite interval in JR. If i;(s) is a strictly proper rational vector, then 
a(i;) will denote its set of poles. Let deg i; denote its McMillan degree 
(i.e. the dimension of every minimal state space realization of i;Cs)). Let 
K be a subspace of X and let 
spaces of X: 
I (K) p := {x0 E x J 
J(K) := {x0 E x 
.::_ p < oo. We will consider the following sub-
3r EJN such that VE >0 and VC g 
3x E ~(r) (A,B) with x(O) = x0 and 
lld(x,K) II < d , p -
3r EJN such that VE >O and Vil: 3 (1;,w)-repre-g 
sentation of x0 with i;(s) C:X+(s), w(s) EU+(s), 
deg i; .::. r, o(i;) c t and lld(l;,K) 11 00 .::. d . g 
In the latter definition, lld(l;,K)ll 00 denotes the H00-norm of d(i;(s),K). Recall 
(see TH. 2.60) that I 00 (K) = R~(K). In the sequel we will show that for all 
p E [1, 00), Ip(K) = J(K) = Rb(K). First, we have the following: 
LEMMA 3.34. Let K be a suhspace of X such that K n B 
p E [1, 00), I (K) c Band J(K) c B. p 
{O}. Then for all 
PROOF: As in the proof of LEMMA 3.5, decompose X = x1 @ x2 @ x3 with x1 K 
and x3 = B. Using the same arguments as in the latter proof, if 
T T T T 
x0 = (x01 ,x02 ,x03) E Ip(K), it may be shown that x02 = 0 and that 
(x6 1,oT,oT)T E V*(K). Finally, it may be shown along the lines of the proof 
. T T T T 
of LEMMA 2.55 that, in fact, (x01 ,o ,0) = 0 and hence that x0 E B. (The 
proof makes use of the continuity property of the spectra of Bohl functions, 
see LEMMA 2.53.) 
The second inclusion follows in an analogous way by combining the proofs 
of LEMMA 3.22 and LEMMA 2.55. 
Using the foregoing lemmas, the following result may now be obtained 
for the general case that K and B are not necessarily independent: 
0 
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LEMMA 3.35. Let K be a subspace of X. Then for aZZ p E [1,oo), IP(K) c Rb(K) 
and J(K) c Rb(K). 
PROOF: The first inclusion may be proven in a similar way as the first part 
of the proof of TH. 3.4. The second inclusion may be proven along de lines 
of the second part of the proof of LEMMA 3.22 (use LEMMA 2.56). 
Now, the fact that in the previous lemma the converse inclusions also 
hold, follows from the next theorem. It will be shown that, for all finite 
lJ 
p .:_ 1, starting in x0 E Rb(K) one may travel along trajectories that are 
generated by state feedback in such a way that the Lp-norm of the distance 
for t E lR+ from these trajectories to K is arbitrarily small and such that 
the closed loop system mapping restricted to the reachable subspace has its 
spectrum in any arbitrary subset tg c t (provided of course that tg satisfies 
(2.27) and (2.28)): 
THEOREM 3.36. Let K be a subspace of X and Zet p0 E [1, 00). Then for alZ 
£ > 0 and for aZl t c t there is a mapping F: X ~ U such that g 
AFt 
lld(e xo,K) lip .::: £ for aZZ XO E R~(K) with llxoll < 
and 
q; 
g 
and p E [ 1, p0 J 
PROOF: This may be proven analogously to TH. 2.58 and TH. 3.25. In the 
proof, one uses the existence of a controlled invariant complement of Rb(K) 
in the reachable space <AJB~ (Apply TH. 2.39 with Ra= Rb(K).) The proof 
also uses the fact that 
r 
R*(K) @ 0 £(ui,F,ri) 
i=1 
for given singly generated controllability subspaces £(ui,F'ri) with the 
property that £(ui,F'ri-1) c K. The proof of the latter assertion is com-
pletely similar to the proof of LEMMA 3.29. Ultimately, one finds a sequence 
of mappings Fn from X to U such that the subspaces <AJB>, R* @ V(n) and R* 
are (A+BFn)-invariant. Here, V(n) is the canonical approximation of 
.© £(u.,F,r.). The situation with the closed loop spectrum is as follows: i=1 1 ]_ 
x 
<AIB> 
R* b 
R* 
{0} 
fixed 
assignable in~-. independent of n 
R* Gl V(n) 
{-n, ••• ,-n} 
assignable fig. 3.5. Spectrum 
of A + BF • 
n 
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COROLLARY 3.37. Let K be a subspace of X. Then for all p E [l, 00 ) we have 
Rb(K) = J(K) = IP(K). 
PROOF: This follows innnediately from LEMMA 3.35, LEMMA 3.36 and the estima-
tion in the proof of COR. 3.33. 
Next, we will apply the results obtained in this section to establish 
conditions for the solvability of the L -almost disturbance decoupling p 
problem with the constraint of spectrum assignability. As usual, consider 
the system (2.18). 
DEFINITION 3.38. Let 1 < p < 00 • (ADDPPP) , the L -almost disturbance de-
- - p p 
coupling problem with pole placement, is said to be solvable if VE> 0 and 
V t , there is a mapping F: X->- U such that in the closed loop system with g 
x(O) = 0, llzll < e:ildll for all d EL (lR+,D) and o(A+BF) c t . p p p g 
The following is readily verified: 
LEMMA 3.39. Let p E {1, 00 }. Then (ADDPPP) is solvable if and only if VE >O p 
and Vt 3F: X-+ U such that llWFlll < E and a(A+BF) c t. Moreover, g 
- g (ADDPPP) 2 is solvable if and only if VE > O and V (:: 3 F: X ->- U such that 
- g llWFll < E and a(A+BF) c t . 
00 - g 
0 
0 
This yields the following necessary and sufficient conditions for solvability 
in case that p E {1,2,oo}: 
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THEOREM 3.40. Let p E {1,2, 00 }. Then (ADDPPP) is solvable if and only if p 
im G c Rb(ker H) and (A,B) is controllable. 
PROOF: For p E {1,oo}, if the problem is solvable, then we inrrnediately obtain 
im G c I 1(ker H) = Rb(ker H).If the problem with p = 2 is solvable, then 
im G c J(ker H) = Rb(ker H). Of course, (A,B) controllable is a necessary 
condition. The converse implication is inrrnediate from TH. 3.36. 
REMARK 3.41. In WILLEMS (1981), a different formulation of an L -almost p 
disturbance decoupling problem with spectral assignability constraint is 
considered. This problem is called the L -almost disturbance decoupling p 
problem with strong stabilization or (ADDPSS) • It is said to be solvable if p 
V £ > 0 and V r E lR, 3 F: X ->- U such that in the closed loop system with 
+ . 
x(O) = 0, llzll < £1idll for all d E L (lR ,D) and o(A_) c {s E C J Re s < r}. p - p p -7 
Thus, in effect it is required that simultaneously the induced norm of the 
closed loop operator can be made arbitrarily small and the closed loop spec-
trum can be located to the left of an arbitrary vertical in the complex 
plane. It may be shown that also this problem is solvable if and only if 
im G c Rb and (A,B) is controllable. Thus, the above problem leads to the 
same solvability conditions as (ADDPPP) • p 
3,5 STABILIZATION BY DYNAMIC HIGH GAIN OUTPUT FEEDBACK 
In the present section we will consider an application of almost con-
trolled invariant subspaces of a completely different type. We will be look-
ing at the problem of stabilization by output feedback of the system 
~(t) Ax(t) + Bu(t) , 
(3.20) 
y(t) Cx(t) 
In these equations, x, u, A and Bare as usual (see SECTION 1.1). The vector 
y(t) will be interpreted as an observed output and will be assumed to take 
its values in the p-dimensional linear space Y. It will also be assumed that 
the mapping C (the output mapping) is surjective. A dynamic compensator is 
defined as a finite dimensional linear time invariant system, which takes 
the variable y(t) as its input and has u(t) as its output: 
[J 
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~(t) Nw(t) + My(t) 
(3.21) 
u(t) Lw(t) + Ky(t) 
It is assumed that the state variable w(t) takes its values in the linear 
space W. The dimension of W will be called the dynamic order of the compen-
sator. Combining (3.20) and (3.21) yields the closed loop system, which is 
described by the flow 
(3.22) (:(t)) 
w( t) 
BL) (x(t)) 
N w(t) 
The spectrum of the system mapping of (3.22) will be called the closed loop 
spectrum. Given a symmetric subset ~ of t, we will say that (3.21) is a g 
stabilizing compensator for the system (3.20) if the closed loop spectrum is 
contained in C . A well known basic result is that if (A,B) is stabilizable g 
and (C,A) is detectable, then there always exists a stabilizing compensator 
of dynamic order n (the dimension of the state space X) (see e.g. KWAKERNAAK 
& SIVAN (1972)). A much more difficult and as yet unsolved problem is to 
find for (3.20) a stabilizing compensator of minimal dynamic order. Trying 
to solve this problem motivates the search for stabilizing compensators of 
low dynamic order. Among the attempts that have been made in this direction 
we mention the one in LUENBERGER (1964), giving a dynamic order n - max{p,m} 
and the one in BRASCH & PEARSON (1970) which yields a dynamic order 
min{µ 1-1,A1-1}, where µ1 is the controllability index of (A,B) and A1 the 
observability index of (C,A) (see WONHAM (1979)). Alternative results were 
established for example in KIMURA (1975), WANG & DAVISON (1975), KIMURA 
(1977) and HERMANN & MARTIN (1977). 
In this section we will show that if a system is detectable, right-
invertible and minimum phase, then it may be stabilized by means of a com-
pensator of dynamic order equal to dim Rb(ker C) - p, the dimension of the 
supremal L -almost controllability subspace of ker C minus the number of p 
outputs. Dualizing this result, it will turn out that if a system is stabil-
izable, left-invertible and minimum phase, then a stabilizing compensator of 
dynamic order n - m - dim V*(ker C) exists for it. In particular this implies 
that if a system is invertible and minimum phase, then it may always be 
stabilized by a compensator of dynamic order equal to the system's excess of 
poles over zeros minus its number of inputs. The material of this section is 
based on SCHUMACHER (1984) and TRENTELMAN (1985). 
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In the sequel, we will distinguish between the definition of transmission 
zero and that of invariant zero. As noted in REMARK 2.19, if the system 
(A,B,C) is minimal, then the set of its transmission zeros (defined in terms 
of the numerator polynomials in the Smith-McMillan form of C(Is-A)-l B, see 
ROSENBROCK (1970)), coincides with the fixed spectrum cr(A+BFIV*(ker C)/R*(ker C)) 
(see ANDERSON (1976), HOSOE (1975), WONHAM (1979, p. 113)). In general, how-
ever, the set of transmission zeros is only contained in this fixed spectrum 
(ALING & SCHUMACHER (1984)). The fixed spectrum cr(A+BFIV*(ker C)/R*(ker C)) 
will be called the set of invariant zeros of (A,B,C). The notion of 'minimum-
phase' will be defined in terms of these invariant zeros: 
DEFINITION 3.42. Given a symmetric subset f of C, the system (A,B,C) will g 
be called minUrru.m phase if its invariant zeros are contained in C . g 
Next, we define the concept of 'minimum phase input subspace': 
DEFINITION 3.43. Let C be a symmetric subset of C and consider the system g 
(A,B,C). A subspace Twill be called a minirrrwn phase input subspace if there 
exists a mapping T: Y + X such that T = im T, the mapping GT is nonsingular 
and the system (A,T,C) is minimum phase. 
Thus, in particular for a subspace im T to be a minimum phase input sub-
space, it is required that the system with system mapping A, input mapping T 
and output mapping C has its invariant zeros in t . Note that a minimum phase g 
input subspace always has dimension p. The above concept was originally intro-
duced in SCHUMACHER (1984), where it was defined in terms of the transfer 
matrix C(Is-A)- 1 T. The fact that our definition coincides with the latter 
one follows from the following result, which also appears in SCHUMACHER 
(1984, LEMMA 4.3): 
LEMMA 3.44. T is a minirrrwn phase input subspace if and only if ker C @ T = X 
and the spectrum of the mapping FAiker C is contained in t . Here, P denotes g 
the projection onto ker C along T. 
PROOF: In this proof, let Vt and Rt denote the supremal controlled invariant 
subspace and controllability subspace with respect to the system (A,T) con-
tained in ker C. Then the set of invariant zeros of the system (A,T,C) is 
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given by the fixed spectrum o~ := o(A+TLJVi/R~) (independent of L as long as 
(A+TL)V~ c V~). Assume now that Tisa minimum phase input subspace. Let T 
be such that T = im T, GT is nonsingular and oi c 4:g. Obviously, ker C Eil T = X. 
From this it is innnediate that ker C is (A,T)-invariant, whence ker C = V~. 
Since therefore Vi n T = {O}, it follows that R~ = {0} (WONHAM (1979, TH. 
5.5)). Define a mapping L by L := - (CT)- 1 CA. Then it may be seen that ker C 
is (A+TL)-invariant. Moreover, since the projection onto ker C along 
P =I - T(CT)- 1 C, we have PA= A+TL. It follows that o(PAJker C) = 
o(A+TLjker C) = o~ c 4:g. 
T equals 
Conversely, if ker C Eil T = X then for every mapping T: Y + X such that 
im T = T, CT is nonsingular. Again, v;!Ri = ker C and with L := - (CT)- 1 CA 
we find o~ o(A+TLjker C) = o(PAjker C) c ~g· 
D 
The relevance of minimum phase input subspaces in the context of design 
of stabilizing compensators was established in SCHUMACHER (1981) and manifests 
itself in the following: 
THEOREM 3.45. Suppose that for the system (A,B,C) we have a minirrrwn phase 
input subspace which is contained in a stabilizability subspace V. Then 
there exists a stabilizing compensator of dynamic order dim V - p. 
PROOF: A proof of this result can be found in SCHUMACHER (1981, LEMMA 2.12). 
D 
The main instrument in the development of this section will be the ob-
servation in SCHUMACHER (1984) that the statement of the above theorem remains 
valid if 'stabilizability subspace' is replaced by 'almost stabilizability 
subspace'. A proof of this fact uses the following lemma, which states that 
if ~g is open then the set of minimum phase input subspaces is open in ~(p,X): 
LEMMA 3.46. Suppose that ~ is open. g 
and assume that T + T (n-+ oo). Then 
n 
Let T be a minimwn phase input subspace 
there exists K E JN such that T is a 
n 
minimum phase input subspace for all n > K. 
PROOF: This was proven in SCHUMACHER (1984, LEMMA 4.5). 
0 
Now recall the definition of almost stabilizability subspace, DEF. 2.66. 
It was shown that, provided that the stability set t satisfies (2.27) and g 
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(2.28), for every almost stabilizability subspace there exists a sequence of 
stabilizability subspaces converging to it. This fact leads to the following 
result: 
THEOREM 3.47. Asswne that~ is open and asswne that (2.27) and (2.28) g 
hold. Suppose that for the system (A,B,C) we have a minimwn phase input suh-
space contained in an almost stabilizability suhspace Va. Then there exists 
a stabilizing compensator of dynamic order dim V - p. 
a 
PROOF: Let Tc V with V E V (A,B) and Ta minimum phase input subspace. 
a a -a,g 
Let V E V (A,B) be such that V + V (n + 00). For every n, choose a subspace 
n -g n a 
Tn c Vn such that Tn + T (n + 00). By LEMMA 3.46, for n sufficiently large Tn 
is a minimum phase input subspace. Apply now TH. 3.45 to the pair Tn c Vn 
for any of these sufficiently large n. 
Note that the procedure in the above proof in fact gives us a whole 
sequence of stabilizing compensators. Obviously, once we have the above 
result, the problem is to find a suitable pair (T,Va) with Ta minimum phase 
input subspace, V an almost stabilizability subspace and Tc V • In the 
a a 
sequel we will establish the existence of such pairs for certain classes of 
systems. Before we continue, we have to introduce the notions of condition-
ally invariant subspace and detectability subspace. Consider the observed 
linear flow ~(t) = Ax(t), y = Cx(t). Conditionally invariant subspaces and 
detectability subspaces may be introduced in terms of observers (WILLEMS & 
COMMAULT (1981), WILLEMS (1982a)). Here we prefer to introduce them in terms 
of their invariance properties under output injection mappings (SCHUMACHER 
( 1981)). 
DEFINITION 3.48. A subspace S of X will be called conditionally invariant 
if there is a mapping G: Y + X such that (A+GC)S c S. Given a symmetric sub-
set t of C, a subspace S of X will be called a detectability suhspace if g g 
there is a mapping G: Y + X such that (A+GC)S c S and o(A+GCIX/S) c C . g g g g 
D 
The above concepts are the duals of the concepts of controlled invariant 
subspace and stabilizability subspace. Conditionally invariant subspaces are 
also called (C,A)-invariant subspaces. A subspace S is conditionally invariant 
if and only if A(S n ker C) c S. 
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Now, assume that Va is an almost stabilizability subspace and assume 
that we want to find a minimum phase input subspace T contained in Va. Ob-
viously, a necessary condition for the existence of such T is that 
Va + ker C = X. In SCHUMACHER (1984, REMARK 2) it is shown that given Va 
with the latter property, the problem of finding a minimum phase input sub-
space contained in it is equivalent to a problem of stabilization by static 
output feedback. As is well known, the latter is, in general, an unsolved 
problem. Suppose however that instead of an aZmost stabilizability subspace, 
we have a detectability subspace S with the property that S + ker c = X. It 
turns out that in this case a minimum phase input subspace contained in S 
can be found: 
THEOREM 3.49. Let C c C be symmetric. Asswne that (C,A) is detectable. g 
Let S be a detectability subspace such that S + ker C = X. Then there exists 
a minimwn phase input subspace T such that T c S. 
PROOF: Decompose X = x1 Gl x2 Gl x3 with Xz :=Sn ker C, x3 such that 
X2 Gl X3 = S and X1 such that x1 Gl x2 ker C. Since S is conditionally in-
variant, AX2 = A(S n ker C) c S = x2 Gl x3 • Therefore, in the above decom-
position 
0 
A and c (0 0 
Let G: Y + X be such that (A+GC)S c S. Then obviously a(A+GCIX/S) = a(A 11 ) 
and hence, by the fact that Sis a detectability subspace, a(A 11 ) c tg. We 
claim that the pair (A32 ,A22 ) is detectable. Suppose it is not. Then there 
is a f. E t' C g and a vector x2 f. O such that A22x2 = t.x 2 and A32x2 = 0 
(HAUTUS (1970)). It may then be seen that if x := (OT,x~,oT)T, then Ax= t.x 
and Cx = 0, which contradicts the detectability of (C,A). Using the detect-
ability of (A32 ,A22), let W be a mapping from x3 into x2 such that 
a(A22 - WA32) c Cg. Define a subspace Tc S by 
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Note that x2 $ T = x2 @ x3 = S. It follows that T@ ker C = x. Let 
P: X + ker C be the projection along T. It may be verified that in the de-
composition of X employed: 
0 
p 
I 
Hence, the matrix of PAlker C is given by 
PAJker C 
and we may conclude from LEMMA 3.44 that T is a minimum phase input subspace. 
The above result motivates the following question: when is it possible 
to find for the system (A,B,C) an almost stabilizability subspace V such 
a 
that Va + ker C = X which, at the same time, is a detectability subspace? 
We will show that under certain assumptions, the subspace Rb(ker C) is such 
a subspace. First, since Rb(ker C) is an almost controllability subspace 
(see SECTION 3.1), it follows from TH. 2.72 that it is an almost stabiliza-
bility subspace (provided that the stability set ~g satisfies (2.27) and 
(2.28). In order for R~(ker C) to be a detectability subspace and to satisfy 
the equality R~(ker C) + ker C = X, we have to restrict our class of systems: 
LEMMA 3.50. Asswne that C is symmetric. If (A,B,C) is right-invertible g 
then Rb(ker C) + ker C = X. Moreover, under the above assumption, R~(ker C) 
is a detectability subspace if and only if (A,B,C) is minwnwn phase. 
PROOF: In this proof, denote Vb := V~(ker C), etc. If (A,B,C) is right-
invertible, then by TH. 3.15, V~ = X. Hence, by COR. 3.12, v; V~ n ker C 
ker C. It follows that X = V= +Rb = ker C + R~. 
Now, let FE E_(V*). It is well known (WONHAM (1979)) that F E !_(R*) and 
that oC~IR*) may be chosen arbitrarily. Denote the fixed spectrum 
o(~JV*/R*) by o* (the invariant zeros). Choose F such that o(~IR*) no*= 
= 0. Let V be the sum of the generalized eigenspaces of ~JV* corresponding 
to its eigenvalues in o*. Then V* R* $ V and o(~JV) a*. Define x1 := V 
and X2 ·= R~. By the fact that V* n Rb R* and X = V* + Rb, we thus obtain 
D 
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a decomposition X = x1 @ x2. Since V c ker C and im B c Rb' we find that in 
this decomposition: 
(3.23) A and c (0 
Now, we contend that Rb is conditionally invariant. To show this, note from 
COR. 3.12 that Rb n ker C = R=. Thus, from (3.3), A(Rb n ker C) =AR; c Rb, 
which proves our claim. Let G be such that (A+GC)Rb c Rb. From (3.23) it 
follows that cr(A+GCIX/Rb) = a(A 11 ) for all 
the proof it suffices to prove that a(A 11 ) 
F as above and by again noting from (3.23) 
by A11" 
such G. Therefore, to complete 
= a*. This can be seen by taking 
that the matrix of ~IV is given 
REMARK 3.51. Using TH. 3.16, together with a duality argument, it may in 
fact be proven that the condition R~(ker C) + ker C is also sufficient for 
(A,B,C) to be right-invertible. 
Putting things together now, we obtain the following result on the 
existence of stabilizing compensators: 
COROLLARY 3.52. Let ~ be open and assume that (2.27) and (2.28) hold. g 
Assume that (A,B,C) is right-invertible, detectable and minirrrwn phase. 1~en 
there is a stabilizing compensator of the form (3.21) of dynamic order 
dim Rb - p. 
0 
PROOF: Under the above hypotheses, Rb is an almost stabilizability subspace, 
a detectability subspace and R* + ker C = X. By TH. 3.49 there exists a b 
minimum phase input subspace contained in Rb. The result follows from TH. 
3.47. 
We will now show that if (A,B,C) is right-invertible and minimum phase, 
then (A,B) is stabilizable. The proof of this is as follows. First note that 
if (A,B,C) is right-invertible, then from the fact that Rb c <AIB>, it fol-
lows that X V* + <AIB>. Now, let a := a(AIX/<AIB>) denote the uncontrol-
u 
lable modes of <AIB>. Let FE f(V*). Then 
0 
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au a(~ I (V* + <AIB>)/<AIB>) 
a(~ I (V*/(V* n <AIB>)) 
c a(~ I V*/R*) 
If (A,B,C) is minimum phase, the latter spectrum is contained in ~ (see g 
DEF. 3.42). Thus, the uncontrollable modes are stable and therefore (A,B) is 
stabilizable. 
Next, we contend that if (A,B,C) is left-invertible and minimum phase, 
then (C,A) is detectable. To show this, note that (A,B,C) is left-invertible 
if and only if (AT,CT,BT) is right-invertible. Now, it may be proven using 
MALABRE (1982, TH. 4.1) that (A,B,C) is minimum phase if and only if 
(AT,CT,BT) is minimum phase. It thus follows from the above that (AT,CT) is 
stabilizable, whence (C,A) is detectable. 
In the following, a system will be called invertible if it is both left 
and right-invertible. The foregoing considerations immediately lead to the 
following result, stating that invertible minimum phase systems can always 
be stabilized using a dynamic order equal to the excess of poles over zeros 
minus the number of inputs: 
COROLLARY 3.53. Suppose ~ is open and satisfies (2.27) and (2.28). Asswne g 
that (A,B,C) is invertible and minimum phase. Then there exists a stabilizing 
compensator of dynamic order d, with 
d = n - [number of invariant zeros] - [number of inputs] . 
PROOF: If (A,B,C) is invertible then X = V* @Rb. Therefore, the number of 
invariant zeros is equal to n - dim R~. Since, by the above remarks, (C,A) 
is detectable, the result follows from COR. 3.52. 
As a special case of the latter corollary we obtain the following: 
COROLLARY 3.54. Suppose that~ is open and satisfies (2.27) and (2.28). g 
Asswne that (A,B,C) is minimum phase and CB is nonsingular. Then the system 
can be stabilized by static output feedback. 
PROOF: Under these assumptions, X = ker C @B. Hence V* = ker C and R~ =B. 
Thus the system is right-invertible and the number of invariant zeros is 
equal to n - m. 
Cl 
D 
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REMARK 3.55. The result of COR. 3.54 can also be obtained using results 
from root locus theory (see e.g. KOUVARITAKIS & SHAKED (1976), OWENS (1978a), 
OWENS (1978b)). In our context however, the result is obtained in a fairly 
clean 'geometric' way and no asymptotic analysis is required. 
REMARK 3.56. Once we have found a minimum phase input subspace T contained 
in R~, we may apply the idea of the proof of TH. 3.45 to find a sequence of 
stabilizing compensators. One has to approximate Rb by stabilizability sub-
spaces Vn. This can for example be done in the following way. Since Rb E: !I.a• 
there is an integer r, integers r. ( i E E_), vectors u. E: U and a mapping F 
r 1 r 1. 
such that Rb*= ffi £(u.,F,r.). Define V := ffi £ (u.,F,r.), where f (u.,F,r.) i=1 1. 1. n i=1 n 1. 1. n 1. l 
is defined as in SECTION 2.4. Then Vn + R~ as n + oo, Next, for each n, choose 
Tn c: Vn such that Tn + T. For n sufficiently large, Tn is a minimum phase 
input subspace. One may then apply TH. 3.45 to each pair (Tn,Vn) to find a 
stabilizing compensator w = Nnw + Mny' u = L w + Kny. In general, we will n 
have llN II, llM 11, llL II and llK II + 00 as n + oo, Assume now that (A,B,C) is 
n n n n 
minimum phase and invertible. It may be verified (going through the proof of 
TH. 3.45 given in SCHUMACHER (1981, LEMMA 2.12)) that the closed loop spectrum 
in this case consists of (1) dim Rb (= number of infinite zeros) eigenvalues 
A(n) that run off to infinity along the negative real axis as n + oo, 
(2) dim V* (= number of invariant zeros) eigenvalues A(n) that tend to the 
invariant zeros of (A,B,C) and (3) dim Rb - m (= dynamic order of the com-
pensator) eigenvalues A(n) that tend to the eigenvalues of the mapping 
A22 - WA32 appearing in the proof of TH. 3.49 (note that these limiting 
eigenvalues may be chosen arbitrarily if (C,A) is observable). 
We conclude this section by pointing out that the result of COR. 3.52 
may be dualized to obtain an existence result on stabilizing compensators 
for a different class of systems. In the following, given a system (A,B,C) 
let V*(ker C,A,B) denote the supremal (A,B)-invariant subspace in ker C. Let 
R~ (ker C ,A,B) denote the supremal Lp -almost controllability subspace of 
ker C (with respect to (A,B)) and let S*(im B,C,A) denote the infimal 
(C,A)-invariant subspace containing im B (WILLEMS & COMMAULT (1981)). It was 
proven in MALABRE (1982) that Rb(ker C,A,B) = S*(irn B,C,A). Also, by the 
duality between conditionally and controlled invariance, [V*(ker C,A,B)]~ 
= S*(im CT,BT,AT). Assume now that (A,B,C) is left-invertible and minimum 
phase and that (A,B) is stabilizable. Then (AT,CT,BT) is right-invertible 
and minimum phase, while (BT,AT) is detectable. Thus, by COR. 3.52, there is 
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a stabilizing compensator for the system (AT,CT,BT) of dynamic order equal 
to 
. *( T T T dim Rb ker B ,A ,C ) - m 
dim S*(im CT,BT,AT) - m 
dim [V*(ker C,A,B)]~ - m • 
Thus we obtain the following: 
COROLLARY 3.57. Suppose that~ is open and satisfies (2.27) and (2.28). g 
Asswne that (A,B,C) is left-invertible, stabilizable and minimwn phase. Then 
there exists a stabilizing compensator of dynamic order n - m - dim V*(ker C). 
PROOF: If (N,M,L,K) yields a stabilizing compensator for (AT,CT,BT), then 
~T~T T T . (N ,L ,M ,K) yields a stabilizing compensator for (A,B,C). 
D 
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CHAPTER 4 
ALMOST DISTURBANCE DECOUPLING WITH BOUNDED PEAKING 
In this chapter we will discuss a synthesis problem that will be called 
the problem of almost disturbance decoupling with bounded peaking. This 
problem is an extended version of the almost disturbance decoupling problem 
that we considered in the previous chapter. The idea is that, due to the 
large feedback gains that will in general be required to achieve the 
desired approximate decoupling between the disturbances and to-be-controlled 
outputs, certain components of the closed loop state trajectories may become 
unacceptably large. In view of this, it is important to have a design 
procedure that enables us to achieve approximate disturbance decoupling up 
to any desired degree of accuracy, while simultaneously given components 
of the state trajectories are bounded functions of this accuracy. Formalizing 
this idea leads to the formulation of an almost disturbance decoupling 
problem with boundedness constraint. 
The chapter is divided into seven sections. In section 1, we will 
illustrate in an example the phenomenon of unbounded state trajectories 
we mentioned above and formulate the main synthesis problems that will be 
considered in this chapter. In section 2, we will discuss the problem of 
exact disturbance decoupling under the constraint that a given linear 
function of the state should be stable. The material in this section 
will be needed in the development of this chapter, but is also interesting 
in its own right. In section 3 and section 4, we will derive a necessary 
and sufficient condition for solvability of the L -almost disturbance p 
decoupling problem with bounded peaking. This condition will consist of a 
subspace inclusion in the spirit of the earlier results described in this 
tract. In section 5, we will establish conditions for the solvability of 
our problem under the additional requirement of pole assignability. To 
illustrate the concepts and ideas introduced in this chapter, section 6 
contains a worked example. Finally, in section 7 we will briefly discuss 
how the material of this chapter may be extended to study the problem 
of perfect regulation with bounded peaking. 
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4·1 PROBLEM FORMULATION 
In the previous chapters we have considered the problem of 
approximate disturbance decoupling. We discussed two different versions 
of this problem, differing in the way we measured the influence of the 
disturbances on the to-be-controlled output. Both versions were extended 
to include a spectral assignability constraint. In all these problems, 
the accuracy of decoupling was measured in terms of induced norms. 
We also saw that the feedback mappings necessary to achieve 
approximate decoupling within a certain degree of accuracy, are in 
general unbounded functions of the required accuracy: in order to 
obtain a 'great' accuracy one has to use large feedback gains. This fact 
brings us to an inherent difficulty in the design of high gain feedback 
systems: certain variables in the closed loop system may become 'too large' 
while increasing the feedback gain. In particular, in the L -almost p 
disturbance decoupling problem it might happen that some of the state 
variables become undesirably large, while using a large feedback gain 
with the purpose of increasing the accuracy of approximate decoupling 
between certain external disturbance and output channels. As an example to 
illustrate this behaviour in a 'high gain controlled' feedback system, 
consider the system x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + Gd(t), z(t) = Hx(t), with 
A (~ 1 0 0 B G) G = G) 
For n EJN, define a state feedback mapping F by 
n 
Fn: (-27n3 , -27n2 , -9n). 
and H (1 0 O). 
If in the above we use as a control law u Fnx, it may be calculated that 
the impulse response from the disturbance d to the output z is given by 
W (t) =He(A+BFn)t G = e- 3nt (1 +3nt + -29 n2 t 2 ). 1 ,n 
Moreover, llW1 ,n111 n Since the latter quantity dominates the induced 
norm of the closed loop operator mapping disturbances d E L OR+,D)-, to p 
outputs z E L OR+ ,Z) for every < p < oo, we see that the L -almost p - p 
disturbance decoupling problem is solvable for all these p. Indeed, by 
increasing the feedback gain we may increase the accuracy of decoupling 
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to any desired degree of accuracy. 
On the other hand, the impulse response from the disturbance d to the 
state x is calculated to be 
w2 (t) 
,n 
(A+BF )t 
e n G (
1 + 9nt + t n2 t 2 ) 
e - 3nt - E._ n3 t2 
- 27n3 t ~ 821 n4t2 
and it may be verified that llW2 ,n111 -+ oo as n -+ ""· This means that in 
particular both the L1 - L1 induced norm and the L.., - L00 :i.,µduced norm 
of the closed loop operator mapping d to x grow unboundedly as the feed-
back gain increases. Hence, for certain disturbances it may happen that 
some of the components of the state trajectories generated by these 
disturbances become undesirably large. In other words, we see that an increase 
in feedback gain increases the disturbance rejection features of the 
closed loop system, but may cause unacceptably large state trajectories. 
In certain situations it might be possible that, instead of all 
components of the state trajectory, we are concerned only about the 
magnitude of some of these components: we do not care what happens 
with the other components as the feedback gain increases. In this way 
we are led to formulate the following extension of the L -almost dis-p 
turbance decoupling problem. As before, we consider the linear system 
(4 .1) x(t) Ax(t) + Bu(t) + Gd(t). 
However, instead of specifying only one to-be-controlled output, we 
specify two of these outputs. For the first output we want to solve the 
usual L -almost disturbance decoupling problem. The feedback control laws p . 
should, however, be chosen in such a way that the induced norm of the 
closed loop operator from the disturbance channel to the second output 
remains bounded as a function of the accuracy of decoupling. More con-
cretely, we consider (4.1) together with the output equations 
(4.2) 
and we ask 
z 1 (t) = H1x(t) , 
z2(t) = H2x(t) 
whether there exists a constant C and for all e > 0 a feed-
back law u = Fx such that, with x(O) = 0 , 
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< e 
and 
< c 
+ for all disturbances din the unit ball of Lp(IR ,D). In the above, H1 and 
H2 are assumed to be surjective mappings fromX to finite dimensional 
linear spaces z1 and z2 respectively. Furthermore, without loss of 
generality we will assume that the output z2 is an enlargment of z1 , i.e. 
there is a mapping M : z2 ..,z 1 such that H1 = MH2 or, equivalently, 
(4. 3) 
We can always make sure that z2 is an enlargment of z 1 by redefining the 
mappingsI(11 and H2 as follows: if 'i1 = 'H1x, 'i2 = 'H2x, then define H1: = H'1 , 
H2 : = ( H1 )• z 1: = H1x and z2 : = H2x. Of course, the existence of feed 
back laws2such that 'i1 is arbitrarily small while 'i2 remains bounded, is 
equivalent to the existence of feedback laws such that z 1 is arbitrarily 
small while z2 remains bounded. Moreover, if H1 and H2 are defined from 
'H1 and 'H2 in this way, then the inclusion (4.3) holds. In this chapter, 
from now on (4.3) will be a standing assumption. Let us now summarize 
the above considerations in the following definition: 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let 1 < p <co, (ADDPBP) , the L -almost disturbance 
- - p p 
decoupling problem with bounded peaking, is said to be solvable if there 
exists a constant C and for all e > 0 a mapping F : X ~ U such that in 
the closed loop system with x(O) = 0, 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
for all 
llz2 11 < C lldll , p - p 
d E L OR+ ,D). p 
and 
If in the above we take H1 = H2 = H , then the original LP-almost dis-
turbance decoupling problem (see DEF. 3.18) is recovered as a special case. 
If we are interested in boundedness of the entire state vector x, we should 
take for the second output space z2 the state space X and for H2 the ident-
ity mapping on X. 
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Of course, we may also define an extension of the above to include a 
constraint of spectral assignability. In the following definition it will 
be assumed that the stability sets ~ under consideration are synnnetric g 
and contain a point at minus infinity, i.e. satify the conditions (2.27) 
and (2.28). 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let 1 < p < oo (ADDPBPPP) , the L -almost disturbance 
- - p p 
decoupling problem with bounded peaking and pole placement, is said to be 
solvable if there exists a constant C and for all g > 0 and all ~ a mapping g 
F : X ~ V such that in the closed loop system with x(O) = 0, both (4.4) 
and (4.5) hold for all d EL OR+,D) and o(A +BF) c ~ . p g 
4.2 EXACT DISTURBANCE DECOUPLING WITH OUTPUT STABILITY 
Prior to discussions involving the boundedness properties of the 
enlarged output z2 , we should make sure that in the closed loop system 
every disturbance d EL OR+,D) generates an enlarged output that has at p 
least a finite L -norm. Of course, if we control the system by means p 
of a state feedback control law to a achieve approximate decoupling from 
the disturbances to the first output, this does not imply that the closed 
loop operator from the disturbances to the second output defines an 
+ + 
operator from LOR ,D) to LOR ,z2). As a subproblem of the problem p p 
introduced in the previous section we will therefore begin with studying 
an extension of the well known (exact) disturbance decoupling problem 
with state feedback (WONHAM (1979)), We will consider the linear system 
with two to-be-controlled outputs defined by (4.1) and (4.2) and ask 
whether there exists a state feedback control law such that in the closed 
loop system the disturbances do not influence the first output, while 
simultaneously the transfer matrix from the disturbance to the enlarged 
output is stable. 
In this section we will work with a fixed stability set ~ , which g 
will be assumed to be synnnetric (see SECTION 2.5). Asymptotic stability 
is thus obtained by taking~ = ~-. In the sequel, if L is a subspace of g 
X and x E r(A,B), then x/L will denote the projection of x on the factor 
space X/L, i.e. (x/L)(t): = [x(t)], the equivalence class modulo L. 
B Recall that r (A,B) denotes the subset of r(A,B) of all trajectories 
whose restriction to1R+ is Bohl (DEF. 2.4). Again, if f is Bohl, then 
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cr(f) will denotes its spectrum (see SECTION 2.7). We will consider the 
following problem: 
DEFINITION 4.3. DDPOS, the disturbanae deaoupling problem with output 
stability, will be said to be solvable if there is a mapping F : X ~ U 
such that 
(4.6) H1 e (A+BF)t G 0 for all t Ell, 
(4.7) o(H2 e(A+BF)t G)c Cl:g. 
In order to obtain conditions for the solvabilityof this problem, 
introduce the following subspace: 
DEFINITION 4.4. Given a pair of subspaces x2 c x1, we define 
B {x0 E x1 I 3 x E l: (A,B) such that x(O) = x0 , 
Thus, Vg(X1,x2) consists of all points in which a regular Bohl 
trajectory starts that lies entirely in x1, while the components of this 
trajectory modulo x2 are stable. 
It follows immediately from the definition that V g (X1 ,X2) is contained in 
V*(X1). Since X2 c X1, if a trajectory lies in x2, then it obviously also 
lies in X1• Consequently, also the inclusion V*(X2) c Vg(X1, X2) is 
valid. In fact, it may be shown that: 
THEOREM 4.5. 
PROOF: The proof of this theorem is analogous to the proof of HAUTUS 
B (1980, TH. 4.3). Let x E V (K 1,K2) and let x EL (A,B) be such that 
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0 g+ 
x(O) = x0 , x(t) E x1 , V t E lR and cr(x/K2) c ttg. Assume that x is generated 
by the input u. Since B is injective, u must be Bohl. Since x and u are 
Bohl, they have unique decompositions x = ~ + xg and u = ub + ug with 
a(x.) and cr(ub) in tl:'-tl: and cr(x ) and cr(u ) in t1: Also, 0 g g g g 
xg(t) - Axg(t) - Bug(t) = -~(t) + Axb(t) + B~(t). In this equality, 
the left hand side has its spectrum in <I: , the right hand side in t1: '- (j: g g 
Since both sides are regular Bohl functions, we may conclude that 
xg(t) = Axg(t) + Bug(t) and xb(t) = ~(t) + Bub(t). Now, since 
~!K2 = x/K2 - xg/K2 , we have cr(~/K2 ) c tl:g. Thus, necessarily, xb(t) E K2, 
Vt. It follows that~ is a trajectory in x2 and hence that ~(O) EV*(K2). 
Since K2 cK1, also ~(t) E x1,Vt, and hence xg/K1 = x/K1• Consequently, 
by the fact that x(t) E K1, V t we find that xg(t) E K1, V t and hence that 
x (O)EV*(K1) (see e.g. TH. 2.75).Sincex =xb(O)+x (O)wemay conclude that g g 0 g 
x0 E V*(K2) + V~(K 1 ). The converse inclusion may be verified immediately. 
CJ 
Note that it follows from the above theorem that Vg(K 1,K2) is 
controlled invariant. From the proof of TH. 4.5 we see that if we start 
in a point in Vg(K1,K2) and move along a trajectory x that lies in K1 
such that x/K2 is stable, then x lies in fact in Vg(K1,K2). Moreover, not 
only x!K2 but even x/V*(K2) is stable. 
REMARK 4.6. Of course, we could also have defined Vg(K1,K2) in terms 
of (s,w)-representations. In fact, in this way the above subspace was 
originally introduced in TRENTELMAN (1984). Let H2 be a mapping such that 
ker H2 = K2 • Then Vg(K1,K2) is the subspace of all points x EX for which 
there is a (s,w)-representation with s(s) E x1,+(s), w(s) E U+(s) and 
H2s (s) is stable. 
The following theorem provides the key step of this section. It will 
also be crucial in the further development that will lead to the con-
struction of sequences of feedback mappings satisfying the requirements 
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of the L -almost disturbance decoupling problem with bounded peaking. The p 
result states that, starting in Vg(K1,K2), it is in fact possible to stay 
in K1 moving along state feedback generated trajectories such that the 
components modulo K2 are stable. Moreover, in the subspace V*(K2) we keep 
the usual freedom of spectral assignability on the controllability sub-
space R*(K2): 
THEOREM 4. 7. For every mapping F 0 E !_ (V* (K2)) there exists a mapping 
F1 E !_(Vg(K1 ,K2)) such that 
(4. 8) 
(4. 9) 
PROOF: In this proof, denote V: = V (K 1 ,K2). Let F E F(V*(K2)). g g 0 -
It is easy to see that there is a mapping F : X ~ U such that 
FIV*(K2) = F IV*(K2) and such that (A+ BF)V c: V . Define B : = B n V 0 - g g g 
and let V be a mapping such that B = im BV. Consider the controllability 
subspace R0 : =<A + BFIB>. Due to the facts that B c V and (A+ BF)V c V , g g g 
we have R0 c K1 • Since R(A,B) c V (A,B), R must be contained in the 
- -g 0 
supremal stabilizability subspaces in K1 • Consequently, we must have 
B c V~(K 1 ) and hence 
(4.10) 
We contend that V~(K1 ) is (A+ BF)-invariant. First, since it is controlled 
invariant, (A+ BF)V~(K 1 ) c V~(K 1 ) +B. On the other hand, 
(A + BF) V* (K1) c (A + BF) V c V . Hence we obtain g g g 
Using (4.10) and HAUTUS (1981, PROP. 2.16), we deduce that the system with 
system mapping (A+ BF)IV~(K1 ) and input mapping BV is stabilizable. Let 
P : V ~ V /V*(K2) denote the canonical projection. Also, let A denote g g 0 
the quotient mapping of (A+ BF)IV modulo V*(K2) and let B : = PBV. It g 0 
may be verified using a rank test (see HAUTUS (1970) or HAUTUS (1981, 
TH. 2.13))that the system (A, B) is stabilizable. Hence, there is a 0 0 
mapping FZ on Vg/V*(K~) such that o(A0 + B0 Fz) c ~g· Let FZ be a mapping 
on Vg such that FZ FZP and extend FZ arbitrarily to a mapping on X. 
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Define now F1 : = F + VFZ. Then we have F11V*(Kz) F0 IV*(Kz) and consequent-
ly (A+ BF 1)V*(KZ) c V*(Kz). Moreover, it may be verified that the following 
diagram commutes: 
A+ BF 1 
We are now in a position to prove the main result of this section. 
Let K.: = ker H .• Then we have: 
l. l. 
THEOREM 4.8. DDPOS is solvable if and only if im G c Vg(K 1,Kz). 
PROOF: If DDPOS is solvable, then it follows immediately from DEF. 4.4 
That im G c V . Conversely, assume that this subspace inclusion holds. g 
Let F be a mapping in E:_(V*(Kz)) n E:_(Vg) such that (4.9) holds. Again, 
0 
let P : V ~ V /V*(Kz) be the canonical projection, Denote by ~ the quotient g g 
-
mapping of (A+ BF)IVg modulo V*(Kz) and let HZ be a mapping such that 
HzP = HzlVg. Then we have <A+ BF!im G> c VgcK1 , which yields the 
decoupling from d to z 1 • Moreover, since o~) c ~g and 
Hz e (A+BF)t G = Hz e ~t PG ' 
also (4.7) is satisfied. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
D 
REMARK 4.9. The above results are closely related to those in HAUTUS (1981). 
In the latter, for a given subspace K a subspace S~ is defined as the 
subspace of all points x0 in which a regular Bohl trajectory starts such 
that its components modulo K are stable. This space can be recovered in 
our context by taking K1 = X and KZ = K, i.e. S~ = Vg(X,K). The space 
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Sr.. was was used in HAUTUS (1981) to study the problem OSDP given 
x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + Gd(t), z(t) = Hx(t), find a mapping F : X ~ U 
-1 . 
such that H(Is - A - BF) G is stable. Of course, this problem is a 
special case of the problem DDPOS def~ned in this section and can be 
recovered from the latter by taking H1 = 0 and H2 = H. A necessary and 
sufficient condition for the solvability of OSDP is therefore found to be 
that im G c V (X, ker H) = X t b + V* (ker H) . Here, X b is the g s a sta 
stabilizable subspace of (A,B) (see SECTION 2.5). If we take H1 = O 
H2 = H and im G = X, then the output stabilization problem OSP 
(BHATTACHARRYA,PEARSON & WONHAM (1972), WONHAM (1979, p. 92)) is recovered 
from DDPOS. Finally, we note that also the ordinary disturbance decoupling 
problem DDP can be recovered from DEF. 4.3, by taking H1 = H2 =H. 
4.3 CONSTRAINED LP-ALMOST INVARIANCE 
In this section, we will obtain a necessary condition for the 
solvability of the L -almost disturbance decoupling problem with bounded p . 
peaking. Consider the system described by (4.1) and (4.2). If Fis a 
mapping from X to U, then the closed .loop impulse response matrix from 
d to z. will be denoted by W. F(t): =H. eAFtG. Its Laplace transform will 
l. ~ l.' -1 l. 
be denoted by W. F(s): =H. (Is -A_) G. Again, llW. Fii 1 will denote the 
- i, l. -7 i, 
L1 norm and llWi,Fll=the H"°-norm (which is equal to the L2-L2 induced 
norm of the closed loop operator). As before, for p E {1,2,oo} solvability 
of (ADDPBP) can be reformulated in terms of the above quantities: p 
LEMMA 4.10. Let p E {1,=}. Then (ADDPBP) is solvable if and only if p 
there exists C E lR and for all & > 0 a mapping F : X ~ U such that 
llW 1 ,Flll~ & and llW2 ,tl 1 2 C. (ADDPBP) 2 is solvable if and only if there 
exists C E lR and for all & > 0 a mapping F: X-> U such that llW1 ,Fii m 2 & 
and llW2 Fii 00 _::C. 
' 
PROOF: The proof of this lemma is immediate. 
From the above lemma we see that solvability of the L -almost dis-p 
D 
turbance decoupling problem with bounded peaking for p = 1 or p = 00 implies 
that in every point x0 in im G trajectories start such that the L1-norm of 
the distance of these trajectories to K1 = ker H1 is arbitrarily small, 
while the L1-norm of ~he distance to K2 = ker H2 remains bounded. Here, 
'bounded' should be interpreted as follows: while decreasing the L1-norm 
of the distance to K1, in general it will happen that the L1-norm of the 
distance to K2 is forced to increase. Now, for p E {1,m} solvability 
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of (ADDPBP)p means that there is an upper bound to this increasing 
integrated distance to K2 • From these considerations it is clear that, in 
order to obtain a necessary condition for the solvability of (ADDPBP) , p 
we should consider the subspace of V~(K1 ) consisting of all points x0 
with the property that there exists a constant C and for all & > 0 a 
trajectory x such that lld(x,K1 )11 1 :5_ & while simultaneously II d(x,K2) 111 ~ c. 
Here,we stress that C should be independent of &. In the following, as usual 
let LB(r)(A,B) denote the subset of L(A,B) consisting of all Bohl trajec-
tories x with deg x ~ r (see SECTION 2.7). Instead of looking at arbitrarily 
small L1-norms, we will be slightly more general and consider arbitrarily 
small L -norms: p 
DEFINTION 4.11. Given a pair of subspaces K2 c K1 and p E [1,co), define: 
{x 
0 
E XI 3 C E lR and r E :N such that for all 
& > 0 3 x E LB(r)(A,B) with x(O) = x, 
0 
lld(x,K1) llp :5_ & and lld(x,K2)11 1 ~ C}. 
Thus, a point x lies in V (K1,K2) if, starting in x, we can make 0 p 0 
the Lp-norm of the distance to x1 arbitrarily small, while moving along 
Bohl trajectories with an upper bound to their McMillan degree. In this 
course, the L1-norms of the distances to x2 should remain bounded. It 
will be shown that, in fact, V (K1,K2) is independent of p for 1 < p <co. p - -
At this point we note however that the L1-norm appearing in the boundedness 
constraint is essential. We will show in section 4.7 that a constraint 
lld(x,K2)11 2 :5_ C yields a subspace different from VP(K1,x2). This may be 
seen immediately from the following considerations: imposing the constraint 
that the L1-norms of the distances to K2 should remain bounded is equivalent 
to requiring that all components of the trajectories modulo x2 should 
remain bounded in L1-norm. This however means that these components are 
still allowed to converge in distributional sense to zero-order impulsive 
distributions (but not to higher order distributions). If, however, we 
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require that the components modulo K2 remain bounded in L2-norm this is no 
longer allowed (since, if a sequence of smooth functions {~n} converges 
to 6, then ll~JI 2 """ ex:>). From this discussion, it is clear that the 
subspace with L2-boundedness constraint will in general not coincide with 
the subspace defined in DEF. 4.11. 
fig. 4.2. A typical point in Vp(K1,K2): while 
lld(x,K1) lip decreases (shaded area), lld(x,K2) 11 1 
remains bounded (dotted area). 
. ~ . .. . . . . . 
Note that it is immediate from the definition that th= subspace Vg(K 1,K2) 
(see DEF. 4.4) is contained in Vp(K1,K2) (with ~g =~).Next, in 
addition to DEF 4.11, we will introduce the following subspace of 
V~(K 1 ) (see also COR. 3.33) : 
DEFINITION 4.12. Given a pair of subspaces x2 c K1, define: 
{x E X I 3 C E JR and r E l'l" such that for all 
0 
E; > 0 3 (I; ,w)-representation for x0 with 
l;(s) E X+(s), w(s) E U+(s), deg i; :5_ r, 
lld(i;,K 1 )11 00 ~ E; and lld(i;,K2 )11 00 ~C}. 
By definition, for p E {1,oo}, if (ADDPBP) is solvable then p 
im G c v1(K1,K2) and if (ADDPBP) 2 is solvable, then im G c H(K 1,K2). 
Of course, this observation is of little use unless we can obtain 
convenient, in principle computable, expressions for the subspaces that 
we have defined. In this chapter, it will turn out that these can indeed 
be obtained. In order to proceed, it is convenient to introduce the 
following subspace in terms of Bohl distributional trajectories. In the 
sequel, if x is an X-valued distribution and K a subspace of X, then 
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x/K will denote the X /K-valued distribution defined by <x/K ,<(>>: = [ <x,t(> ~, 
<(> E D(IR), where [ 1 denotes the equivalence class modulo K. Also, if 
x E D~n (see DEF. 2.4) then we define its spectrum to be the spectrum 
of its regular part : a(x): = a(x ) (SECTION 2.7). The order of x is 
reg 
defined as the order of its impulsive part: ord x : = ord x. (SECTION i.mp 
2.2). Define 
•ID + Vb(K1,K2): = {x0 E XI 3 u E DB such that x (x0 ,u) lies 
+ -in K1, a (x (x0 , u) /K-} c <I: and 
+ 
ord x (x , u) /K2 < 0 } • 0 -
A point x0 lies in Vb(K1,x2) if it can serve as initial condition 
for a Bohl distributional trajectory that lies in x1 ,while simultaneously its. 
components modulo x2 have their spectrum contained in <I:- and have impulsive 
parts of at most distributional order zero (i.e. the impulsive part of 
x+/K2 is either zero or a Dirac delta). Of course, we could also introduce 
Vb (K1 ,K2 ) in terms of (~ ,w)-representations. Let H2 be such that ker H2 = K2 • 
Then Vb(K1,K2) is exactly the subspace of points in X that have a 
(~,w)-representation with ~(s) E K1(s), w(s) E U(s) and H2~(s) proper and 
asymptotically stable. It is innnediate from the definition that the 
subspace Vg(K1,K2) (DEF.4.4) is contained in Vb(K1,K2) (with <l:g =<I:-). 
It will now be shown that both VP (K1 ,K2 ) and H(K1 ,K2) are contained 
in Vb(K1,K2). After that, we will show that Vb(K1,K2) has an expression 
in terms of supremal controlled invariant subspaces and supremal L -almost p 
controllability subspaces. We will need the following result on the 
limiting behaviour of sequences of rational functions: 
LEMMA 4.13. Let {fn}n Eli! be a sequence of strictly proper rational 
functions. Let r E lil be such that deg f < r, Vn. Asswne that lim f (s) 
n - I1'"iOO n 
e:x:ists for infinitely many s E <I:. Then there e:x:ists a rational function 
f (not necessarily proper) such that lim f (s) = f (s) for all but 
n-- n 
finitely many s E <I:. 
PROOF: A proof of this can be found in HAZEWINKEL (1980, p. 169). 
The above result is not valid without the assumption on the uniform 
boub.d of the McMillan degrees. The limiting function f will of course 
a 
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in general not be strictly proper or proper. Using the above result we 
may prove that every sequence of strictly proper asymptotically stable 
rational vectors with an upper bound to their McMillan degree, uniformly 
bounded in the closed right half plane, has a subsequence that converges 
to a proper asymptotically stable rational vector: 
LEMMA 4.14. Let Z be a finite dimensional linear space and let {i:;n}n E:N 
be a sequence in Z+(s) such that cr(i:;n) c d:-, Vn. Assume that there is r E JN 
such that deg i; < r, Vn. Also, suppose that there exists a C E 1R such that 
n-
lls (s)ll < C for all s EC+. Then there exists i:;(s) E Z(s), hlith i:;(s) 
n -
proper and a(i:;) c d:-, and a subsequence {i:;n } such that lim i:; (s) = i:;(s), 
m Jll'""'OO ~ 
point1iJise for all but finitely many s E d:. 
PROOF: The proof of this lemma uses Arzela-Ascoli's theorem (AHLFORS 
(1966 , TH. 12, p. 216)),which states that if {f } is a sequence of complex n 
functions, analytic in an (open) region n c d: and uniformly bounded on every 
compact set in n, then it has a subsequence which converges to a function 
f, uniformly on every compact set in n. This function f is again analytic 
inn (AHLFORS (1966 , TH. 1, p. 174). Now, by applying this result with 
n = d: + to every component of { i:; } , we may conclude that there is a sub-
o n 
sequence{i:; } converging to a vector i:;(s), analytic in d:+. Moreover, 
~ 0 
this convergence holds, a fortiori for infinitely many s Ed+. Thus, by 0 
LEMMA 4.1 , we may assume that it holds for all but finitely many s Ed: 
and that i:;(s) E Z(s). It then remains to prove that i:;(s) has no poles on 
the imaginary axis and that it is proper. Define: 
J {s Ed: I Res= O, s ( cr(<;) and lim i:;nm(s) = i:;(s)}. 
m->= 
Denote I: = {s E d: J Re s = O}. Obviously, l'J is a finite set. Suppose that 
s 0 E J. Form sufficiently large we have II i:;nm(s 0 ) - i:; (s 0 ) II < 1 and hence 
(4. 11) lli:;(s )II < lli:;(s ) - sn (s )II + lli:;n __ (s 0 ) II < 1 +C. 0 - 0 --ui 0 --ui 
It follows that i:;(s) is bounded on J and hence, since it is rational, on 
the entire imaginary axis I. We conclude that i:;(s) has no poles in I and, 
by letting s 0 ~ oo in (4.11), that i:;(s) is proper. Thus, we have proven the 
lemma. D 
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As a consequence of this convergence result, it is now possible 
to show that the subspaces VP and Hare contained in Vb. This will be 
done by analyzing in a straightforward way the asymptotic behaviour of the 
sequences of Bohl trajectories and (s,w)-representations in terms of which 
VP and H are defined. 
LEMMA 4.15. Let 1 .:5. p <co and let K2 c K1 be a pair of subspaces of X. 
Then we have VP (K1 ,K2) c Vb (K1 ,K2) and H(K1 ,K2) c: Vb (K1 ,K2) • 
PROOF: Let H. be a mapping such that K. = ker H .• Suppose that x E V. 
--- l. l. l. 0 p 
By DEF. 4.11, there is C ElR and r E:N and a sequence of regular Bohl 
inputs {un} such that the resulting trajectories {x } through x satisfy 
n o 
deg x < r, llH1x II -> 0 (n-> oo) and llH2x 111 < C, Yn. Denote z. : = H.x • n - n p n - i ,n l. n 
Let I;;. (s), s (s) and w (s) be the Laplace transforms of z. , x and i,n n n + i,n n 
u respectively. For all s E ~ we have 
n 
Hence, by the foregoing lemma, there is an asymptotically stable proper 
l;;(s) E Z(s) and a subsequence of {1;; 2 }, that we will again denote {1;; 2 }, ,n ,n 
such that 1;; 2 (s) ~ l;;(s) for all but finitely many s E ~. Also, for all 
,n 
s E ~+ we have 
0 
for some K ElR and hence 1;; 1 (s)-> 0 for all but finitely many s E ~.Now, 
,n 
let FE !_(V*(K2)), let P: X-> X/V*(K2) be the canonical projection and let 
~denote the quotient mapping of~ modulo V*(K2). Let B: =PB and let 
H1 and H2 be mappings such that H1P = H1 and H2P = H2 • Decompose U= ~ID 11.z 
with u1: = ker Band u2 an arbitrary complement. Accordingly, partition 
- - - - - - -1-B = (0 B2). Then B2 is injective. Denote G(s): = H2(Is - ~) B2 • Let 
R*(K2) denote the supremal controllability subspace in K2 with respect 
to (~, B). By WONHAM (1979, ex. 5.8), R*(K2) = {O}. Hence, by TH. 3.16, 
G(s) is lR(s)-injective and has a left-inverse G+(s). Let 
~ (s): = w (s) + Fs (s). Then x = (Is-~)s (s) + Bw (s). In the 
n n n o n T n T T 
decomposition U = U1 ID u2, let w (s) = (w1 (s) , w2 (s) ) • Then n ,n ,n 
Px0 = (Is - ~) Psn (s) + "B2';;;2 ,n (s) and we obtain 
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and 
• - -1 -PI; (s) = (Is-A_) (Px - B2'W2 (s)) 
n -7 o ,n • 
Since ~Z,n(s) + ~(s), there are rational vectors w2(s) and ~(s) such that 
w2 (s) + w, (s) and PsR (s) + ~ (s) for all but finitely many 
s E (!;. Define 
,n~ - T ~ T T 
now u.i(s): = (0 ,w2(s) ) . Then we have Px0 = (Is-~)~(s) + E;(s). Moreov
er, 
since H1Ps (s) = ~ (s) + 0, we have li 1~(s) = O. Also since n 1,n 
li2Ps (s) = ~., (s) + ~(s), li2t;(s) is proper and asymptotically s
table. To 
n .c,n 
conclude the proof, let f;(s) be a rational vector such that PF;(s) = ~(s).
 
Then we have H1t;(s) 0 and H2F;(s) is proper and asymptotically s
table. 
Moreover, since Px0 = (Is-~Y[(s) + i';:;(s), there is a vector x1 E V*(K2) 
such that x0 = (Is-"F)!;(s) + Bw(s) - x1• It follows that x0 -x1 
E Vb (K1 ,K2). 
Since obviously V*(K2 ) c Vb(K,K2), it follows that x0 E Vb(K1,K2) and 
hence we have proven that Vp(K1,K2) c Vb(X1,K2). 
The inclusion H(K1,K2) c Vb(K1,K2) may be proven in a similar way. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. c 
In the sequel, it will turn out that under certain additio
nal assump-
tions on the system (A,B,H1,H2) the inclusions that we have established
 
above are, in fact, equalities. To be able to prove this w
e need more in-
formation on the subspace Vb(K1,K2). The following result is very usefu
l 
since it tells us that Vb(K 1,K2) has a representation in terms of subspace
s 
that we have already studied: 
THEOREM 4.16. Let V (K1,x2) be taken with respect to the stability set 
-
g 
4: = 4: • Then we have g 
PROOF: In this proof, again let H2 be a mapping such tha
t K2 = ker H2 • 
Assume that XO E vb. Then XO= (Is-A)s(s) + Bw(s), with F;(s) E Kl(s), 
w(s) E V(s) and H2F;(s) proper and asymptotically stable. Decompose 
F;(s) = ~+(s) + s_(s) and w(s) = w+(s) + w_(s) into their strictly prope
r 
and polynomial parts. Then s_(s) E K1[s], s+(s) E K1,+(s), Also, 
H2s_(s) is a constant and H2s+(s) is asymptotically sta
ble. Moreover, 
x - (Is-A)~ (s) - Bw (s) = (Is-A)s_(s) + Bw_(s). 
0 + + 
In this equation, the left hand side is proper and the right hand side a 
polynomial. Therefore, both sides must in fact be equal to the same 
constant vector x 1 EX and we find 
( 4. 12) (Is - A)s_(s) + Bw_(s), 
(4.13) 
It follows from REMARK 4.6 that x0 -x1E Vg(K1 ,K2 ) 
remains to pro:re that x 1 E B + A[R~(K2 ) n K 1]. Let 
(with~ = ~-). It 
g N i 
s (s) = .E s.s and 
- i=o i N+1 i • igowis. There is i;; 1(s) E K2[s] and w1(s) E U[s] such that w_(s) 
i;_ (s) s0 + ss 1(s) and such that w (s) = w0 + sw 1(s). Hence, by (4.12), 
Thus, by equating powers it follows that x 1 
Therefore,. by TH. 3.9, s 0 E R~(K2 ). Since also 1;0 E x 1, we obtain 
x 1 E B + A[Rb(K2) n K1J. 
To prove the converse inclusion, note that Vg c Vb follows immediately 
from the definitions. The proof may then be completed using a similar 
manipulation as above. 
a 
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We conclude this section by noting that the above results immediately 
lead to the subspace inclusion 
(4.14) 
(with Vg(K1,K2) defined with 
for solvability of (ADDPBP) p 
respect to ~ = ~-) as a necessary condition g 
for p E {1,2,co}. In the next section it will 
be shown that under certain assumptions (4.14) also provides a sufficient 
condition for solvability of (ADDPBP) for all 2 p 2 co p 
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4.4 SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR SOLVABILITY OF (ADDPBP}n 
~ 
Whereas in the previous section we have been discussing the -almost 
disturbance decoupling with bounded peaking from the point of view of 
finding a necessary condition for its solvability, in the present section 
we will be mainly concerned with establishing sufficient conditions, Our 
main goal will be to show that under certain assumptions the subspace 
inclusion (4.14), that was shown to be a necessary condition, in fact also 
provides a sufficient condition for the solvability of (ADDPBF) • p 
In this section we will assume throughout that the stability set 
is equal to the open left half plane II:-. Accordingly, the sube,paces 
V ,K2 ) and V* are always understood to be taken with respect to this 
stability set. 
The development in this section will go along the following lines. 
First, we will show that for a large class of systems the subspace 
Vb(K 1,K2) admits a decomposition into the direct sum of Vg(K1 ,K2) together 
with a number of singly generated almost controllability subspaces of a 
particular form. Indeed, it will turn out that these singly generated 
almost controllability subspaces can be chosen to be spanned by vectors 
b, ~b, ••• , ~~with the property that b, ~b, ••• , ~-lb all lie in K1, 
while the vectors b, ~b, .•. , ~-2b lie in x2 • Next, for the class of 
singly generated almost controllability subspaces that have the latter 
property, we will prove a result concerning the canonical approximation by 
controlled invariant subspaces, in the spirit of TH.2.35 and TH. 3.27. 
As a final ingredient, we will establish the existence of a stable 
controlled invariant complement of Vb (K1 ,K2) in the subspace V g (K 1 ,K2) + 
<AIB> (in analogy to LEMMA 3.30). Combining all these partial results 
we will then show that under mild assumptions on the systems under 
consideration, starting in the subspace Vb(K1,X2), one may travel along 
trajectories that are generated by state feedback such that the -norms 
of the distance of these trajectories to K1 a.re a,rbitrary small, while the 
L1-:orms of the distances to K2 remain bounded. For the class of systems 
under consideration this will immediately imply that . 4) is a sufficient 
condition for the solvability of (ADDPBP) for all 1 < p < oo. p 
To start with, denote 
B 
It was shown in TRENTELMAN (1984, TH. 5.3) that W(K 1,K2) is exactly the 
subspace consisting of all points in X that have a (s,w)-representation 
with s(s) E K1[s], w(s) E U[s) and H2s(s) constant (i.e., if N . 
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s(s) = .L s.si, then H2s. = 0 for i > 1). As a consequence of this, we i=o i i -
can illllllediately conclude that R~(K2 ) c W(K 1 ,K2)cR~(K 1 ). Let Rµ(K2 ) be the 
sequence of subspaces generated by (ACSA)' (SECTION 3.2). Define now: 
Fµ(K1,K2): = Rµ(K2 ) n K1. 
The sequence Fµ inherits its properties from the algorithm (ACSA)'. In 
particular, it is illllllediate (TH. 3.7) that Fµ is monotonically non-
decreasing. Moreover, if we define k: 1 + dim x2 , then 
(4. 15) 
We will need the following property of the sequence Fµ : 
LEMMA 4.17. For eaah µ E:JN there is a chain {B.}.µ 1 in Band a i i= 
mapping F : X ~ U suah that 
(4. 16) 
(4 .17) 
(4. 18) . . i-1 . i i-1 dim B. =dim~ B. =dim F - d" F i --y i im ' i E !!_. 
PROOF: A proof of this may be given along the lines of the proof of 
TH. 1.10 and will be omitted here. For a detailed proof, we refer to 
TRENTELMAN (1984, LEMMA B.1). 
Note that if we take K1 = K2 = K, then Fµ = Sµ(K), as generated by 
the almost controllability subspace algorithm ACSA (see SECTION 1.3). 
Hence, statement (ii) of TH. 1.10 can be recovered as a special case of 
the previous lemma. 
Using the above result, the following may now be proven: 
k LEMMA 4.18. Assume that R*(K1) = {O}. Then there is a ahain {Bi}i=l 
in B and a mapping F : X ~ U suah that 
(4. 19) 
D 
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(4.20) 
(4.21) 
(4.22) dim B. =dim AiB. = dim Fi - dim Fi-l i E k 
i -7 i ' 
PROOF: Apply LEMMA 4.17 to obtain a representation 
k k-1 y- = B1 @ ~B2 @ ... @A]! Bk. From (4.17) and the fact that, by definition, 
Fk c K1, we obtain (4.20) and (4.21) above. Now, we claim that 
ker ~ n Fk = {O}. For assume this is not true. Then there is a vector 
0 f v E K1 such that the one-dimensional subspace span {v} is controlled 
invariant. Thus, v E V*(K 1). Also, v E FkcRk(K1) n K1cR:(K1) and 
hence v E V*(K1) nR~(K 1 ) = R*(K 1) (see TH. 1.32). Since, by assumption, 
R*(K1) = {O}, this yields a contradiction. This proves our claim. We 
may then iIIDI1ediately conclude that dim ~Bi = dim ~- 1 Bi for all i E ~' 
which proves (4.22). Finally, to prove (4.19), note that 
(4.23) 
Again by the assumption that R*(K1) = {0} it may be verified that 
B n ~Fk = {O}. Therefore,kthe dimension of W(K 1,K2) must be equal to 
dim B +dim Fk =dim B + .L1dim B .. This implies that all sums appearing i= i 
in (4.23) must, in fact, be direct sums. 
In the following, again let £(u,F,k) denote the k-dimensional 
singly generated almost controllability subspace spanned by the vectors 
k-1 Bu, ~Bu, .•• , A]! Bu (see SECTION 2.4). We will now show that if 
R*(K1) = {O}, then Vb(K 1 ,K2) can be decomposed into the direct sum of 
V g (K1 ,K2 ) and a number of singly generated almost controllability 
subspaces £(ui,F'ri) with the property that the first ri-1 vectors 
A ri-2 . . Bu., _7 Bu., .•• , Af Bu. are contained in K1, while the first ri.-2 i i i r·-3 
vectors Bui' ~Bui, ..• , ~i Bui are contained in K2 : 
0 
LEMMA 4. 19. Let K2 c: K 1 be a given pair of subspaces and asswne that 
R*(K1) = {O}. Then ther>e exis-t-s an r E JN and, for> i Er, integer>sr. E:JN, 
- ]_ 
vector>s u. E U and a mapping F : X -> U such that 
i 
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(4.24) 
with £(u., F, r.-1) c x1 and £(u., F, r.-2) c x2. Here, we define 1 1 1 1 
£(u., F, -1) £(u., F, 0): = {O}. 
1 1 
PROOF: By TH. 4.16, Vb(K1,K2) = Vg(K 1,K2) + W(K 1,K2). We contend that 
this sum is a direct one. To see this, note that Vg(K 1,K2) c V*(K1) and 
that W(K 1,K2) c R~(K 1 ). Consequently, it follows from COR. 3.12 that 
VgnWcR*(K 1) = {O}. To complete the proof, it suffices to show that 
W(K 1,K2) can be decomposed into a direct sum of singly generated almost 
controllability subspaces with the required properties. This may be proven 
k using LEMMA 4.18: let {Bi}i=l be a chain in Band let F be a mapping such 
that (4.19) to (4.22) hold. Choose a basis for W(K 1,K2) as follows: first 
choose a basis for Bk' extend this to a basis for Bk-l and proceed in this 
way to obtain a basis for B. Using (4.22), this yields a basis for 
W(K1,K2) that can be rearranged into singly generated almost controllabi-
lity subspaces with the required properties with respect to 
(see also REMARK 2.28). 
Cl 
The main point of all this is, that we want to be able to decompose 
Vb(K 1,K2) according to (4.24), while the singly generated almost control-
lability subspaces have the above particular position with respect to 
K1 and K2. We proved that this can be done if R*(K1) = {O}. There is yet 
another important case in which such decomposition can be established. In 
the sequel, let B c B be such that B@ (B n V*(K1)) = B (see also 
SECTION 2 .3). Let V be a mapping such that B = im BV. Let R~(K 1 ) denote 
the supremal Lp-almost controllability subspace of K1, with respect to the 
system (A,BV). It was shown in the proof of LEMMA 3.29 that 
Now, define 
(4.25) 
We will show that if K2 = {O}, then Vb(K1,K2) has a decomposition into the 
direct sum of Vg(K 1,K2) (which, in that case, is equal to V~(K 1 )) and the 
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subspace W(K1): 
LEMMA 4.20. Let K1 be a subspace of X. Then 
(4.26) 
PROOF: In this proof, denote V : g 
It follows from TH. 4. 16 that 
Vb (K1 , { 0}) v + B + A[B n K1] g 
v + B + A[ (B l g (jJ B) n K1] 
v + B + A[ B1 + (BnK1)]. g 
Now, note that B1 c R*(K1) (see WONHAM (1979 , TH.5.5)). Consequently, 
AB 1 c R*(K1) + B c Vg +B. Hence, we find 
vg + B + A(B n K1). 
vg + B1 +8 + A(B n x1). 
Again by the fact that B1 c R*(K1) c Vg, we have 
Finally, since Vg c V*(K 1) and W(K 1) c R~(K 1 ), it follows that the sum 
in (4.26) is direct. 
0 
This indeed yields the desired decomposition of Vb(K1 , {O}) into the 
direct sum of Vg(K 1, {O}) and a number of singly generated almost 
controllability subspaces with the desired properties. In this special 
case, the singly generated almost controllability subspaces a.re either 
one-dimensional or two-dimensional. The mapping F can be taken to be zero: 
LEMMA 4. 21 • Let K1 be a subspace of X. There is r E :IN and, for i E: r 
there are integers ri E {1, 2} and vectors ui EU such that 
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r 
(4.27) Vb(K1, {0}) =Vg(K1, {0}) Ill ED .C(u., O, r.), i=1 l. l. 
with .C(u., O, r.-1) c x1• l. l. 
PROOF: It is easy to see that dim B n x, =dim AcB n K1). Choose a basis 
for wcx,> as follows. First choose a basis b,, .•• , bi for B n x,. Extend 
this to a basis for B by adding the vectors bi+l''''' br. By the dimensional 
equality above, the system b1, b2, ••• , bi' Ab 1, ••• , Abi' bi+l'''"• br forms 
a basis for W(K1). This basis can be rearranged into one and two-dimensional 
singly generated almost controllability subspaces with the required 
properties. 
a 
REMARK 4.22. In LEMMA 4.21, we have omitted the statement .C(ui' O, ri-2) 
c K2 , since this will be automatically satisfied if the integers ri are 
either 1 or 2 and if K2 = {O} (of course, again with the convention 
that .C(u., F, 0) = .C(u., F, -1): = {O}). 
l. l. 
As the next step in the development outlined in the introduction to 
this section we will prove a result analogous to TH. 2.35 and TH. 3.27, 
concerning the canonical sequence {£ } of controlled invariant subspaces 
n 
that converges to the singly generated almost controllability subspace 
.C(u, F, k). Recall that we defined .C(u, F, k): =span {x1(n,u),. •. , 
~(n,u)}, with the vectors xi(n,u) defined by (2.6). Given .C(u, F, k), 
we denote £': = .C(u, F, k-1) and £": = .C(u, F, k-2) (with the convention 
that .C(u, F, O) = .C(u, F, -1) = {0}). We have the following result: 
THEOREM 4.23. Let F : £ (u, F, k)-+ Ube defined by F x.(n,u) =-niu ,(iEk). 
n n n i -
Fix 1 < p <co, Then there exists a constant c Ell and for all & > 0 there 
- 0-
e:x:ists a K E:N such that for all i Ek and p E [1,p] 
- 0 
(~+BFn)t 
lld(.C', e x. (n,n))ll < & , Vn > K 
and l. P -
(~+BF )t 
lld(.C", e n xi(n,u))ll 1 < C Vn E:N. 
PROOF: The proof of this is an extension of the proof of TH. 3.27. 
Again, let x.(n,u) be expanded as in (2.10). In this expansion all terms 
l. 
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but the last two composite sums between brackets are contained in£', 
whereas all terms but the last three composite sums are contained in 
£". Denote the last composite sum between brackets by v(n) and let 
i R.1 Jl,k-i-1 i{-1Bu a1 I: I: I: ll.1 =1 Jl.2=1 Jl,k-i=1 
i R.1 Jl,k-i-2 i{-2Bu a2 I: I: I: ll.1 =1 Jl,2=1 Jl,k-i-1=1 
By LEMMA 3.28, we have limnk-i d(.C', x.(n,u)) <""·However, by (2.10) we 
n-.oo l. 
also have 
k-i-1 
d(.C" ,x. (n,u)) = d(.C", (k-l ~ 1 l. -i-
(-1)k-i (-1)k-i+1 
a2 + k-i a1 + k-i+1 v(n)) • 
n n n 
Using the triangular inequality, this implies that also 
lim 
n-1eo 
k-i-1 
n d(.C",x.(n,u))<oo. 
l. 
Having established the existence of the above two limits, the proof of the 
theorem may then be completed along the lines of the proof of TH. 3.27. 
Again, a detailed proof can be found in TRENTELMAN (1984). 
0 
Finally, we need to prove an extension of LEMMA 3.30. It is here that 
we will use the results on exact disturbance decoupling with output 
stability from SECTION 4.2. Let us however first recall what we have 
established so far. First, we have shown that if either R*(K1) = {0} or K2 = {O}, 
then Vb(K1,K2) can be decomposed into the direct sum of Vg(K1 ,K2) and a 
number of singly generated almost controllability subspaces .C(u, F, k) such that 
.C(u, F, k-1) c x1 and .C(u, F, k-2) c K2 • Moreover, we have proven a theorem 
on the canonical approximation of .C(u, F, k) by controlled invariant sub-
spaces. 
In the following, denote Vb: = Vb(K1,K2), etc •• Recall that in this 
section (j;g = <!:-. The reason for this is that in the definition of Vb we 
have given, this choice of stability set assures that VP c Vb and H c Vb 
(see SECTION 4.3). Accordingly, LEMMA 4.19 and LEMMA 4.21 are only valid 
if the subspace V appearing in the statements of these lemmas is taken with g 
with respect to the stability set <!:-. The following lemma is however also 
valid if we replace q:- by an arbitrary symmetric subset of <!:. 
LEMMA 4.24. Consider the system (A,B). Let A be a symmetric set of 
dim[<AIB> + Vg]- dim Vb complex numbers. Then there exists a subspace S 
and, for every mapping F 0 E E:_(V*(K2)), a mapping F 1 : X -+ U such that 
(4.28) F11V*(K2) = FOIV*(K2), 
(4.29) (A+BF 1)V c V , g g 
(4.30) cr(A+BF 11Vg/V*(K2)) c <I:-' 
(4.31) Vb @ S = V g + <Al B > , 
(4. 32) (A+BF 1)(V @ S) c V g g ED S, 
(4.33) cr(A+BF 11(V ED S)/V) =A. g g 
PROOF: Let F E F(V*(K2)). By TH. 4.7, there is a FE F(V) such that 0 - - g 
cr(~IVg/V*(K2)) c <I:-. The rest of the proof follows closely the lines of 
the proof of TH. 2.48. Let P : X-+X/V denote the canonical. projection. g 
The idea is to apply TH. 2.39 to the system with system mapping 
~: = A_IX/V and input mapping ~ : = PB to find a complement S of PVb in 
--F g A A 
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the reachable space <Alim B >. This may indeed be done since W(K 1 ,K?) E !!_ 
"" - a (see LEMMA 4.17) and, consequently, PVb =PW E fla(A,B). 
a 
Combining our previous results we now arrive at the main result of 
this section. It turns out that, if R*(K 1) = {0} or if x2 = {O}, then 
starting in the subspace Vb (K1 ,K2), one can make the Lp -norm of the 
pointwise distance to x1 smaller than any positive real number c, while 
the L1-norm of the distance to K2 is dominated by a constant, independent 
of£. Moreover, all this can be achieved moving along trajectories that 
are generated by state feedback: 
THEOREM 4.25. Let K2 c K1 
or that K2 = {O}. Let 1 < p0 
and for all c > 0 a mapping 
~t 
lld(e x,K1)11 0 p 
and 
be a pair of subspaces. Assume that R*(K1) = {O} 
<co. Then there exists a constant C ElR 
F: X-+ U such that 
< £ 
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and p E [1,p ]. 
0 
PROOF: For both cases, R*(K1) = {O} or x2 = {O}, the proof of this 
result may be given by adapting in a straightforward way the proof of 
TH. 2.47 or that of TH.3.25, using the results obtained in this section. 
In the proof, a sequence of feedback mappings {F } is constructed. In the 
n 
case that R*(K1) = {O}, the mappings A+ BFn have the following invariant 
subspaces: V*(K2), Vg(K1,K2), Vg(K1,K2) © V(n) (with the latter converging 
to Vb(K1 ,K2)) and finally, Vg(K1 ,K2) + <AIB>. In this case, the situation 
with the spectrum of A+BF is depicted in the following diagram: 
n 
x 
{0} 
fixed 
in ~- independent of n 
stabilizable w,r,t. ~-. independent of n 
fixed fig. 4.3. Spectrum of 
A + BF in the case that 
n 
R*(K1) = {O}. 
In the case that K2 = {O}, the subspace Vg(K1,K2) is equal to V~(K 1 ). 
In this case, the mappings A + BF can be constructed to have the following 
n 
invariant subspaces: R*(K 1), V~(K 1 ), V~(K 1 ) © V(n) (with the latter 
converging to Vb(K1, {O}) = V~(K 1 ) + B + A(B n K1)) and, finally, 
V~(K 1 ) + <AIB>. The situation with the spectrum of A+ BFn is depicted 
in the following lattice diagram: 
x 
{O} 
fixed 
in t-, independent of n 
stabilizable w.r.t, ~-. independent of n 
assignable fig. 4.4. Spectrum of 
A + BF in the case that 
n 
K2 = {0}. 
Note that in both cases cr(A+BF l(V i V(n))/V) 
n g g {-n,. • •' -n} these 
eigenvalues tend to 'minus infinity' as n ~co. 
As an innnediate consequence of the previous result, we obtain the 
following conditions for the solvability of the L -almost disturbance p 
a 
decoupling problem with bounded peaking. We will first consider the case 
that R*(K1) = {O}. Consider the system (4.1) with the output equations 
(4.2). Denote x1: = ker H1 and K2: = ker H2• Then we have: 
COROLLARY 4.26. Let p E {1,2,co}. Assume that the system (A,B,H1) 
is left-invertible. Then (ADDPBP) is solvable if and only if p 
(4.34) 
PROOF: The necessity part of this result was already established in 
SECTION 4.3 (in fact, (4.34) is a necessary condition even without the 
premisse that (A,B,H1) is left-invertible). To prove that (4.34) is a 
sufficient condition if (A,B,H1) is left-invertible, first note from 
TH. 3.16 that (A,B,H1) is left-invertible if and only if R*(K1) = {0} 
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The result then follows from TH. 4.25 upon noting that, for all 1 ~ p ~ oo, 
then L -L induced norm of a convolution operator is dominated by the p p 
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t 1-norm of its kernel (this shows that the subspace inclusion (4.34) 
in fact, a sufficient condition for solvability of (ADDPBP) for all p 
1 ~ p ~oo, provided that R*(K1)= {O} ). 
is, 
D 
Next, we will consider the case that K2 = {O}. Obviously, this holds 
in the important special case that H2 = I, which corresponds to the 
L -almost disturbance decoupling problem with bounded peaking of the p 
entire state vector. It turns out that in this case we do not need the 
condition that requires left-invertibility of the system (A,B,H1): 
COROLLARY 4. 2 7. Let p E {1, 2, co}, Assume that K2 {O}. Then (ADDPBP) p 
is solvable if and only if 
(4.35) 
PROOF: If K2 = {O}, then Vb(K1,K2) is equal to the subspace on the right 
in (4.35). The fact that (4.35) is a necessary condition was established in 
SECTION 4.3. Sufficiency follows immediately from TH. 4.2 • 
D 
REMARK 4.28. In the above we have established for two cases the fact that 
the subspace inclusion im G c Vb(K1,K2) provides a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the solvability of (ADDPBP) . The first case we p 
considered was the case that R*(K 1)={0},the second case that x2 = {O}. 
At this point however we make the important observation that the only 
reason for making these assumptions was that we wanted to obtain a direct 
sum decomposition of the subspace Vb (K1 ,K2) into the direct sum of V g (K1 ,K2 ) 
and a number of ~ingly generated almost controllability subspaces 
£(ui' F, ri) with the properties £(ui' F, ri-1) c x1 and £(ui' F, ri-2)c K2 • 
The conditions R*(K1) = {O} and x2 = {O} provide only two possible 
assumptions under which such a decomposition can indeed be established. In 
fact, it is easy to obtain other conditions that make it possible to 
decompose Vb(K1,K2) in the above way. 
We note that the subspace Vb(K1,K2) can in principle be computed 
using recursive algorithms. The subspace Vg(K1,K2) = V*(K2) +V~(K 1 ) may 
be computed using the invariant subspace algorithm ISA (SECTION 1.6) and a 
construction as in WONHAM (1979, p. 114). The subspace R~(K2 ) can be 
calculated via the algorithm (ACSA)'(SECTION 3.2). Also the sequences of 
feedback mappings {F } required may be obtained constructively using the 
n 
method of approximating Vb(K1,K2) by a sequence of controlled invariant 
subspaces. We will present an illustrative worked example in SECTION 4.6. 
It is noted that the condition for solvability of the 'ordinary' 
L -almost disturbance decoupling problem (ADDP) is recovered from p p 
COR. 4.26 by taking K1 = K2 = K. Indeed, since Vg(K,K) = V*(K) and since 
B + A[R~(K) n K] = B + AR:(K) = R~(K), we may conclude that, under the 
assumption R*(K) = {O}, the inclusion im G c V~(K) is a necessary and 
sufficient condition for solvability of (ADDP) for p E {1, 2, oo} (of p 
course, this fact was already established in SECTION 3.3 without the 
condition R*(K) = {0}). 
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Another implication of COR. 4.26. and COR. 4.27 is that for any given 
pair of subspaces x2 c x 1 such that either R*(K1) = {O} or x2 = {O}, the 
subspaces Vp(K1,K2) (DEF. 4.11) are the same for all p E [1,oo). Moreover, 
this one subspace also admits a H00 approximate frequency domain 
characterization (DEF. 4.12) and a characterization in terms of Bohl 
distributional inputs. Finally, it may be expressed in a simple way in terms 
of subspaces that are computable using recursive algorithms: 
COROLLARY 4.29. 
(i) Let x2 c K1 be a pair of subspaces of X. Asswne that R*(K1) 
Then foi> aU p E [ 1, co) we have 
(ii) Let K be a subspace of X. Then for all p E [1,=) we have 
{O}. 
Vp(K, {O}) = H(K, {O}) = Vb(K, {O}) = V~(K) + B + A(B n K). 
PROOF: (i) The inclusions V c Vb and V c H were proven in LEMMA 4.15. 
--- p p 
The inclusion Vb c VP follows from TH. 4.25 and the inclusion Vb c H 
may be proven using an argument similar to that in the proof of COR.3.33. 
Finally, the fourth equality was established in TH. 4.16, (ii) This may be 
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proven along the same lines. 
CJ 
We want to conclude this section with some final remarks. First, 
although we only discussed the space Vp(K1,K2) for the case that p E [1,oo), 
it is also possible to obtain characterizations of V00(K1,K2). The main 
distinction of this space is, that it is contained in x1, which is 
of course not the case if p E [1,oo). It can be shown that if R*(K1) = {O} 
or K2 = {O} then V00(K 1,K2) is equal to the space of all points in K1 that 
have a (s,w)-representation with s(s) E K1(s), w(s) E U(s) and H2s(s) 
proper and asymptotically stable. Since Vb(K 1,K2) is defined as the sub-
space of all such points in X (instead of K1) we find that if R*(K1) = {O} 
or K2 = {O}, then V00(K1,K2) = Vb(K1 ,K2) n K1 • 
Next, we would like to point out that, parallel to the L -almost p 
disturbance decoupling with bounded peaking as treated in this chapter, 
we could also have considered a version of this problem which extends 
the L /L -almost disturbance decoupling problem as treated in SECTION 2.6 p q 
of this tract. This would lead to the L /L almost disturbance decoupling p q 
problem with bounded peaking, (ADDPBP)'. This problem will be said to be 
solvable if there is a constant C EJR and for all E > 0 a mapping 
F : X ~ U such that in the closed loop system with x(O) 0, 
and 
llz2 11 <Clldll p - q 
+ for all d E Lq(IR ,D) and for all 1 _:: p _:: q < oo, It may be shown that the 
solvability of (ADDPBP)' is equivalent to the existence of a constant 
C and a sequence {Fn} such that llW1 F II ~ 0 (n~oo) and llW2 F II < C, 
•nP •nP-
Vn, for p = 1 and p = oo, The solvability of the latter problem involves 
the subspace of all points in K1 that have a (s,w)-representation with 
s(s) E K1(s), w(s) E U(s) and H2s(s) strictly proper and asymptotically 
stable: 
{x0 E x113u E D~m such that x+(x0 ,u) lies 
+ -in x1 , cr(x (x0 ,u)/K2) c ~ and 
+ 
ord x (x0 ,u)/K2 = -1}. 
A theory along the lines of the one sketched in this chapter may be 
developed around this subspace. It turns out that 
and that if R*(K1) = {0} or if K2 = {O}, then (ADDPBP)' is solvable if 
and only if im G c Va(K1,K2). Again, the solvability conditions for 
(ADDP)' (see SECTION 2.6) are recovered from this result by taking 
K1 = K2 = K. The subspace Va(K 1,K2) will also appear in section 4.7 
in the context of the problem of perfect regulation. 
We conclude this section with a lattice diagram in which the 
interrelations between the various 'V'-spaces discussed is depicted. 
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The spaces_V~(K2 ), V~(K1 ) and Vg(K1,K2) are taken relative to the stability 
set !I: = (j; , g 
{O} 
x 
fig. 4.5. Interrelations 
of 'V' -spaces. 
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4.5 BOUNDED PEAKING AND SPECTRAL ASSIGNABILITY 
In this section we will briefly discuss how the results of the 
previous sections lead to necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
solvability of the L -almost disturbance decoupling problem with pole p 
placement as defined in DEF. 4.2. In order to prevent confusion between 
the stability sets that will appear in the formulations in this section, 
we will denote the subspace Vg(K1,K2) taken with respect to the stability 
set et:- by V_(K 1 ,K2). All other stability sets in this section will be 
denoted by~ and will always be assumed to satisfy (2.27) and (2.28), i.e. g 
to be symmetric with respect to the real axis and to contain an interval 
(-oo, c] for some c ElR. 
As before, the solvability of (ADDPBPPP) may be expressed in terms p 
of the closed loop impulse response matrices: 
LEMMA 4. 30. Let p E { 1 ,oo}. Then (ADDPBPPP) is solvable if and only if p 
there exists a constant C E lR and for all e > 0 and all et: a mapping g 
F: X ~ U such that llw1,Fl1 1 ~f., llw2 ,Fll 1 ::; C and er(~) c <t:g. 
(ADDPBPPP) 2 is solvable if and only if there exists a constant C ElR and 
for all e > 0 and all et: a mapping F : X ~ U sueh that llW1 F II < e , g "" -
II w2 II < c and er(A_) c et: • ' ,F oo - -~ g D 
Our discussion on the conditions for solvability of the above problems 
should therefore obviously involve the following spaces. For ~ p < 00 we 
define: 
Furthermore, we define 
{x E X I 
0 
3 C E lR and r E lN such that V f. > 0 and 
Vet: 3 x E I:B(r) (A,B) with x(O) = x , g g 0 
II d(x,K1) llp ::; e and l!d(x,K2) 11 1 ~ C }. 
{x E X I 3 C E lR and r E lN such that Ve > 0 and 0 
V ~ 3 (s,w)-representation with g 
s(s) E X+(s), w(s) E U+(s), deg s < r, 
er(~) c <I:, lld(s,K1)11 < e and g c:o-
lld(s,K2) 11 00 :'.:: C}. 
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A point x lies in R (K1 ,K2) if, starting in x, we can make the L -norm 0 p 0 p 
of the distance to K1 smaller than any positive real number &, while moving 
along Bohl trajectories with an upper bound to their McMillan degree and 
characteristic values located arbitrarily in ~. The L1-norms of the dis-
tances to K2 are dominated by a constant, independent of &. From the results 
in SECTION 3.4 we see that R~(K2 ) c Rp(K1,K2) c R~(K1 ) for all p E [1,ro), 
It is also immediate that R*(K1) c R (K1 ,K2). The same inclusions hold for p . 
H(K1 ,K2). Of course, both RP and Sare contained in Vb(K1 ,K2). 
By definition, if p E {1,oo} then a necessary condition for solvability 
of (ADDPBPPP)p is that im G c R1 (K1 ,K2 ) (i.e. RP with p = 1). Also, a neces-
sary condition for solvability of (ADDPBPPP) 2 is that im G c H(K1 ,K2). Of 
course, a necessary condition in all cases is that (A,B) is controllable. 
In the sequel it will be shown that, provided that one of the two assump-
tions R*(K1) = {0} or x2 = {O} holds, the subspace H(K1 ,K2) and all subspa-
ces Rp(K1 ,K2) for p E [1,co) are equal to one and the same subspace Rb(K 1,x2), 
where 
(4.37) 
It will also turn out that, again if R*(K1) = {O} or 
controllability of (A,B) together with the inclusion 
provide sufficient conditions fo~ the solvability of 
following result is obtained in a fairly simple way:. 
if K2 = {O}, then 
im Ge Rb (K1 ,K2) 
(ADDPBPPP) • The p 
LEMMA 4.31. Let p E [1,co), Then Rp(K1,K2) c Rb(K1,K2) and 
H(K1 ,K2) c Rb (K1 ,K2). 
PROOF: Denote RP : = Rp(K1,K2), V_: = V_(K1 ,K2), W: = W(K 1 ,K2), etc. Wehav~ 
RP c Vb n R~(K1 ) = (V_ + W) n R~(K 1 ). Since We R~(K1 ). this equals 
(V_ n R~(K 1 )) + W. We contend that V_ n R~(K 1 ) = R*(K1). To show this, 
let R~(K 1 ) be as in SECTION 4.4. Then we have (seealsotheproofofLEMMA3.29) 
v_ n R~(K2) = v_ n [R*(K1) i ~(Kl)] 
= R*CK1) + <v_ n R'~cx 1 )). 
Since v_ c V*(K1),and since R~(K1) n V*(K1) = {0}, we have v_ n R~(K1) = {O}. 
We conlude that RP c R*(K1) + W =Rb. The inclusion H c Rb follows in the 
same way. 
t:l 
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From the above, the subspace inclusion im G c Rb(K1,K2) is a necessary 
condition for solvability of (ADDPBPPP) for the cases p = 1, p = 2 and p 
p = =. Our next result will lead to sufficient conditions: 
THEOREM 4.32. Let x2 c x1 be a pair of subspaces. Asswne that R*(K1) = {O} 
or that x2 = {O}. Let 1 < p < oo. Then there exists a constant C and for all 
- 0 
E > 0 and for every ~ a mapping F : X ~ U such that g 
~t 
ild(e x ,K1)11 < E 0 p -
and 
~t 
lld(e x0 ,K2)11 1 _s. C for all x0 E J?{;(K 1,K2) with llx0 11 < 1 and p E [1,p0 ], 
while 
cr(A + BFl<AIB>) c ~ • g 
PROOF: If R*(K1) 
previous section. It was shown that, under the assumption that 
R*(K1) = {O}, W(K 1,K2) has a direct sum decomposition into a number of 
singly generated almost controllability subspaces £(u., F, r.) with 
1 1 
£(u., F, r.-1) c x1 and £(u., F, r.-2) c K~. As in the proof of TH. 4.25 1 1 1 1 L 
the proof can be given by approximating these singly generated almost 
controllability subspaces by controlled invariant subspaces. In the 
proof, a sequence of feedback mappings {F } is contructed such that n 
A+ BFn has as invariant subspaces V(n) (which converges to Rb(K1 ,K2)) 
and <AIB>. This yields the following lattice diagram: 
x 
fixed 
<AIB> 
{0} 
assignable in~-, independent of n 
V(n) 
{-n, ..• ,-n} fig. 4.6. Spectrum 
of A + BF in the 
n 
case that R*(K1) = {0}. 
If K2 = {O} then it can be shown as in LEMMA4.20 that Rb(K1,K2) = 
R*(K1) @ B@ A<B n K1), with B c B such that B@ (B n V*(K1)) =B. 
This leads to a direct sum of R*(K1) together with a number of one and 
two-dimensional singly generated almost controllability subspaces. 
Approximating the latter in the canonical way by controlled invariant 
subspaces leads to a sequence of feedback mappings {Fn} such that 
A+ BFn has the following invariant subspaces: R*(K1), R*(K1) @ V(n) 
(with R*(K1) @ V(n) comverging to R*(K1) @ B@ A(B n K1)) and <AIB>. 
The situation with the spectrum of A + BFn is as follows: 
x 
fixed 
<AIB> assignable in ~-. independent of n 
{-n, ... ,-n} 
assignable 
{O} fig. 4.7. Spectrum of 
A + BF in the case 
n 
that K2 = {O}. 
The following result now provides necessary and sufficient conditions 
for solvability of (ADDPBPPP)p for the case that the system (A,B,H 1) is 
left-invertible. Again, denote K1 : = ker H1 and K2 : = ker H2 : 
COROLLARY 4. 33. Let p E: { 1, 2, oo} and asswne that (A,B ,H1) is left-
invertible. Then (ADDPBPPP) is solvable of and only if p 
and (A,B) is controllable. 
PROOF: This follows iIIIlllediately from the foregoing, using the fact that 
left-invertibility of (A, B ,H1) is equivalent to R*(K1) = {O}. 
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The next corollary deals with the case that K2 = {O}. Again, in this 
case no invertibility assumptions are required (compare with COR. 4.27): 
COROLLARY 4. 34. Let p E { 1 , 2, oo } and assume that K2 
(ADDPBPPP) is solvable if and only if p 
{O}. Then 
Our final result establishes the equalities between the various 
subspaces introduced in the beginning of this section: 
COROLLARY 4.35. 
D 
(i) Let K2 c K1 be a pair of su:bspaces of X and assume that R*(K1) = {O}. 
Then for all p E [ 1, CX>) we have 
(ii) Let K be a su:bspace of X. Then for all p E [1,00) we have 
R (K, {O}) p H(K, {O}) R*(K) + B + A(B n K). 
To conclude this section, we want to make some remarks. First, we 
note that the subspaces Rb(K1,K2), defined by (4.37) can also be 
characterized in terms of Bohl distributions of (s,w)-representations. 
D 
We will confine ourselves to simply stating the result. Indeed, Rb(K1,K2) 
consists exactly of those points in X that for each symmetric subset ~g 
of ~ with the property that ~ n ~- 0 have a (s,w)-representation g 
with s(s) E K1(s), w(s) E U(s), cr(s) c ~ and H2s(s) proper and g -
asymptotically stable (i.e. cr(s(s)/K2) c ~ ). It is also possible to 
characterize Rb(K1,K2) in terms of its finite time controllability 
properties: starting in a point x0 E Rb(K1,x2) one may travel to the origin 
in a given finite time, moving along regular trajectories in such a way 
that the LP -norms of the distances to K1 are arbitrarily small, while the 
L1-norms of the distances to x2 remain bounded. Of course in order to 
achieve this behaviour, one has to leave the realm of regular Bohl 
trajectories. In order to obtain a rigorous proof of this characterization, 
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one has to apply methods different from those used in this chapter (the me-
thods used in this chapter are based heavily on the fact that everything is 
rational, see LEMMA 4.13 and the proof of LEMMA 4.14). It is however possible 
to give a proof of the above-mentioned property of Rb(K1,K2) based on the 
properties of the factor system modulo 800 (see SECTION 1.4). 
Again, conditions for solvability of the L -almost disturbance decoup-p 
ling problem with pole placement, (ADDPPP) (see SECTION 3.4) may be reco-p 
vered from COR. Li.33 by taking K1 = K2 = K. 
Finally, it is possible to define the L /L version of the problem dis-p q 
cussed in this section. This problem, denoted by (ADDPBPPP)', is obtained 
by adding the requirement of spectral assignability to the problem formula-
tion of (ADDPBP)' (see the concluding remarks at the end of the previous 
section). It may be shown that if (A,B,H1) is left-invertible then this pro-
blem is solvable if and only if im G c RtCK2) n K1 and (A,B) is control-
lable. If x2 = {O}, then it is solvable if and only if im G c R*(K1) + B n K1 . 
In fact, both subspaces appearing here are special cases of the subspace 
Ra(K1,K2) defined by 
Ra(K1,K2): =R*(K1) + [R~(K2) nx1] 
This subspace is the 'controllability' analogue of the subspace Va(K1,K2) 
defined by (4.36). Using methods similar to those in SECTION 4.3 it can be 
proven that the inclusion im G c Ra(K1,K2) is always a necessary condition 
for soZvabiZity of (ADDPBPPP)'. We conclude this section with two lattice 
diagrams that display the interrelations between the various subspaces: 
x 
{O} 
fig. 4.8. Interrelations 
of 'R'-spaces. 
x 
fig. 4.9. Interrelations 
of two-output constrained 
subspaces. 
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4.6 A WORKED EXAMPLE 
To illustrate the theory developed in this chapter and to 
demonstrate its computational feasability, in this section we will present 
a worked example. We will consider a linear system with two outputs, and 
check whether (ADDPBP) is solvable for this system. Next, we will actually p 
compute a sequence of feedback mappings that achieves our design purpose. 
The system that will be considered is given by x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + Gd(t), 
z1(t) = H1x(t), z2 (t) = H2x(t), with 
and 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
!~ , B • ~~ ~~ , H1• (0 0 0 1 O}, 
Thus, X =lR.5 and U =lR.2 • Denote K. = ker H .. The route that we will take is 
l. l. 
as follows. First, we will check whether the subspace inclusion (4.35) holds, 
to see if (ADDPBP) is solvable. It will turn out that this is indeed true. p 
After this, we will follow closely the the lines of the development in 
SECTION 4.4 and construct a required sequence {F }. As before, t = t- and 
n g 
the subspaces v;<K1) and Vg(K1 ,K2) are taken with respect to this stability 
set. Let the standard basis vectors inlR5 be denoted by e. and those inlR2 
l. 
by ei. 
Using the algorithm ISA (1.46) and a construction as in WONHAM (1979, 
p. 114), we calculate that Vg(K1,K2) = v;<K1) =span {e 1,e2} 
(since V*(K2) = {O}). Thus, by TH. 4.8, DDPOS is not solvable for the 
above system. Since K2 = {O}, by COR. 4.27 we should check if the subspace 
inclusion im G c v;(K1) + B + A(B n K1) holds. It may be calculated that 
v;<x1) + B + A(B n K1) =span {e1, e2 , e4 , e5}. Since im G is indeed 
contained in this subspace, (ADDPBP) is solvable for all 1 < p < ""· p - -
Unfortunately, (ADDPBPPP) is not solvable because (A,B) is an uncontrol-p 
lable pair. We will now construct a required sequence of feedback mappings: 
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step 1: decomposition. We decompose vb = vg@ W, with w = B + A(B n K1) 
and B such that B@ (~ + V*(K1)) =B. Then W = span {e4 , e5}. Since 
e5 E B and e4 = Ae5 , W is equal to the 2-dimensional singly generated almost 
controllability subspace .c(-;;2 , 0, Z) (=span {Bez, ABeZ}). Note that indeed 
.c(';{2 , 0, 1) =span {e5}cK1 and that, trivially, .C(ez, 0, O) = {0} c Kz. 
step 2: approximation. Next, we look for the canonical sequence .Cn: 
.cn<'e'Z' o, Z) =span {x1(n, ez), x2(n, ez)} of controlled invariant 
subspaces converging to .C(ez, O, Z). We calculate x1(n, ez) = 
-1 -1 ~ -z -1 T ~ -1 -1 ~ (I + n A) Bez = (O, O, -n , -n 1) and xz(n, e 2) = (I + n A) x 1 (n,e2) = 
) T . . ~ (O, 0, 0, 1, 0 • For each n, we define a mapping Fn on .Cn by 
rv ,...; -1rv rv rv -2"' Fnx1(n, e2) : = -n ez and FnxZ(n,ez): -n e2 . 
step 3: a feedback mapping outside .C : In this step we look, given a 
n 
symmetric set A c ~- of dim[<AIB> + Vg]-dim Vb complex numbers, for a 
mapping F and a subspace S such that (4.28) to (4.33) are satisfied. Since 
<A IB > + V = lR5 , A will consist of one element. It may be verified that g 
with A= {-3}, S =span {(O, 0, 1, -3, 9)} and F given by 
F 0 0 
0 
0 
0 0 \ 
0 -3 ) 
definition of the required sequence {F } : We have now decomposed 
n 
step 4: 
R5 
F 
n 
into the direct sum V @ .C @ S. Next, define for each n a mapping 
. 5 2 g n 
: lR ~JR by F IV @ S: = FIV @ S (as defined in step 4) and 
Fi.C:=Fl.C. 
n n n n 
n g g 5 
The matrix of F in the standard bases of JR and :JRZ is 
n 
calculated to be 
with 
( -1 0 0 0 0 \ F 
n \ 0 0 fZ3(n) f25(n) } -n2 
f23(n) = -27n2 + 18n3 - 3n4 and f25(n) = Z7 - 3n2 - 2n3 n2 + 9 n2 + 9 
Evaluating A + BFn in the basis suggested by the decomposition 
Vg @ .Cn @ S, we may calculate the closed loop impulse response 
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matrices from d to z 1 and z2 respectively: 
w, (t): 
,n 
H (A+BF )t G 1e n 
-nt (nt + 1) e , 
W ( ) = H e(A+BFn)t G 2,n t : 2 (J.,) 
-n2 t 
-nt 
e 
2 Straightforward calculation shows that llW 1,nli1 n and that 
II w2 Ii 1 < 1 + 3. + _!__2 (in the latter ,we have. integrated the standard 
,n - n n 
Euclidean norm of w2 (t)). From this, it is seen that that indeed for 
,n 
every 1 < p < oo the L - L induced norm of the closed loop operator from 
- - p p 
d to z 1 tends to zero as n ->co and that the induced norm of the operator 
from d to z2 is bounded with respect to n. Note that llFnll ~co as n ~ oo. 
Finally, the distribution of the closed loop eigenvalues over the various 
invariant subspaces is depicted in the following diagram: 
x 
{-1 ,-1} 
{O} 
4,7 PERFECT REGULATION WITH L2 -BOUNDED PEAKING 
To conclude this chapter, we want to outline how the methods 
developed here can be adapted and extended to tackle the problem of 
perfect regulation. The origins of this problem lie in the realm of the 
nearly singular linear quadratic or cheap control problem. In the latter 
context the perfect regulation problem may be formulated as follows. Given 
a system x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), x(O) = x, z(t) = Hx(t) and a family of 
0 2 2. 2 quadratic performance criteria JE:(x0 )= llzll 2 + i::llu 11 2 , with c: > O, let 
the optimal state feedback control law (associated with a particular c) 
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be given by F . Denote the corresponding optimal cost by J*(x ). Then [. [. 0 
perfect regulation is said to be achieved for this system if for every 
x0 €X the optimal cost J~(x0 ) converges to zero as t. tends to zero. The 
motivation behind this problem formulation is the following. In the 
above, an initial condition x f 0 should be interpreted as a disturbance 
0 
and it should be understood that it is desired to keep the output 
variable z(t) at a nominal value zero. Thus, in the presence of a 
disturbance x(O) x , it is required to find a state feedback control 
0 
law such that in the closed loop system with x(O) = x0 , z(t) -+ 0 as 
t ->oo. Solving the above linear quadratic problem for a fixed value of 
t. > 0 provides a method to find such state feedback control law. Indeed, 
in the problem formulation it is implicitly assumed that the closed loop 
output z(t) will lie in L2 0R+,Z), which automatically yields the desired 
convergence to zero as t tends to infinityt Now, we still have a degree 
of freedom brought into the problem by introducing the parameter t.. Since 
in a sense e weights the amount of control energy in the criterion, it is 
expected that in certain cases the convergence properties of z(t) can be 
improved by decreasing the parameter t.. Let z (x )denote the output of the [. 0 
closed loop system when the optimal control law u = F x is applied to the 
£. 
system with initial condition x(O) = x • Then we have the following 
0 
inequality: 
llz (x )11 22 < J~(x). £. 0 - " 0 
We conclude that if perfect regulation is achieved (in the sense of the 
definition above) then by decreasing t., the output z (x ) can be forced to [. 0 
return back to its nominal value zero asymptotically with any desired 
'speed' (and, in fact, in the limit for £ -> 0, z (x ) will become a jump 
£ 0 
from Hx to 0). In this form, the problem of perfect regulation was 
0 
studied e.g. in K.WAKERNAAK & SIVAN (1972), JAMESON & O'MALLEY (1975) and 
FRANCIS (1979) (see also FUJI (1982) and WILLEMS & WILLEMS (1983, APP. B)). 
In the above, due to the decrease in the weighting of the control 
energy, the optimal feedback mappings Ft. will in general be unbounded, 
i.e. we will have II F £11->= as t.-+ 0. Again, this will result in the 
phenomenon that we already discussed in the introduction to this chapter: 
certain state variables will become 'too large' as £becomes small. This 
observation leads to the formulation of problems of perfect regulation 
with bounded peaking as studied in FRANCIS & GLOVER (1978). 
t since the optimal closed loop output z(.) is generated by state feedback and 
is therefore Bohl. 
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Of course, the use of linear quadratic techniques in the above context 
is only one way to handle the problem of 'speeding up output response'. 
One might even argue that using these techniques is somewhat artificial 
and that one should consider the problem from a more 'structural' point 
of view. In fact, this was recognized in KIMURA (1981). There the perfect 
regulation problem was posed purely in terms of finding state feedback 
mappings such that the closed loop output has arbitrarily small L2-norm 
(with, in addition, an internal stability constraint). Here, we will 
follow the latter line of thought and discuss briefly a few problems of 
perfect regulation that fit nicely in the framework developed in this 
tract. Due to space limitations, most of the details will be omitted. 
We consider the system ~(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), z(t) = Hx(t). If Fis a 
AFt 
mapping from X to U we denote WF(t): =He • The first problem we 
consider is a plain regulation problem without any stability requirements: 
PPR, the problem of perfect regulation, will be said to be solvable if 
for all e > 0 there exists F : X-+ U such that II WF 112 < e. The following is 
a version of this problem with spectral assignability: PPRPP, the problem 
of perfect regulation with pole placement, will be said to be solvable if 
for all e > 0 and for all t (satisfying (2.27) and (2.28) there is g 
F : X-+ U such that llWFll2 ~ e and o(~) c tg. Conditions for solvability of 
these problems are easily obtained by combining the results of TH. 3.6, 
TH. 3.25. COR. 3.37 and TH. 3.36 PPR is solvable if and only if 
X = V~(ker H) (or, equivalently, if and only if (A,B,H 1) is right-inver-
tible, see TH. 3.15). Moreover, PPRPP is solvable if and only if 
X = R~(ker H) (or, equivalently, if and only if (A,B,H 1) has a polynomial 
right inverse). Note that if X = R~(kerH), then the pair (A,B) is auto-
matically controllable. 
In KIMURA (1981) (see also KIMURA (1982)), a version of the above 
is considered with a constraint of internal asymptotic stability (rather 
than pole placement). The conditions found there involve right-invertibi-
lity, together with a minimum phase condition. Also in that paper, 
the problem of perfect regulation with L2-bounded peaking is discussed. 
Consider the two-output system x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), z 1 (t) H1x(t), 
z2 (t) = H2x(t). As before (see SECTION 4.1) we assume that z2 is an 
enlargment of z2 , i.e., that K2 : = ker H2 c ker H1 = : K 1 • In the sequel, AFt denote W. F(t): = H.e . We will say that PPRBP, the problem of perfect 
l.' l. 
regulation with bounded peaking, is solvable if there exists a constant 
C E JR and for all e > 0 a mapping F : X-'>U such that II w1 Fll 2 _::, £and , 
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llw2 ,Fll 2 ::; C. Moreover, we will say that PPRBPPP, the problem of perfect 
regulation with bounded peaking and pole placement, is solvable if there 
exists a constant C E lR and for all e > 0 and for all C (satisfying (2.27) g 
and (2.28)) a mapping F: X-> U such that llW1 Fll 2 ::; e, llW2 Fll 2 ::; C and 
' ' a( A + BF) c ~ . We will briefly outline how conditions for the solvability g 
of these problems may be obtained. If PPRBP is solvable, then for every 
x0 EX, one can find a constant C ElR and a sequence of Bohl trajectories 
x (·)such that x (O) = x, llH1xn11 2 -> 0 and llH2x 11 2 < C, 'v'n. Denote n n o n -
z2 ,n: = H2xn.Since the unit ball in L2 is compact in the weak topology, 
z2 has a weakly convergent subsequence z2 -> z2 (m -+ oo) with 
,n + . . . . ,nm -st m->:x> -st 
z2 E L20R, z2). In particular, this implies that <z 2 ,nm' e >-> <z 2,e > 
for every s E <C + ( ={s [Re s > 0} ). Hence, we have pointwise convergence 0 
r,; (s)-> r,; 2 (s) of the Laplace tranforms. By LEMMA 4. 12, z; 2 (s) is rational. 2 ·Ilm 
However, being the Laplace transform of z2 E L2 0R+,z 2) it is also strictly 
proper and asymptotically stable. It may thus be proven along the lines 
of LEMMA 4.14 that if PPRBP is solvable then X = Tb(K1,K2), with 
rm · + 3 n E DB such that x (x0 ,u) lies 
+ -in K1, a(x (x0 ,u)/K2) c <C and 
+ 
ord x (x0 ,u)/K2= -1}. 
(Recall: the order of a distribution with support inlR+ is defined to be 
-1 if it is equal to the zero-distribution). In the frequence domain, 
Tb consists of those points in X that have a (~,w)-representation with 
~(s) E K1(s), w(s) E U(s) and H2s(s) asymptotically stable and strictly 
proper. It may be shov;n that Tb (K1 ,K2) = V g (K1 ,K2 ) + R~ (K2). To obtain 
necessary conditions for the solvability of PPRBP, we may use the ideas 
of SECTION 4.4. It is found that if the system (A, B, H1)is left-invertible, 
then PPRBP is solvable if and only if X,;, v8 (K1 ,K2 ) + R~(K2 ) (note that 
under the assumption that (A,B,H 1) is left-invertible, or equivalently 
that R*(K1) = {O}, this sum is a direct sum). If we assume that K2 = {O} 
(which occurs in the important case that H2 =I), then the left-invertibility 
assumption may be omitted: if K2 = {O}, then PPRBP is solvable if and only 
if x = v;cx1) + B. 
It can be shown that a necessary condition for the solvability of 
PPRBPPP is that X = R*(K1) + R~(K2 ). Moreover, if (A,B,H 1) is left-
invertible then PPRBPPP is solvable if and only if X = R~(K2 ). If K2 {O}, 
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then PPRBPPP is solvable if and only if X = R*(K1) +B. 
To conclude this section, note that 
as defined on page 164 of this tract and 
as defined in SECTION 4.5, page 171. 
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CHAPTER 5 
ALMOST CONDITIONALLY INVARIANT SUBSPACES 
The two main purposes of this chapter are, first, to introduce the 
dual notions of the various almost controlled invariant subspaces we con-
sidered in previous chapters and to apply the new subspaces to problems 
involving the design of reduced and minimal order PID-observers and, second-
ly, to discuss in detail the problem of almost disturbance decoupling by 
measurement feedback. The chapter is split up into seven sections. 
In section 1, we will give definitions of the concepts of almost con-
ditionally invariant subspace, almost observability subspace and almost 
detectability subspace. The definitions that we will give are in terms of 
the approximate invariance properties of these subspaces under output injec-
tion mappings. We will give interpretations of the new subspaces in terms of 
the existence of approximate observers and PID-observers. Also in this sec-
tion, we will introduce the notions of infimal L -almost conditionally in-p 
variant and infimal L -almost observability subspace. The sections 2, 3 and p 
4 of this chapter are devoted to the problem of almost disturbance decoupling 
by measurement feedback. In section 2, we will introduce this problem and 
derive necessary and sufficient conditions for its solvability. 
In contrast to the previous chapters, the methods we use here are frequency 
domain oriented and leave the framework of the geometric approach. In 
section 3, we define a version of the almost disturbance decoupling 
problem by measurement feedback, with a constraint on the high gain behaviour 
of the closed loop transfer matrices from the disturbance to the control 
input. This constraint is called the constraint of guaranteed roll-off. 
Also, section 3 contains some preliminary results concerning this new syn-
thesis problem. In particular, we consider versions of the exact disturbance 
decoupling problem by state feedback and the L -almost disturbance decoupling p 
problem by state feedback under the constraint of guaranteed roll-off. In 
section 4, we establish necessary and sufficient conditions for the solvabil-
ity of the problem we posed in section 3. 
Sections 5, 6 and 7 contain a discussion on the design of low order 
PID-observers. In section 5, we show that the classical result by Luenberger 
on the existence of reduced order state observers is a special case of a 
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more general result. In fact, it is shown that the dynamic order of a state 
observer can be reduced even more, by allowing the observer to be a PID-
observer, i.e., by allowing the observer to contain differentiators. In 
section 6, we generalize a result by Wonham and Morse in the context of the 
minimal dimension cover problem. Finally, in section 7, this result is 
dualized to establish the existence of minimal order PID-observers for 
scalar valued linear functions of the state. 
5,1 DUALITY: ALMOST CONDITIONALLY INVARIANT SUBSPACES 
In this section, we will dualize the basic concepts discussed in this 
tract and obtain the notions of almost conditionally invariant subspace, 
almost observability subspace and almost detectability subspace. These 
notions will be the duals of almost controlled invariant subspace, almost 
controllability subspace and almost stabilizability subspace respectively, 
and could, as such, be introduced by formal dualization. This procedure was 
for example used in WONHAM (1979, ex. 5.17) to dualize the concept of con-
trolled invariance (see also BHATTACHARYYA (1978)). Another point of view is 
to define the dual concepts more intrinsically in terms of the existence of 
dynamic observers. In fact, in this way the concept of conditionally invari-
ant subspace was introduced in WILLEMS & COMMAULT (1981). 
Here, we prefer to take a different starting point. We will define the 
dual concepts rather in terms of their (approximate) invariance properties 
under output injection mappings. In fact, we already gave definitions of 
conditionally invariant subspace and detectability subspace based on these 
properties (see DEF. 3.48). Starting from the definitions that we will give, 
we will explain in what sense the subspaces introduced are related to the 
existence of dynamic observers. Thus, the observer interpretations will 
appear as consequences of our definitions, rather than as definitions them-
selves. 
Also, in this section we will define the duals of the notions of su-
premal L -almost controlled invariant and supremal L -almost controllability p p 
subspace associated with a given subspace of the state space. The dual con-
cepts will be called infimal L -almost conditionally invariant and L -almost p p 
observability subspaces. Our starting point with these subspaces will be to 
define them in terms of the 'normal' infimal (L 00-) almost conditionally and 
almost observability subspaces containing a given subspace of the state 
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space. Using the obvious duality arguments, we will then characterize these 
subspaces in terms of (L -) approximate invariance properties under output p 
injection and in terms of the existence of observers. 
The prevailing tenor in the present section will be to make use of the 
underlying duality as much as possible when we want to obtain results on the 
subspaces that will be introduced. Only some of the most important results 
will be stated separately. The reader should however keep in mind that all 
results obtained in this tract so far can be dualized to obtain results in 
the context of observer design. 
Consider the observed linear time invariant flow 
(5. 1) ~( t) Ax(t) , y(t) = Cx(t) . 
Here, as usual, x(t) takes its values in the n-dimensional real linear space 
X. The vector y(t) takes its values in the p-dimensional real linear space 
Y. A and C are linear mappings and C is assumed to be surjective. We will 
refer to (5.1) as the system (C,A). Recall (DEF. 3.48) that a subspace 
Sc X is called conditionally invariant (or (C,A)-invariant) if there exists 
a mapping G: Y + X such that (A+GC)S c S. Obviously, this inclusion is 
equivalent to the statement 
for all t E JR + and x0 E S • 
Allowing this distance function to be arbitrarily small by properly choosing 
the output injection yields: 
DEFINITION 5.1. A subspace Sac X will be called almost conditionally in-
variant if for all £ > 0 there exists a mapping G: Y + X such that 
d(e(A+GC)t x0 ,S) ~£for all t E JR+ and x0 E Sa with llx0 11 _-::_ 1. 
Before we continue, we will explain how almost conditionally invariant 
subspaces are related to observers. In the first part of this section, an 
observer will be a system 
(5.2) 
~(t) Nw(t) + My(t) 
v(t) Lw(t) 
without a direct feedthrough term, that has the observed output of the system 
(5.1) as its input. The vector v(t) is called the estimate. We will show that 
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if Sa is almost conditionally invariant then for all s > 0 there exists an 
observer with state space X and output space xls such that if w(O) = 0 and 
a 
if the initial condition x0 in Sa satisfies llx0 11 ~ 1 then the difference 
llv(t) - x(t)/S II between the output of the observer and the state trajectory 
a 
modulo Sa is less than s for all t E lR+. Thus, an almost conditionally in-
variant subspace S has the property that if x(O) E S , then x(t)/S can be 
a a a 
estimated arbitrarily accurately using the observed output y(t) = Cx(t). To 
see this, let Sa be almost conditionally invariant and let £ > 0. Let G be 
as in DEF. 5.1 and define N := A+GC, M :=-G. Let L be equal to the canon-
ical projection X + X/Sa. Assume x(O) E Sa, llx0 11 ~ 1 and w(O) = 0. It may be 
seen that the vector x(t) - w(t) satisfies d~ (x-w) = (A+GC)(x-w), 
(x-w)(O) = x(O). Hence we find d(x(t)-w(t),S) <£for all t E lR+ and con-
a -
sequently 
llx(t)/Sa - v(t)ll = HPx(t) - Pw(t)H = ll(x(t) - w(t))/Sall < £ 
for all t E lR+. Note from the above that the distance d(e(A+GC)t x0 ,sa) 
appearing in DEF. 5.1 is a measure of the estimation error between the 
estimate v(t) and the state trajectory modulo Sa. If Sa is conditionally 
invariant, then this estimation error can be kept zero for all t E lR+ 
(since in that case G may be chosen such that (A+GC)S c S). 
Recall also the definition of observability subspace (see WILLEMS & 
COMMAULT (1981), where the slightly different terminology complementary 
observability subspace was used): a subspace N of X is called an observabil-
ity subspace if for every symmetric subset C of C (see SECTION 2.5) there g 
exists a mapping G: Y + X such that (A+GC)N c N and cr(A+GC I X/N) c C • In g 
the sequel, let <ker CIA> denote the unobservable subspace of (C ,A) (i.e. 
n -i the supremal A-invariant subspace inker C: .n A ker C). It is known that i.=1 
if N is an observability subspace, then we always have <ker CIA> c N. More-
over, a subspace N is an observability subspace if and only if for every 
symmetric C there exists a mapping G: Y + X such that (A+GC)N c N and g 
cr(A+GC IX/<ker CIA>) c C • Thus, under the constraint of making N invariant g 
by output injection we do not only have freedom of spectral assignability on 
X/N, but even on the larger space X/<ker clA>. (This may be seen by dualizing 
SCHUMACHER (1981, TH. 1.9).) It is the latter property that will serve as the 
basis of our definition of almost observability subspace: 
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DEFINITION 5.2. A subspace Na c X will be called an almost observability 
subspace if for every ~ (satisfying (2.27) and (2.28)) and for all E > 0 
. g (A+GC)t there exists a mapping G: Y + X such that d(e x 0 ,Na) < s for all 
t E lR+ and x0 E Na with lix0 11 _:: 1 and o(A+GCIX/<ker CIA>) c <l:g 
Let us see what this definition means in terms of estimating the state 
trajectory modulo N . Let s > 0 and let t be a subset of t satisfying (2.27) 
a g 
and (2.28) (these assumptions will be needed later on in this section when we 
establish the duality between almost observability subspaces and almost con-
trollability subspaces). Let G: Y + X as in DEF. 5.2 and again define an 
observer by N := A+ GC, M := - G and L the canonical projection of X onto 
X/Na. As before, if x(O) E Na' llx0 11 _:: 1 and w(O) = O, then the estimation error 
e(t) := x(t)/N - v(t) satisfies lle(t)ll < s, V tEJR+. However, in addition a -
we now have that for all initial condition pairs (x(O),w(O)) the spectrum of 
(x-w)/<ker CIA> is contained in t . In the sequel, it will be proven that g 
every almost observability subspace Na contains in fact the subspace 
<ker CjA>. Thus, in particular, the spectrum of the estimation error e(t) 
(being equal to (x-w)/N) is contained in C . We conclude that if Na is an a g 
almost observability subspace, then for every s > 0 and for every C there g 
exists an observer (5.2) such that (i) if x(O) EN 
a 
, 11 x ( 0) II ,::: 1 , and w ( O) = O 
then the error llx(t)/N - v(t) II ~ s, V t E lR+, and (ii) for every pair of 
a 
initial condition (x(O),w(O)) the spectrum of the estimation error x/Na - v 
is contained in tg. 
If N is an observability subspace, then the estimation error can be 
made exactly equal to zero if x(O) E N and w(O) = 0, while for arbitrary 
initial conditions the spectrum of the error can be located arbitrarily in t. 
Finally, recall the definition of detectability subspace (see DEF. 3.48 
or SCHUMACHER (1981), where the terminology outer detectability subspace was 
used): given a fixed symmetric subset C , a subspace S of X is called a g g 
detectability subspace if there exists a mapping G: Y + X such that 
(A+CG)S c S and a(A+GCjXJS ) c C . Let Xd denote the undetectable sub-g g g g et 
space of (C,A) (i.e. the smallest detectability subspace contained in X, see 
also SCHUMACHER (1981, p. 26)). It can be shown that S is a detectability g 
subspace if and only if there exists a mapping G: Y + X such that 
(A+GC)S c S and o(A+GC[X/Xd ) c t . Thus, under the constraint of making g g et g 
S invariant using output injection, not only the spectrum on X/S but also g g 
the spectrum on the (larger) space X/Xd can be located in C " This property et g 
serves as the basis of the following: 
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DEFINITION 5.3. Let~ be a subset of~ that satisfies (2,27) and (2.28). g 
Then a subspace S c X will be called an almost detectability subspace if 
a,g 
there exists a closed subset D c f and for all£> 0 a mapping G: Y+ X 
(A+GC)t g + 
such that d(e x0 ,s ) < £ for all t E JR and x0 E S with llx0 11 < a,g a,g 
and cr(A+GCIX/Xdet) c D. 
The subset D enters into our considerations in order to make sure that 
this definition indeed yields a concept that is dual to the concept of 
almost stabilizability subspace (see SECTION 2.8). In terms of estimating 
the state trajectory modulo S , this definition leads to the existence of a,g 
observers with the property that for initial conditions w(O) = 0 and 
x(O) E S the estimation error can be made arbitrarily small, while for 
a,g 
arbitrary initial condition pairs (x(O),w(O)) the spectrum of the error is 
contained in D c Cg (here, the fact is used that for every almost detecta-
bility subspace S we have Xd t c S ; this will be shown in the sequel). a,g e a,g 
The families of all almost conditionally invariant, almost observability and 
almost detectability subspaces associated with (C,A) will be denoted respec-
tively by ~a(C,A), Ea(C,A) and ~a,g(C,A). In the following we will establish 
the desired duality: 
THEOREM 5.4. Consider the system (C,A). Then we have 
(i) s E ~(C,A) ~s1- E V (AT CT) , 
a a -a ' 
(ii) N E N (C,A) ~II ER (AT CT) , 
a -a a -a ' 
(iii) s ES (C,A) ~ s1- E V (AT,CT) 
a,g -a,g a,g -a,g 
PROOF: In this proof, for a given subspace V of X its canoni<ial, injection 
will be defined as the mapping Q: V+ X defined by Q :=Ii V, the identity 
mapping restricted to V. We will only prove the equivalence (ii). The other 
statements follow in the same way by applying COR. 2.52 and TH. 2.80. Let 
Na E Ea(C,A). Let Q be the canonical injection Na+ X and let P be the 
canonical projection X+ X/N. For all£> 0 and all t there is a mapping G 
(A+GC) t a + I g I 
such that llPe Qll < £, V t E JR and cr(A+GC X/<ker C A>) c t . By trans-, g 
position we obtain 
< € and 
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Since ker QT 
fact that if 
way. 
im PT = ~. we infer from COR. 
a 
R ER (A,B) then II-EN (BT,AT) 
a -a a -a 
2.61 that~ ER (AT,CT). The 
a -a 
may be provem in an analogous 
D 
Note that the assumptions (2.27) and (2.28) (i.e. the stability sets f g 
are symmetric with respect to the real axis and contain a negative semi-
inf inite interval) are essential here: only under these assumptions the 
results of COR. 2.52, COR. 2.61 and TH. 2,80 are valid. In the observer 
context these conditions appear because decreasing the estimation error 
forces part of the error spectrum to run off to minus infinity. 
Of course, TH. 5.4 enables us to obtain several results on the families 
of subspaces we introduced in this section by straightforward dualization of 
previous results in this tract. We will only state some of the main results 
here. For an overview of results on almost conditionally invariant subspaces, 
we refer to WILLEMS ( 1982a). First, it follows immediately that the families 
S , N and S are closed under subspace intersection. Hence, for any given 
-a -a -a,g 
subspace G of X, there exists an infirnal almost conditionally invariant, an 
infimal almost observability and an infimal almost detectability subspace 
containing G. These subspaces will be denoted by s*(G), N*(G) and S* (G) 
a a a,g 
respectively. In the sequel, a family of subspaces {K.}: 1 will be called a 1 1= 
chain around ker C if 
ker c c K 1 c: K2 c: • . • c: Kr • 
We will denote AG:= A+GC. The following statements may be proven by dual-
izing results from CH. 1 and SECTION 2.8: 
PROPOSITION 5 . 5. 
(i) A subspace N is an almost observability subspace if and only if there a 
exists a chain {Ki}~=l around ker C such that 
(ii) A subspace Sa is an almost conditionally invariant subspace if and only 
if Sa = S n Na, where Sis conditionally invariant and Na is an almost ob-
servability subspace. 
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(iii) A subspace S 
a,g 
S = S n N , where 
a,g g a 
servability subspace. 
is an almost detectability subspace if and only if 
S is a detectability subspace and N an almost ob-g a 
Whereas almost controlled invariant subspaces are connected with dis-
tributional inputs, almost conditionally invariant subspaces are connected 
with PID-observers. This fact was established in WILLEMS (1982a). A PID-
observer will be a possibly noncausal (in the sense that it contains dif-
ferentiators) system 
~(t) Nw(t) + My(t) 
(5.3) 
Lw(t) + (Ko + K1 d~ + ••• + K.Q, d:.Q,.Q,) y(t) ' v(t) 
0 
that has the observed output of the system (5.1) as its input. Its state 
space Wand its output space V are finite dimensional real linear spaces. In 
5.3, K0 ,K1, ••• ,K.Q, are mappings from Y to V. Moreover, L, Mand N are mappings 
respectively from W to V, from Y to W and from W to W. 
In interpreting the action of (5.3) we have to be a little bit precise. 
We will take the following point of view. The (possibly nonproper) transfer 
matrix of (5.3) is given by R(s) = L(Is-N)- 1 M + K(s), where K(s) =KO+ K1s + 
+ ••• + K.Q,s.Q,. Thus, since the Laplace transform of the observed output is 
given by C(Is-A)- 1 x(O), an initial condition w(O) leads to an observer out-
put v with Laplace transform 
(5.4) v(s) = R(s)C(Is-A)-l x(O) + L(Is-N)-J w(O) • 
Clearly, v(s) need not be strictly proper. However, since it is rational, 
v(s) may be written uniquely as the sum v+(s) + v_(s) of its strictly proper 
part and its polynomial part. The strictly proper part corresponds to a part 
of the signal v that is a regular Bohl function and will be denoted by v 
reg 
The polynomial part corresponds to a part of the signal v that is an impul-
sive Bohl distribution and will be denoted by v. • We will interpret the imp 
action of (5.3) in the above way: an initial condition w(O) and an observed 
output y(t) = CeAt x(O) yield an observer output v = v 
reg 
will be called the estimate. 
+ v. imp This output 
If in (5.3) the mappings K0 ,K 1, •.• ,K.Q, are zero, then we will say that it 
is a I-observer (integral). If the mappings K1,K2, •.. ,K£ are zero, it will be 
called a Pl-obsenier (proportional/integral). Note that I-observers as well 
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as PI-observers always give estimates v that are regular Bohl functions. If 
in (5.3) the mappings N, Mand 1 are zero, i.e. if the observer has a poly-
nomial transfer matrix, then it will be called a PD-observer (proportional/ 
derivative). The relation of the above concepts with almost conditionally 
invariant subspaces and almost observability subspaces is established in the 
following: 
THEOREM 5.6. 
(i) A sUbspace Sa is almost conditionally invariant if and only if there 
exists a PID-observer with the properties that if w(O) = 0 and x(O) E Sa' 
then the estimate vis a regular Bohl function (i.e. v. = 0) and imp 
v(t) = x(t)/S , Vt E IR+. 
a 
(ii) A sUbspace Na is an almost observability sUbspace if and only if there 
exists a PD-observer with the properties that if x(O) E Na' then the estimate 
vis a regular Bohl. function and v(t) = x(t)/N , Vt E JR+. 
a 
In order to prove this, it is convenient to proceed via the following 
characterizations of almost controlled invariance and almost controllability 
subspaces: 
LEMMA 5.7. Let V be a sUbspace of X. Let Q be the canonical injection of V 
and let P be the canonical projection X + X/V. Then we have 
(i) V is almost controlled invariant if and only if there is a rational 
matrix W(s) such that P(Is-A)-l BW(s) = P(Is-A)-l Q. 
(ii) V is an almost controllability sUbspace if and only if there is a 
polynomial matrix W(s) such that P(Is-A)- 1 W(s) = P(Is-A)- 1 Q. 
PROOF: (i) (*') Suppose such W(s) exists. Let x0 = Qx0 E V c X. Define 
-1 w(s) := W(s)x0 and s(s) :=(Is-A) (Qx0 - BW(s)x0). Then 
x0 = (Is-A)s(s) + Bw(s) and Ps(s) = o • 
Thus, every x0 E V has a (s,w)-representation with s(s) E V(s) and w(s) E U(s). 
It follows from TH. 2.15 that VE .!'.'.a_(A,B). (=>) This inclusion may be proven 
in a similar way. Part (ii) of the lemma may be proven analogously, using the 
result of TH. 2.16. 
D 
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PROOF OF TH. 5.6. If S ES (C,A), then s1 E V (AT,CT). Let P and Q denote a -a a -a 
the canonical projection and injection of s1. By the previous lennna, there 
-a 
is a rational matrix W(s) such that 
Transposition and putting R(s) := W(s)T yields 
(5.5) -1 T T -1 T R(s)C(Is-A) P = Q (Is-A) P • 
Note that im PT= ker QT= Sa. Thus, (5.5) states that if x(O) E Sa' then the 
PID-observer with transfer matrix R(s) yields an estimate v with Laplace 
transform 
-1 T -1 v(s) = R(s)C(Is-A) x(O) = Q (Is-A) x(O) , 
or, equivalently, the estimation v is a regular Bohl function and is equal 
to x ( t) IS , \I t E JR.+. 
a 
To prove the converse implication, note that if there exists a PID-
observer such that for every x(O) E Sa the estimation is equal to x(t)/Sa, 
then the equation (5.5) has a rational solution. By transposing (5.5) and 
again applying LEMMA 5.7, this implies that s1 is in V (AT,CT) and hence 
a --a 
that Sa is almost conditionally invariant. 
Part (ii) of TH. 5.6 may be proven analogously, using LEMMA 5.7 (ii). 
REMARK 5.8. Similar characterizations may of course be given for condition-
ally invariant and observability subspaces. It turns out that a subspace S 
is conditionally invariant if and only if there is a I-observer that yields 
estimates x(t) modulo S and that a subspace N is an observability subspace 
IJ 
if and only if both a I-observer and a PD-observer exist whose estimates are 
equal to the state trajectory modulo N. In the same spirit, characterizations 
for detectability subspaces and almost detectability subspaces can be ob-
tained. 
To conclude this section, we will introduce the concepts of inf imal 
L -almost conditionally invariant subspace and infimal L -almost observability p p 
subspace. We will define these as follows: 
DEFINITION 5.9. Consider the system (C,A) and let G be a subspace of X. Then 
the infimal L -al-most observability suhspace of G is defined as p 
The infimal L -almost conditionally invariant subspace of G is defined as p 
Sb(G) := S*(G) n Nb(G) • 
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Here, S*(G) denotes the infimal conditionally invariant subspace containing G. 
By dualization of results on supremal L -almost controlled invariant p 
subspaces and supremal L -almost controllability subspaces established in p 
CH. 3, we may obtain the following output injection characterizations of 
these subspaces: 
THEOREM 5.10. Let G be a subspace of X. Then we have: 
(i) If 1 ::_ p < 00 , then x 0 E S~(G) if and only if for all E > 0 there is a 
"npping G: Y + X such that 
(5.6) 
A t 
lld(e G G) II < XO' E • p -
Moreover, on bounded intervals (5.6) may be achieved uniformly in p: 
(ii) If 1 ::_Po < 00 , then for all E > 0 there ex-1'.sts a mapping G: Y + X 
such that the inequality (5.6) holds for all p E [1,p0 ] and for all 
XO E Sb(G) with llxoll .::: 1. 
(iii) If 1 ::_ p < 00 , then x0 E N~(G) if and only if for all c > 0 and for all 
C (satisfying (2.27) and (2.28)) there exists a mapping G: Y + X such that g 
(5.6) holds and, simultaneously, 
(5. 7) o(AG I X/<ker cjA>) c tg 
Moreover, the inequality can again be achieved uniformly in p: 
(iv) If 1 _:::_Po < 00 , then for all c > 0 and for all tg (satisfying (2.27) 
and (2.28)) ther•e exists a mapping G: Y + X such that simultaneously (5.6) 
holds for aU p E [1,p0 ] and all x 0 E N~(G) with llx 0 11 ~- 1 and (5.7) holds. 
PROOF: (i) and (ii) follows from the dual versions of TH. 3.6 and TH. 3.25, 
(iii) and (iv) follow from the dual versions of LEMMA 3.35 and TH. 3.36. 
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We note that, in general, the subspace G will not be contained in Sb(G) 
or N~(G). We will now briefly discuss the interpretation of the above in the 
observer context. By again putting N : = A + GC, M : = - G and by letting 
L := P, the canonical projection X ~ XIG, it may be seen that, for fixed p0 , 
for all £ > 0 there is a (I-) observer (5.2) with state space X and output 
space X/G such that if w(O) = 0 and if the initial condition x(O) lies 
in S~(G) and satisfies llx(O) II ~ 1, then the difference llx(t) /G - v(t) II 
between the estimate and the state trajectory modulo G has an L -norm p 
smaller than£ for all p E [1,p0 ]. Thus, if a trajectory of the observed 
flow starts in Sb(G), then its components modulo G can be estimated arbi-
trarily accurately in L -norm for all pin a bounded interval of [1,oo). For p 
trajectories starting in N~(G) this may be done while simultaneously for all 
initial condition pairs (x(O),w(O)) the spectrum of (x-w)/<ker CIA> is located 
arbitrarily in ~. Thus, in particular, if (C,A) is observable, then x/G may 
be estimated arbitrarily fast (in the sense that llx/G - vii can be made p 
arbitrarily small), while the observer state w will ultimately be a good 
estimate of the entire state trajectory (take for example C = C-). g 
Finally, we note that the above concepts play a role in obtaining condi-
tions for solvability of versions of the almost disturbance decoupled estima-
tion problem. These problems are the duals of the almost disturbance decoup-
ling problems discussed in this tract. For details we refer to WILLEMS 
(1982a). For all subspaces introduced in this section, recursive algorithms 
may be set up by straightforward dualization. This leads in particular to 
some striking equalities between subspaces. It turns out that, for example, 
V*(ker C) = N~(im B) and that S~(im B) = R*(ker C).For a glossary of algo-
rithms and subspace equalities, we refer to MALABRE (1982). 
5.2 ALMOST DISTURBANCE DECOUPLING BY MEASUREMENT FEEDBACK 
In all problems of approximate disturbance decoupling that we have dis-
cussed so far, it was assumed that the entire state vector of the plant under 
consideration was available for feedback control. We will now impose the more 
restrictive assumption that only a part of the plant state can be used for 
control purposes and consider problems of approximate disturbance decoupling 
by measurement feedback. Again, we will look at the linear system 
~(t) Ax(t) + Bu(t) + Gd(t) 
(5.8) 
z(t) Hx(t) 
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where d should be interpreted as an unknown disturbance and z as a to-be-
controlled output (for the dimensions of the linear spaces in which the 
above variables take their values, see SECTION 2.6). We already studied the 
problem of designing state feedback control laws u(t) = Fx(t) such that in 
the closed loop system the influence of don z was made arbitrarily small. 
Suppose now however that, instead of the entire state vector, only a linear 
function of the state vector is available for feedback. More precisely, 
suppose that we have only access to the vector 
(5. 9) y(t) = Cx(t) , 
where y(t) takes its values in the p-dimensional linear space Y and where C 
is a mapping from X to Y. The output y will thus be interpreted as a measure-
ment. It will be assumed that this measurement may be used as input for the 
finite dimensional time invariant linear system 
(5. 10) 
w(t) Nw(t) + My(t) 
u(t) Lw(t) + Ky(t) 
referred to as the feedback processor (K,L,M,N). If the plant (5.8) is con-
nected with the feedback processor (5.10) via the measurement vector (5.9), 
then we obtain a closed loop system that is given by the equations 
(:(t)) 
w(t) 
(5. 11) 
z(t) (H O) (x(t)) 
w(t) 
The problem of disturbance decoupling by measurement feedback, DDPM, is to 
design for the system (5.8), (5.9) a feedback processor (K,L,M,N) such that 
in the closed loop system (5.11) the transfer matrix from d to z is zero. It 
is well known that DDPM is solvable if and only if S*(im G) c V*(ker H) (see 
SCHUMACHER (1980) or IMAI & AKASHI (1979) and also BASILE & MARRO (1969a)). 
The extension of this problem to the situation that, in addition, we require 
internal stability or pole placement was studied in WILLEMS & COMMAULT (1981) 
and in IMAI & AKASHI (1981). 
Here, we will consider the following question: if DDPM is not solvable, 
is it then possible to design feedback processors such that in the closed 
loop system the influence of the disturbances on the to-be-controlled outputs 
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is arbitrarily small? Generalizing the formal definition of the L -almost p 
disturbance decoupling problem with state feedback (DEF. 3.18), we are thus 
led to the following: 
DEFINITION 5.11. Let 1 < p < oo, (ADDPM) , the L -almost distUPbance decoup-
- - p p 
Zing problem with measurement feedback, is said to be solvable if for all 
£ > 0 there exists a feedback processor (K,L,M,N) such that in the closed 
loop system with (x(O) ,w(O)) = 0, llzll < ddll for all d E L (lR+,D). p - p p 
This problem was the main subject of WILLEMS (1982a) and, indeed, necessary 
and sufficient conditions in the form of subspace inclusions involving almost 
controlled invariant and almost conditionally invariant were obtained. In 
this section, we will give a brief review, together with some extensions, of 
the material on the above problem as presented in WILLEMS (1982a). In the 
following sections, extensions of the problem to include 'roll-off' con-
straints will be discussed. The methods that will be used will have a 
tendency towards the frequency domain approach (in contrast to the state-
space approach of the previous chapters). In the sequel, denote 
G11(s) -1 G 12 ( s) -1 := H(Is-A) G := H(Is-A) B 
(5. 12) 
-1 -1 G21(s) := C(Is-A) G ' G22(s) := C(Is-A) B 
' 
for the open loop transfer matrices from d to z, u to z, d to y and u to y, 
respectively. The transfer matrix of the feedback processor (5.10) will be 
denoted by 
(5.13) F(s) := L(Is-N)-l M + K • 
If we connect the plant (5.8), (5.9) with the processor (5.10), then in the 
closed loop system (5.11) the transfer matrix from d to z is given by 
(5. 14) 
Note that the inverse in the above expression always exists. Indeed, the 
rational matrix I - F(s)G22 (s) is invertible because its determinant is not 
identically equal to zero. This may be seen by noting that 
lim det(I - F(s)G22 (s)) = 1 • 
lsl..-
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In the following, if G(s) is an asymptotically stable, strictly proper 
rational matrix, then for 1 < p < "'• llGll will denote the L -norm of the 
. L-T G • I . P 00 P f ( ) ( inverse Laplace transform IGll 00 will denote the H -norm o G s see 
also SECTION 3.3). We will denote by JR~xp(s) the set of all proper rational 
m x p matrices with real coefficients. As before, solvability of (ADDPM) p 
can be formulated in terms of the L1-norm and H00-norm of the closed loop 
transfer matrix (see also LEMMA 3.19 and LEMMA 3,21): 
LEMMA 5.12. Let p E {1, 00 }. Then (ADDPM) is solvable if and only if for aU p 
e: > 0 there is F(s) E JR~xp(s) such that llGcllll ~ e:. (ADDPM)2 is solvable if 
and only if for au E > 0 there is F(s) E JRQ1XP(s) such that llGcllloo ~E. 
Thus, solvability of (ADDPM) amounts to finding proper rational p 
matrices F(s) such that the expression (5.14) is small in a suitable norm. 
Since F(s) enters this expression in a highly nonlinear way, this promises 
0 
to be a hard problem. It turns out however, that by a suitable transformation 
the problem may be turned into a linear one. Consider the following linear 
rational matrix equation 
(RME) 0 • 
DEFINITION 5.13. Let 1 ~ p < 00 • We will say that RME is L -almost solvable 
mxp mxp p over JR.0 (s) if for all e: > 0 there is an X(s) E JR.0 (s) such that 
llc 12 xc21 + G 11 11P~e:. In the same way, RME will be called H00-almost solvable 
over JR0xP(s) if such X(s) exists such that the H00-norm llG 12 xc21 +G 11 11 00 ~E. 
The next observation then reduces our (nonlinear) almost disturbance de-
coupling problem to the basically linear problem of almost solvability of 
RME: 
LEMMA 5.14. Let p E {1, 00}. Then (ADDPM) is solvable if and only if RME is p 
L 1-almost solvable over JR~xp(s). (ADDPM) 2 is solvable if and only if RME is 
H00-almost solvable over JR0xP(s). 
PROOF: This follows in an easy way from the fact that each 'almost' solution 
of RME yields an 'almost disturbance decoupling' F(s) by putting F(s) := 
-1 X(s) [I+ G22 (s)X(s)] . Conversely, every such F(s) yields of course an 
'almost' solution X(s) (see also WILLEMS (1982a, LEMMA 2). 
0 
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In order to obtain conditions for the almost solvability of RME, we will, 
in addition to RME, consider the following linear rational matrix equation: 
(RME) I 
Here, G12 (s) and G11 (s) are given by (5.12). Recall from SECTION 2.6 that 
G11 (s) is an ix r matrix and that G12 (s) is an ix m matrix. We will say 
that (RME}' is LP -almost solvable over lR~xr (s) if for all £ > 0 there is 
X(s) E lR~xr (s) such that llG 12x + G11 Hp ~ £. In a similar way we define H00-
almost solvability. Solvability and almost solvability of (RME)' has already 
been studied implicitly in CH. 3: 
THEOREM 5.15. Let 1 ~ p <""•The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) (RME)' is mxr LP -almost solvable over lR0 (s), -
(ii) (RME) I is co mxr H -almost solvable over JR0 (s), 
(iii) (RME)' is solvable over lRmxr (s), 
(iv) im G c Vb(ker H). 
PROOF: A proof of this may be given by applying the results of CH. 3 and 
using the ideas in WILLEMS (1982a, APP. A) (see also the proof of LEMMA 5.7). 
a 
As a very important and direct consequence of the above result, we find 
that if M(s) and N(s) are two arbitrary strictly proper rational matrices 
with real coefficients, then the solvability of the equation M(s)X(s) + N(s) = 0 
over the set of all rational matrices of dimensions compatible with M(s) and 
N(s) is equivalent to both the L1-almost solvability and the H00-almost 
solvability of this equation over the set of all proper rational matrices. 
This may be seen as follows. Given M(s) and N(s), we can realize the com-
posite matrix (M(s) i N(s)) in state space form as 
Obviously, this is always possible for suitable real matrices H0 , B0 , G0 and 
A0 , Using this, the equation M(s)X(s) = N(s) takes the form 
-1 -1 H0(Is-A0) B0 x(s) = H0(Is-A0) G0 
and the claim follows immediately from TH. 5.15. 
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Now, the point is that this important observation of course also applies 
to the linear equation RME. Indeed, for suitable strictly proper rational 
matrices M(s) and N(s), RME may be written in the form M(s)X(s) + N(s) = O. 
Thus we find: 
COROLLARY 5.16. Let 1 _::_ p < 00 • The following statements are equivalent: 
( i) RME is 1 -almost p solvable over 1R~xp(s)' 
(ii) RME is H00-almost solvable over 1R~xp ( s)' 
(iii) RME is solvable over 1Rmxp ( s) • 
D 
If we now combine LEMMA 5.14 and COR. 5.16, we see that for p E {1,2,oo} 
the solvability of (ADDPM) is equivalent to the (exact) solvability of RME. p 
Solvability of RME is a purely algebraic problem and, as will turn out, a 
very tractable one. In the following, let lF be an arbitrary field and let 
,\',xr ,\',xm pxr lF denote the set of all ,\', x r matrices over JF. Let M Ell" , S E lF 
and N E JF,\',xr be given. Consider the linear equations L1: MX 1 = N, 
1 2: x2s = N and L3 : MX3S = N in the unknown matrices x1 E lFmxr, x2 E lF,\',xp 
and x3 E JFmxp. It was shown in WILLEMS (1982a, APP. B) that in this general 
set-up, the equation L3 is solvable if and only if both 1 1 and L2 are 
solvable. Since RME is a special case of 1 3 with JF = 1R(s), we find that RME 
is solvable if and only if (RME)' is solvable and (RME)" is solvable, with 
(RME)" 
By dualization of the equivalence between (iii) and (iv) in TH. 5.15, we 
find that (RME)" is solvable if and only if the subspace inclusion 
S~(im G) c ker H holds (see SECTION 5.1). Consequently, we find the following 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the solvability of (ADDPM) for the p 
cases that p = 1, p = 2 or p = oo: 
THEOREM 5.17. Let p E {1,2, 00 }. Then (ADDPM) is solvable if and only -if p 
im G c Vb(ker H) and Sb(im G) c ker H. 
In WILLEMS (1982a), the condition S~(im G) c ker H was shown to be a 
necessary and sufficient condition for the solvability of the L -almost <lis-p 
turbance decoupled estimation problem (ADDEP) • Thus, (ADDPM) is solvable p p 
if and only if (ADDP) and (ADDEP) are solvable. p p 
D 
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5,3 GUARANTEED ROLL-OFF: PROBLEM FORMULATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
In the previous section, we have discussed the problem of almost distur-
bance decoupling by measurement feedback. It was shown that, depending on p, 
solvability of this problem is equivalent to the existence for each s > 0 of 
a proper rational matrix F 2 (s) such that the L1-norm of the closed loop 
impulsive response or the H00-norm of the closed loop transfer matrix from d 
to z is smaller than s. As was the case in the problem with state feedback 
(where the to-be-designed state feedback control laws turned out to be un-
bounded functions of the decoupling accuracy s), the coefficients in the 
transfer matrices F 2 (s) (or, equivalently, the mappings K 2 , L2 , M2 and N2 in 
the to-be-designed processor) will run off to infinity as s + O. In this 
section we will study the behaviour of the closed loop transfer matrices 
from the disturbance d to the control u as s tends to zero. Assume that the 
system is controlled by the feedback processor F (s) in such a way that our 
£ 
design purpose is achieved, i.e. in such a way that 11Gclll 1 ~ s or 11Gc 1 11 00 ~ £ 
(cf. (5.14)). In the closed loop system, the transfer matrix from d to the 
control u is given by 
(5.15) 
Obviously, since F2 (s) is proper, T2 (s) will be strictly proper. Therefore, 
if the initial condition in the closed loop system is zero, then the control 
u resulting from a regular disturbance d, will again be regular. However, in 
general the sequence T (s) will, if it converges at all, converge to a 
£ 
rational matrix T0 (s) that will not be proper itself. Thus, since the action 
of T0 (s) interpreted in the time domain will consequently involve differenti-
ation, some regular disturbances d will in the limit for £ + 0 give rise to 
distributional controls. To illustrate this, consider the situation that T2 (s) 
is given by T (s) = s(1+ss 2 )-1• The disturbance d(t) = e-t will result in an 
£ -1 -1 
on-line control input u2 with Laplace transform u2 (s) = s(1+£s2 ) (s+1) • 
Now, as we increase the required accuracy of decoupling, i.e. as we let 
£ + 0, we will have T (s) +sand u (s) + s(s+1)- 1 =: u(s). The regular 
£ £ 
control inputs u 2 will converge to the distribution u = o - e-t. In certain 
applications this may be unacceptable. Physical limitations might impose 
the a priori constraint that the on-line control action in the closed loop 
system should not be 'too large'. Thus, a designer might want to choose the 
processor transfer matrices F2 (s) in such a way that the limiting transfer 
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matrix T0(s) from d to u is proper. In the same spirit, it is possible that 
the designer wants to impose an a priori upper bound to the degree of the 
polynomial part of T0 (s). Even if the limiting transfer matrix T0(s) does 
have the property that it is proper, it might still be desired to make it 
'as proper as possible', in the sense that if the Laurent expansion of T0 (s) 
is given by T0 (s) = T0 + T1s- 1 + T2s-2 + ••• , then the coefficients Ti from 
i = 0 up to some preferably as high as possible index k are zero. In a single 
input single output context, this would be equivalent to a preference of an 
as large as possible excess of poles over zeros. A large pole-zero excess 
increases the capability to attenuate possibly unmodelled signals of high 
frequency. 
Sunnnarizing, it is of interest to have a design procedure in which a 
designer can choose sequences of almost disturbance decoupling transfer 
matrices FE(s), while simultaneously the limiting transfer matrix T0(s) has 
a certain prespecif ied maximum power of s in its Laurent expansion around 
infinity. This maximum power of s will be called the high frequency roll-off 
of the rational matrix T0(s): 
DEFINITION 5.18. Let T(s) be a rational matrix. Then its high frequenay 
roll-off r(T) is defined as 
r(T) = max {k E Zl lim 
lsl-+<x> 
k s T(s) < oo} • 
If T = O, we define r(T) := oo, If this is not the case, then r(T) E :ll. In 
fact, if p E Zl and if T(s) is a rational matrix, then r(T) ~p if and only 
if in the Laurent expansion of T(s) the terms corresponding to the powers 
s-p+k, k E JN, vanish identically. Thus r(T) .'.'._ 0 if and only if T(s) is 
proper and r(T) .'.'... 1 if and only if T(s) is strictly proper. 
In the coming two sections, we will consider the following extension of 
the almost disturbance decoupling problem with measurement feedback. Given 
an integer p E Zl, we ask whether it is possible to find, for eachE > O, a 
proper rational matrix FE(s) (a feedback processor), such that the transfer 
matrices TE(s) from d to u converge to a rational matrix T0(s) with r(T0) .'.'._p. 
A few words on the type of convergence of the sequence T (s) that will be 
E 
"d d ,mxr . consi ere here are at order, Let D+ be the space of all m x r matrices 
· h · · 1 ,mxr ,mxr . . wit entries in D+. Let S+ c D+ be the subspace of matrices with 
entries in the space S~ c D~ of tempered distributions with support in :m.+ 
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(see APP.). If x ED~ and a E JR., then x0 will denote the distribution in 
D~ defined by <x0 ,q>> := <x,e-crtq>>. If a0 E JR., then S~(cr0) will denote the 
space of all distributions x E D~ with the property that x0 E S~ for all 
a > a0 • We define a topology on S~(cr0 ) as follows. A sequence {xn} in S~(cr0 ) 
will be said to converge to x if for each a > a0 the sequence {x~} converges 
to x0 in the topology of S~ (see APP.). We will denote by (S~(cr0))mxr the 
subspace of D'mxr of all matrices with entries in S'(cr0). A sequence T in + + n 
this space will be said to converge to T if the respective entries converge 
in S~(cr0 ). It is the latter kind of convergence that we will consider for 
the transfer matrices T (s) between d and u. In the following, let L denote 
e; 
Laplace transform. We define: 
DEFINITION 5.19. For n E :N let T (s),T(s) E JR.mxr(s). We will say that T (s) 
n n 
converges to T(s) in (S'(cr0 ))mxr if L- 1 T converges to L- 1 T in the topology + n 
of (S~(cr0))mxr as defined above. 
We will extensively use the following result, that relates the conver-
gence of rational matrices in the sense of the latter definition to the 
convergence of these matrices as functions of the complex variable s: 
mxr LEMMA 5.20. For N E :N, let Tn (s) ,T(s) E JR. (s) and let a0 E JR. Suppose 
that Tn(s) + T(s) (n + 00), uniformly on compact subsets of {s Et J Re s > cr0}. 
Moreover, assume that there exists a polynomial p(s) (independent of n} such 
that the Euclidean norms llT (s) - T(s)ll satisfy llT (s) - T(s)ll < p(jsl) for 
n n -
all s E {s Et J Re s > cr0}. Then Tn(s) converges to T(s) in (S~(cr0))mxr as 
PROOF: For a proof, we refer to SCHWARTZ (1966, REMARK 1, p. 307). 
We are now in a position to formulate the main problem we will discuss 
in the sequel. In the following, if (K,L,M,N) defines the feedback processor 
(5.10), let F(s) denote its transfer matrix (cf. (5.13)) and let T(s) denote 
the closed loop transfer matrix from d to u (cf. (5.15)). 
DEFINITION 5.21. Let p E Z and let 1 ~ p ~ oo, We will say that (ADDPM)P, p 
the L -almost disturbance p 
guar~nteed roll-off p, is 
decoupling problem with measurement feedback and 
solvable if there are a0 E JR. and T0 (s) E JR.mxr(s) 
a 
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with r(T0) .::_ p such that the following holds: for all e: > 0 there is a feed-
back processor (K ,L ,M ,N ) such that in the closed loop system with 
E E E E 
(x(O),w(O)) = 0 simultaneously 
and 
llzll < ddll p - p for all d EL (lR+,D) p 
( ) T ( ) ( 0) 1'n (S+' (crO) )mxr • TE S + Q s E + 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for solvability of the above problem 
will be established in section 5.4. Before we can do so, we will first prove 
some preliminary results, respectively on a problem of exact disturbance 
decoupling by state feedback with roll-off constraint, and on a problem of 
almost disturbance decoupling by state feedback with roll-off constraint. 
This will be the subject of the remainder of the present section. Consider 
the system ~(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + Gd(t), z(t) = Hx(t). If Fis a mapping 
from X to U, denote the closed loop transfer matrix from d to u by 
-1 TF(s) := F(Is - A - BF) G. We will look at the following extension of DDP, 
the 'ordinary' disturbance decoupling problem with state feedback (WONHAM 
(1979)). 
DEFINITION 5.22. Let p E JN. We will say that (DDP) , the disturbance d.e-
P 
coupling problem with guaranteed roU-off p, is solvable if there exists a 
A t 
mapping F: X + U such that He F G = 0 for all t E lR and r(TF) .::_ p • 
Note that DDP is recovered from this definition by taking p = 1, i.e. 
by requiring TF(s) to be strictly proper (since this will be the case for 
all F, the constraint r(TF) .::_ 1 is an empty one). In the following, if Lis 
a sub space of X and p E JN, define 
P-1 N (L) := 
p 
n 
i=1 
-i+1 A L. 
-i+1 I i-1 i Here, A. L := {x E X A x E L}. The subspaces N (L) are nested according 
to L = NO(L) ~ N1(L) ~ .•.. Let V*(ker H) be the supremal controlled invari-
ant subspace contained in ker H. It turns out that a necessary and sufficient 
condition for (DDP) to be solvable is that the disturbances enter V*(ker H) p 
sufficiently 'deeply': 
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THEOREM 5.23. Let p E lN. Then (DDP) is solvable if and only if p 
p-1 im G c N (V*(ker H)) . 
PROOF: In the proof, denote V* := V*(ker H). (<=)Let x 1, ••• ,xk be a basis 
--p-1 
of N (V*). For j Ek and i = 0,1, ••• ,p-1 we have 
Define 
V :=span {Ai x. I j E !_, i = 0,1, ••• ,p-2} 
J 
Let W be a subspace such that V ID W = V*. Choose F0 E .!:_(V*). Define F: X 4- U 
by FIV := O, FIW := F0 1w and extend F arbitrarily to a mapping on X. Then we 
I i p-1 i have F E .!:_(V*) and also, since F V = 0 and A N (V*) c V, FA G = 0 for 
i = 0,1, ••. ,p-2. (=<>) If (DDP) is solvable, then there is F such that 
. p 
<~lim G> c ker Hand F~G = 0 for i = 0,1, ••• ,p-2. Thus, for i = 0,1, ••• ,p-1 
we find that 
It follows that for i 0,1, ..• ,p-1, Ai im G c V* and consequently that 
im G c Np-l(V*). 
For our purpose, it is convenient to state the above result in terms of 
the solvability of the linear rational matrix 
5.2). In the sequel, if p E lZ, let ]Rmxr(s) c p 
equation (RME)' (see SECTION 
]Rmxr(s) be the subspace of 
rational matrices T with the property that r(T) ~ p. It follows illllllediately 
from the foregoing that solvability of (DDP) is equivalent to the solvabil-p 
ity of (RME)' over the space ]Rmxr (s): p 
COROLLARY 5.24. Let p E lN. Then (RME)' is solvable over JRmxr(s) if and p 
only if im G c Np-l(V*(ker H)). 
Next, we will discuss a generalization of the L -almost disturbance p 
decoupling problem by state feedback (see SECTION 3.3). In addition to 
approximate decoupling we require the degree of the polynomial part of the 
rational matrix T0(s), obtained as the limit of the sequence 
0 
0 
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T (s) := F (Is -A- BF )-l G of disturbance-to-control transfer matrices, to 
e: e: e: 
have a certain a priori given upper bound. In our terminology, for p E Z, 
p ~ O, an upper bound -p to this degree is equivalent to the requirement 
r(T0) ~ p. Consider the following definition: 
DEFINITION 5.25. Let p E z, p ~ 0, and let 1 ~ p ~ ao, We will say that 
(ADDP)~, the LP-almost disturbanae deaoupling problem with guaranteed roll-
off p, is solvable if there exists a T0(s) E lR~xr(s) and for all e: > 0 a 
mapping F : X + U such that in the closed loop system with x(O) = 0 simul-
+ taneously llzll < e:lldll for all d E L (lR ,D) and T (s) + T0 (s) (e: + 0) in p - p p e: 
(S'(O))rxm 
+ 
If F is a mapping from X to U, let W (t) := He (A+BFe:)t G and 
A e: -1 e: 
W (s) := H(Is-A-BF) G. The following analogue of LEMMA 3.19 and LEMMA 
e: e: 
3.21 is inunediate: 
LEMMA 5.26. Let p E Zand p ~ O. Let p E {1,ao}. Then (ADDP)~ is solvable if 
and only if there is a T0(s) E lRmxr(s) and for aU e: > 0 a mapping p mxr 
F : X + U suah that llW 11 1 < e: and T (s) + T0 (s) (e: + O) in (S+'(O)) e: e: - e: 
(ADDP)~ is solvable if and only if there is a T0(s) E lRmxr(s) and for all 
A p 
e: > 0 a mapping F : X + U suah that llW II < e: and T (s) + T0(s) (e: + 0) in e: e: ClO - e: 
(S: (O) )mxr. 
It turns out that in order to obtain conditions for solvability of the 
above problem, we should consider the sequence of subspaces Rµ(ker H), 
generated recursively by the algorithm (ACSA)' (cf. (3.6)). Recall from 
TH. 3.8 that if k :=dim ker H + 1, then Vb(ker H) = V*(ker H) + Rk(ker H). 
Also, Rµ(ker H) is monotonically nondecreasi~g. Therefore, the following 
result says that for p E {1,2,ao}, (ADDP)P is solvable if and only if the p 
disturbances enter vb sufficiently 'deeply'. 
c 
THEOREM 5.27. Let p E Zand p ~ O. Let p. E {1,2,ao}. Then (ADDP)P is solvable p 
if and only if im G c V*(ker H) + R-p+l(ker H). 
PROOF: (outline) (=>) If p E {1,2,ao}, then, depending on p, there are map-
pings Fe: such that llWe:lll + 0 or llWe:llao + 0 (e: + O). Obviously, in both cases 
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- + m~ 
we have Wc(s) + 0 pointwise for s EC . Also, there is T0 (s) E IRP (s) such 
that T (s) + T0(s) in (S'(O))mxr. Using the definition of convergence of £ + 
tempered distributions, it may be shown that T (s) + T0 (s) pointwise for 
+ £ 
s E C0 • Now, for all£ we have W£(s) = G11 (s) + G12 (s)T£(s) (see (5.12)). 
Letting c + 0 we therefore obtain G11 (s) + c12 (s)T0(s) = 0, i.e. T0(s) is a 
solution of (RME)'. Using TH. 3.9 (i) and COR. 2.12 (ii) it is then easy to 
verify that im G c V*(ker H) + R-p+l(ker H). (<=) A proof of this can be 
given along the lines of the proof of TH. 3.25. The idea is to decompose 
V*(ker H) + R-p+l(ker H) into the direct sum of V*(ker H) and a number of 
singly generated almost controllability subspaces £(u.,F,r.). Using TH. 1.10, 
l. l. 
it can be shown that such a decomposition exists with max ri .::._ -p+1. Follow-
ing the line of the proof of TH. 3.25, we obtain a sequence Fn such that 
( -1 mxr . Tn s) := Fn(Is - A- BFn) G converges to a T0 (s) E lRP (s) (n +oo) uniformly 
on compact subsets in c:, while the Euclidean norms llTn (s) - T0 (s) II are 
dominated by a polynomial in lsl, independent of n. It follows from LEMMA 
5.20 that T (s) + T0 (s) in (S'(O))mxr (see also TRENTELMAN & WILLEMS (1983)). n + 
We will now formulate the above result again in terms of solvability 
of the rational matrix equation (RME)'. Note that 1R7xr(s) (i.e. the space 
IR.mxr(s) with p = 1) is the space of all strictly proper rational m x r 
p 
matrices with real coefficients. Let .::._ p < 00 • We will say that (RME)' is 
L -almost p-solvable over JR7xr(s), if there exists X(s) E JRmxr(s) and for 
p mxr p 
all£> 0 a X£(s) E 1R1 (s) such that llG 12 (s)X£(s) + c11 (s)llp <£and 
X (s) + X(s) (c +O) in (S'(O))mxr. Similarly, we define (RME)' to be tt'"'-
£ + 
almost p-solvable if the above holds with the L -norm replaced by the H00-p 
norm. The following is now easily verified: 
THEOREM 5.28. Let .::._ p < 00 and let p E 7l, P < O. The following statements 
are equivalent: 
(i) (RME)' is L -almost p-solvable mxr over JR1 (s), p 
(ii) (RME) I is H00-almost p-solvable over mxr JR1 (s), 
(iii) (RME)' is solvable over JRmxr (s), p 
(iv) im Ge V*(ker H) + R-p+l (ker H). 
D 
D 
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5.4 GUARANTEED ROLL-OFF: MAIN RESULTS 
We will now consider our main problem, the L -almost disturbance de-p 
coupling problem with measurement feedback and guaranteed roll-off, as defined 
in DEF. 5.21. It turns out that for integers p > 0 necessary and suffient 
conditions for the solvability of (ADDPM)p are obtained by requiring the p 
solvability of both (DDP) and the L -almost disturbance decoupled estimation p p 
problem (ADDEP) (see WILLEMS (1982a)). Moreover, for integers p < 0 neces-p 
-
sary and sufficient conditions are obtained by requiring the solvability of 
both (ADDP)p and (ADDEP) • The L -almost disturbance decoupled estimation p p p • 
problem is the dual of (ADDP) • It requires for the system x(t) = Ax(t) + p 
+ Gd(t), y(t) = Cx(t), z(t) = Hx(t) the existence of I-observers having the 
measurement y as their input and an estimate z of z as their output, such 
that the L -L induced norm of the operator from d to the estimation error p p 
e := z - z is arbitrarily small. For p E { 1,2,co}, a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the solvability of (ADDEP)P is S~(im G) c ker H (see also 
SECTION 5.1). We will now state the main result of this section: 
THEOREM 5.9. 
(i) (positive guaranteed roll-off). Let p E {1,2,oo} and p E llT. Then 
(ADDPM)P is solvable if and only if p 
im G c Np-l (V*(ker H)) and S~(im G) c ker H • 
(ii) (nonpositive guaranteed roll-off). Let p E {1,2, 00 } and p E Zl, p < 0, 
Then (ADDPM)P is solvable if and only if p 
im G c V*(ker H) + R-p+l(ker H) and S~(im G) c ker H • 
The proof of this theorem will be given through a series of lemmas in-
volving the solvability and almost solvability of the linear rational matrix 
equation RME (see SECTION 5.2). Recall from SECTION 5.3 that with a feedback 
processor F£(s), in the closed loop system the transfer matrix from d to u 
-1 is given by T£(s) (I-F£(s)G22 (s)) F£(s)G21 (s). Make the following ob-
servation: 
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LEMMA 5.30. Let p E Zl. If PE {1, 00 }, then (ADDPM)~ is solvable if and only 
. . ( ) mxr( ) 0 ( ) mxp( ) 1,f there 1,S a T0 s E lR.P s , o0 E lR. and for all £ > a F £ s E lR.0 s 
suah that llG 12 (s)T£(s) + G11 (s)ll 1 ~£and TE(s)-+ T0 (s) (£ + 0) in 
(S~(o0))mxr. (ADDPM)~ is solvable if and only if the above holds with L1-
norm replaced by H00-norm. 
IJ 
Consider the equation RME. For p E Zl, we will say that RME is p-solvable 
overlRmxp(s) if there is X(s) E lR.mxp(s) such that X(s)G21 (s) E JR:xr(s). 
Let 1 < p < oo, We will say that RME is L -almost p-solvable over JR.m0xp(s) if 
- p 
there is T0 (s) E JR:xr(s), o0 E JR. and for all£> 0 a matrix XE(s) E JR~xr(s) 
such that llG 12 (s)X£(s)G21 (s) + G11 (s)llp ~£and X£(s)G21 (s)-+ T0 (s) (£ + O) 
in (S~(o0))mxr. Similarly, RME is said to be H00-almost p-solvable if this 
holds with L -norm replaced by H00-norm. p 
LEMMA 5.31. Let p E 7l. If p E {1, 00 }, then (ADDPM)P is solvable if and only p 
if RME is L 1-almost p-solvable over JR~xp(s). (ADDPM)i is solvable if and 
only if RME is H00-almost p-solvable over JR~xp(s). 
PROOF: Let p E {1,oo} and assume (ADDPM)P solvable. Then, by LEMMA 5.30, p 
~here is T0(s) E JR:xq(s), o0 E JR., and there are proper rational matrices 
FE(s) such that TE(s)-+ T0 (s) (e: + O) and llG 12 (s)Te;(s) + G11 (s)ll 1 ~ e:. By 
taking XE(s) := (I-Fe;(s)G22 (s))-1 Fe;(s), we find that RME is L1-almost p-
solvable over JR~xp(s). Conversely, if RME is L1-almost p-solvable over 
JR~xp(s), then there is T0(s) E JR.mxr(s), o0 E JR., and there are matrices 
mxp p 
XE(s) E JR.0 (s) such that llG 12 (s)X£(s)G21 (s) + G11 (s)ll 1 ~ e: and 
X£(s)G21 (s)-+ T0 (s). Now, define 
(5. 16) -1 F (s) := X (s)(I + G22 (s)X (s)) e; e; £ 
mxp -1 Then F (s) E JR.0 (s) and X (s) = (I - F (s)G22 (s)) F (s). Since therefore e; e; e; e; 
T (s) = X (s)G21 (s), LEMMA 5.30 implies that (ADDPM)P is solvable for e; e; p 
p E {1,oo}. The case that p = 2 admits the same proof. 
Thus, we have transformed our problem into the problems of L1-almost 
and H00-almost p-solvability of RME. Our next result states that for both 
cases, almost p-solvability over the space of proper rational matrices is 
equivalent to (exact) p-solvability over the space of all rational matrices 
IJ 
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(compare this with COR. 5.16). This nice result will enable us to continu 
the proof of TH. 5.29 in a purely algebraic way. 
LEMMA 5.32. Let p E 7l and 1 ~ p < 00 • Then the following statements al'e 
equivalent: 
(i) RME is LP-almost p-solvable OVe1' lR~xp(s), 
(ii) RME is H00 -almost p-solvable OVe1' lR~xp(s), 
(iii) RME is p-solvable ove1' lRmxp(s) . 
PROOF: (iii),,. (i).As was already noted in SECTION 5.2, the equation RME 
can be written as M(s)X(s) + N(s) = 0 for suitable rational matrices 
M(s) E lRrR.xpm(s), N(s) E lRrR.(s) in the unknown X(s) E lRmr (s). Moreover, 
the constraint X(s)G21 (s) E lRmxr (s) can be written as R(s)X(s) E lRmr (s) for mr~ P ~ P 
some R(s) E 1R • Now, assume that RME is p-solvable over lR (s). Then 
there is a solution X(s) E lRpm(s) such that R(s)X(s) E lRmr (s). Also, since 
p 
the equation M(s)X(s) + N(s) = 0 is a special case of (RME)' (see SECTION 
5.2), it follows from TH. 5.15 and the proof of TH. 5.27 that there is 
x0 (s) E lRpm(s) and that there are X/s) E lR~m(s) such that 
(i) ttM(s)X (s) + N(s)H + 0 (£ + 0), 
£ p 
(ii) X£(s) + x0 (s) (£ + O) uniformly on compact sets in t;, 
(iii) the Euclidean norms llX (s) - X(s)ll are bounded from above by a poly-
£ 
nomial in lsl independent of £. 
Now consider lRpm(s) as a linear space over the field lR(s). Obviously, 
the M(s) above defines an lR(s)-linear mapping from lRpm(s) to lRrR.(s). Let 
M := ker M(s) (M is a subspace of lRpm(s)). Define X 1 := M and let x2 be an 
arbitrary subspace of lRpm(s) such that x1 ID Xz = lRpm(s). In this decomposi-
tion, M(s) has a matrix of the form (0 l M2 (s)), where M2 (s) is lR(s)-injec-
tive. Accordingly, decompose 
- - T - T T X(s) = (X 1 (s) ,x2 (s) ) 
T T T (X 1(s) ,X 2 (s) ) £, £, 
and 
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From (i) above, it follows that 
(e: + O) ' 
pointwise in C+. On the other hand, from (ii) above it follows that 
0 
(e: + 0) ' 
pointwise in t;. From the fact that M2(s) is injective, we therefore obtain 
that x0,2(s) = X2(s). Next, decompose X1(s) = x1,+(s) + x1,-(s) into its 
strictly proper respectively polynomial part. Let k E lN be sufficiently 
large to guarantee that 
-k -(e:s+1) x1 ,-<s) 
Is strictly proper. Define 
Clearly, X* 1 (s) is strictly proper. Finally, define e:, 
x*(s) 
e: 
* T T T := (X 1 (s) ,X 2 (s) ) e:, E, 
It may then be verified that 
(i) llM(s)X*(s) + N(s)ll + 0 (e: + O), e: . p 
(ii) x:(s) + X(s) (e: + O) uniformly on compact subsets in C~, 
(iii) the Euclidean norms nx*(s) - X(s)ll are bounded from above by a poly-
e: 
nomial in fsl, independent of e:. 
* - mxr From (ii) and (iii) it follows that R(s)Xe:(s) + R(s)X(s) in (S~(o0)) for 
some a0 E lR depending on the rational matrix R(s). Since R(s)X(s) E lR;r (s), 
we conclude that RME is Lp-almost p-solvable over lR~xp(s) (in fact, even 
over lR~xp(s)). 
(i) "* (iii). 
a vector T0(s) E 
If RME is L -almost p-solvable over lR~xp(s), then there is 
mr p pm lRP (s), a cr0 E lR and there are Xe: (s) E JR.0 (s) such that 
( M(s)) (N(s) ) X (s) + + 0 
R(s) e: T0(s) 
(e: + O) , 
pointwise for s E {s E ~ j Re s > max {O,cr0}}. It may then be shown that a 
vector X(s) E lRpm(s) exists such that M(s)X(s) + N(s) 0 and R(s)X(s) + 
+ T0 (s) = O. Thus, RME is p-solvable over lRmxp(s). 
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The equivalence between statements (i) and (ii) of the lennna follows in 
a completely similar way. 
Now, if we combine the previous result with LEMMA 5.31, we find that 
for p E {1,2,oo} and p Ea':, the solvability of (ADDPM)p is equivalent to the p 
single requirement of (exact) p-solvability of the linear rational matrix 
equation RME over lRmxp(s). At this point, note the similarity with the 
development of the theory around the problem (ADDPM) (see SECTION 5.2). p 
Indeed, it was shown that for p E {1,2,oo}, the solvability of (ADDPM) is p 
equivalent to the solvability of RME over lRmxp(s). 
As the last major step in our proof of TH. 5.29, we will show that the 
p-solvability of RME over lRmxp(s) is equivalent to simultaneously the 
solvability of (RME) 1 over lRmxr (s) and the solvability of (RME)" (see SEC-p 
TION 5.2) over lRixp(s). For this, we need a rather special result on the 
existence of a canonical form for rational matrices. In the sequel, a per-
nrutation matrix will be a r x r square matrix P, obtained by interchanging 
the columns of the r x r identity matrix Ir arbitrarily. 
a 
LEMMA 5.33. Let M(s) be a rational r x q matrix (r .:::_ q) with real coeffi-
cients. Suppose that M(s) has full rank q. Then there exists a r x r pernruta-
tion matrix P and a bijective rational q x q matrix A(s) such that 
(5. 17) M(s) = PQ(s)A(s) , 
where Q(s) is a rational r x q matrix with real coefficients, of the form 
0 0 
* 
* 
0 
(5. 18) Q(s) 
* 
* * 
with zeros above the diagonal, ones on the diagonal and proper rational 
functions below the diagonal. 
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PROOF: Let M(s) = (mij(s)). Without loss of generality, assume that m11 Cs) 
has the property that r(m11 ) 2 r(mi 1) (i = 1, ••• ,q) and that m11 f 0 (if 
this does not hold, we may always apply a premultiplication with a r x r 
permutation matrix to shift the nonzero element in the first column with 
smallest roll-off to the (1, 1)-position). Apply a postmultiplication with 
the r x r diagonal matrix diag (m 11 ( s)- 1, 1, •.• , 1). The result is a matrix M' ( s) 
that has ab element 1 in its (1,1)-position and proper rational functions in 
the entire first column. Next, apply to M'(s) a postmultiplication with a 
bijective rational q x q matrix such that the resulting matrix M"(s) has 
zeros in its (1,i)-positions for i > 2. Now, repeat the above procedure for 
the lower (r-1) x (q-1) block of M"(s). Doing this, we may achieve by premul-
tiplication using a permutation matrix and by postmultiplication using a 
bijective rational matrix that we obtain an element 1 in the (2,2)-position, 
proper rational functions in the second column below the (2,2)-position and 
zeros in the (2,i)-position for i.'."._ 3. Carrying on in this way, we find a 
canonical decomposition (5.17), with Q(s) given by (5.18). This complets the 
proof of the lemma. 
For a linear space X, decomposed as X = x1 @ x2, we recall that the 
projection of X onto x1 along x2 is defined as the mapping n: X ~ X given by 
x 1• In the following, let E0 denote the r x (r-q) matrix defined 
(5. 19) 
Note that if Q(s) has the canonical form (5.18), then the composite q x q 
rational matrix (Q(s) : E0) is bicausal, i.e. it is proper and has a proper 
inverse. This property will be crucial in the proof of the following: 
[l 
LEMMA 5.34. Consider the linear space JRr(s). Let V be a subspace of JRr(s). 
Then there exists a subspace E c JRr ( s) such that V ED E = JRr ( s) and such 
that the projection n of lRr (s) onto E along V has the property that 
REMARK 5.35. The above result says that for a given subspace of lRr(s), we 
can always find a complementary subspace such that the subset of all proper 
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vectors in lRr(s) is invariant under the projection along the first subspace 
onto the second. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 5.34: Suppose that dim V = q and let M(s) be a full-rank 
rational r x q matrix such that V = im M(s). Factorize 
M(s) = PQ(s)A(s) , 
where Q(s) has the canonical form (5.18). Define a subspace Eo of lRr(s) by 
Eo := im E0 (with E0 given by (5.19)) and let E := PE0 • Note that 
V =Pim Q(s) and that lRr(s) =Im Q(s) ID E0 • It follows that lRr(s) = V ID E. 
Moreover, it may be seen that the matrix of the projection TI of lRr(s) onto 
E along Vis given by 
' ' -1 JI(s) := (0 : PE0) (PQ(s) : PE0) rxq 
Since (PQ(s) ! PE0)- 1 = (Q(s) : E0)-1 P-l and since (Q(s) ; E0) is bicausal, 
we find that JI(s) is proper or, equivalently, that the subset lR~(s) is 
invariant under TI. 
We are now in the position to prove the following important lemma: 
LEMMA 5.35. Let p E ~.Then RME is p-solvable over lRmxp(s) if and only if 
(RME)' is solvable over lRmxr (s) and (RME)" is solvable over lRlxp(s). p 
PROOF: (~) This implication is trivial. (.,.) Let x 1 (s) E lRmxr (s) and lxp p 
x2 (s) E lR (s) be solutions to (RME)' and (RME)" respectively. Apply the 
0 
foregoing lemma to the space lRr (s) with V := ker c21 (s): let Ebe a subspace 
such that V IDE= 1Rr(s) and let II(s) be the proper rational r x r matrix 
representing the projection onto E along V. Define Xj(s) := x 1(s)TI(s). We 
contend that Xj(s) is a solution of (RME)'. To prove this, first note that 
from the fact that x2 (s)G21 (s) + c11 (s) = 0, we have ker G21 (s) c ker G11 (s). 
Therefore, 
which proves that G12 (s)x;(s) + G11 (s) = 0. Next, we claim that 
x;(s) E lR;xr(s). Indeed, this is trivial since x 1(s) E lR;xr(s) and II(s) is 
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proper. Finally, since ker G21 (s) c ker Xj(s), x1(s) may be written as 
Xj(s) = X(s)G21 (s), for some X(s) E lRmxp(s). Summarizing, we have that X(s) 
is a solution of RME and that X(s)G21 (s) = Xj(s) E lRmxr(s). We conclude that 
mxp p RME is p-solvable over lR (s). 
[J 
The proof of our main result, TH. 5.29, can now be given as follows: 
PROOF OF THEOREM 5.29. By LEMMA 5.31 and LEMMA 5.32, for p E 7l and 
p E {1,2,oo}, solvability of (ADDPM)p is equivalent to the p-solvability of p 
RME over lRmxp(s). By LEMMA 5.35, the latter is equivalent to solvability of 
(RME)' over lRmxr(s) and solvability of (RME)" over lRR,xp(s). Now, for p ElN, 
solvability o/ (RME)' over lRmxr(s) is equivalent to im G c Np-l(V*(ker H)) 
p 
(COR. 5.24). For p E 7l, p < 0, solvability of (RME)' over lRmxr(s) is equiva-
- p 
lent to im G c V*(ker H) + R-p+l(ker H) (TH. 5.28). Finally, it follows from 
the dual version of the equivalence between (iii) and (iv) in COR. 5.15 that 
solvability of (RME)" over lRR,xp(s) is equivalent to S~(im G) c ker H. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
[J 
Note that the proof of TH. 5.29 required some more analysis than the 
analogous result in TH. 5.17 on the solvability of the problem (ADDPM) with-p 
out roll-off constraint. The solvability of the latter problem could be 
formulated purely in terms of the solvability of a linear equation over an 
arbitrary field (cf. the remarks preceding TH. 5.17). 
There are two important special cases of TH. 5.29 that we want to state 
in a separate corollary: 
COROLLARY 5.36. Let p E {1,2, 00 }. 
(i) (ADDPM); is solvable if and only if im G c V*(ker H) and S~(im G) c ker H. 
(ii) (ADDPM)O is solvable if and only if im G c V*(ker H) + B and p 
S~(im G) c ker H. 
The first result says that the conditions for solvability of the L -p 
almost disturbance decoupling problem by measurement feedback with distur-
bance-to-control transfer matrices having a strictly proper limit, are that 
both the disturbance decoupling problem by state feedback, DDP, and the 
[J 
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L -almost disturbance decoupled .estimation problem (ADDEP) (see WILLEMS p p 
(1982a)) are solvable. If in the latter statement we change strictly proper 
by proper, then the conditions become equivalent to the solvability of both 
(ADDP)o and (ADDEP) • p p 
REMARK 5.37. The results of this section and the previous one can be dual-
ized to obtain conditions for solvability of a class of (almost) disturbance 
decoupled estimation problems. For this, we refer to TRENTELMAN & WILLEMS 
(1983). We also note that the theory around the problem (ADDP)p has a nice p 
interpretation in the context of disturbance decoupling by feedforward (see 
WILLEMS (1982b)). In fact, the condition im G c v*(ker H) + Rp-l(ker H) can 
be shown to be equivalent to the existence of a disturbance decoupling feed-
forward control law that involves a feedback component together with differ-
entiating elements di/dti from i = 0 up to the order i = p-2. 
REMARK 5.38. A pressing and as yet unsolved problem is the extension of the 
results of this section to the situation that, in addition, we have a con-
straint of internal stability or pole placement in the closed loop system. 
Even for the case without roll-off constraint, i.e. for the 'plain' problem 
(ADDPM) , this extension is still an open problem. Some preliminary results p 
(see e.g. WILLEMS & IKEDA (1984) or SABERI (1984)) seem to indicate however 
that, for example, conditions for solvability of (ADDPM) with internal p 
stability involves the 'stabilizability' and 'detectability' versions 
v;(ker H) + R~(ker H) and s;(im G) n N~(im G) of V~(ker H) and S~(im G), 
respectively. 
5,5 PID-OBSERVERS AND REDUCTION OF OBSERVER ORDER 
In the next three sections, we will discuss some applications of the 
concept of almost conditionally invariant subspace to the design of reduced 
and minimal order dynamic observers for the observed linear flow (5.1). We 
will start off in this section by establishing a generalization of a well-
known result by LUENBERGER (1964) on the existence of reduced order state 
observers. Consider the finite dimensional linear time invariant flow 
x(t) = Ax(t), y(t) = Cx(t). As before, let ;;;(t) E X ""'- lRn and y(t) E Y"" lRP. 
Also, assume that C is a surjective mapping. It is well-known (see for 
example KWAKERNAAK & SIVAN (1972)) that if (C,A) is observable, then a 'full 
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order' dynamic observer for the state of the flow (C,A) can be found as 
follows. Let A be a symmetric set of n complex numbers. Let G: Y + X be a 
mapping such that cr(A+GC) =A and define a I-observer (see SECTION 5.1) 
~(t) = Nw(t) + My(t), x(t) = Lw(t) by N := A+ GC, M := - G and L := 1x (the 
identity mapping of X). Obviously, the estimation error e(t) := x(t) - x(t) 
satisfies ~(t) = Ne(t). Consequently, if we take Ac~-, then e(t) + 0 
(t + 00 ) for all initial conditions (x(O),w(O)), i.e., x(t) ultimately iden-
tifies x( t). 
It was pointed out in LUENBERGER (1964), that the dynamic order of the 
above observer (being equal to n = dim X) is unnecessarily large, since from 
the observation y(t) it is possible at once to recover the part of the state 
vector modulo ker C. In this way, it is possible to reduce the order of the 
observer to n-p. In WONHAM (1970), the existence of this 'reduced order' 
observer was established using the dual version of the following 
PROPOSITION 5.39. Asswne that (C,A) is observable. Let A be a symmetric 
set of n - p complex nurribers. Then there exists a conditionaUy invariant 
subspace S of X and a mapping G: Y + X such that 
(5.20) ker C fll S = X , 
(5.21) (A+GC)S c S , 
(5.22) cr(A+GC IX/S) A • 
We will briefly recall the construction leading to the 'reduced order' 
observer. The idea is, that the state modulo Smay be estimated by a !-
observer (using the fact that Sis conditionally invariant), while the state 
modulo ker C may be estimated by a P-observer (a PD-observer without differ-
entiators, see SECTION 5.1). Suitably combining these two actions will yield 
a single PI-observer for the entire state x·. Let P: X + X/S be the canonical 
projection. Indeed, from (5.20) we have ker (;) = {O}. Hence, there exist 
mappings K: Y + X and L: X/S + X such that KC + LP = IX. Let G be as in 
PROP. 5.39. Define N := (A+GC)IX/S and M := - PG. Consider the PI-observer 
~(t) = Nw(t) + My(t), x(t) = Lw(t) + Ky(t). Note that the dynamic order of 
this observer is n - p. We contend that, if Ac€;-, then x(t) - x(t) + 0 
(t + 00), for every initial condition pair (x(O),w(O)). Indeed, w(t) - x(t)/S 
. 
satisfies the differential equation z Nz and therefore w(t) + x(t)/S 
(t + 00). Now, by (5.20), x(t) = x 1(t) fll x2(t), with x 1(t) E ker C and 
D 
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x2(t) ES. Since KC+ LP = IX, we have x 1(t) = LPx(t) = L(x(t)/S). Thus, 
Lw(t) + x 1(t) (t + ro), i.e. Lw(t) uZtirrateZy identifies x 1(t). Moreover, 
x2 (t) = KCx(t) = Ky(t), i.e. Ky(t) instantaneously identifies x2 (t). Con-
sequently, x(t) = Lw(t) + Ky(t) ultimately identifies x 1(t)@ x2 (t) = x(t). 
It is vital to note here that the above instantaneous identification property 
is provided by the presence of the direct feedthrough term Ky(t) in the 
'reduced order' observer. Summarizing, the order reduction from n to n - p 
stems from a change in type of observer: the full order observer is a !-
observer, the reduced order observer is a PI-observer. In the present section 
we will show that it is possible to reduce the dynamic order of the observer 
even more by allowing direct feedthrough of derivatives of the observation 
y(t), i.e. by allowing the observer to be a PID-observer (see SECTION 5.1). 
Instead of assuming the entire observation y(t), together with all its 
derivatives y(l)(t),y(Z)(t), .•• to be available for estimation of the state 
x(t), the following option will be taken. Let y(t) = (y 1(t), .•• ,yp(t))T. 
For each component y.(t), specify an integer K· such that -1 < K. < n-1. 
l. (1)l. (K·) - l. -
Here, a value Kl. .:_ 0 will mean that y.(t),y. (t), ••• ,y. l. (t) may be used ]. ]. ]. 
for direct feedthrough. A value Ki = -1 will mean that nor yi(t) nor any of 
its derivatives may be used for direct feedthrough. In a suitable basis for 
Y we can arrange that K1 .:_ Kz .:_ ••• .:_ KP. Denote K :=Kl and define integers 
Vi ( i = 0, 1 , ••• , K) by 
vi := the number of integers (counting multiplicity) 
in the set {K 1, ••• ,KP} that are> i. 
Clearly, v0 .:_ v 1 ..:::_ ••• .:_ vK. Moreover, the above is equivalent to saying 
T v. 
that the subvector (y 1(t), ••• ,yvi(t)) E Yi := lR l. may be used for direct 
feedthrough, together with all its derivatives up to the order i. More con-
T 
cretely, let Li: Y +Yi be mappings such that (y 1, ••• ,yvi) = Liy. Then the 
0utput equation of our observer should be of the form 
(5. 23) x(t) 
for some (linear) mapping F: W@ y0 @ Y1 @ ••• @ YK + X. Here, w E W is the 
state of the observer, which will be assumed to be driven only by y(t). That 
is, the dynamic part of our observer will be assumed to be of the form 
~(t) = G(w(t),y(t)) , 
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for some (linear) mapping G: W@ Y + w. Now, with mappings Li as defined 
above, we obviously have ker L0 c ker L1 c ... c ker LK. Define a mapping 
R: x + y0 ID Y1 ID ••• ffi YK 1 by 
(5.24) 
Denote Ki := ker LiC. We then have the following inclusion: 
ker c c Ko c K 1 c ... c KK 
K This says that {Ki}i=l is a chain around ker C (SECTION 5.1). Moreover, 
(5.25) ker R 
K 
n 
i=O 
A- 1 K. 
l 
and from PROP. 5.5 we have that ker R is an almost observability subspace. 
The following theorem now yields a direct generalization of PROP 5.39 of 
this section: 
THEOREM 5.40. Assume that (C,A) is observable and suppose that N c X is an a 
almost observability subspace. Let A be a symmetric set of dim Na complex 
numbers. Then there exists a conditionally invariant subspace S of X and a 
mapping G: Y + X such that 
(5.26) 
(5.27) 
(5.28) 
N fJ S = X 
a 
(A+GC)S c: S , 
a(A+GC IX/S) A • 
PROOF: The proof follows immediately upon noting that the statement of the 
theorem is the dual of the version of TH. 2.39 (see SECTION 2.5) in which the 
system is assumed to be controllable. 
It will now be shown how TH. 5.40 can be applied to construct a reduced 
order PID-observer for the state of the flow (C,A), that uses derivatives of 
D 
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the observation y(t) for direct feedthrough according to the prespecified 
integers Ki' In the above theorem, take Na= ker R. Let A be a symmetric set 
of na := dim Na complex numbers. Let S be a conditionally invariant subspace 
and let G: Y + X be a mapping such that (5.26) to (5.28) hold. Now, the idea 
is that x/S may be estimated by a I-observer as before. On the other hand, 
since Na is an almost observability subspace, the component x/Na may be 
estimated by a PD-observer (see TH. 5.6 (ii)). We will show that these ac-
tions can be combined into a single PID-observer. Again, let P: X + X/S be 
the canonical projection. From (5.26), ker <!> = {O}. Consequently, there 
are mappings K: Yo$ Y1 @ ••• $ Y + X and L: X/S + X such that K R + LP ~ e K e 
= 1x· Define N::= (A+GC)IX/S and M := - PG. Partition Ke= (K0 ,K1, ••• ,KK) 
compatible with y0 $ y 1 $ ••• $ YK. Consider the PID-observer 
(5. 29) 
w(t) = Nw(t) + My(t) , 
d dK 
x(t) = Lw(t) + K0 L0 y(t) + K1 dt L1y(t) + ••• + K - L y(t) K dtK K 
Note that the output equation of this observer is indeed of the required 
form (5.23). Moreover, w(t) - x(t)/S satisfies i = Nz. Thus, taking Ac C-
yields w(t) + x(t)/S (t + 00). Again, by (5.26), x(t) = x1(t)@ x2(t), with 
x 1(t) E Na and x2 (t) ES. Since KeR + LP = 1x• we have x 1(t) = LPx(t) = 
= L(x(t)/S) and therefore Lw(t) + x 1(t) (t + =), i.e. Lw(t) ultimately 
identifies x 1(t). On the other hand, 
x2(t) = (KeR + LP)x2(t) = Ke R x2(t) = Ke R x(t) = 
(Ko Lo c + K1 L1 CA + ••• + KK LK CAK)x(t) 
This is however equal to 
dK 
+ K - L y(t) 
K dtK K 
Thus, the state component x2(t) is identified instantaneously by the PD-part 
of the observer. The dynamic order of the observer (5.29) is equal to 
na = dim ker R and consequently depends on the prespecified integers 
K1, ••• ,Kp. From (5.24) it is clear that 
(5.30) n > max 
a- {o , n - p - I K.} , i=1 ]_ 
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with equality if and only if R has full rank. Therefore, (5.30) only provides 
a lower bound for the order of the observer (5.29) and this lower bound is 
achieved if and only if the mapping R has full rank. One possible way to 
make sure that R has full rank is to choose the integers Ki in the following 
way. Let A1 .:_ A2 .:_ ••• .:_ Ap .:_ 1 be the observability indices of (C,A). Let 
c 1,c2, ••• ,cp be the rows of C. Dualizing a result in WONHAM (1957, § 5.7), 
it can be shown that, possibly after relabeling the basis vectors of Y, the 
following row vectors are linearly independent: 
Hence, if 
c p 
we take 
c A p 
' ... 
' ..... ' 
K1 .:_ K2 .:_ ••• 
A -1 
c A P 
p 
> K such 
- p that -1 :'.::_ Ki :'.::_ Ai-1' then R as 
defined by (5.24) is surjective and the dynamic order of the observer (5.29) 
becomes p n = n - p - Ei=1 K .• a 1 
REMARK 5.41. We note the the 'full order' dynamic observer may be recovered 
from this result by taking Ki = -1 for all i, i.e. by not allowing direct 
feedthrough of any of the components of y(t) (or, equivalently, R = O). Also 
note that the 'reduced order' observer originating from PROP 5.39 may be 
recovered from the above result by taking Ki = 0 for all i, i.e. by allowing 
direct feedthrough of y(t) only and not of its derivatives (equivalently: 
R = C). If we take Ki .:_ Ai-1, then we obtain na = 0. In this case the observer 
(5.29) degenerates into a PD-observer. 
REMARK 5.42. Finally, we note that a theory similar to the one above may 
be developed if the system (C,A), instead of observable, is only detectable. 
In this case, TH. 5.40 should be replaced by the dual version of COR. 2.42: 
if (C,A) is detectable and N is an almost observability subspace, then 
a 
there exists a detectability subspace S g 
this result generalizes SCHUMACHER (1981, 
recovered from ours by taking Na= ker C. 
such that N @ S = X. Note that 
a g 
LEMMA 2.9). His result may be 
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5,6 ALMOST CONTROLLABILITY SUBSPACE COVERS 
The purpose of this section is to present some results on the role of 
almost controllability subspaces in the context of the minimal dimension 
cover problem. We will extend some well-known results by WONHAM & MORSE 
(1972) on the existence of minimal dimension covers for one dimensional sub-
spaces of the state space. In the next section these results will be dualized 
to obtain a result on the existence of minimal order observers for a single 
linear functional of the state. The proofs in this section will be omitted. 
For the details of these proofs, we refer to TRENTELMAN (1984). 
Consider the controllable system ~(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), with 
x(t) EX"" JRn, u(t) E U"" JRm and B an injective mapping. Let L be a sub-
space of X. Recall from WONHAM & MORSE (1972) that a controlled invariant 
subspace V is called a cover for L if L c B+V. Now, let Ra be an almost 
controllability subspace. Generalizing the previous definition, an (A,B)-
invariant subspace V will be called an Ra-cover for L if L c Ra+V. Thus, a 
cover in the sense of WONHAM & MORSE (1972) would, in our terminology, be 
called a B-cover. Recall from SECTION 2.5 that a subset A of C is called 
symmetric if A n JR -.f (a and if A = A, where A denotes the set obtained by 
taking the complex conjugate of each element in A. In the sequel, we will 
also consider the empty set (a to be symmetric. With this convention, we 
define the Ra-cover index of L to be the smallest integer v _:_ 0 such that 
the following holds: for every symmetric set A of v complex numbers (counting 
multiplicity), there exists an Ra-cover V for Land a mapping FE F(V) such 
that dim V = v and a<~IV) = A. From TH. 2.39, we immediately obtain that 
every subspace L c X has an Ra-cover of dimension n - dim Ra. Consequently, 
the R -cover index v of L is well-defined and satisfies 0 < v < n - dim R • 
a a 
The problem of computing the B-cover index and the corresponding B-
covers for an arbitrary subspace L is as ye.t an unsolved problem. However, 
for the case that dim L = 1, a complete solution was described in WONHAM & 
MORSE (1972). In the following, we will extend this result to the problem of 
computing the Ra-cover index for one-dimensional subspaces L, for the case 
that the underlying almost controllability subspace Ra is equal to Hk, where 
B + AB + ••• + Ak-lB if k > 0 
{0} if k 0 
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It is well-known (see e.g. WONHAM & MORSE (1972), or WONHAM (1979, 
§ 5.7)) that if (A,B) is controllable, then there are controllability sub-
spaces Ri with dim Ri = µi' Ri n B =: bi one-dimensional and X = R1 @ R2 @ 
@ •.. @ R , together with a mapping F: X -+ U such that A R. c R. and 
m µ.- 1 -7 i i 
R. =b.@ A_b.@ ••• @ AF 1 b .. The integersµ. are the controllability in-i ]_ -7 ]_ ]_ ]_ 
dices of (A,B). We will assume that µ 1 ..'.'._ µ2 ..'.'._ ••• ..'.'._ µm. Define now Rm+l := {0} 
and µm+l := {O}. For every integer k > 0 and subspace L c X, define 
9., := max { i J 1 
m+l 
< i < m+l and L c Bk+ .I. R.} • 
J=i J 
Note that 9., depends on L and k. Then we have the following lennna, which 
generalizes WONHAM & MORSE (1972, LEMMA 3.2): 
LEMMA 5.43. Asswne that dim L = 1. Suppose that A is a symmetric set of 
max {0,µ9.,-k} complex nwnbers. Then there is an Bk-cover V for Land a mapping 
F E !_(V) such that dim V = max {0,µ9.,-k} and a(~JV) =A. 
A proof of this lennna uses TH. 2.39 and can be found in TRENTELMAN (1984). 
Using this result, it turns out that for one-dimensional subspaces L it is 
indeed possible to computer their Bk-cover index for all integer k > 0: 
D 
THEOREM 5.44. Let k E JN U {O} and asswne that L is a one-dimensional sub-
space of X. Then the Bk-cover index v(k) of Lis equal to v(k) = max {0,µ9.,-k}. 
The fact that v(k) .2_ max {0,µ9.,-k} is immediate from LEMMA 5.43. The proof of 
the reverse equality may be given by adapting the proof of the corresponding 
result in WONHAM & MORSE (1972, p. 99). Note that their result can be recov-
ered from TH. 5.44 by taking k = 1. 
5,7 MINIMAL ORDER PID-OBSERVERS 
In the present section we will introduce formal definitions of the con-
cepts of PID-observer and minimality of observer order. With these defini-
tions as a starting point, we will explain in which sense the 'full order' 
observer, the 'reduced order' observer and the PID-observer (5.29) (see 
SECTION 5.5) are minimal. Finally, we will dualize the results from SECTION 
D 
5.6 to obtain the existence of minimal order PID-observers for a single 
linear functional of the state. This result will generalize the existence 
results on minimal order PI-observers in WONHAM & MORSE (1972) (see also 
WONHAM (1979, p. 77) and LUENBERGER (1966)). 
Consider the observed linear flow ~(t) = Ax(t), y(t) 
SECTION 5.5. Assume that a second output equation 
(5.31) z(t) Dx(t) 
Cx(t) as in 
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is given. Here, Z is assumed to be a finite dimensional linear space and D 
a mapping from X to z. The variable z(t) should be interpreted as a variable 
to be estimated by an observer. In the following, let Na be an almost ob-
servability subspace (with respect to (C,A)). A (C,A)-invariant subspace 
will be called a N -PID-observer for Dx if S n N c ker D. The N -observer 
a a a 
index of Dx is defined as the smallest integer v _:::_ 0 such that the following 
holds: for every symmetric set A of v complex numbers there exists a Na-PID-
observer S for Dx and a mapping G: Y + X such that dim X/S = v, (A+GC)S c S 
and cr(A+GCIX/S) =A. AN -PID-observer S for Dx will be said to have minimal 
a 
order if dim X/S is equal to the Na-observer index of Dx. The above defini-
tions generalize definitions in WONHAM & MORSE (1972). In fact, their defini-
tions of observer and observer index are recovered from ours by taking 
Na= ker C. Note the duality between the notions of Na-PID-observer and Ra-
cover. A little thought reveals that a conditionally invariant subspace S is 
a N -PID-observer if and only if s1 is a iv-1--cover for im DT (with respect to 
a T T a 
the system (A ,C).Moreover, the N -observer index of Dx is equal to the 
a 
iv-1--cover index of im DT. We will now explain how the above formal definition 
a 
of Na-PID-observer yields a 'real' PID-observer for z = Dx. The idea is, that 
x/S may be estimated by a I-observer (since Sis conditionally invariant). 
On the other hand, x/N may be estimated by a PD-observer (TH. 5.6). Thus, it 
a 
will be possible to estimate x/(SnN) using a PID-observer. Since 
a 
S n Na c ker D, the same will be true for x/ker D. More concretely, specify 
integers K1 _:::_ K2 _:::_ ••• _:::_ KP as in SECTION 5.5, and take Na= ker R, where R 
is given by (5.24). Now, let S be a Na-PID-observer for Dx and suppose S has 
minimal order. Let v = dim X/S be the N -observer index of Dx. Let P: X + X/S 
a 
be the canonical projection. Let A be a symmetric set of v complex numbers. 
Clearly, since Sn Na c ker D, we have ker (:) c ker D. Therefore, mappings 
K: YO@ Y1 @ ... @ YK + Z (K := K1, see SECTION 5.5) and L: X/S + Z exist 
such that K R + LP = D. Define N := (A+GC) IX/S and M := - PG. Decompose the 
e 
mapping Ke= (K0 ,K1, .•• ,KK) and consider the PID-observer 
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(5.32) 
w(t) Nw(t) + My(t) , 
d dK 
z(t) = Lw(t) + K0 LO y(t) + K1 dt L1y(t) + ••• + K - L y(t) K dtK K 
Then the vector w(t) - x(t)/S satisfies r Nr and we have z- z = Lr. Hence, 
taking Ac C- yields z(t) + z(t) (t + oo). We see that (5.32) indeed defines 
a system that estimates z(t). The PID-observer (5.32) has minimal order in 
the sense that its dynamic order is equal to the Na-observer index of Dx 
(with Na= ker R). Again, in general the problem of computing the Na-observer 
index of Dx, being dual to a cover problem, is very difficult. We do have a 
result which treats the case that D = I: 
THEOREM 5.45. Let Na be an almost observability subspace. Then the Na-
observer index of x is equal to dim N • 
a 
PROOF: From TH. 5.40, the Na-observer index v of x satisfies v ~dim Na. On 
the other hand, every Na-PID-observer S for x must satisfy Na n S = {O}. 
Thus, we also have v ~dim Na. 
From the previous theorem, note that the PID-observer (5.29) has minimal 
order, in the sense that its dynamic order n (= dim N ) is equal to the N -
a a a 
c 
observer index of x. As a special case of this, we find that the 'full order' 
observer has minimal order (its dynamic order na = n is equal to the Na-
observer index of x with N = X). As another special case, we obtain that 
a 
the 'reduced order' observer has minimal order (its dynamic order na = n - p 
is equal to the N -observer index of x with N = ker C). 
a a 
Finally, we will dualize the results from SECTION 5.6 to establish the 
existence of minimal order PID-observers for a single linear functional of 
the state. In (5.31), assume that Z = lR anq to stress this, write D = d, 
where d is a linear functional on X. We will assume that the entire observa-
tion y(t), together with all its derivatives up to the order k-1 may be used 
for direct feedthrough. This corresponds to taking K 1 = K2 = ••• = Kp = k - 1. 
Here, k = 0 means that no direct feedthrough is allowed at all. The mapping 
R (see (5.24)) corresponding to this choice is R = ~· where 
Note that for all i, Li = I and Yi = Y. 
the Nk-observer index of dx is equal to 
T T 
respect to (A ,C )). The latter integer 
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Denote Nk = ker ~· As noted before, 
the ~-cover index of im dT (with 
v(k) can be found using TH. 5.44. It 
follows immediately that for each symmetric set A of v(k) complex numbers, 
a minimal order Nk-PID-observer S for dx exists, and a mapping G: Y + X such 
that (A+GC)S c S and o(A+GCjX/S) = A. This leads to a PID-observer for 
z(t) dx(t): 
~(t) Nw(t) + My(t) , 
z(t) + ••• 
dk-1 
+ fk-1 ~ y(t) 
dt 
with o(N) =A, of dynamic order v(k). Here g and f. are linear functionals 
]_ 
on Wand Y respectively. The observer (5.33) has minimal order in the sense 
that its dynamic order is equal to the Nk-observer index of dx. Note that 
the original result in WONHAM & MORSE (1972) is recovered from the above by 
taking k = 1. 
In particular, for a given d: X -+ lR, it is possible to find a PID-
( 1) (k-1) observer for z(t) = dx(t), using y(t), y (t), •.• , y (t) for direct 
feedthrough of dynamic order max {O,A1-k}. Here, A1 is the largest observa-
bility index of the pair (C,A). It is always possible to find a I-observer 
for z(t) = dx(t) (no direct feedthrough at all) of dynamic order A1• 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In chapter 1 we have introduced the basic concepts of almost 
controlled invariant subspace and almost controllability subspace. These 
are defined in terms of their approximate holdability properties with 
respect to the state trajectories of the underlying linear system. We show 
that these subspaces can be characterized geometrically in terms of the 
linear maps defining our system. Rigorous proofs of these geometric 
characterizations turn out to be quite involved. In order to streamline 
these proofs we introduce the notion of 'factor system modulo S00 '. 
In chapter 2 we first show that almost controlled invariant subspaces 
and almost controllability subspaces can be regarded as 'ordinary' 
controlled invariant and controllability subspaces if we allow distribu-
tions as inputs. Subsequently, we establish frequency domain descriptions 
of the subspaces under consideration by characterizing them in terms of 
(~,w)-representations (see also HAUTUS (1980) and SCHUMACHER (1983a)). 
The purpose of the second part of chapter 2 is to make the concepts 
of almost controlled invariant subspace and almost controllability subspace 
applicable to feedback synthesis problems. As a first application, in 
section 2.6 we treat the L /L -almost disturbance decoupling problem. The p q 
latter problem was introduced originally in WILLEMS (1980) (see also 
WILLEMS (1981)). Here, we give a detailed and rigorous treatment of this 
problem, based on the approximation of almost controlled invariant sub-
spaces by 'ordinary' controlled invariant subspaces (see section 2.4) and 
on the construction of controlled invariant complements of almost control-
lability subspaces (see section 2.5). Section 2.7 deals with almost 
controllability subspaces and their application to the L /L -almost p q 
disturbance decoupling problem with pole placement. The chapter closes 
down with a section on almost stabilizability subspaces. These were 
introduced orginally in SCHUMACHER (1984). Here, we establish a geometric 
characterization of these subspaces for arbitrary stability sets. 
Chapter ·3 deals with L -almost controlled invariant subspaces and p 
L -almost controllability subspaces. The basic set-up on approximation of p 
almost controlled invariant subspaces as treated in chapter 2 is used here 
to establish a rigorous treatment of the L -almost disturbance decoupling p 
problem. We also discuss the version of this problem with pole placement. 
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An open problem still remains to find necessary and sufficient conditions 
for solvability of the L -almost disturbance decoupling problem with p 
internal asymptotic stability (ADDPS). 
In section 3.5 we use the concepts introduced to obtain some new 
results on the classical problem of finding low order stabilizing dynamic 
compensators. It is shown that invertible minimum phase system can always 
be stabilized using dynamic output feedback with dynamic order equal to 
the system's pole/zero excess minus the number of inputs. The latter result 
provides an interesting addition to a series of earlier results as for 
example described in LUENBERGER (1964), BRASCH & PEARSON (1970), KIMURA 
(1975), WANG & DAVISON (1975), KIMURA (1977) and HERMANN & MARTIN (1977). 
Chapter 4 is devoted to problems of constrained L -almost distur-p 
bance decoupling: apart from approximate decoupling up to any desired 
degree of accuracy from the disturbances to a first to-be-controlled 
output, it is required that the operator from the disturbances to a second 
to-be-controlled output is a bounded function of the decoupling accuracy. 
In our treatment of the above problem it turns out that we first need to 
resolve a synthesis problem of combined exact disturbance decoupling and 
output stabilization. This is done in section 4.2. The results of the 
latter section can be specialized to obtain results in HAUTUS (1981), 
BHATTACHARRYA, PEARSON & WONHAM (1972) and WONHAM (1979) as special cases. 
We remark that recently the results of section 4.2 have been extended to 
the situation that, instead of allowing state feedback, we restrict our-
selves to output feedback (see VANDERWOUDE (1986)). As an area of future 
research we mention a possible application of the results of chapter 4 to 
problems of exact and almost non-interacting control. 
In the first section of chapter 5 the dual concepts of almost 
conditionally invariant subspace, almost observability subspace and almost 
detectability subspace are discussed. Different from the definitions in 
WILLEMS (1982a) these subspaces are introduced by dualizing the feedback 
characterizations of the relevant almost controlled invariant subspaces as 
established in earlier chapters. Subsequently, we treat the almost distur-
bance decoupling problem by measurement feedback. Our treatment is based 
entirely on WILLEMS (1982a). In sections 5.3 and 5.4 we discuss a version 
of the latter problem with 'roll-off' constraints. Finally, in the last 
three sections of this tract we show the relevance of almost observability 
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subspaces and almost controllability subspaces in the context of design of 
reduced and minimal order PID-observers. The results described here are 
extensions of earlier results on observer design in LUENBERGER (1964), 
WONHAM (1970) and WONHAM & MORSE (1972). 
A striking fact in our treatment of the almost disturbance decoupling 
problem by measurement feedback and, subsequently, its constrained version 
with 'roll-off' constraints, is that the methods we use are strongly 
frequency domain oriented. An open question remains how these problems can 
be treated in a more geometric style, perhaps comparable with treatments 
of the problem of exact disturbance decoupling by measurement feedback as 
in SCHUMACHER (1980) or WILLEMS & COMMAULT (1981). Undoubtedly, such a 
geometric treatment of ADDPM would also yield to resolving the as yet 
unsolved problems of almost disturbance decoupling with measurement feed-
back and internal stability, ADDPMS, and the version of the same problem 
with pole placement, ADDPMPP. 
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APPENDIX 
SOME BASIC FACTS ON DISTRIBUTIONS 
In this appendix we have collected some basic material on distributions. 
For more details, the reader is referred to, for example, RUDIN (1973) or 
SCHWARTZ (1951). 
Let C00 (1R., JR) denote the space of all functions tp : JR.-+ JR that have 
derivatives of arbitrary order. For any function (/) : JR ->JR., its support is 
defined as the closure of the set {t EJRltp(t) I O}. The support of(/) is 
denoted by supp tp. In CH. 2 of this tract, the following space of test-
functions is used: 
D (IR.) : {tp E C00 (1R., JR)I (/)has compact support} .. 
There is a standard way to endow the space D(IR.) with a topology. With 
respect to this topology, we define the space of distributions D' as the 
dual of the space D(IR.): 
D' {x D (IR.) -+ JR I x is linear and continuous}. 
The value of x E D' at tp E D(IR.) will 
and x ED', then we will say that x = 
with supp (/) c: n. Given x E D', let A 
x 
Then the support of x is defined by 
supp x =: JR' U n • 
!1E~ 
be denoted by <x,c.p>, Iffl c: JR 
o on n if <x,tp> = 0 for all c.p 
: = {n c: JRln is open and x = 0 
is open 
E D (IR.) 
on ll}. 
In this tract, D~ denotes the subspace of all x ED' with supp x c:JR+. 
Given T ~ 0, D'[o,T] denotes the subspace of all x ED' with supp x c: [O,TJ. 
Let L1 1 (IR., JR) denote the space of all locally integrable functions, 
' oc 
i.e. the space of all measurable functions ljJ :JR->JR such that JKll)JI <oo, 
for every compact set K c:JR, This space can be identified with a subspace 
of D' by the identification 
<lj!,tp>: fJRl)J ( t)tp( t) dt , for lP E D (IR.) • 
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We will now define what we mean by the convolution of two distributions 
in n:. One way to do this, is to enlarge the underlying space of test-
functions. Define a space of testfunctions by 
{(f)ECco(IR, lR) 13 A. E lR with supp (() c: (-<:x>,A.)}. 
Again, there is a standard way to put a topology on this space (see e.g. 
SCHWARTZ (1951)). Taking the dual space of D00 (1R) yields a space of 
distributions that will be denoted by no:,. Since D(IR) c: D00(1R), DO:, may be 
considered as a subspace of D 1 • Given a function (() : lR -> lR and a T E lR, we 
define (cri: (f))(t): = (f)(t+i:) and (j)(t): = w(-t). In addition to D00(1R), we 
consider the space 
D (IR): 
-co 
{1jl E C00(1R, lR) I 3 A E lR with supp 1jl c: [A.,oo)}. 
D-=(IR) can be considered as a subspace of DC:, by the obvious identification. 
Now, if x € D' and 1jl E D-co(IR), then we define their convolution as the 
function 
-t ...... (x * 1jl)(t): = <x, a 1jl >, t E lR, 
The function x * 1jl is in D-oo(IR). Next, if x and y are two distributions in 
DO:,, then we define their convolution as the distribution 
<x * y, (() >: <x, <Y * IP>"'> 
The distribution x * y is in DC:,. Since n: can be identified with a subspace 
of n.;, and since D(IR) c: D00 (1R), this also defines a convolution operation 
for distributions in n:. Moreover, if x, y E n:, then x * y E n:. It is 
in this sense that the convolution appearing in CH. 2, DEF. 2.2 should be 
interpreted. 
Finally, we will spend a few words on tempered distributions. For this, 
we will consider yet another space of testfunctions. A function cp E C00 (1R, lR) 
will be called rapidly decreasing if 
C< df3 
sup I t ~ I < =, 
t ElR dt 
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for all nonnegative integers a and a. Denote the space of smooth, 
rapidly decreasing functions by 
s (IR): = {(j) E c00 (IR, lR) I (j) is rapidly decreasing}. 
With a standard topology on S(IR), the dual S' of S(IR) is called the space 
of tempered distributions. Obviously D(IR) c S(IR) and S' can be considered 
as a subspace of D'. We will denote by S~ the subspace of tempered dis-
tributions with support inlR+. A sequence x in S' is said to converge 
n 
to x if <xn ,qJ >-> <x,(j) > (n -> co) for every (j) E S (IR). 
We conclude this appendix by noting that the vector valued 
of the above concepts are defined in the obvious 
are the spaces of n-vectors with components in 
• n • n 
way:D ,D+, 
D', D~, S~. If 
versions 
•n 
s+ ' etc. 
K E D' pxm 
+ 
and n E D~ m, then the convolution K * u is defined componentwise. 
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SUBJECT INDEX 
Numbers of pages on which definitions are given have been underlined. 
admissible distributional input 41 
almost conditionally invariant 
subspace 181 
almost controllability subspace 8 
almost controllability subspace 
algorithm (ACSA) 14, 36, 101 
almost controllability subspace 
cover 217 
almost controlled invariant 
subspace 5, 8 
almost detectability subspace 184 
almost observability subspace 183 
almost stabilizability subspac;--
84. 128 
approximation of almost controlled 
invariant subspaces 59, 60 
Arzela-Ascoli's theorem 148 
bicausal isomorphism 56, 208 
Bohl distribution 43 ~ 
Bohl function 43 
bounded peaking"°"135, 138, 139, 177 
canonical projection 6 
chain in 10 
chain around 185, 214 
characteristic value of Bohl 
function 76 
cheap controY- 175 
closed loop system 69, 70, 125 
coasting subspace 51, 54, 56, 89 
compact support 225 
conditionally invariant subspace 
128, 181 
controllability subspace 7 
controlled invariant subspace 4, 7 
convolution of distributions 226, 42 
convolution operator 70, 71~­
cover 217 
cover index 217 
degree of polynomial vector 47 
detectability subspace 128, 129, 130 
distribution 225, 41, 42;°""43 
distributionally controllability 
subspace 42 
distributionally controlled invariant 
subspace 42 
disturbance decoupling with output 
stability 139 
disturbance decoupling with 
guaranteed roll-off 201 
duality 184 
dynamic order 125, 127, 128, 131 
enlargment 138~-
error spectrum 185 
estimate 181 
estimation error 182 
factor system modulo s"° 21, 26, 28 
feedback processor 69, 191 
feedforward 211 
full order observer 212, 216 
Grassmannian topology---"'58 
Hardy space 110 
Hco-almost solvability 193, 194, 202, 
204 
impulsive distribution 43, 44, 47, 48 
infimal Lp-almost conditionally 
invariant subspace 189 
infimal Lp-almost observability 
subspace 188 
input space 2_ 
input mapping 3 
invariance 2, 3 
invariant subspace algorithm (ISA) 
35, 36 
invariant zeros 126, 132, 133 
invertible system~-132 
I-observer 186, 188~13, 221 
left-invertible system 106, 134, 161, 
169 
Lp-almost disturbance decoupling 
109, 119 
Lp-almost disturbance decoupling with 
bounded peaking 138, 151, 161, 162 
LP-almost disturbance decoupling with 
bounded peaking and pole placement 
139, 169, 170 
Lp-almost disturbance decoupling with 
guaranteed roll-off 201, 202 
Lp-almost disturbance decoupling with 
measurement feedback 192, 195 
Lp-almost disturbance decoupling with 
measurement feedback and guaranteed 
roll-off 198, 199, 203, 210 
Lp-almost disturbance decoupling with 
pole placement 123, 124 
Lp-almost solvabih.ty 193, 194, 202, 204 
Lp/Lq-almost disturbance decoupling 
70, 75 
Lp-Lq-almost disturbance decoupling 
with pole placement 82 
Mc Millan degree of Bohl function 76 
minimal order PID-observer 219, 220;221 
minimum phase 126, 130, 131 :-132, 134 
minimum phase input subspace 126, 127, 
128, 129 -
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observability subspace 182 
observer 181, 182, 183, 186, 211, 
212, 220 
observer index 219, 220, 221 
order of impulsive distribution 47 
ouput injection 181 -
output mapping 124 
PD-observer 18-Y--
perfect regulation 175, 176 
perfect regulation with pole 
placement 177 
perfect regulation with bounded 
peaking 177, 178 
PI-observer--186 
PID-observer ~. 186, 219 
rational matrix equation RME 193 
rational matrix equation (RME)' 
194 
rational matrix equation (RME)" 
195 
reduced order observer 212, 216 
regular Bohl distributioil(= Bohl 
function) 43, 44, 47, 88 
restriction 42 
right-invertible system 106, 
130, 131 
roll-off 197 
p-solvability 204, 209 
singly generated almost controllability 
subspace 13, 59 
sliding subspace 52, 55, 56, 89 
Smith-Mc Millan form at/ infinity 56 
spectrum of Bohl function 76 
stabilizability subspace 83, 128 
stabilizable subspace 68 
stabilizing compensator 125, 127, 128, 
131 ' 132, 134 
state feedback 3 
state space 2 
state trajectory 42, 43 
supremal Lp-almost"""Controllability 
subspace 94 
supremal Lp-almost controlled invariant 
subspace 94 
symmetric subset of ~ 64, 72 
system mapping 2 
tempered distribution 197, 227 
test function 225, 226, 227 
transmission zeros 52, 126 
undetectable subspace 183 
unobservable subspace 1~ 
(~,w).representation 4--S--
zeros at infinity 56, 57, 60, 133 
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SYMBOL INDEX 
Symbols are followed by a brief explanation of their meaning and the number 
of the page on which they are defined or used in a typical way. 
A 
(A,B) 
<AIB> 
cA,B) 
(A,B,C) 
B 
B 
c 
C00 (lR,X) 
D 
D' 
D' 
+ 
D'n 
+ 
D'n 
B 
system mapping 
system with system mapping A and input mapping B 
infimal A-invariant subspace containing B (reachable 
subspace) 
factor system modulo S00 (unless otherwise stated) 
system with system mapping A, input mapping B and 
output mapping C 
closed loop system mapping A + BF 
control input mapping 
the image of the mapping B in X 
observation output mapping 
field of complex numbers 
closed right half complex plane 
open right half complex plane 
open left half complex plane 
system with system mapping A and output mapping C 
smooth functions lR -+ X 
linear space in which disturbances take their values 
space of distributions 
space of distributions with support in lR+ 
space of Bohl distributions 
n-vectors with components in D' 
n-vectors with components in D~ 
n-vectors with components in D~ 
2 
5 
7 
21, 26 
106 
7 
3 
7 
106 
64 
148 
110 
73 
125 
20 
69 
225 
225 
43 
227 
227 
43 
236 
D'mxr 
+ 
deg f 
D(lR) 
F 
!_(V) 
G 
G 
Gcl(s) 
Q(q,X) 
H, H1, H2 
QO 
H 
IX 
K, L, M,N 
K(s) 
K[s] 
K+(s) 
<ker C jA> 
L 
.C(u,F ,k) 
.C (u,F,k) 
n 
m x r matrices with components in D~ 
McMillan degree of f 
space of test functions 
feedback mapping (from X to U) 
set of all F such that V is (A+BF)-invariant 
disturbance input mapping 
output injection mapping (in CH. 5) 
closed loop transfer matrix 
space of q-dimensional subspaces of X (Grassmannian 
manifold) 
output mappings (to-be-controlled outputs) 
+ Hardy space with respect to ~o 
identity mapping of the space X 
mappings defining a compensator, a feedback 
processor or an observer 
all vectors in X(s) that lie in K for all s 
all vectors in X[s] that lie in K for all s 
all vectors in X+(s) that lie in K for all s 
supremal A-invariant subspace contained in ker C 
(unobservable subspace) 
one-sided Laplace transform 
dimension of the output space Z 
for p € [1,co): space of all measurable functions 
x: lR+ + X such that Jllxllp < co 
lR+ 
space of all measurable functions x: lR+ + X such 
that ess sup llx(t)ll <co 
tEJR+ 
197 
76 
225 
3, 69 
7 
69 
128 
192 
58 
69 
110 
65 
125. 181 • 1 91 
45 
45 
45 
182 
45 
69 
70 
70 
k-dimensional singly generated almost controllability 
subspace 59 
canonical approximating sequence for .C(u,F,k) 60 ,61 
Ill 
n 
N (C,A) 
-a 
N*(G) 
a 
ord x 
p 
p 
r 
lR 
lR 
B_(A,B) 
R*(K) 
a 
!}_a(A,B) 
R*(K) 
Rt(K) 
JR(s) 
Rb (K1 ,K2) 
r(T) 
JRIDXp (s) 
JRIDXp (s) 
p 
JR~Xp ( S) 
300 , 300 (K) 
S*(G) 
a 
dimension of the input space U 
diIDension of the state space X 
set of natural numbers {1,2, .•• } 
set of alIDost observability subspaces 
infi!llal alIDost observability subspace containing G 
infi!llal L -alIDost observability subspace of G p 
distributional order of iIDpulsive distribution x 
(often) canonical projection 
diIDension of the output space Y 
diIDension of the disturbance space D 
field of real nuIDbers 
nonnegative real numbers 
negative real nuIDbers 
set of all controllability subspaces 
supre!llal alIDost controllability subspace in K 
set of all alIDost controllability subspaces 
supre!llal controllability subspace in K 
supreIDal L -alIDost controllability subspace of K p 
field of rational functions with coefficients in lR 
two-output constrained al!llost controllability subspace 
roll-off of rational !llatrix T 
space of all real rational Ill x p IDatrices 
space of all eleIDents T in JRIDXp ( s) with r(T) f; p 
space of all proper real rational Ill x p !llatrices 
liIDiting subspace of ACSA 
infiIDal alIDost conditionally invariant subspace 
containing G 
infiIDal L -alIDost conditionally invariant subspace of G p 
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6 
5 
14 
185 
185 
188 
47 
6 
106 
69 
6 
6 
6 
7 
10 
9 
8 
99 
106 
167 
197 
195 
200 
193 
18, 19 
185 
189 
238 
S' space of tempered distributions with support in lR.+ 
+ 
s:mxr space of m x r matrices with components in s: 
s:<ao) subspace of n: 
[s+' (aO) ]mxr f . . h . S' ( ) space o m x r matrices wit components in + a0 
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